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PREFACE

THIS little work makes but few pretensions to what is
called ' original research.' Anyone who has ever put this
sort of book together knows how the thing is done. My
indebtedness to the researches of Professor Owst, of Father
Charland, O.P., and of Mr. Fraser Mitchell of the Univer
sity of Reading, is undisguised, and I sincerely hope that it
is obvious. On the other hand, I think that this book may
claim a little credit for originality of treatment. Its terms
of reference are other than those of previous investigators
of the history of preaching. It studies the sermon litera
ture of the period, not in order to illuminate the history of
English literature or of English eloquence or of English
social history, but in order to illuminate the past history
and the present problems of the Ministry of the Word in
England. Secondly, the period covered-747-I939-is, I
think, a longer period than has been reviewed by any of
those scholars to whose work I am so much indebted.
Therefore, although this survey of preaching in the Church
of England can hardly claim to have broken new ground,
it can, I believe, claim to have driven a longer furrow than
has previously been driven in this field.

The nucleus of the book is a course of four Lent Lectures
to Clergy given at Sion College in I939 on the invitation of
the President, the late Reverend F. G. Masters, Rector of
St. Mary Abchurch. Mr. Masters, who will be remembered
chiefly for his work on the Central Readers' Board, was
an old member of my College. He was a very good friend
to me when I was a curate in London; and, grateful as I
am to him for his invitation to give these lectures, I am
still more grateful to him for his kindness during those
years of my apprenticeship in the parochial ministry.
Three of the lectures were afterwards repeated at a Clergy
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viii PREFACE

School in the Diocese of Derby, where they were very
generously received.

One of the definite advantages of being a Fellow of a
College is that a man in that position finds himself a member
of a co-operative Society, and is as such entitled to approach
his colleagues, not only for general encouragement, but also
for particular assistance whenever his work trespasses across
the frontiers of their several departments. Thus, Mr.
H. D. P. Lee has very kindly helped me when required
with Friar Waleys' Latin, and Mr. P. E. Charvet with Friar
Bozon's French; while many of the best things in these
pages are due to conversations with the Rev. F. N. Davey.
To the Rev. A. M. Ramsey, Vicar of St. Bene't's, I owe
many extremely valuable directions regarding the sermon
literature of the nineteenth century and after. Among
others who have also assisted me by their advice and
encouragement I may mention Professor Owst, the Rev.
Professor Clement Rogers, the Rev. Dr. A. J. Macdonald,
the Rev. F. M. Yglesias, and, of course, my wife. For the
imperfections of this book, and for all errors of taste or of
judgment, I am alone responsible.

I wish also to acknowledge my gratitude to the Staff of
the University Library, and in particular to Mr. Pink of
the Anderson Room.

Finally, I hope that this book may be of use to two
classes of readers: to parish priests, and to professional
historians; to those who are interested in preaching, and
to those who are interested in the history of preaching. Of
the two, it is written primarily for the former: and I trust
that, for this very reason, it may be the more useful to the
latter. For the study of the language of the pulpit is the
study of a living language: and a practical survey of
Preaching in the Church of England is perhaps the only
kind of survey that can meet the practical requirements even
of those who are concerned with homiletics only as a
branch of literature or of rhetoric.

CHARLES SMYTH.
Corpus Christi College,

Cambridge.
2I August, I939



SON. "All the men who were ordained with me
seemed to think that the faculty of preaching will
come to them as a matter of course."

FATHER. "Then I pity their congregations. Tom,
my dear boy, don't entertain any such delusions.
Here and there a man of exceptional genius may
preach well from the beginning. Beyond all question,
however, the vast majority have to learn this thing.
It is one of the dangers of the Church of England
that so many don't learn it."

CANON TWELLS, Colloquies on Preaching.
(2nd edtn. 1889, p. 137.)

"Of all the actions of the Christian ministry
preaching is the highest, and the test of our reverence
for our profession is our performance of the preacher's
duty."

BISHOP HENSLEY HENSON, Church and Parson in
England.

(1927, p. 153.)
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I

INTRODUCTION

THE .laity are often telling us how badly so many of the
clergy preach: and they sometimes add that that is why
they never go to church; thereby ingenuously undermining
their authority to pronounce so sharp and so censorious a
judgment. Possibly the facts are as stated: possibly they
were as stated fourteen years ago, when Archbishop Davidson
speaking almost ex cathedra at the Eastbourne Church Con
gress in October 1925 1 assured us that' Complaints of the
inadequacy of our sermons are rife, and the fact of the
inadequacy is beyond dispute,' and the late Mr. Drawbridge
of the Christian Evidence Society diligently amassed and
analysed and tabulated the comments of the Press upon,
the Primate's statement and gathered them into a little
book entitled Futile Sermons. 2 But, great ecclesiastical
statesman and administrator though he was, Archbishop
Davidson himself, regarded as a preacher, belonged to the
worst period of the English pulpit: his brilliant and con
spicuous talents did not lie in that particular direction,
for it is remarkable how trivial and unevangelical his pub
lished sermons seem to-day: and both the causes which
he assigned for the decline of Anglican homiletics, and the
remedies which he advised for its revival, appear to be
curiously misconceived. Indeed, there is a strong sugges
tion that it was these criticisms, and in particular the
phrase' But, personally, I put among first causes the fact

1 The Official Report of the Church Congress: Eastbourne, 1925.
Sermon by the Lord Archbishop of Canterbury, pp. 3-II (also printed
in Occasions: Sermons and Addresses delivered on Days of interest
in the life of Church or Nation by Abp. Davidson, 1925. pp. 108-25),
esp. pp. 'i-8.-Cf. The Teaching Office of the Church (Report of the
Archbishops' First Committee of Inquiry, 1918), p. 9 (Intellectual
lVeakness of the Clergy): ' ... Sermons are often without real
substance, deficient in intellectual quality, and unable to arouse
interest or response in their hearers.'

2 Futile Sermons: Opinions of the Primate and the Press, ed. C. L.
Drawbridge (1928).
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that our average Church of England sermons have not kept
pace with educational advance or with the average man
and woman's wider interest in all sorts of human know
ledge and world affairs,' that stampeded the Anglican clergy
into preaching about Eddington and Jeans: the sort of
thing which is now done only by the simpler type of bishop
when trying to impress an academic audience.

But even if the general level of preaching was so low in
1925, I cannot believe that it is equally low, or lower, in
1939. Without going so far as Dr. Selbie, who protested
that 'the ministry and the preaching were never better
than they are to-day,' 1 I can conscientiously aver that in
my own experience of plain and parochial sermons I have
hardly ever heard a really bad sermon, a sermon from
which there was no instruction to be gained nor pleasure
to be had. Yet it is clear that our sermons might be better
than they are if the art of preaching were more studied.

You may say that the real trouble is that we are most
of us too overworked and too shorthanded, too much
engaged in serving tables, to have time to compose fine
sermons. That is true: but, in the first place, nobody
wants fine sermons-fine sermons are one of the most
dangerous of the Devil's snares: and in the second place,
a knowledge of the rules of preaching, like a knowledge of
the multiplication table or of the rudiments of first aid,
would save an infinity of time and trouble and of aimless
fumbling. Yet in the Church of England few of us are
taught how to preach 2: for the most part we are left to
teach ourselves by the clumsy and hazardous expedients
of trial and error. It is significant that one of the things
demanded of their vicars by the eight young priests whose
Open Letter to Incumbents appeared in the Church Times
of Jan. 13, 1939, was some advice and criticism on their
sermons, embracing subject-matter, method, and delivery.

1 Drawbridge, Futile Sermons, p. 29.-Cf. E. G. Selwyn, The White
Horseman and Other Sermons (1938), pp. 21-2.

2 Cf. T. A. Bold, Concerning the Ministry (1934), pp. 22-5.-A
notable improvement in this respect has, however, taken place
in many, if not most, of our Theological Colleges within the past few
years.
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In their own words: 'It is hard for incumbents to realise
that what, for them, has become an habitual art is for the
young priest a new, unpractised, and arduous adventure.'
As Beachcomber might say, the operative words are' habitual
art.' Sancta simplicitas! Yet there is no better way to
teach oneself than by teaching others.

Of course, we clergy are not the only people in that boat.
If the clergy are not taught how to preach, it is equally
true that barristers are not taught how to plead, and dons
are certainly not taught how to lecture, while it is only
within comparatively recent years that a benevolent bureau
cracy has begun teaching schoolmasters how to teach.
But two blacks do not make a white. The point is that
the technique of preaching is something that can be taught,
and therefore should be taught: and until it is taught,
this reckless wastage of energy and of efficiency will continue.

Admittedly, technique is not everything. It is most
emphatically not the one thing needful. Any man can
preach, and preach effectively, who reads his Bible and says
his prayers and loves his people: and no man can preach
effectively who does not read his Bible and say his prayers
and love his people. He may be fluent and he may be
clever, but though he speak with the tongues of men and
of angels, and though he know all mysteries and all know
ledge (including Eddington and Jeans), unless he reads his
Bible and says his prayers and loves his people, his preach
ing will be merely wind. Now, we are all obliged to read
the Bible in the discharge of our religious duties, and most
of us have been taught at some time how to study it, even
if we were discouraged from reading Theology at the Univer
sity and were made to read History or Economics in order
to give us that broad and humanising knowledge of life
and of the world which is, of course, so infinitely more
valuable to us in our work than any mere professional
efficiency. And we all know that it is possible to teach a
man how to say his prayers, although it is very seldom
done outside the Theological Colleges: I mean, in a grown
up way and for grown-up people. The laity, for the most
part, are left to muddle through as best they can with the
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aid of a steady trickle of little books on prayer and an
occasional series of talks provided by the B.B.C.: for the
technique of Christian living is not a subject included, for
example, in the syllabus of most of our educational estab
lishments. Then again, I am not sure that it is not possible
to teach a man how to love his people: that is how to do
the things-like intercessory prayer, and thanksgiving, and
pastoral visiting-that will endear them to him, so that he
will carry their names upon his heart.

These are the prolegomena to the art of preaching. And,
up to a point, they can be taught. True, only up to a point.
You can teach a man how to pray-or rather, you can
teach him how to learn to pray-and you can teach him
how to learn to love his people: but you cannot teach him to
pray and you cannot teach him to love, because these things
are given only by the grace of God, and in answer to con
scious and unconscious prayer. And this dependence on
Divine grace sets a preliminary limitation upon our ability
to teach men how to preach. For preaching is essentially
a pastoral activity. '" Who can lawfully preach? " is a
typical question put by the Regimen Animarum, one of the
little handbooks of Canon Law and instruction so plenti
fully furnished for mediaeval clergy in the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries. The answer is . . . "Priests, deacons
and subdeacons, if they have preferment and the care of soztls
(si habeant prelationem et curam animarum) , because those
so entitled preach by reason of their preferment, not by
reason of their order." '1 It is true that in the later Middle
Ages the exceptions were so numerous as to obscure the
rule, and licences to preach were liberally accorded to
, monks and Mendicants, University graduates in theology,
vicars, chaplains, pardoners and recluses, even the Templar
and Hospitaller': yet these, in theory at least, were but
auxiliaries to the main preaching body; and it is at least
arguable that the Church lost more than she gained by
admitting them into her pulpits. The original principle,
which made the right to preach dependent on the possession

1 G. R. Owst, Preaching in Medieval England: an introduction
to sermon manuscripts of the period c. I350-I450 (1926), p. I.



of a cure of souls, was infinitely sounder. For, as a normal
rule, no man can be a good preacher unless he is, in the
first instance, a faithful pastor; just as no man can be a
faithful pastor unless he is, in the first instance, a man of
prayer.

You may be disposed to think that this insistence upon
preaching as a pastoral activity is somewhat arbitrary, and
you can point to numerous exceptions. That is a perfectly
legitimate argument: but the exceptions are always
difficult exceptions, and the men are always themselves
exceptional men. The man of average gifts and average
abilities is not enabled to preach the Word of God with
power if he be isolated from the rough and tumble of a
pastoral ministry: for it is precisely in the whole business
of rubbing up against human opinions, human feelings,
human convictions and experiences, human anxieties and
human needs, that he encounters at every turn the real
meaning and significance of his faith in God. Indeed, I
know of no better stimulus for a preaching ministry than
the decorous abandon of a Parish Social and the blessed
drudgery of visiting old women with bad legs. There are,
as there always have been, gifted individuals who somehow
manage to preach without this stimulus: but any ordinary
parish priest who knows the difficulty of preaching to a
strange congregation is qualified to imagine the infinitely
greater difficulty which the clerical don or clerical school
master, other than a Dean or Chaplain, encounters under
similar conditions. For a College Dean or a School Chap
lain-that is, for an academic person with a cure of souls
it is not quite so bad, provided that he has some capital
to live upon, in the form of previous parochial experience.
But it is difficult to speak temperately of a practice which
is now far too common at both the older Universities, of
taking a man straight from his Theological College and
making him a College Chaplain-that is, assistant to a Dean
of Chapel, and without cure of souls-immediately upon
his ordination to the diaconate, in the pious hope that he
will be able to ' get hold of the young men', and in the
sure and certain knowledge that such unskilled clerical labour

B
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is conveniently cheap. Inevitably this is the cause of much
frustration and maladjustment and consequent unhappiness,
and it is difficult to see why the bishops should allow the
scandal to continue. Similarly, despite all technical diffi
culties, it should be possible to arrange that, in normal
circumstances, no clergyman should be allowed to teach in
a public school without at least two years of previous
parochial experience; the principal abnormal circumstance
to be contemplated is that of the lay headmaster who seeks
holy orders in middle life.

Yet, although parochial experience must, under ordinary
conditions, supply the foundation and much of the raw
material of an effective preaching ministry, this is not to
suggest that the technique of preaching cannot be taught
quite independently of that experience and, as it were, in
isolation from it. My own conviction is that it can be
taught along the lines on which we teach history at the
universities: that is, not primarily by lectures (although
these carry more of the weight at Cambridge than they
appear to do at Oxford), but rather by tutorials and super
visions. Given the right men as supervisors, it should be
possible to arrange something of this sort in every diocese
for the training of the younger clergy. Personally I have
never had the opportunity to attend a course of lectures
on preaching, but, from those which I have read, I am
dubious whether they could be equally effective for this
purpose. The difficulty in either case is that the art of
preaching has not been scientifically studied and applied
among us for several generations. Most Lectures on Preach
ing, such as those of Phillips Brooks,l or Dale,2 or Paterson
Smyth,3 or Newbolt,4 are essentially personal documents,
and in that sense amateurish rather than professional, and
I fear that inferior productions of this character often tend
to become hortatory and slightly pious: while even those
of them which are most immune from these reproaches,

1 Phillips Brooks, Lectures on Preaching (1877).
2 R. W. Dale, Nine Lectures on Preaching (1877).
3 J. Paterson Smyth, The Preacher and his Sermon (1907).
• W. C. E. Newbolt, The Ministry of the Word (1913).



such as the deservedly popular work of Father Bull 1

(which is exceptionally practical and exceptionally well
documented), always tend to be, or to be used as, a com
pendium of 'tips' for the uninitiated by an old hand at
the game. For myself, I think that the indirect method
of approach, exemplified in such a work as G. L. Richardson's
The Preaching of Jesus,2 or Professor Dodd's The Apostolic
Preaching and its Developments,3 is far more useful and
suggestive.

Then again, there is no single preacher, alive or dead,
whose published sermons can obviously be put into the
hands of an enterprising curate with the admonition,
, Model your style on this!' Of course, it is almost super
fluous to say that every preacher ought to read and re-read
the sermons of Robertson of Brighton: but not for the
purpose specified. Two hundred years ago, all young and
aspiring clergymen were reading Tillotson: but the Age of
Tillotson is past. The former Bishop of Durham is said to
have made a careful study of the classic orators of the
French pulpit, and particularly of Bossuet: but Dr. Hensley
Henson is the last of the English orators of the classical
tradition whether in Parliament or in the pulpit: and in
any case, it is not the art of pulpit oratory, but the art of
preaching, that the ordinary parson needs to learn. More
over the Eagle of Meaux is hardly suited to every capacity
or to every taste. Thus it becomes apparent that for us
to-day there is no Da magistrum.4 And on the whole it is
a very good thing that there is not.

Nevertheless, a critical historical investigation of the
1 Paul B. Bull, c.R., Lectures on Preaching and Sermon Con

struction (1922).
2 G. L. Richardson, The Preaching of Jesus: A Study of some

Sermons of the Master (1925).
3 C. H. Dodd, The Apostolic Preaching and its Developments (1936).
4 ' ••• I myself have seen a certain Paul, an old man of Concordia,

a town of Italy, who, while he himself was a very young man, had
~een secretary to the blessed Cyprian, who was already advanced
III age. He said that he himself had seen how Cyprian was
accustomed never to pass a day without reading Tertullian, and
that he frequently said to him, ., Give me the master! ", meaning
b~ this, Tertullian ... '-Jerome. Lives of Illustrious Men (De
Vtris Inlustribus) cap. LIIl, in Library of Nicene and Post-Nicene
Fathers, 2nd series, vol. III (1892), p. 373.

INTRODUCTION 7
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traditions of the English pulpit would seem to be a necessary
prelude to the study of the purely practical problem of
how to acquire the art of preaching. It is, at least, one
method of approach; although not the only one, and not
necessarily the most expeditious. Professor Clement Rogers
holds-I think quite rightly-that here, as in other fields
of pastoral theology, the most fruitful line is to look at
similar arts in other professions and to apply them, mutatis
mutandis, to the calling of the preacher: there is a lot of
good stuff in books on writing for schools, and manuals of
journalism, and books on style generally,l and we should
do well to study it and to ' pastoralise ' it, adapting it to
the specialised requirements of the medium in which we
work. I am not quite so confident that the average preacher
can be trusted to change what ought to be changed without
some further guidance on first principles. There is a real
danger lest a sermon which is inspired by the study of the
best contemporary journalism may itself be, not a sermon,
but merely contemporary journalism: 'flabby platitudes
about the dangers of the international situation, or the
benevolent commonplaces of Ella Wheeler Wilcox expressed
even more prosaically than in her poetry.' 2 Here the only
ultimate safeguard is a knowledge of New Testament
theology: that is a third method of approach, and it is
the only one that can be described as indispensable. For
the ministry of preaching is prophetic, as well as pastoral.
The real business of the preacher is to declare and minister
the Word of God: and, whatever may be our views regard
ing the inspiration of the Bible, none of us would, I think,
refuse the formula-' The Word is in the words.' Yet the
critical historical study of the traditions of the English
pulpit may help to suggest how best to preach that Word:
and, in particular, it may suggest to us which methods to
imitate or to avoid. For, although the history of preaching
in the Church of England falls quite clearly into two periods
the mediaeval period, down to (but exclusive of) Arch-

1 With these might usefully be included Robert H. Thouless,
Straight and Crooked Thinking (1930: pocket edtn., 1936).

2 B. L. Manning, Essays in Orthodox Dissent (1939), p. 61.
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bishop Tillotson, and the modern period, from Tillotson to
the present day-yet in the traditions of the English pulpit
there is a real, though not unbroken, continuity: and both
the attitude of the preacher towards his congregation, and,
even more, the attitude of the congregation towards their
preacher, are largely the product and the outcome of that
continuous development in which we also have our place.
It may be, therefore, that there are certain elements in
the preaching methods of our predecessors in the pulpit
which we should do well to revive, and which, if revived,
would be found to meet a real need which our congregations
have inherited from their predecessors in the pews.

In a more general view, the thesis of these lectures was
admirably stated almost three hundred years ago by Bishop
Wilkins, in his Ecclesiastes, or the Gift of Preaching (1646).1

, It is the end of all Sciences and Arts to direct men by
certain rules unto the most compendious way in their
knowledge and practise; those things of which in our selves
we have only some imperfect confused notions, being
herein fully and clearly presented to our view, from the
discoveries that other men have made after much study
and long experience. And there is nothing of greater con
sequence for the advancement of Learning, then to finde
out those particular advantages which there are for the
shortest way of knowing and teaching things in every
profession.

, Now amongst all other callings, this of Preaching, being
in many respects one of the most weighty and solemne,
should therefore have its Rules and Canons, whereby we
may be directed the easiest, readiest way for the practise
of it.

, Besides all those Academicall preparations by the study
of Languages, Sciences, Divinity, with which men should

1 Ecclesiastes, or, A Discourse concerning the Gift of PREACHING as
it fals under the rules of Art. Shewing the most proper Rules and
Directions, for Method, Invention, Books, Expression, whereby a
Minister may be furnished with such abilities as may make him a
\Vorkman that needs not to bee ashamed. Very seasonable for these
Times, wherein the Harvest is great, and the skilfull Labourers but few.
By JOHN W1LKINS, M.A. 2 Cor. 2, 16. Who is sufficient for these
things? (London: 1646. Numerous subsequent edtns.), pp. 1-3.
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be qualified, & predisposed for this Calling, I say besides
all these, there is a particular art of Preaching, to which if
Ministers did more seriously apply themselves, it would
extremely facilitate that service, making it both more
easie to us, & more profitable to others.

'There are two abilities requisite in everyone that

will teach and instruct another: {~EVV€O'L~" } A right under-
PiLTJVELa.

standing of sound doctrine; an ability to propound, confirm,
and apply it unto the edification of others. And the first
may be without the other. As a man may be a good
Lawyer, and yet not a good Pleader, so he may bee a good
Divine, and yet not a good Preacher.

, One chief reason why divers men, otherwise of eminent
parts, are herein so slow and unskilful, is because they
have not been versed in this study, and are therefore un
acquainted with those proper rules and directions, by which
they should be guided in the attaining and exercise of this
Gift.

f It hath been the usuall course at the University to
venture upon this calling in an abrupt over-hasty manner.
When Schollers have passed over their Philosophicall
studies, and made some little entrance upon Divinity, they
presently [ = instantly] think themselves fit for the Pulpit
without any farther enquiry, as if the Gift of Preaching
and sacred Oratory were not a distinct Art of it self. This
would be counted a very preposterous course in other
matters, if a man should presume of being an Orator because
hee was a Logician, or to practise Physick because he had
learnt Philosophie. And certainly the preheminence of this
profession above others, must needs extremely aggravate
such neglect, and make it so much the more mischievous
by how much the calling is more solemne.

, Now there are severall Treatises of many learned men,
both Protestants and others, who have written particularly
and largely upon this very subject, concerning the art of
Preaching, wherein they have laid down such various helps
and rules. as they from their own practise and long ex
perience have found most usefull....



, And we must not doubt, but in this as well as in all
other professions, every days experience may yeeld some
further advantage, by discovering yet more facile com
pendious directions to furnish a man for this calling. And
that is the inquiry which is aimed at and attempted in
this following discourse... .'

I have taken as my terminus a quo the Council of Cloveshoo
of 747, at which it was ordered that priests in places and
districts assigned to them by the bishops of the province
should take care to discharge with great diligence the duty
of the apostolic commission in baptizing, teaching, and
visiting: and that, if they did not already know it, they
should ' learn to construe and explain in their own tongue
the Creed and the Lord's Prayer, and the sacred words
which are solemnly pronounced at the celebration of the
Mass, and in the office of Baptism.' Furthermore, they
were to ' teach all that come to take directions concerning
their own life from them, that "without faith it is im
possible to please God." And let them instil the creed into
them, that they may know what to believe and what to
hope for: and let them deliver it to infants, or to those
who undertake for them in baptism, and teach them care
fully the renunciation of the pomps of the devil, and auguries,
and divinations; and afterwards teach them to make the
established professions.' 1

The Canons of Cloveshoo cover much wider ground than
this: they require all priests to officiate in a uniform way,
and to sing the offices simply (or read them if they cannot
sing) and not declaim in church like secular poets: they
exhort to frequent communion: and they touch upon all
the notorious ecclesiastical abuses of the age, among which
the drunkenness of the clergy appears to have been unhappily
conspicuous: Canon 2I admonishes monks and ecclesiastics
that, ' unless some necessary infirmity compel them,' they
are not to indulge in alcoholic stimulants' till the canonical,
that is the third hour of the day, be fully come.' But for
us their interest lies in the fact that here we have, in embryo,

1 The Canons of Cloveshoo (esp. 9, 10, I I) in Gee and Hardy,
Documents illustrative of English Church History.

INTRODUCTION 11
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a scheme of teaching which the parochial clergy are bidden
to study and to pursue. This scheme is constantly re
asserted, and the Canons issued in 960 under the influence
of Dunstan even direct the clergy to preach to the people
every Sunday.1 It is also to be noted that the rough soil
of Anglo-Saxon piety yielded two crops of homiletic literature
before the Norman Conquest. 2

We need not concern ourselves in detail with legislation
about preaching, which, in the history of the Church of
England, may be divided into two main classes: enact
ments designed to make the clergy preach, and enactments
designed to force them to desist from preaching. \Ve may,
however, note in passing 'the Council of Oxford held by
Stephen Langton, Archbishop of Canterbury, at Oseney, in
1222. In this Council an attempt was made to bring into
force in England the decrees of the Lateran Council of
1215. An injunction was promulgated which, placing
preaching and visiting the sick upon an equal level of
importance, directed that rectors and vicars should be
diligent instructors of their people in the Word of God.
The importance of this injunction lies not so much in its
contents, as in the fact that it was the first piece of ecclesi
asticallegislation on preaching to be incorporated in Lynde
wode's Provinciale. It thus became part of the Canon Law
of the English Church.' 3

But thus far, if the distinction be permissible, we are
still in the Age of Teaching, rather than in the Age of

1 Johnson's English Canons, ed. John Baron (1850), vo!. i, p.
422 .

2 Cf. R. W. Chambers. The Continuity of English Prose (introd.
to Harpsfield's Life of More, ed. E. V. Hitchcock, E.E.T.S., 1932).
Attention may be drawn especially to the Blickling Homilies (c. 971),
ed. Richard Morris (1880); and to the homilies of iElfric, abbot
of Eynsham (c. 955-e. 1020), ed. Benjamin Thorpe (Homilies of the
Anglo-Saxon Church, 1844) and of vVulfstan, Bishop of Worcester
(1002-1016) and Archbishop of York (1016-1023). ed. Arthur Napier
(Sammlung der ihm zugeschriebenen Homilien nebst Untersuchungen
uber ihrer Echtheit, 1883).

3 J. E. W. Wallis, Verbi l11inisterium : an introduction to Anglican
preaching (1930). p. 146, and App. C. 6, p. 155 (W. Lyndewode,
Provinciale, Lib. I, Tit. xi, cap. 3). Cf. Lyndwood's Provinciale: the
~ext of the canons therein contained, reprinted from the translation made
m I534. cd. J. V. Bullard and H. Chalmer Bell (1929). p. 26.
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Preaching. The Age of Preaching dates from the coming
of the Friars.!

It is true that under the Cluniac and Cistercian revivals,
.monastic oratory-a little of it coram populo, but most of
it ad religiosos or ad clerum-had enjoyed its golden age a
century before the triumphs of the Mendicants. But by
the time of Wycliffe the monastic pulpit seems to have
shared in the general decline of cloister fame and cloister
influence, and any vital, potent interest in preaching, any
desire for novelty or for experiment, appears to have become
extinct.

In any case, the history of the pulpit as we know it
begins with the Preaching Friars. They met, and stimulated,
a growing popular demand for sermons. They revolutionised
the technique. They magnified the office.

Hitherto, parochial preaching had been spasmodic and
inadequate, partly because the administration of the sacra
ment of penance made it less necessary. t Less care was
given to the public exposition of the Gospel, but greater
pains were taken to provide private advice for individual
difficulties.' 2 The simple layman could seek guidance in
the confessional, and there receive advice suited to his
capacities, without discussion or explanation. The pulpit
occupied a secondary place. t The holy day, said Myrc,
was ordained to hear God's service and the Mass-he did
not mention preaching.' 3 True, it was the official duty
of the parish priest to expound to his flock the Creed, the
Ten Commandments, the Pater, and the Ave at least three
or four times a year: and the late Cardinal Gasquet was
satisfied that tin pre-Reformation days the people were
well instructed in their faith by priests who faithfully dis
charged their plain duty in this regard.' 4 Yet Gasquet bears

. 1 The first Dominicans came to England in 1221, and the Fran
Clscans three years later.

2 B. L. Manning, The People's Faith in the time of Wyclif (1919),
P·29·

3 Ibid., p. 17.-The reference is to John Myrc's Instructions fOT
Parish Priests (c. 1450), ed. Peacock and Fumivall (E.E.T.S.,
1902), p. 28 : ' The halyday only ordeynet was

To here goddes serves and the mas ' (H. 88<}-90).
4 Cf. Owst, P.M.E., pp. 25-6.

•
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an unenviable reputation among professional historians 1 :

and the literature of the period is in fact full of complaints
against priests who neither teach nor know the word of God.

But the age of Edward III was self-conscious, self-reliant,
critical, inquisitive: and, as a natural consequence, the
confessional declined as the pulpit rose in public estimation.
, It is significant that in the tirades of most moralists against
the faults of the age there were no complaints that the
people would not hear sermons. The congregations were
indeed more ready to listen than the priests to preach.' 2

It is to this circumstance that we may attribute the triumph
of the Preaching Orders and their subsequent decline. The
Friars began by being popular because they preached, and
ended by preaching in order to make themselves popular.3

Professor Owst has written: 'In a world devoid alike of
the newspaper and the printed book, of the means of rapid
communication by land or sea, the itinerant orator had
surely an opportunity which any man of ambition might
envy. The sermons themselves show, it is true, that there
were plenty of active sports, shows, folk-dances, jugglers,
to amuse the holiday crowd. But while the rich could
enjoy in the leisure and comfort of their own hall the more
substantial provision for the mind of minstrel's songs, the
wonders of costly romances, the actor's miming, if they

1 Cf. G. G. Coulton, Ten Medieval Studies (1930), p. 207.
2 Manning, op. cit., pp. 19, 30.-But this is too sweeping. Friar

Bozon (c. 1320) complains that' many are more grieved by a short i
homily than by six week-days of labour and bodily affliction' j

(Contes Moralises, cap. xxvi). Dr. Bromyard (t I 390) protests that .1)
Englishmen are the worst sermon-goers in the world: the Queen
of Sheba and all Christian nations may rise up in the judgment with
them and condemn them, ' because there is scarcely to be found a '
Christian nation that so rarely and unwillingly hears the word of I

1God.' Bishop Brunton of Rochester (tI389) says that they will I
willingly go a long day's journey to wrestling-matches, markets, and !
spectacles, when they grudge to go one mile to hear a sermon.
Another author writes: 'Certe multi sunt nolentes audire predicatores
Christi.'-Vide Owst, P.M.E., p. 179 and n.

3 It is therefore one of the ironies of history that the anti-clericalism
of London and the Catholicism of Paris in the 16th century were
largely due to the fact that in London the friars had, and in Paris
they had not, a virtual monopoly of the pulpit. Cf. Rashdall,
The Universities of Europe in the Middle Ages (ed. Powicke and
Emden), vol. i, pp. 583-4.
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cared, for the poor there was little or nothing but the
coarsest fare in this direction.... He who would escape,
in an age of mental awakening, from the narrow round of
daily manorial duties, from the mere idle chatter of the
pedlars and the inns, the obscenities of the street enter
tainers, into a wider, more fascinating world of interest
and of wonder, might find it as he listened to the Preachers.
Here was a man trained in the schools who could tell him
of all the marvels of creation, from Bartholomew 1 or
Cantimpratanus,2 in earth and sea and firmament, mighty
" gestes " of the Romans,3 wondrous miracles of the saints
and martyrs. Modern preachers, eyeing the spoilt children
of the modern pew, may well envy the prospect that lay
before our mediaeval friar. Traveller, friend of the out
cast, master alike of the ecclesiastical and the popular
tongue, with intimate knowledge of the world as well as
of books, he could mingle in his discourse the latest" narra
tion " with the mysteries of nature, " to please in method
and invent by rule"-" joculator Dei" of St. Francis and
sacred pedlar rolled into one-for ever bringing forth out
of his treasure things new and old.' 4

It is no wonder that the Friars magnified the office of
preaching, when they had before them such concrete evidence
of its power. And here, and not only here, the Puritan
Dissenters of the 17th century stand far more clearly in
the tradition of the later Middle Ages than do the Anglo
Catholics of the last generation. The well-known state
ment of the great Franciscan preacher, St. Bernardino of
Siena (1380-1444)-' And if of these two things you can do
only one--either hear the Mass or hear the sermon-you

1 Bartholomaeus Anglicus, De Proprietatibus Rerum (c. 1240):
tr. John de Trevisa, 1398-9. Cf. Mediaeval Lore from Bartholomew
Anglieus by Robed Steele (The Medieval Library, vo!. xx, 1924).
The writer was an English Franciscan.

2 Thomas of Cantimpre (Dominican), Liber de natura rerum
(c. 1228-40).

3 Gesta Romanorum (c. 1335-40): ed. Hermann Oesterley (1872) :
tr. Charles Swan (1824: numerous edtns.): also of English Fran
ciscan origin.-' Aucune production du Moyen Age, la Legende
Doree mise a part, n'a eu a enregistrer un pareil succes' (Welter,
P·374)·

4 Owst, P.M.E., pp. 81-2.
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.1 _

should let the Mass go, rather than the sermon. . . . There
is less peril for your soul in not hearing Mass, than in not
hearing the sermon' l--or the observation of Humbert de
Romans (t 1277), one of the greatest of the Dominican
Ministers General, that' Christ only once heard Mass: there
is no evidence of His having been shriven: but He laid
great stress on prayer and preaching, especially on preach
ing '-may easily be paralleled on this side of the Channel.
Thus, Richard Whitford, a monk of Syon, in his A Werke
for Housholders (1533) wrote: 'Let them ever kepe the
prechynges rather than the masse': and the English
friar who wrote the dialogue called Dives and Pauper
(c. 1405-9) roundly declared that 'it is more profitable
to hear God's Word in preaching, than to hear any Mass;
and rather a man should forbear his Mass than his sermon.
For by preaching folk be stirred to contrition, and to for
sake sin and the fiend, and to love God and goodness; and
be illumined to know their God, and virtues from vices,
truth from falsehood, and to forsake errors and heresies.
By the Mass they be not so; but if they come to Mass in
sin they go away in sin, and shrews they come and shrews
they wend. And also the virtue of the Mass standeth
principally in the true belief of the Mass, and specially of
Christ that is there sacred in the Host. But that may
men learn by preaching of God's Word and not by hearing
of Mass.' The passage is one which must have caused
considerable annoyance to Cardinal Gasquet even after he
had miscopied the text to the extent of reading , a Mass'
in place of ' any Mass', 2 which enabled him to annotate
it thus: 'It will be unnecessary, of course, to remark that
the author is not here speaking of the Mass of Obligation
on Sundays and festivals, but of voluntary attendance at
Masses of devotion.' 3 The explanation is, in any case,
distinctly thin.

1 Cf. A. G. Ferrers Howell, S. Bernardino of Siena (1913), p. 219.
2 This may have been simply due to carelessness, as Gasquet also

writes' A nselm ' where his text has' Austin.'
3 Monastic Life in the Middle Ages, by Cardinal Gasquet (1922),

p. 83 and n.-Cf. G. G. Coulton, Five Centuries of Religion, vol. i
(1923), p. 125 n .
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To these sentiments, then, however incongruous with
modern Catholic devotion, the Friars gave not only verbal
but also architectural expression. The great churches
which they built were, like those designed by Sir Christopher
Wren after the Great Fire of London, 'fitted for Audi
tories': such, for example, were the churches of the Black
friars in Norwich or of the Austin Friars in London: and
these are at one, in their essential outlines, 'with the
huge-naved parish churches of the last great architectural
style, well known feature alike of Cotswold hills, Lincoln
shire fens, or Norfolk countryside.' 1 The stone pulpit,
sometimes elaborately carved, replaced the movable wooden
structure which had served the needs of previous genera
tions,2 and occupied a place of honour in the internal
decoration of the fabric. 3 Of even more revolutionary
importance was the introduction of the pew, or at least
the adequate provision of pews to meet the needs of wor
shippers who now had no longer merely to kneel and to
stand at the appropriate places in the Mass, but also to
sit. 4

The Friars revolutionised the technique of preaching:
and their influence upon the form and matter of the sermon
is reflected for us in the adverse criticisms of John Wycliffe,
to which it will be necessary to return. The two out
standing features would appear to be (r) schematisation
the construction of the sermon according to a fixed and
rigid scheme, and its adornment according to the conven
tions of Scholastic eloquence; and (2) the use of exempla
i.e., of anecdotes and illustrations. Schematic construction
reflects the academic background, and in so doing reminds
us incidentally that the universities were among the principal

1 Owst, P.M.E., p. 159.
2 Surviving examples may be seen at Worstead, Norfolk, and

\Vendens Ambo, Essex: ibid., p. 161 n.
3 Among the earliest stone pulpits in England are those at Upper

Winchendon, Bucks (c. 1340), Fulbourn, Cambs. (c. 1350), and
Mellor, Derbyshire (c. 1360): ibid., p. 161 n .

.4 Ibid., pp. 165-7.-To judge from the drawings (interiors) which
architects submit with their plans for churches, this important fact
has not yet dawned upon the architectural profession. (I have to
thank Professor Clement Rogers for this observation.)
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theatres of the triumph of the Friars. The use of exempla
illustrates their understanding of the mind of the mediaeval
congregation, and what may be described either as their
genius for the common touch or as their pernicious habit
of playing to the gallery: in all ages of the Church's history
the line between the two is perilously thin, and it is only
the resources of his secret and interior life that can save
the popular preacher from transgressing it.



II

THE MEDIAEVAL PERIOD:

1. The Sermon Scheme

THE mediaeval style of preaching is associated intimately
with the method of the university schools. The composition
of a learned sermon, to be preached before the university
ad clerum-was one of the exercises 1 required for the degree
of Master in Theology. Sermons preached in parish churches
and to rustic congregations would naturally be of a less
formal character. At the same time, a preacher who had
been through that academic training could not but bear
the marks of it all his life: and the manuals of instruction
in sermon composition and delivery which were so widely
disseminated in the Middle Ages were based upon the
academic pattern. Not only was it within the academic
system that the technique of the Artes Praedicandi was
invented and developed and elaborated, but it is also note
worthy that, in general, the diffusion of the Artes Praedicandi
-in France particularly in the 13th century, in England in
the 14th, in Germany in the 15th-is in direct correspond
ence with the intensity of the university life and with the
vitality of the universities.

It is in this academic setting, in the Theological Schools
of the great European universities, that the mediaeval
sermon scheme is visible in its clearest and its fullest out
line. There were slight variations between the traditions

1 Together with the exposition of Scripture and the formal dis
putation: legere, disputare, praedicare. Cf. M. M. Davy, Les sermons
universitaires parisiens de I230-I23I (1931), pp. 28-38: H. Rashdall
(ed. Powicke and Emden, 1936), The Universities of Europe in the
Middle Ages, iii, 159: Owst, P.M.E., pp. 155, 259-62: A. G. Little
and F. Pelster, Oxford Theology and Theologians, c. I282-I302
(1934), pp. 169-77.
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of the two principal university centres, Paris and Oxford,
and it is naturally with the latter that we are here concerned.!
The following analysis of the rules and conventions govern
the Oxford sermo examinatorius in the 14th century is
based upon Charland's invaluable edition 2 of the Forma
Praedicandi (13ZZ) of Robert de Basevorn 3 and of the De
IJlodo Componendi Sermones cum Documentis (c. 1340) of
Thomas Waleys, O.P., Master in Theology of the University
of Oxford.

1. The first step is to choose a Theme-i.e., a text-to
serve as the foundation of the sermon. The mediaeval
writers were accustomed to compare the sermon with a
tree: the theme, or text, is the root out of which the ser
mon grows, and within which it is all contained in germ.
The text must therefore be congruous with the matter
about which the preacher intends principally to speak, for
you obviously cannot have a root of a different species
from the tree. I t must be taken from the books of Canonical
Scripture, and not, for example, from the quasi-Scriptural
passages in the Liturgy: Waleys remembers having heard
a preacher take as his text for a sermon on the Trinity
'Tres vidit et unum adoravit' under the impression that
these words came somewhere in the Bible, whereas in fact,
although based on Gen. xviii. z, their only authority was
that of the office of Quinquagesima Sunday: and Basevorn
also censures the use of this theme for sermons on Trinity
Sunday. But the text may be taken from any book of
Canonical Scripture, since all are equally inspired. (So
writes Basevorn, in reproof of those who would restrict the
choice to the Gospels, the Pauline Epistles, the Psalms

1 The Parisian technique was generally less complicated and
more concrete: cf. Charland, A rtes Praedicandi, passim. See also
A. Lecoy de la Marche, La Chaire Franyaise au lVIoyen Age, speciale
ment au XIII" siecle, d'apres les manuscrits contemporains (2nd edtn.
1886): M. M. Davy, op. cit.

2 A rtes Praedicandi: contribution a l'histoire de la rhetorique au
moyen age. By Th.-M. Charland, O.P. (Publications de l'Institut
d'Etudes Medievales d'Ottawa, No. VII: 1936.)

3 Nothing is known about Basevom except that he was clearly
connected with the University and that he was clearly not a Religious.
His Forma Praedicandi was addressed to William, abbot of the
Cistercian monastery of Basingwerk, in Flint.
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and the Books of Solomon.) The choice may naturally be
guided by the occasion, e.g., the festival of a saint.

The text must be taken from the received version of the
. Bible, and, with certain exceptions, it is not permissible to

alter either the letter or the sense. Within limits, however,
you may omit a word or two, or you may substitute a
masculine for a feminine. The guiding principle is that no
omission or modification can be permitted which perverts
the sense of a passage of Scripture or leaves it incomplete.
Waleys censures the preacher who, preaching on the festival
of St. Thomas of Canterbury, took as his text II Kings
xi. 18-' They slew the priest before the altar'-omitting
the words, the priest' ofBaal '. On the other hand, ' Gratiam
Dei recipiatis' (II Cor. vi. 1) is such an admirable text for
the First Sunday in Lent, that the preacher need not scruple
to omit the words' in vacuum '.1

These, then, are the first two rules for the selection of a
theme: ut congruat materiae de qua praedicator principaliter
loqui intendit, and ut sit de textu Bibliae usitato, nec mutato,
nec perverso. There are two other qualities to be looked
for in a theme, viz., ut sit sententiosum et bene concordatum :
that is, that it should offer a sufficient plenitude of meaning,
and that the words which it contains should bulk extensively
in your Concordance to the Bible. (The significance of this
will shortly be apparent.)

So much for the quality of the theme. What about
quantity? In former times, a preacher would often take a
text containing two, three, or even four clauses: while, at
the opposite extreme, it is possible to preach on a single
word, such as Stand, Arise, Understand, Preach, Go, etc.
But the rule in England is that the text should be composed
of three words, or, at least, three significant words: e.g.,

1 Cf. John Oman, Concerning the Ministry (1936), p. 229:
. Probably you know the story about Bishop Wilberforce and the
curate. "What have you been preaching on?" "On' Hear the
Church.''' "But there is no such text in the Bible." .. Surely,
my Lord, . If any man will not hear the Church.''' "Well, I will
give you another for next Sunday: . Hang all the law and the
prophets.' "-Dr. Oman also reflects upon the trick of wrenching
from their context the words" Until the day break, and the shadows
flee away" (Cant. ii. 17, iv. 6).

C



'The righteous is delivered out of trouble' (Prov. xi. 8).
This rule may be justified, says Basevorn, by the desire to
reverence the Trinity, or by the example of St. Bonaventure,
or by the proverb' A three-fold cord is not quickly broken,'
or-probably with more truth-by the length which it is
convenient to allow to the sermon.

The fifth and last rule concerning the theme is ut sit bene
quotatum: having announced his text, the preacher must
give chapter and verse: it is not sufficient to say (e.g.)
, from the Psalter.'

2. If the theme (or text) is the root of the sermon, the
trunk is represented by the A nte-theme which serves to
introduce a bidding to prayer for the Divine assistance
both for the preacher himself and for his hearers.

For the basis of the ante-theme, the preacher will use
either the theme itself or one closely allied to it by one
of its words: e.g., if he is preaching on the First Sunday in
Advent and his text is Dies appropinquavit (Rom. xiii. 12),
he might take as the text of his ante-theme, Appropinqua
ut audias (Eccles. iv. 7). This text may then be developed,
either with or without division, in such a way as to culminate
naturally in a prayer for grace, e.g., Veni sancte Spiritus,
or Pater noster, or Ave Maria.

The ante-theme should always be kept short: and the
preacher must remember that here is his opportunity to
captivate the attention, the good will, and the docility of
his congregation. This may be done in various ways: for
example, says Basevorn, he may strike their imagination,
whether by narrating some authentic marvel or prodigy of
nature, or by disclosing the explanation of some well-known
fact (e.g., why the human eye is not all of one determinate
colour); or, secondly, he may alarm them by some terrible
narrative of the miraculous; or, thirdly, he may give
examples showing how the Devil is always striving to
impede the Word of God and the hearing of it; or, fourthly,
he may demonstrate that the hearing of the Word is a
great sign of predestination and a source of benefits both
spiritual and temporal; or, fifthly, he may make emphatically
clear to his hearers that he is out for their souls, and not

22 THE ART OF PREACHING
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--

out for their money, and that his object is to convert, and
not to beg. But all these various methods of allectio or
allureinent must be controlled in this employment by the
fact that they have to start from a text and to culminate
in a prayer. Waleys adds that if the preacher in his ante
theme touches upon the qualities required in a preacher,
he should do so much more briefly than if he were touching
upon the qualities required in his hearers, because it is not
proper for him to preach to himself in public.

3. The invitation to prayer with which the ante-theme
concludes should always be dependent on the development
which has preceded it, and should be made by means of
one of the words of the text. Thus, if the text of the
ante-theme were Dirigite viam Domini (John i. 23), the
bidding to prayer might be as follows: 'Dirigamus ad
Deum preces, quia sic instruimur Ecclus. xxxvii. 15: In
his omnibus deprecare Altissimum ut dirigat in veritate
viam tuam. Et causa assignatur Jer. x. 23: Non est
hominis via ejus, nee viri est ut ambulet, et dirigat gressus
suos.'

The prayer concluded, the preacher must again give out
his text (with chapter and verse), for the benefit of any
who have come in late, 'as frequently happens.' Then
begins the Sermon proper, which is in three sections: A. the
Introduction of the Theme; B. its Division into three
Parts; C. the Development of the Parts.

As has been stated, the sermon is supposed to grow out
of its text, and therefore the preacher must stick to his text.
This rule, however, is not so rigid as to exclude the possibility
of any extempore digression whatsoever, since the exigencies
of human rhetoric must yield to the benefit of souls, which
is the end of preaching: so that if, in the course of the
sermon, an idea put forward by the preacher leads him on
to say something better calculated to excite the devotion
of the people than what he had originally intended saying,
such a digression from the strict limits of his text needs
no defence, since the supreme art of preaching consists in
edifying the people and evoking the accomplishment of
good. But, as a general rule, the preacher should stick
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closely to his text; and if he digresses, he should make
clear to his congregation that he is quite aware of what he
is doing, lest it should be attributed to ignorance of the
rules of rhetoric.

4. The Introduction of the theme varies a good deal in
length, but it is a mistake to make it too prolix. It may
begin in various ways: whether with a quotation from
Scripture, or from a Catholic author, or even from a profane
author (i.e., from the Classics); or with a popular proverb,
e.g., Ubi amor, ibi oculus: 'Ubi dolor, ibi digitus; or simply
with some observation by the preacher himself.

The important distinction is in the mode of proceeding
from this starting-point, whether by Narration or by
Argumentation. In either case, the introduction must be
a genuine, and not a merely nominal introduction of the
theme. Waleys complains that he has heard preachers
who delivered a long harangue quite foreign to their text,
which they produced at the conclusion, conveying the
impression of having found it accidentally after a lengthy
search; and others whose introduction was so completely
unconnected with their text that they did not even seem to
have been looking for it, but rather gave the impression
that they had stumbled on it quite by chance in the course
of their progress.

The' narrative' mode mayor may not contain an element
of logical argument: the rule is that the introduction
should serve to explain the meaning of or to provide the
key to the theme which it is its business to introduce.
Two artifices may be particularly recommended: the use
of an analogy which can be finally adapted to the theme
(e.g., the analogy of parents and children, of masters and
pupils, leading up to the text, 'The Holy Ghost, whom
the Father will send in my name, he shall teach you:
John xiv. 26): and the use of a quotation from a secular
author, whether philosopher or poet, but not (says Basevorn)
from any book of the Bible, including the Apocrypha.
This quotation must contain one of the words contained in
the theme, or at least a word of corresponding meaning.
Thus if your text be Matt. vii. 19, ' Every tree (arbor) that
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bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down and cast into
the fire,' you might lead up to it from Seneca, ep. xciii.
(ad Lucilium): (He has not lived for eighty years, rather
he has existed for forty years, unless perhaps you can say
that he has lived in the sense in which trees (arbores) are
said to live': from which it is evident that the wicked
are said to ( live' only in the sense that trees do: (I see
men as trees,' Mark viii. 24. Or a quotation containing
the word lignum (wood) or anything similar connected with
the concept arbor would do equally well.

The ( argumentative' mode consists in the employment
of an argument from which the preacher infers a conclusion
which is none other than the theme itself. Thus if his
text be as before, John xiv. 26, 'The Holy Ghost, whom
the Father will send in my name, he shall teach you,' he
might argue as follows: 'Boys of noble birth, especially
if prone to evil, are provided with a tutor of unblemished
morals. Otherwise they would go to the bad. But we
are of noble birth, being children of God, the King of all
men, and of the most excellent Queen, namely, Holy Mother
Church. Therefore we must be provided with the best of
tutors. But the best of tutors is the Holy Spirit, to whom,
among the Divine Persons, goodness is attributed by
appropriation. Therefore it is fitting that we should have
the Holy Spirit for our tutor. Accordingly, Spiritus
Sanctus quem millet Pater in nomine mea docebit vos.' This,
of course, is the bare skeleton of the argument, and every
or anyone of the statements contained in it should be
demonstrated or illustrated.

Here is a slightly fuller outline. Again the subject of
the sermon is the Holy Spirit. The text is Acts x. 45,
'The grace of the Holy Spirit was poured out.' The
preacher might argue thus: 'Beloved, we may gather
from the Sacred Scriptures that the Holy Spirit is likened
to divers liquids: sometimes to water (John vii. 38, 39),
sometimes to oil (Ps. xlv. 7, Acts x. 38), sometimes to wine,
and that deservedly, both by reason of origin (for wine
originates from the vine and comes forth from the clusters;
so also the Holy Spirit not only draws its origin from God
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the Father, but also proceeds from God the Son, who is
called a cluster, Cant. i. 14), and also by reason of causality
(for wine, even as Ambrose says in his book De Officiis,
causes the drinkers to speak readily and copiously: cf.
Acts ii. 4, 13, and with this cf. Prov. xxi. 4 (Vulg.), Job
xxxii. 18, 19, Eccles. x. 19). Thus we perceive that the
Holy Spirit is like a liquid, water, oil, or wine.

'But that liquid was stored in a very stout vessel, to
wit, in heaven (Job xxxvii. 18: cf. Isidore, Etymologies,
lib. Ill) until Christ's Passion and Ascension (John vii. 39).
Until that time his Spirit adorned the heavens (Job xxvi. 13).
But Christ in his Passion pierced this vessel with nail and
spear, the instruments of his Passion; for, as Bernard
saith, clavus penetrans factus est clavis reserans. Wherefore
also after his Resurrection the aforesaid liquid flowed out
(John xx. 22), and after his Ascension, whereby he widened
the breach already made so that he himself together with
the innumerable company of the elect might enter in, was
still more copiously outpoured upon the faithful, as it had
been foretold (Mal. iii. 10, Joel ii. 28). Hence these words
of the text, Gratia Spiritus Sancti effusa est.'

In using the argumentative mode, it is open to you to
employ either an induction, or an illustration (exemplum)
taken from nature, from art, or from history, and developed
and applied (a pari, a fortiori), or a syllogism, or an enthy
meme (i.e., an argument consisting of a single premise and
conclusion, as opposed to a syllogism, which is made up of
major and minor premises and conclusion). That gives you
six different alternatives from which to choose.

5. Then follows immediately the Division of the theme
into three parts, announced by some such phrase as ' In
quibus verbis tria tanguntttr.' (It is with this end in view
that the theme should be composed of three significant
words.)

Waleys recommends the preacher to divide the theme and
then to divide the authorities (or quotations) adduced in
confirmation of the parts of the division. It is, however,
quite legitimate to divide the theme twice or even three
times (but not more), in which case you will not need to divide
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the authorities at the next stage. In any case, the con
firmatory authorities (unlike the theme) should not be
divided more than once: but the preacher is at perfect
liberty to avail himself, within reason, of such devices as
distinction and acceptance of plurality.

The meaning of ' division' is obvious: it is the division
of an integral whole into its component parts. As to ' dis
tinction': if, having spoken of something under its general
aspect, you then proceed to speak of its particular aspects
e.g., having talked about Duty in general, you go on to
distinguish between duty to God, duty to one's neighbours,
duty to oneself-that is 'distinction.' 'Acceptance of
plurality' means envisaging several things under one head
without formal division or distinction, as 'There are two
things requisite for righteousness, namely, to abstain from
evil and to do good,' or ' Righteousness merits two things:
the increase of grace here, and the reward of eternal glory
hereafter.'

Thus, for example, if the division of one of your con
firmatory authorities gives you the word' penitence,' you
may usefully observe that there are two kinds of penitence,
genuine and feigned, the one pleasing to God, the other not
(= distinction); from which you may go on to say that for
genuine penitence there are three requisites, contrition, con
fession, and satisfaction (= acceptance of plurality). With
these devices to assist him, even the most unfertile of
preachers need apprehend no difficulty about spinning out
his material: but he should be careful not to spin it out too
long.

The task of dividing the theme is in itself quite simple and
straightforward. But the division has to be enunciated in
a particular fashion: what are called 'the colours of
rhetoric' must be respected, and this not only in the division
of the theme, but similarly in the division of the confirmatory
authorities and also of the ante-theme.

The first of these' colours' is a sort of assonance or internal
rhythm: the rule being that the words which correspond in
the three parts of the division must terminate in syllables
which give the same sound (consimilis terminatio dictionum).
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Thus the division of the theme 'Corripiet me justus in
misericordia' (' Let the righteous smite me friendly,' Ps.
cxli. 5) might be enunciated as follows:

, Describitur praelatus quantum ad statulVI: : jushts,
quantum ad actulVI:: corripiet,
quantum ad modulVI:: in miseri

cordia.'
Or, if a bisyllabic termination were desired:

, Ostenditur de praelato qualem se debet exhibERE : justus,
quem actum exercERE: corripiet,
quem modum tenERE: in miseri

cordia,'
Or, more elaborately:

, PraemittITuR status prudENTER praelibANDus: justus,
adjungITuR actus fervENTER frequentANDus: corripiet,
exprimITuR modus clemENTER moderANDus: in miseri-

cordia.'
But this last Basevorn regards as merely ostentatious:
, omnino satis est, et maxime conveniens curiositati de qua
nunc est sermo, ut non sit ista multiplicatio ultra tria.'

However, it is clear what Waleys means when he says that
if you wish to use these newfangled rhythmical endings and
have many sermons to write, it is a good tip to compile and
keep by you a sort of rhyming concordance, based on the
penultimate vowel: thus, you should begin with words of
which the penultimate vo\vel is A: first, words ending in
-alis (regalis, mentalis, vitalis, camalis, etc.); words ending
in -aris (salutaris, exemplaris, militaris, etc.), and so forth:
then words of which the penultimate vowel is E (honestus,
funestus, molestus, etc.), and so forth. This may sound
rather puerile, but it is more useful than it might appear to
anyone who has not tried it, and (says Waleys) it saves a lot
of trouble if you are hunting not only for rhymes, but also
for ideas for your divisions.

The second of these' colours' is known as cadence, and it
applies not only to the division of the theme but to the
entire sermon, wherever it may be had. Ancient writers,
says Basevorn, used many forms of cadence, but to-day,
basing ourselves upon the standards of the Roman Curia, we
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use only three, viz.: a simple stop (or comma), punctus
flexus, should be preceded by two dactyls (e.g., lumjbiirdus
ojrigrne); a major stop (colon or semi-colon), pu-nctus medius
seu acutus, should be preceded by a dactyl and a spondee
(natijone li'tmjbiirdus); a full stop, finis versus vel clausulae,
should be preceded by a dactyl and two spondees (certjiimrne
glorrjo.<:o).l Older writers, such as Ambrose and Gregory,
use other cadences, but these are now obsolete.

Thomas Waleys, despite his rhyming concordance, is
rightly suspicious of these rhetorical colours beloved by
, preachers of the modern generation,' and sees no use in
them except to tickle the ears of one's auditors, which is
allowable if you are preaching a Latin sermon ad clerum,
because clerical sermon-tasters have highly sophisticated
palates: but even so, the preacher should be careful not to
overreach himself by an excessive display of verbal ingenuity,
like some who fill their entire sermon with -bilis and -trilis
and -OSttS and -bosus, with the result that their hearers are
so charmed by the rhythms and the cadences that they pay
no attention to the preacher's message, if he has one. In
any case, the use of rhetorical colours in vernacular sermons
to the people is wholly indefensible.

There is yet one further complication. In enunciating the
parts of his division, the preacher must employ words
different from those of the theme and even from their
proximate derivatives. Thus, if the theme be still' Corripiet
me justus in misericordia,' then in your division you must
avoid not only the word jushts itself, but also such words as
justitia, justificatio, jttste. Waleys quotes the case of a
master who, preaching before a learned audience, covered
himself with ridicule by dividing the text, Matt. xx. 8, ' Call
the labourers and pay them their wages' (Voca operarios et
r.edde illis mercedem), after the following manner: 'Here are
three things to be noted: calling, Call: labouring, the
labourers: wage-paying, pay them their wages.' 2 Equally,

. 1 It is hardly necessary to point out that the length of the syllables
IS here determined by the pronunciation, and not by the rules of
Latin verse composition.

2 ' Hic tria notantur: vocatio, voca: operatio, operarios: mer
cedis redditio, redde illis mercedem.'
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if you were preaching on Prov. xiv. 35, Acceptus est regi
minister intelligens (' The king's favour is toward a wise
servant '), it would be incorrect to say: 'In hiis verbis tria
tanguntur, scilicet: intellectualis perfectio, quia intelligens :
ministeralis humiliatio, quia minister: fraternalis acceptatio,
quia acceptus est regi ': but it would be perfectly correct if,
while preserving the rhythmical' colour,' you expressed the
same ideas by other words, substituting for intellectualis
perfectio, rationalis perfectio; for ministerialis humiliatio,
spirit~talis humiliatio; and for fraternalis acceptatio,
fraternalis gratificatio.

Lastly, in dividing your theme, you may follow the order
of the words as they occur (acceptus, minister, intelligens);
or, better, you can follow the order of grammatical construc
tion (minister, intelligens, acceptus); or, best of all, you can
follow the logical order of ideas (intelligens, minister, acceptus)
as above. But you must never have a mixture of all
three.

Above all, it is essential that your division should be
appropriate, observing both the general meaning of the theme
and the particular meaning of each word. If your theme
were ' Why stand ye here all the day idle? ' (Matt. xx. 7),
it would be inappropriate to begin: 'Hic hortatur nos
Dominus ad operandum . . .': for the words constitute a
reproof of idleness, and only by way of consequence can they
be regarded as an exhortation to work. Equally, it is
requisite that each part of the division should be in strict
correspondence with the part of the theme from which it is
extracted and to which it is supposed to correspond. Waleys
mentions eleven different methods of extraction, among
which may be noted the use of etymology (thus, if your theme
gives you the word 'benignus,' you can say: 'Here is
denoted the ardour of true affection,' 1 for benignus, according
to the laws of etymology, means as it were bene ignitus), of
derivation (thus, given the word 'caelum,' you can say:
, Here is denoted the wonderful beauty of artistry,' 2 for
caelum is derived from caelare, to engrave, inasmuch as

1 Hie notatur fervor sinceri amoris.
2 Hie notatur rnirabilis artifieii pulchritudo.
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heaven is as a vessel engraved and carved and ornamented
by reason of the stars with which it is studded), or of inter
pretation (thus, given the word Jesus, you can say: 'Here
is denoted a saving remedy,' 1 for Jesus means salvator).

Thus far we have been proceeding on the assumption that
the preacher intends to make an Intrinsic division of his
theme, divisio intra, the division of the theme into its con
stituent words, which is an artificial division, and therefore
difficult to grasp, and therefore suitable only for sermons
ad clerum.

If, on the other hand, he were preaching to a popular
audience, he should employ only the divisio extra, or
Extrinsic division, a division sought for outside the theme
and subsequently applied to it.

Suppose that your text were' The Lord is my light and
my salvation' (Ps. xxvi. r). If you were preaching to an
ordinary congregation, you might begin as follows: 'Sin
inflicts upon us a double handicap: ignorance in the sphere
of knowledge, and infirmity in the sphere of action. It is
against the first that the Psalmist says" The Lord is my
light": it is against the second that he adds, " and my
salvation." Light addresses itself to the understanding,
even as salvation addresses itself to the feelings; the one
concerns our faculty of knowledge, the other our faculty of
action.' Whereas if you were preaching ad clerum, you could
begin directly: 'Verbum illud est duplicis faciei . . .'

Similarly, if your text were' So run, that ye may obtain'
(1 Cor. ix. 24) : preaching to the laity, you might begin
as follows: 'Law is threefold: natural, written, and
evangelical. The natural law tells us what we must do:
the written law tells us what we must do and how to do it :
the evangelical laws tells us what we must do, how to do it,
and to what end. It is for this reason that the preacher of
the evangelical law here instructs us what we must do, run:
how to do it, so: and to what end, that ye may obtain.'
\Vhereas if you were preaching ad clerum, a suitable opening
would be this: 'Hic invitamur ad cursum, sic currite:
animamur ad bravium, ut comprehendatis. Et ffic tenet

1 Hie notatur remedium salutare.
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Apostolus rationem monentis ad meritum per primum, et
per secundum rationem allicientis ad praemium.'

These two examples, which are taken from Pseudo
Bonaventure 1 and are not in strict conformity with the
rules of Oxford, also illustrate the two different modes of
Extrinsic division: the divisio sufficientiae, which in itself
exhausts the theme, as in the first example; and the divisio
per distinctionem, which employs a simple distinction, or
some other artificial classification, of which only one of the
parts is applicable to the theme, as in the second example.

If the theme represents the root and the ante-theme the
trunk of the sermon, the parts of the division of the theme
represent the larger branches.

6. Then follows the Declaration and Confirmation of the
parts, which is designed to justify the division made by the
preacher and to show that it is well founded in reason and in
Scripture. This section of the sermon corresponds to the
smaller branches.

It is not necessary to go into elaborate detail. The Oxford
method was to follow up the division with a declaration of
its parts (in effect, a paraphrase of the division), followed by
a second declaration (constituting an echo and, in some
degree, an explanation of the first), both quite brief, merely a
sentence each, without authorities; followed by a third
declaration, which picks up the words of the theme and
illustrates them with confirmatory authorities.

This confirmation of the parts, which is thus fused with
the third declaration, supplies the division with its Scriptural
justification. I t consists in producing for each part of the
division a text from Scripture in which are to be found both
the idea contained in the part and the word of the theme
from which it has been extracted. Behind it lies the
admirable principle that the preacher must teach nothing
but that which may be concluded and proved by the
Scripture. Charland further points out 2 that this process
of confirmation by means of concordant texts of Scripture
was borrowed from the method followed by the mediaeval

1 S. Bonaventurae opera omnia (Quaracchi), vo!. ix (1901 ), p. 9.
2 op. cit., p. rr6.
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theologians in exegesis: one has only to compare a scriptural
exposition and a university sermon of this epoch to become
aware of this relationship; nor is this surprising when one
remembers that it was the same master in theology who
commented on the Bible and who preached to the students
of the university. In either capacity, his task was made
easier for him by the compilation of great concordances
such as that of Hugues de Saint-Cher.

The method of procedure may be illustrated by an
example taken fram Basevorn.

(Occasion: Feast of St. John the Evangelist before the
Latin Gate.)

Theme: Justus de angustia liberatus est (Prav. xi. 8).
Division: In his verbis tria in beati J oannis praeconium

proponuntur, scilicet sanctitas custodita (Justus) , malignitas
infrunita (de angustia), et bonitas infinita (liberatus est).

1st Declaration of the parts: In Joanne sanctitatis
innocentia, in Domitiano malignitatis vehementia, in
amborum inspectore pietatis clementia denotatur.

2nd Declaration of the parts: In ejus sanctitate est
imitanda conversatio, in regis crudelitate sua praemianda
toleratio, in Dei pietate miranda SUOl"Um curatio designatur.

3rd Declaration with Confirmation of the parts: In ejus,
ut dixi, sanctitate sua praemittitur conversatio exemplaris,
quia justtts: dicitur enim in Pray. (iv. 18), quod jttstorum
semita quasi lux splendens procedit. 2° in regis impietate
sua additur tribulatio singularis, ibi: de angustia, ut de ilIo
illud Job videatur impletum: Novit quod paratus sit in
manus ejus tenebrarum dies; terrebit eum (tribulatio) et
angustia valIabit eum (Job xv. 23, 24). Sed tandem in Dei
pietate concluditur dilectio familiaris qua liberatus est, ut
bene dicat cum coapostolo suo ilIud (II) ad Tim. iv. (17, 18) :
Liberatus sum de ore leonis; liberavit autem me Dominus ab
omni opere malo, et salvum faciet in regnum suum coeleste.
Sic igitur hic justus de angttstia liberatus est.

Some preachers reinforce the confirmation from Scripture
with a confirmation from some original reflection, and the
effect of this is often striking, e.g.: 'Justorum semita quasi
lux splendens procedit. Sicut lux attrahit ad se visum, ita
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fulgens vita justi trahit ad se aliorum affectum ad sui
imitationem.' But this is optional. It is, however, indis
pensable to repeat the actual words of the theme as divided,
and not to say simply, ' As to the first,' , As to the second,'
, As to the third,' because it is quite possible that, by the
time that you have reached the confirmation, your hearers
may have forgotten what these were.

7. Lastly, the foliage and the fruit of the sermon-tree are
represented by the Development, or dilatatio, to which every
thing that has gone before is merely a preamble, a skeleton.
It is in this final stage that the preacher clothes his skeleton
with flesh, and appeals to the hearts and to the consciences of
his hearers.

Waleys mentions three methods of development,! The
first is simply to develop the parts of the division, without
dividing the confirmatory authorities, and without 'dis
tinguishing , the words of the theme. The second is to make
use of distinction or of acceptance of plurality to develop the
words of the theme corresponding to the parts of the division,
but again without dividing the confirmatory authorities.
The third is, after a brief treatment, to divide into two parts,
or three, or as many as may be desired, the Scriptural
authorities adduced in confirmation of the parts of the
division: and it is this third method that he himself prefers.

In developing his theme, the preacher may utilise authori
ties, arguments, or exempla, or a combination of the three.
For the sake of brevity, I may borrow Pere Charland's
summary analysis: 'Concatenation of authorities, based
upon their intrinsic or extrinsic connections; rational
treatment of the authorities, or commentary either on the
words or on the ideas of which they are composed; illus
tration by exempla, the application of which is finally con
firmed by a [Scriptural] authority: these constitute three
great categories, perfectly distinct, of means of development.' 2

Such, in outline, were the rules governing the construction
of a university sermon in England in the fourteenth century.

1 The conventional number is eight. Cf. Charland, op. cit., p. 21 I :

Lecoy de la Marche, pp. 295-6.
2 Charland, op. cit., p. 21 I.
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Basevorn enumerates twenty-two principal ornaments of
the sermon: of these, the first fifteen are really structural
the finding of the theme, the allurement of the auditory, the
prayer, the introduction of the theme, the division of the
theme, the declaration of the parts, the confirmation of the
parts, the development, digression (more properly to be
called transition),! correspondence, congruence of corre
spondence, circulation, convolution, unification, conclusion.2

The remaining seven are extrinsic to the sermon: coloration
(rhythm and cadence), discretion of voice, convenience of
gesture, opportune jesting (but this to be employed very
sparingly and very restrainedly), allusion, inculcation, and
always and throughout the sermon rei dicendae ponderatio,
the consideration of what is to be said.

Regarding delivery, Waleys has several useful hints to
offer.

(a) Tone of voice. The object is to have an intelligible and
attractive way of speaking, because to your hearers what
you say is not more beneficial than how you say it. There
fore beware of either raising or lowering your voice too much,
and, above all, do not oscillate between the two, now raising
your voice to a shout, now lowering it to a murmur, as in the
reading of the Passion in church. For the noisy way of
speaking is naturally odious, as we are taught by the
Philosopher 3 and by common experience; and it is also
indistinct. When you raise your voice to a shout, it is dis
agreeable to those in your immediate vicinity; when you
drop it to a whisper, it annoys those at the back of the
church, to whom it seems that you are addressing confidential
remarks to those in front. Therefore, although your mode

1 For the explanation of these and the following terms, see
Charland, op. cit., pp. 213-18.

2 E.g., ' To whom be honour and glory,' etc.; 'From that death
may He who alone is able, namely God, defend us lest we fall into so
great and so interminable an ill, Amen'; . God grant us to beware
of these things or to avoid them, that we may be able finally to attain
to Him'; 'God grant us to have and to hold this good thing, that
we may be able finally,' etc.: as circumstances may require. It is
advantageous to the preacher to have a stock of these or similar
formulae ready for all occasions.

3 Aristotle, De anima, Ill. 13, 435 b. 13; ibid., 4, 429 b. 1.
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of speaking should not be completely uniform, it should not
vary much in either direction.

(b) Pace of delivery. Don't go too fast, but speak dis
tinctly and with moderate pauses, stressing those parts
which need to be stressed, and reciting whatever needs to be
recited. For it is indecent for the preacher, as it is useless
for his hearers, to deliver his sermon like a boy gabbling
through a page of his Donatus 1 without in the least under
standing what he is repeating: besides, it will make them
suspect that the sermon is not one that you have yourself
composed, but one that you have borrowed. The preacher
who goes too fast is as one speaking in an unknown tongue
(r Cor. xiv. 4), or like the trumpet giving an uncertain
sound (r Cor. xiv. 8, 9) : the ears of his hearers are filled with
noise, but their hearts remain completely empty.

A wise old preacher once gave this counsel: 'Beloved,
put a modest quantity in your mouth and express it suitably
and decently'; meaning that the preacher should not make
it his object to say many things, but to make a few suffice.

Right emphasis is very important. The preacher must
know how to distinguish between what needs to be heavily
emphasised and what should be lightly emphasised. Any
thing that is specially important should be repeated cum
majoripondere, not once only, but two or three times. It
is left to his discretion to decide what points to stress: but,
generally speaking, the emphasis should be laid upon the
theme, the division, and the principal links in the argument.
There are many reasons why some preachers omit emphasis
and proceed with a uniform delivery. 'Often they are
preaching a sermon composed by someone else, of which they
retain the words more than the sense. Sometimes they are
people who have the bad and irritating habit of talking
precipitately like that in ordinary conversation, and there
fore cannot help doing it in the pUlpit: it is a habit of which
anyone who wishes to become a preacher had better be at
pains to break himself. Thirdly, some preachers make the

1 I.e., his Latin grammar (iElii Donati Ars Grammatica: ed. Th.
Mommsen, in Keil's Grammatici Latini, vcl. iv (1864), pp. 353-402.
Cf. Rashdall, passim).
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mistake of trying to get in too much in the time: they would
rather emphasise nothing than leave out anything: the result
is that the entire sermon is rendered fruitless, because they
do not give their hearers a chance to take it in.

(c) Gestures. These should be perfectly natural. Don't
stand motionless as a statue: nor, on the other hand,
should you throw about your body with inordinate move
ments, now suddenly raising your face toward heaven, now
suddenly dropping your head, turning abruptly from right
to left, extending your hands as though to enclose the
Orient and the Occident together, or stretching out your
arms at full length and suddenly letting them drop. 'I
have seen some preachers,' says Waleys, ' who seemed to be
engaged in a sort of all-in wrestling bout, hurling themselves
about with such violence that they would have pushed the
pulpit over if people had not rushed to hold it up. Tales
mohts praedicatorum non decent.'

(d) Length. Don't weary your hearers by your prolixity:
there is a limit to what they can digest. l It is advisable to
stop before they show signs of becoming restive. Since it is
very easy for a preacher to fail to notice the passage of time,
being entirely wrapped up in what he is saying, therefore it
is expedient to arrange with someone in the congregation to
give you a signal when it is nearly time to stop. (According
to Basevorn, the generally accepted standard in his day was
that a sermon should not be shorter than a low Mass nor
longer than a solemn Mass.2)

1 Waleys develops this metaphor with an unnecessary thorough
ness.-\Varnings against prolixity are common: cf. R. F. Bennett,
The Early Dominicans, p. 90: 'Sermons must not be too long, too
repetitive or too complex. Too much rain causes a flood, enough is
enough: "as the brevity of the divine office makes for devotion, so
excessive prolixity induces sleep" (Humbert de Romans) .... Hugh
de St. Cher rather curiously expounds the feeding of the five
thousand as "against those who preach to unwilling ears, and
produce tedium in their listeners by giving them too much. . . .'"

2 'Medieval university sermons were not wont to err on the side
of brevity. A statute of Ingolstadt, de quantitate Sermonum, provides
that" with a view to avoid prolixity" these discourses should be
limited to an hour and a quarter; at Vienna the preacher might go
on' for an hour and a half, or at most two hours.'-Rashdall, The
Universities of Europe in the Middle Ages (ed. Powicke and Emden),
vol. i, p. 479.

D
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(e) Advice to beginners. Before you have to preach for
the first time, go into some secret place apart where there is
nobody to laugh at you, and practise preaching to stones and
trees. Rehearse your gestures, your diction, and your
emphasis: if you make a slip, you can go back and correct
it, as you could not do in the pulpit. Look out particularly
for such faults as defective enunciation of the letters Rand 5,
speaking too fast, hoarseness and inaudibility. Don't give
up hope if you cannot cure yourself all at once: think of the
great orators who only by the most strenuous efforts suc
ceeded in overcoming their natural disadvantages. 'Et
hoc etiam in meipso et etiam in aliis mecum versantibus sum
expertus.' If you follow the rules herein set forth, there is
no reason to be nervous of the issue.

(f) General considerations. Remember always of what
dignity and of how great importance is this office of preaching.
I t is an evangelical and indeed angelical rather than a human
office. Super montem excelsum ascende, ut evangelizas (Is.
xl. 9). Moreover this high mountain which the evangelist
is bidden to ascend is the eminence of heavenly life and
conversation which it is for him to keep. Therefore the
preacher stands upon the mount with Christ, who, seeing
the crowds to whom he was about to preach, went up into
the mountain. We nowhere read that Christ preached in the
valley and that the people stood upon the mount. So also
it is intolerable that the life of the preacher should be
inferior to that of the people.

Let him beware lest he proceed to so divine an office when
in any mortal sin, for he who preaches when in mortal sin,
sins mortally in the very act of preaching. Let him remember
what is the end and object of all preaching, namely, the glory
of God and the edification of one's neighbour: for if he
preaches for vainglory and for ostentation, let him know that
the Judge who rewards good works will say to him at the
last, Amen dico tibi, recepisti mercedem tuam (cf. Matt. vi. 2, 5).
Let him remember also that all wisdom is from God, and
therefore, seeing that for the sermon the gift of wisdom is
especially required, let him pray for the divine assistance,
trusting more in the grace of God than in any cleverness of
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his own, lest perchance God withdraw the word from him
rather than bestow it on him.

When he stands in the pulpit, he should not be over
dressed, particularly since it is his business to move the
people to eschew the vanities of this world. Whether he
should be meanly dressed it is more difficult to say. 'I do
not see that great meanness of attire carries conviction by
itself,l because we do not read concerning Christ that he
was very meanly dressed, and concerning Augustine, who
was a very great preacher, we read that his attire was neither
too elegant nor too poor. On the other hand, I dare not blame
meanness of attire, provided that it be not hypocritical. For
it is written concerning John the Baptist, the herald of Christ
and an outstanding preacher, that he had his raiment ofcamel's
hair, and a leathern girdle (Matt. iii. 4). Also in the Order of
Preachers it is enjoined upon the brethren by statute ut vilitas
in cappis servetur. And so I reckon that the question how
far a preacher should be meanly dressed is best left to the
judgment of such a prudent man as the preacher ought to be.'

The supreme virtue of the sermon in respect of its effect is
to edify the people and to move them to devotion. There
fore' let not the preacher seek to please men, and to gratify
the vanity of some who frequent sermons and commend those
that they think recherche (qui frequentantes sermones ea quae
sunt curiositatis commendant). For many preachers have
studied to please such persons, and to this end have intro
duced many vain and frivolous things, and such as are more
injurious than beneficial; and others have imitated them,
not because they themselves approved of vanities of this
sort, but because they feared that their own sermons would
be less appreciated if they departed from the custom of
previous preachers. And without doubt scarcely anything is
commended by such vain hearers unless it smacks of vanity.
But it is not expedient for a preacher to be influenced by the
compliments or by the insults of such hearers. Rather that
he may so preach as to profit the good hearers, let him
consider Ps. liii. 6: Deus dissipavit ossa eorum qui hominibus
placent. Confusi sunt quia Dominus sprevit eos.'

1 'Vilitatem tamen magnam in vestibu5 non video suadere:
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Let him be exceedingly careful to say nothing in his
sermon that can be taken as a reflection upon any particular
individual, whether present or absent, unless that person be
a public enemy and his sin be notorious, in which case it is
the duty of the preacher, if it be expedient or necessary for
the Church or for the people or for the commonwealth, to
speak the truth without fear and without dissimulation.
Let him speak the word of God with faithfulness, nor let him
feign reasons for being silent when the only reason is fear.

Let him be careful to say nothing that can be taken as a
commendation of himself or as flattery of any other individual
or, especially, as a condonation of any sin.

Let him use discretion, having regard to the character of
his auditory, and neither rebuking the sins peculiar to the
clergy (such as simony, ecclesiastical careerism, undue
pluralism, bad stewardship of the goods of the church, etc.)
when he is preaching to the laity, nor castigating the sins
peculiar to the laity (such as keeping back of tithe, irreverence
towards the clergy, etc.) when he is preaching to the clergy,
but contrariwise: and in preaching to a mixed auditory of
laity and clergy, let him inveigh against the sins that are
common to both, omitting those which are peculiar to the
clergy and which it is not expedient for the laity to know.

Let him not talk of matters above the heads of his congre
gation, lest he should seem to be preaching not to benefit
them but to show off his own knowledge.

If he wishes to extol some particular saint, let him do so
with moderation, and not say anything dubious or untrue,
such as God and His saints could rightly censure and such as
men could rightly laugh to scorn. . . .

, IVloreover let the preacher proceed to so great an office
with devotion and purity of mind, as though he believed
himself to be going up to celebrate a heavenly mystery,
trusting more in the help of God, of whom he is the messenger
and spiritual herald, than in his own cleverness or virtue.' 1

1 'Procedat autem praedicator ad tantum officium exsequendum
cum devotione et puritate mentis, tanquam se crederet accedere ad
coeleste mysterium celebrandum, plus de auxilio Dei cujus est
angelus et nuntius spiritualis quam de proprio ingenio seu virtute
confidens.'
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Now, what are we to make of all this? What, if anything,
has it to teach us, preachers not of the 14th, but of the 20th
century?

Clearly, this concluding section-\Valeys' practical and
devotional advice-is very sound, and ninety per cent. of it
is as relevant to-day as when it was written. It is true that
pulpits are no longer liable to get knocked over, and that we
have clocks and wrist-watches, and we are no longer over
shadowed by the controversy of the Spiritual Franciscans
regarding holy poverty, which is no doubt the explanation of
the curiously guarded character of \iValeys' remarks on
vilitas in vestibus; nor do we often overstrain the credulity
or affront the intelligence of our congregations when we
preach about the saints, if we do preach about the saints.
But, apart from a few minor differences of this type, it is all
still tremendously alive and extremely useful.

I t is true, however, that these practical suggestions are
only an appendix, or, to be more exact, a preface, to
the Art of Preaching. The substantial matter of these
A rtes Praedicandi is the rules for the construction of a
sermon in the Oxford manner. Would it be salutary or
sufficient to ignore these altogether?

They are open, indeed, to obvious criticism. Emphasis
on form is liable to detract from the proper consideration
and appreciation of the matter of the sermon. Too much
importance is attached to mere verbal ingenuity and intel
lectual dexterity on the part of the preacher. 'The new
way, with its logical distinctions, and its pretty formality
with what \Vycliffe scorns in his preaching as " the argu
mentis that sophistis maken "-proved so much to the taste
of learned and fashionable audiences, that many were in the
habit of overlooking the sermon-matter, in their rapt appre
ciation of the form. Says one, preaching before the canons
of St. Victor in Paris, at the close of the thirteenth century:
" There are many who, when they come to sermon, . . . do
not care what the preacher says; but only how he says it.
And if the sermon be well ' rhymed,' if the theme be well
, divided,' if the brother discourses well, if he pursues his
argument well, if he 'harmonizes' well, they say: 'How

a
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well that brother preached!' 'What a fine sermon he
made!' That is all they look for in the sermon, nor do they
attend to what he says." , 1

, In former times,' wrote Jacques de Lausanne (t 1321) in
his Commentary on Ecclesiasticus, , the chants of the Church
were simple and everybody understood the words; but now
the chant is so staccato 2 that one no longer hears anything
more than the melody. It is the same with sermons:
formerly when men preached in simple fashion they made
numerous conversions, but later they came to preach in so
pedantic a manner that the hearer, being no longer attentive
to anything but the art of " distinguishing" and" dividing,"
carried away not the slightest spiritual or moral benefit from
what was said to him.' 3

Indeed upon the very face of it this elaborate pedantry of
form bears the ugly stamp of decadence. 'We have had to
arm ourselves with patience,' writes Pere Charland at the con
clusion of his introductory essay (La thlorie et son evolution),
, to get to the end of this expose of the rules of university
preaching in the Middle Ages. Moreover we have restricted
ourselves to the main outlines. The reader will not have
waited to the end before concluding: il fallait savoir prodi
gieusement pour precher si mal.' 4

But there is something to be said upon the other side.
To begin 'with, the authors of the Artes Praedicandi quite

frankly regard these rules for sermon construction as a pis
aller. In the earliest centuries of the Church the holy
Fathers preached without any theme, neither did they arrange
the matter of their sermons, because they preached under
the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, and as the Spirit gave
them utterance, so they preached. But modern men who
are not holy, neither are filled with divine knowledge, ought
to arrange the matter of their preaching before they preach,

1 Owst, P.M.E., p. 312.
2 CL John of Salisbury's Frivolities of Courtiers and Footprints

of .Philosophers, tr. Joseph B. Pike (1938), p. 38: also The Oxford
H1story of Music, vol. i (The Pol;'phonic Period, pt. I), by H. E. Wool
bridge, revised by P. C. Buck (2nd edtn., 1929), pp. 288 ff.

3 Jacques de Lausanne, Frere Precheur, by B. H[aureau], in Histoire
Litteraire de France, val. xxxiii, pp. 474-5.

4 Charland, p. 224.
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ne fluant in multiloquium et habeantur astantibus onerosi.
Nor ought they to presume upon divine assistance, but
themselves take pains in the preparation of their sermons, ..

. in order that their preaching may be fruitful for the people.
The traditional method was to construct the sermon upon

the Gospel for the day. Instead of taking a text, the
preacher would take the gospel as a whole and expound it,
dividing it into sections, pointing out the spiritual meaning,
and extracting from it a moral exhortation. This was the
homiletic style: its floruit was in the Patristic Age. Nor
was it ever completely abandoned, because of its advantages
-its facility for the preacher without much to say, le
predicateur peu jicond, and its utility for the people, to whom
it enabled him to say things thoroughly worth saying.!
Waleys says that it is still commonly used' in certain parts;
in Italy, for instance,' in sermons ad populum: and he gives
it his own decided preference. 'In other parts men preach
so subtly and so curiously to working women just as they
would to clerics, and treat of such profound theological
matters before them just as they would before clerics in the
university, that I should deem it better for them not to
preach at all than to preach after that fashion, seeing that
it is not possible but that the women's heads should become
stuffed with many errors and absurd fancies.'

This favourable estimate of the homiletic method is very
common. 'This was the method of the ancients,' writes
Astazius, Bishop of SarIat (r36r-68), . and it is useful for
the people.' But side by side with it there had grown up
another mode of preaching, according to which, instead of
simply expounding the gospel for the day, one preached on
a text taken from it, or from the epistle, or even from any
place of Scripture.2 And then, towards the end of the thir
teenth century, came in all these elaborate rules for sermon
construction, which were inculcated in the universities:
and, in the happy phrase of Langlois, • to the era of artistic
composition succeeded that of industrial manufacture.' 3

'1 Cf. p. 54 n. below. 2 Charland, pp. III-12.
3 Ch. V. Langlois. L'eloquence sacree au moyen age, in Revue des

Deux Mondes, vo!. cxv (1893), p. 194.

(
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Yet, as Professor Owst points out, this innovation, which
came into fashion with the Friars, was probably a welcome
improvement on the disjointed, ill-planned efforts that
preceded it. 'As for the talk of a golden age of oratory in
the past, apart from the triumphs of leading individuals, we
do well to be a little suspicious about it. For the gold here
as in other cases has ever a habit, like Macterlinck's Blue
Bird, of disappearing on our approach. The phantom will
draw us further and further into the dim recesses of religious
history, until we find ourselves, with a shock, at the gate of
that first mythical garden with its golden fruit. We may
believe that the art of homiletics has had always a majority
of the rambling unpolished speakers among its disciples of
the rank and file. The rambling catechetical address was
possibly as common and as dull in Augustine's day as were
the later" divisiones "; and Bernards or Bernardinos have
been the rarest exceptions in any era of faith.' 1

The case is simple. Rules of construction are not
undesirable in themselves: and if a preacher does not use
them, it should be because he has deliberately decided not
to do so, and not because it has never occurred to him that
such rules exist. On the other hand, rules exist for a purpose:
and the criterion of their efficacy-a criterion which must
continually be applied-is their capacity to serve that
purpose. In the later Middle Ages they were, in effect, so
elaborated as to stultify their raison d'etre. Yet, other
things being equal, the halting and indifferent preacher
whose sermon is at least constructed on some definite and
intelligible plan is likely to preach better, and to edify more,
than if he contents himself with' just saying a few words' :
and, particularly at the present time, when there is a real
demand on the part of the laity for ' teaching sermons,' 2 it
is the more painfully evident that' the disjointed, ill-planned
effort' is as unnecessary as it is indefensible.

1 Owst, P.M.E., pp. 3II-I2.
2 Anticipated by Professor Seeley (' The Church as a Teacher of

Morality' in Lectures and Essays, 1870, p. 260): 'The new race of
preachers that I have been imagining ... may acquire the power
of interesting an audience profoundly,. and may make the church
once more a place not merely of devotion, but also, as Protestant
churches should be, of solid, continuous, and methodical instruction:
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So much for the general principle. But I think that there
is also something to be learned from specific details of the
mediaeval Art of Preaching.

(i) It is not impossible in these days to hear a sermon
which does not contain one single text of Scripture. But
the mediaeval sermon was firmly anchored to the Bible.
Elaborate precautions were taken, notably in the Confirma
tion of the parts of the division, to secure the principle that
the preacher must say nothing for which he cannot find a
warranty in Scripture: and it was not until the purport of
this rule had been forgotten that the rule itself became
abused. Precisely the same principle is implicit in the rule
that the theme must be congruous with the matter of the
sermon, and that the sermon must be, as it were, an unfolding
of the text. Even if we know better than to use a text
merely as a convenient peg on which to hang a sermon, and,
at that, a peg which is sometimes not even selected until
after the sermon has been written,l still it is true that even
our best and most successful sermons often ride very loosely
to their texts. As it is surely the test of a good essay that it
should always be possible to deduce the title of the essay
from the essay itself, so also it is surely the test of a good
sermon that it should be possible to deduce the text of a
sermon from the sermon itself. In the Middle Ages such a
task would have presented no difficulty whatsoever.

The rule about repeating the text at the end of the
exordium or Ante-theme is also good: not, in our case, for
the benefit of late corners, since on an historical view one of
the characteristic notes of the Anglican piety is decorum,2
but because the congregation are so busy settling down and
adjusting their attention that they often fail to take in the
text when it is given out at the beginning of the sermon,

1 Cf. G. Campbell Morgan, Preaching, p. 59: 'Dr. Benjamin Jowett
of Oxford, the old Master of Balliol, declared that it "vas his habit
to write his sermons, and then choose a text as a peg on which to
hang them. I am quite free to say, without any further reference,
that the study of his sermons will reveal the accuracy of his state
ment, and show the peril of the method, from the standpoint of the
Christian prophet.'

2 Cf. C. Smyth, The Study of Church History, in The Priest as
Student, ed. H. S. Box (1939), p. 260.
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especially when it is not given out with a particularly careful
and deliberate emphasis.

Note also that on both occasions when the mediaeval
preacher gave out his text, he was required to specify the
chapter and the verse: it was not held sufficient to say
simply 'from the Psalter' (for example), presumably
because he was addressing men who were supposed to know
their way about the Bible and probably to possess a copy of
it,l just as our people are to-day. That, incidentally, is
why it is so peculiarly perverse in clergy of the Church of
England to go out of their way to announce the Sunday
gospel as, for example, 'The continuation of the Gospel
according to John,' when there is a much more sensible and
appropriate form available in the book officially provided for
our use.

Lastly, even the rule that the text should be ' bene con
cordatum' is interesting and suggestive. The citation of
concordant texts of Scripture has an important place in all
expository preaching, as may indeed be illustrated from the
New Testament itself 2: and it is the characteristic method
of the Homilies of the Church of England. Consider also
this passage from Donne's sermon on Ps. vi. 2, 3 (' . . . 0
Lord, heal me, for my bones are vexed: my soul also is sore
troubled .. .'), where he discusses 'five severall sorts of
Troubles': 'There is Turbatio Timoris, A trouble out of

Matt. ii. 3. feare of danger in this world, H erods trouble; When the
Magi brought word of another King, Herod was troubled, and
all I erusalem with him. There is Turbatio confusionis, The

Ps. evii. 26. Mariners trouble in a tempest; Their soule melteth for trouble,
sayes David. There is Turbatio occupationis: Martha's

Luke x. 41. trouble; M artha thou art troubled about many things, sayes
Christ. There is Turbatio admirationis, The blessed Virgins

Luke i. 29. trouble, When she saw the Angel, she was trmtbled at his
saying. To contract this, There is Turbatio compassionis,

John xi. 33· Christs own trouble, When he saw M ary weepe for her

1 Not all mediaeval clergy did: cf. M. Dea~eslJ:"' The Lo!lard Bible,
p. 188 and passim. For ignorance of the Blbl~ m the M~ddle Ag~.s,
by clergy as well as laity, see Coulton, Ten Medzeval Studzes, ch. vu.

2 E.g., Acts xiii. 32-7; Rom. x. 14 ft., xv. 8-12.
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brother Lazarus, he groaned in the spirit, and was troubled in
himselfe. But in all these troubles, H erods feare, The
Mariners irresolution, M artha's multiplicity of businesse,
The blessed Virgins sudden amazement, Our Saviours
compassionate sorrow, as they are in us, worldly troubles,
so the world administers some means to extenuate, and
alleviate these troubles; for, feares are overcome, and
stormes are appeased, and businesses are ended, and wonders
are understood, and sorrows weare out; But in this trouble
of the bones, and the soule, in so deepe and sensible im
pressions of the anger of God, looking at once upon the
pravity, the obliquity, the malignity of all that I have done,
of all that I shall doe, Man hath but one step between that
state, and despaire, to stop upon, to turne to the Author of
all temporall, and all spirituall health, the Lord of life, with
Davids prayer, Cor mundum crea, Create a cleane heart within Ps.H. IQ.

me: Begin with me again, as thou begunst with Adam, in
innocency; and see, if I shall husband and governe that
innocency better then Adam did; for, for this heart which
I have from him, I have it in corruption; and, who can bring
a cleane thing out of uncleannesse? .. '.1 Job. xiv. 4.

In another age and in another idiom, 'NIr. Spurgeon
preached one of his mightiest sermons on the words, "I
have sinned." How did he treat it? He simply went
through his Bible and showed that these words were used by
the hardened sinner Pharaoh, by the double-minded Balaam,
by Achan with more remorse than repentance, by the in
sincere King Saul, by Job overwhelmed by the righteousness
of God, by the prodigal son in his confession of unworthiness
to the father, and by Judas in the agony of despair.' 2 This
is what Dr. Campbell Morgan calls the method' of getting a
concatenation of passages, because of some relationship' :
and it is still deserving of our very careful consideration.

(ii) We might also do well to ponder the rule requiring a
tripartite division of the theme. Professor Clement Rogers

1 LXXX Sermons preached by that Learned and Reverend Divine,
I ohn Dom~e, Dr. in Divinity, Late Deane of the Cathedrall Church of
5. Pa~tls, London (164-0). Serm. LI. On the Penitentiall Psalmes,
p·518.

2 G. Campbell Morgan, Preaching, pp. 8o-I.
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in an article 1 entitled The Rule of Three, has pointed out,
quite independently, and arguing simply from experience
and observation, that the effective sermon is one that
divides itself into three sections and that makes three points.
, A sermon should have, as Aristotle long ago told us a
tragedy should have, a beginning, a middle, and an end....
When we understand a thing, we say we see it. A writer or
speaker is said to be lucid if he can make us visualize what
he has to say. This depends upon its having an outline or
pattern that flashes across the inward eyes.... Now our
pO\ver of seeing things directly and at once is limited to three
or four objects. Some savages, they tell us, can only count
up to three. After three they say" a great number." The
whole science of mathematics has been developed from the
natural power of vision which is limited to seeing three or
four things at once. . . . The rule of three is a principle of
thought also. The sentence has a subject, a predicate, and
usually an object.... The process of logic is to argue from
the major premise, taken with the minor, to the conclusion.
The paragraph consists, if it is to be a unity, of three or four
sentences. If it has more (like this one) it begins to get con
fused. A Times article has three paragraphs-an intro
duction, a development, and a conclusion. The novel
always used to be published in three volumes. The play
generally has three Acts. . . . The first Act . . . presents
the characters and the problem, the second mixes them up,
and the third gives the solution. So the sermon by the rule
of three . . . should have three parts-the introduction,
explaining the text, describing the occasion or presenting
the subject to the imagination; the middle, solving diffi
culties, giving illustrations (not more than three), meeting
objections, or arguing for the truth, i.e., appealing to the
understanding; and the end, making the application,
pointing out consequences and appealing to the will to do
something definite. Single things said are soon forgotten.
Too many confuse. Arrangement in threes binds them
together, and a threefold cord is not swiftly broken....

, I believe that the rule of three . . . is the secret of clear
1 The Guardian, Sept. 18, 1936.
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exposition which lies behind all effective preaching. The
rule will give pattern and form to the outline of the sermon.
. . . To get in three points is, after all, to get in only very
little, and our sermons lack continuity. The three should
be followed by two more groups of three, not necessarily the
next Sunday, but planned ahead. The field should be mapped
out for the future, remembering always that solid work
demands a three-dimensional geometry.'

Of course, the parallel is not exact. But the Oxford con
vention in the Middle Ages, that the text should be divisible
into three, and to that end should be composed of three
significant words, neither less nor more-whether, as
Basevorn suggests, because that gives you a sermon of about
the right length, or rather because of some deep-seated
understanding of the psychology of the man in the pew-is
still, I think, suggestive. Nor is there any reason why these
two methods-the tripartite division of the preacher's text,
and the tripartite division of his message-should not be in
some degree conflated.

(iii) Even the ' rhetorical colours'-rhythm and cadence
-are not so completely foreign to our purposes as might at
first appear. Cadence is obviously important: consciously
or unconsciously, we feel the effect of it whenever we hear
it used by some great orator of the pUlpit: and it would be
worth our while to think a little more about it than we do.
So long as we do not preach merely for rhetorical effect, it
is perfectly legitimate to introduce rhetorical effects into
our sermons, provided, of course, that we can do so without
their seeming incongruous or forced. St. Augustine, in the
Fourth Book of his De Doctrina Christiana, extols eloquence
as a handmaid of truth, and makes particular mention of
, that grace of speech which consists in harmonious endings,'
and in which the sacred authors are, as he admits, rather
surprisingly deficient.! Of such 'harmonious endings'
Liddon was a consummate master. 'Liddon loved the
rhythm of a well-turned sentence, and the music of a word

1 On Christian Doctrine, IV. c. XX, 41: tr. J. F. Shaw, in The
Works of Aurelius Augustine, Bishop of Hippo, ed. Marcus Dads,
val. ix, p. 152.

m
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or phrase. . No one could watch Liddon's mouth without
at once perceiving his fastidious taste, his delicate apprecia
tion of balanced and modulated utterance, his recognition
of the glorious possibilities of our mother tongue.' So writes
the Dean of Peterborough: and he goes on to quote one of
Liddon's sermons in the University Church at Oxford, in
which' he pointed out how material things are often sug
gestive of deeper and more spiritual realities, illustrating
his meaning by the circumstances under which Newman
wrote" Lead, Kindly Light." "The kindly light amid the
encircling gloom was not the flickering lantern on the mast
of the little fishing-boat in the straits of Bonifacio."
" Ah," said the present Bishop of Birmingham [Gore] to me
some days afterwards, "Liddon made that sentence in
order to say the word Bonifacio." 1 No doubt it was so ' 2 :

but the sentence and, what is more, the purport of the
sentence, were still remembered after many years. One has
an uncomfortable suspicion that Newman himself would
have been perfectly capable of ending the same sentence
with the words 'in the Mediterranean': for most of
Newman's prose, including his sermons as an Anglican, is
ruined by his defective ear.

On the other hand, we cannot be expected to find much
use for assonance and internal rhyme. True: but we are
still concerned with the underlying principle, which Waleys
so curiously failed to detect. Plainly, the whole intention
is mnemonic: the calor rhythmicus is designed to drive home
the theme and the division. The Franciscan, John of Wales,
who had studied at Oxford and who taught at Paris towards
the end of the 13th century, saw in the rhyme an aid to
memory. It is true that it was liable to be overdone, and

1 Cf. David Somervell, A Companion to Palgrave's Golden Treasury
(1917), p. 74: 'The finest part of the sonnet (On first looking into
Chapman's Homer) is, as it always should be, the end. Picture the
scene described in the last three lines. The leader" staring" out
to sea; the rest " looking at each other with a wild surmise": all
" silent" and" upon a peak in Darien." The mere quiet beauty of
the word Darien no doubt appealed to Keats. Substitute Panama,
and much is lost besides the rhyme.'-Mr. Somervcll also points
out that it was really Balboa, and not Cortez at all.

2 J. G. Simpson, Preachers and Teachers (1910), pp. 41-2.

I
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even to serve simply as an excuse for a display of virtuosity.l
But the mnemonic intention itself is clearly defensible and
even admirable: namely, the principle that the preacher
should make his points in such a form as may enable them
to be remembered. Granted that this mnemonic intention
had become so overlaid that Waleys failed to recognise it,
and that the mnemonic devices in general, and this in
particular, had come to be regarded rather as opportunities
for being clever than as a means of committing one's message
to the memory of one's hearers: yet abusus non tollit usum.

To this point we shall recur when we consider the Exempla.
It may however be noted here in passing that among the
methods of development mentioned by Waleys is the dis
section of a word into its component letters, which are then,
as it were, employed as the heads of an acrostic: this was
called 'explication by hidden terminology,' and it was
recommended by St. Antonino (1389-1459) among others.
Thus, to take Waleys' own example, DEUS becomes Dans (or
Donans) Eternam Vitam Suis: although, as he says, the
whole thing is completely arbitrary, and D might just as
reasonably stand for Demens. We may be reminded of
other illustrations, such as the classic sermon upon MALT,

allegedly delivered (under compulsion) by Dr. Dodd to

1 The more elaborate sermones rimati, Latin or even vernacular
sennons in rhymed prose, stand in a different category altogether,
being, as I take it, essentially verses in the guise of a sennon rather
than sennons in the form of verse. They seem to have been
particularly fashionable in France in the 13th century, to the disgust
of pulpit purists: Pierre Roger (afterwards Pope Clement VI,
1342-52), among others, excelled in this style of composition.
Cf. Charland, p. 154 and refs.: Owst, P.M.E., p. 273: Lecoy de la
Marche, pp. 27g-85.-It was one of Wycliffe's complaints against the
friars that ' some by rhyming, and others by preaching poems and
fables, adulterate in many ways the word of God.... The poor
priests preach purely and freely the word of God: but the friars
preach feigned words and poems in rhyme, and therefore the friars'
preaching is acceptable to the people' (Op. Min. 331). They' dwell
upon apocryphal poems' (polem. Works, i, 41) and in their sermons
, make use of rhymes ... for they say that unless they add some
novelties beyond the accustomed manner of preaching, there will
appear no difference between subtle theologians ... and little
lettered country priests' (Sermones, I, xvii; iv, 266): Margaret
Deanesly, The Lollard Bible and other medieval Biblical versions
(1920), pp. 148 n., 244.
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certain drunken undergraduates of Cambridge whom, after
a previous discourse in which he had referred to such as
, malt-worms,' he had the misfortune to encounter on their
way home from a country ale-house. (' My brethren, let
me crave your reverend attention: I am a little man, come
at a short warning, to preach a short sermon, upon a short
subject, to a thin congregation, in an unworthy pulpit.
Beloved, my text is Malt. Now, there is no teaching without
a division. I cannot divide my text into sentences, because
there are none; nor into words, it being but one; nor into
syllables, it being but a monosyllable. Therefore I must
divide it into letters, which I find in my text to be four :
M, A, L, T. M, my beloved, is moral, A allegorical, L literal,
and T theological. First, the moral teaches such as you
drunkards good manners: wherefore, M, my masters,
A, all of you, L, listen, T, to my text. Secondly, the
allegorical is when one thing is spoken of and another
meant; the thing spoken of is malt, the thing meant is the oil
of malt, properly called strong beer; which you, gentlemen,
make M, your meat, A, your apparel, L, your liberty, and T,
your treasure. Thirdly, the literal sense hath ever been
found suitable to the theme, confirmed by beggarly ex
perience: M, much, A, ale, L, little, T, thought. Fourthly,
the theological is according to the effects that it worketh,
which are of two kinds: the first in this world, the second in
the world to come. The effects that it worketh in this world
are M, murder, A, adultery, L, looseness of life, and T,
treason. In the world to come the effects of it are M,
misery, A, anguish, L, lamentation, and T, torment. And
the application of my text is this: M, my masters, A, all of
you, L, leave off, T, tippling; or else M, my masters, A, all
of you, L, look for, T, torment. ... ' 1) Or, seeing that, as
Professor Caplan has observed, t the practice is still operative
today,' 2 we may be reminded of the exploitation of this

1 Condensed from Facetice Cantabrigienses (3rd edtn., 1836, p. 106),
and Harry Caplan, 'Classical Rhetoric and the Mediaeval Theory of
Preaching,' in Classical Philology, April Ig33, vol. xxviii, pp. go-I.

2 Caplan, lac. cit., p. 8g. Possibly it is more common across the
Atlantic. 'The story of a sermon recently delivered at Yale
University is doubtless apocryphal. A student, deeply affected by
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device of ' explication by hidden terminology' on the part
of Dr. Buchman and his disciples, to whom apparently we
are indebted for such pretty conceits as Powerful Radio
grams Always Yours, or Just Exactly Suits Us Sinners.!
The device is one that Waleys, as may have been surmised,
regarded as irrational and intellectually contemptible: a
preacher must indeed be hard up if he cannot do something
better than that.

But the real criticism of the mediaeval sermon scheme goes
far deeper. Such preaching may be extremely clever and
ingenious, but its connection with the \Vord of God, though
undeniable, is purely superficial and purely formal.
There is here no wrestling with the Word, no preaching as of
a dying man to dying men. The text from Scripture is
supposed to be the preacher's theme: it is in fact merely
the peg on which he hangs an academic exercise. ]. M.
Neale was curiously impressed by the profusion and variety
of Biblical quotations in these mediaeval sermons: to him,
the mediaeval preacher seemed to range at will through all
the pages of the Sacred Volume, not quoting merely from
those passages which we regard as particularly valuable or
important.2 But the use made of these citations is sufficient
to indicate that the preacher's selection was governed less
by his Biblical piety and learning than by the use of his
concordance. In short, nothing could have shown more
clearly that the preachers did not know their Bibles.

Therefore Wycliffe demanded a return to the older method
of expounding a portion or a chapter of the Bible, instead of
extracting a text and constructing a sermon round it. In
these Scholastic discourses there is more to impress the
people than to edify them. The preacher displays his
intellectual gymnastics instead of ministering the Word of

an hour's varied exposition, in this style, of the true meaning of the
monosyllable Y-A-L-E, is alleged to have piously expressed his
thankfulness that he was not attending the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology' (ibid., p. 91 n.).

1 :'Iarjorie Harrison, Saints Run M ad: a criticism of the Oxford
Group 1\10vement \1934), p. 35·

2 J. :M. Neale, M ediceval Preachers and M ediceval Preaching (1856),
pp. xxv, xxxv-xxxvi.

E
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God. Divine Truth is buried beneath the minutiae of logical
divisions and distinctions. Preaching, and even prayer,
becomes regarded as a syllogistic exercise in which the end is
forgotten in the means. '0, if the Apostle had heard such
hair-splitting, how he must have despised it !' Equally
objectionable is the excessive use of rhetoric and poetic
ornament, of swelling words and' heroic declamation,' under
the specious pretext that theology demands the noblest
literary forms. Those who preach thus seek their own glory
rather than their Master's. 'This ornamental style of
preaching is little in keeping with God's Word. The latter
is rather corrupted by it, and its power paralysed for the
conversion and regeneration of souls,' which is, or should
be, the end of every sermon. And Wycliffe quotes with
approval the saying of Grosseteste that heroic declamation,
scholastic eloquence, devoid of evangelical content, is like
a nurse presenting a dry breast to a bairn. 1

1 Herbert B. Workman, John Wyclif: A Study of the English
Medieval Church (1926), vol. ii, pp. 2U-12.-Robert Grosseteste,
Bishop of Lincoln from 1235 to 1253, who was himself a great
student of the Scriptures, constantly emphasised the need for
• teaching sermons' in the domestic idiom, i.e., in the vernacular.
. Also the grett sutil clerk Lyncolne ',writes John Purvey the Lollard
(c. 1405), • seith in a sermon that bigynneth Scriptum est de leuitis;
If (he seith) any prest seie he can not preche, 00 [= one] remedie is,
resyne he vp his benefice; another remedie is, if he wol not thus,
record he [= let him ponder] in the woke [= week] the nakid tixt
of the sonndaie gospel, that he kunne the groos story and telle it to
his puple [= people]; that is, if he vndurstonde Latyne; and so
[do] he this every woke of the yeer, and for sothe he schal profite
wel. For thus preched the lord seyng, Joh. 6°, The wordes that I
speike to youg ben spirit and lyf. If for sothe he vnderstode no
Latyn, go he to oon of his neigtboris that vnderstandith, wiche wole
charitabily expone it to hym; and thus edifie he his flock, that is
his puple.' (M. Deanesly, The Lollard Bible, pp. 141, 196, 442.)

,~
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III

THE MEDIAEVAL PERIOD:

2. The Exemplmn

THE second major characteristic of mediaeval preaching was
the use of Exempla, or what we should call' illustrations.'
These were of various kinds: the Biblical exemplum, taken
from the Canonical Scriptures or from the Apocrypha: the
pious exemplum (deeds and sayings of holy men and holy
women, such as are to be found in the Vitae Patrum and
Cassian's Collationes, and in certain devotional treatises) :
the hagiographical exemplum (the varied progeny of the
Acta Sanctorum): the prosopopoeic exemplum (stories of
visions of the next world or of ghostly visitants to the
earthly scene): the profane exemplum (anecdotes, etc., from
the literature of Classical antiquity) : the historical exemplum
(taken from the chroniclers): the legendary exemplum (from
the epics of the Middle Ages, from mythologies, Classical and
Celtic, and from religious and popular traditions): the fable
(a story in which the actors are animals) and the narration
(in which the actors are human beings): the moralised
allegory and the natural phenomenon: and lastly, the
personal anecdote, which the popular preachers knew well
how to turn to good effect.!

Like children, the common people of the Middle Ages loved
to hear tales and wonders' yn gamys and festys and at the
ale,' and the introduction of such tales and wonders into
sermons greatly enhanced the attraction of the pulpit. Like
children also, they seem to have had no objection to hearing
the same stories over and over again,2 although the ingenious

1 J.-Th. \Velter, L'Exemplum dans la litterature religieuse et
didactique du moyen age (1927), pp. 10S-8.

2 Cf. Owst, Literature and Pulpit in Medieval England (1933).
p. lS5. But R. F. Bennett questions this (' constant repetition
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preacher would frequently refresh a somewhat hackneyed
narrative with touches of local colour and a contemporary
setting. Thus, one version of the ever-popular story of the
prostitute who was converted in church is introduced with
deftly realistic touches worthy of a modern novelist: 'So
itt befell that ther was a feyre in a countrey ther beside the
cite.... And as she wente, she com by a churche, and att
the stile stode the curate of the churche and is parischens
with hym... .' Another version tells how, ' as she wente
in the strete, she sawe mych folke go in to a chirche. Thought
she, " I wil go wete what this folke do there," and wente here
into the chirche, and sett here downe, as othere didden.
Sone after come a persone into the pullpite and prechid.'
Then' this woman was right sorye and wepte faste, . . . and
long she thought till the sermone were done. And when it
was done, she wente to the prechoure, and prayde hym for
the love of God to here a synfull wreche.' 1 I t is indeed with
ample justice that Professor Owst has drawn the attention
of those who profess to be authorities on the history of
English literature to the debt which that literature owes to
the vernacular sermons of the Middle Ages. 2

The history of the Exemplum has been traced with a
minute fidelity and with monumental erudition by Dr.
Welter in his L'Exenzplum dans la litterature religieuse et
didactique du moyen age (I927). It is scarcely necessary to
point out that the exemplum was used extensively by our
Lord himself. In the Western Church, the first to recom
mend its use in sermons was St. Ambrose (t 397), and his
example was followed by St. Augustine (t 43I), by Pope Leo
(t 462), and by Pope Gregory the Great (t 6°4). It persisted
feebly through the Barbarian Invasions, reviving slightly in
the age of Charlemagne. In the I2th century it gained a
securer footing in the pulpit, being expressly recommended
by the monk Guibert de Kogent (t II24) in his Liber quo

must have worn most of them utterly threadbare, like a good joke
that gains too wide a currency'): The Early Dominicans (1937),
pp. 88-9·

1 Owst, L.P.NI.E., p. 155: P.M.E., pp. 167, 191.
2 Ibid., Preface, pp. vii ft.

)
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ordine sermo fieri debet 1: but it is even more conspicuous in
the non-homiletic didactic literature of the period.

It was in the 13th century that the exemplum, hitherto •
an accessory to the sermon, became almost an integral part
of it. This change was due in the first instance to the
influence of the Cistercians. Alan of Lille (t 1202), in his
extremely influential Summa de arte praedicatoria,2 advised
the preacher to quote dicta gentilium in the exposition of his
text, and to use exempla at the conclusion of his sermon in
order to prove his argument, to drive home his message, and
to provoke his listeners to emulation. Helinand de Froid
mont (n70-1220) and Caesarius of Heisterbach (c. n80
1240) made notable use of exempla in their preaching, and
their sermons, particularly those of Caesarius, had a con
siderable circulation. In France the use of exempla became
widespread through the influence of an Augustinian Canon,
afterwards Cardinal, Jacques de Vitry (c. n80-1240), the
leading preacher of his age, whose Sermones de tempore,
vulgares et communes,3 written after his return from the Holy
Land, constitute a veritable storehouse of exempla, and
especially of personal exempla, upon which subsequent
compilers such as Etienne de Bourbon, Arnold of Liege,
John Bromyard, and Jean Herolt drew without compunction.
In England it was a Kentish priest, Odo of Cheriton 4 (n60
1247), a graduate of Paris, who popularised the use of
exempla and illustrated their almost infinite variety.
, Eudes connaissait a merveille l'etat d'ame et les besoins
religieux et morales de ceux qu'il avait devant lui. Il
savait dans quel langage il devait se mettre a la portee de
tous pour exposer les grandes verites de la doctrine evan
gelique. C'est pourquoi son ceuvre homiletique, emaillee de

1 In Venerabilis Guiberti, Abbatis S. Marice de Novigento, opera
omnia, Migne, P.L., vol. clvi, col. 21-32.

2 In Alani de Insulis, Doetoris Universalis, opera omnia, Migne,
P.L.. vol. ccx, col. 111-98.

3 See The Exempla or illustrative stories from the Sennones
Vulgares of Jaeques de Vitry, ed. T. F. Crane (Publications of the
Folk Lore Society, XXVI, 1890).

4 See Odonis de Ceritona Fabulce et Parabolce, ed. L. Hen'ieux,
Les F abulistes Latin depuis le siecle d'A uguste jusqu'ala fin du moyen
age, vol. iv (1896), Eudes de Cheriton et ses derives.
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recits et descriptions multiples, d'expressions imagees et
realistes, ainsi que son recueil de fables moralisees ont
survecu asa mort.' 1 Circulated in manuscript and liberally
pillaged by subsequent preachers and compilers, especially
those of the Mendicant Orders, his sermons enjoyed an
influence which extended far beyond the country of their
origin.

In the succeeding generation the initiative passed, not
unnaturally, to the new Orders of preaching friars. St.
Frands of Assisi (c. rr82-1226) and St. Dominic (II70-1221)
had both made use of exempla in their preaching, and their
followers pursued the same technique upon a more extensive
plan in their evangelisation of the masses. Collections of
exempla suitable for pulpit use-the forerunners of such
modern compilations as ' A Thousand and One Things to
Say in Sermons '-succeeded one another without inter
ruption throughout the 13th and 14th centuries. The
pioneer collection was that of Etknne de Bourbon, a
Dominican, whose Tractatus de diversis materiis praedica
bilibus 2 (c. 1250-1261) contains nearly 2900 exempla, not
counting Bible stories and facts from natural history.
Other important compilations, also by Dominicans, were the
Alphabetum Narrationum and Compendium Mirabilium of
Arnold of Liege (t 1345), the Summ.a Praedicantium of John
Bromyard (t 1390), sometime Chancellor of the University
of Cambridge, and the Pron1.ptuarium Exemplorum of Jean
Herolt (t 1468). Of compilations of English origin, the
most notable, after Bromyard's Summa Praedicantium
(c. 1360-1368), were the Liber Exemplorum 3 (c. 1270-1279)
by an anonymous Franciscan, a native of Warwickshire,
attached to the friary in Cork; the Speculum Laicorum 4

1 Welter, op. cit., p. 127.
2 See Anecdotes historiques, legendes, et apologues, tires du rccueil

inedit d'Etienne de Bourbon, ed. A. Lecoy de la Marche (Societe de
l'Histoire de la France, 1877).

3 Liber Exemploruln ad USUIn praedicantiuln saeculo XII I com
positus a quodam Fratre lIIinore anglico de 'provincia Hiberniae,
ed. A. G. Little (British Society of Franciscan Studies, I, 1908).

4 Le Speculum Laicorum: edition d'une collection d' exempla,
composee en Angleterre a la fin du XIlIe siecle, ed. J. Th. 'Welter
(1914).
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(c. 1279-1292), of which the author was probably also a
Franciscan or, possibly, a Dominican; the Communiloquium
or Summa Collationum of the Franciscan, John of Wales
(t 1302), who tended to specialise in the profane exemplum
of the type familiar in the pages of the Policraticus of John
of Salisbury 1; the Contes moralises (c. 1320) of another
Franciscan, Nir.(\l~ Bozon,2 whose work possessed sufficient
vitality to be worth translating into Latin at the beginning
of the 15th century, when the French language was dropping
out of use in England; the Fasciculus Morum (c. 1320) of
yet another Franciscan, John Spiser 3; and the Opus super
Sapientiam Salomonis, the Convertemini, and the Moralitates
pulchrae Historiarum in usum Praedicatorum (c. 1323-1335)
of the Dominican, Robert Holcot. The popularity of
exempla in English preaching may be further illustrated from
the Festiall 4 of John Myrc (t c. 1403), a prior of Austin
canons. This well-known work comprises seventy-four
sermons (de tempore and de sanctis), of which not only does
every single one that is not itself a sustained historical or
biographical narrative (such as the sermons for the Festivals
of St. Thomas of Canterbury 5) conclude with a formal
Narratio (' I rede yn the Gestes of the Romayns ... " , I
rede yn the 1yfe of Seynt Domink . . . " , I tell you this
ensampull that I fynde wrytten yn Legenda A urea ... "
, Wherfor I telle this ensampull that was told me of such that
knewyn hit done yn dede ... " 'And herof I tell an
ensampull, and make an end .. .'), but they contain between
them no less than 106 exempla of various types. No doubt

1 Cf. John of Salisbury's' Frivolities of Courtiers and Footprints of
Philosophers: tr. ]oscph B. Pike (1938).

2 Les Contes lkloralises de Nicole Bozon, Frere Mineur, ed. Lucy
Toulmin Smith and Paul Meyer (Societe des Anciens Textes Fran~ais,

1889). Metaphors of Brother Bozon, a Friar Minor: translated from
a Norman French l'vIS. of the Fourteenth Century in the possession
of The Honourable Society of Gray's Inn, by J. R, a Bencher of that
Society (1913). Cf. art., English Popltlar Preaching in the Fourteenth
Century, by lvliss Toulmin Smith in E.H.R., vol. vii (1892), pp. 25-36.

3 Cf. A. G. Little, Studies in English Franciscan History (1917),
pp. 139-56.

4 ll'Iirk's Festial: a collection of homilies by Johannes Mirkus
(John Mirk), ed. Theodor Erbe (E.ET.S., 1905).

5 De Festo St. Thome iVlartiris, pp. 38-44; De Translacione St.
Thome, pp. 196-9.
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the Festiall did yeoman service in its generation to the
predicateurs peufeconds: but it was at least a more creditable
compilation than the Dormi secure (c. 1330) of the Franciscan,
John of \Verden. The title is, perhaps, a little cryptic: it
means, ' Sleep soundly, and don't worry about your sermon
to-morrow: there are plenty to choose from in this book.'
Hain notes twenty-five printed editions before 1500.1

The 13th and 14th centuries were the golden age of the
exemplum in the history of the English pulpit. Similes
drawn from characters and scenes of everyday life; figures
of allegory, often Scriptural in origin but non-Scriptural in
development, the ancestry of Pilgrim's Progress: Bible
stories, and legends of the saints; and, commonest and most
popular of all, the rich and varied class of moralised anecdotes,
whether true or fictitious, drawn from sources both ancient
and contemporary, secular as well as religious 2; all alike
were grist to the preacher's mill.

Strangely enough, directly autobiographical reminiscences
(' novi et ego '), after the fashion of St. Paul's 'I knew a
man .. .' (II Cor. xii. 2), are comparatively rare: the
personal exempla are mostly at second or third hand, the
godly gossip of the cloister or of the preaching tour.
, Retulit mihi quidam religiosus'; 'Narratur sicut simile
egomet audivi in Exsexia juxta Thamisiam '; 'This is a story
which I learnt from the lips of a certain very truthful and
holy man, who asserted that he had himself witnessed the
fact which he narrated'; or, more elaborately, ' A certain
trustworthy man of religion, a great preacher and a depend
able witness, who learnt this same story from the priest who
heard the confession of the woman mentioned in her last
infirmity, related to it me ' 3; it is by some such words as
these that the personal exemplum is ordinarily introduced.
A noble knight, ' coming, on the king's side, to the siege of
Kenilworth Castle in the time of King Henry, father of the
most illustrious Edward, told this story to the friars of

1 \Velter, p. 145 and n.: Owst, P.~l1.E., pp. 237-38: Little,
Studies in English Franciscan History, p. 136 and n.

2 Owst, L.P.M.E., pp. 149, 98.
3 Owst, P.M.E., pp. 60, 61 andn.; L.P.M.E., pp. 171-72; P.M.E.,

p.62.
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Coventry, asking them to publish it in their sermons.' 1

Sometimes, however, a more autobiographical note is sounded.
A Dominican preacher, Brother John of Chester, has not
only heard tell of a lady's pet monkey that strayed into
church, swallowed the Host, and was burned by its mistress,
but has seen with his own eyes that same Host which was
rescued from the animal's stomach unchanged. 2 Brother
Hugh of Hereford remembers seeing in his earlier days as a
layman the horrible sight of a toad which fastened itself to
the face of an undutiful son for two whole years. 3 More
conventional is the story of the disobedient son cursed by
his mother and carried off by the Devil, which Brother
Staunton had from Brother Ralph of Swyneland, who had it
from the good woman who gave him and his companion friar
a lodging for the night. 4 Or it is related how Friar Waiter of
Raveningham was interrupted and contradicted in the
middle of his sermon by a certain cleric, who, however,
repented later when sickness drove him to his bed 5: or how
Friar Baudellzinus told the brethren that, when he was
preaching in Lincolnshire, a certain man, a kinsman of his
by marriage, refused to come and hear him preach, and went
out with his bow and arrows into the woods instead of going
to church. Swift retribution overtook him, for the Devil
himself appeared before him in the shape of an enormous
hare: he shot: the Devil vanished: and the arrow,
rebounding, pierced his clothes.6

Sometimes the exemplum is narrated with a wealth of cir
cumstantial detail. 'In the convent of the Friars Minor at
Shrewsbury a friar named Warenn South was sick unto death,
and another friar, Thomas de Qwytchirch, was serving him.
As he was nearing his end and the cross was fastened up in
front of him as is the custom ""ith the sick, he looked up in
terror and cried loudly for the lector of the house. The
serving friar hurried to him and asked what he wanted with
the lector. The sick man replied: "Innumerable devils have

1 A. G. Little, Studies in English Franciscan History, pp. 142-43.
2 Owst, P.M.E., p. 61.
3 Ibid., p. 62. 4 Ibid., p. 61.
5 Ibid., p. 63. 6 Ibid., pp. 6:~-4.
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just come in by window and door and have filled the house,
and as I have very little learning they are posing me with
hard questions on the Trinity and the Catholic Faith,
so run and ask the lector to help me and to answer
for me." The serving brother hurriedly took the cross and
put it into the hands of the sick man, and said, " Do not be
afraid if you cannot answer; this will answer for you till I
return," and he ran off for the lector. The sick man almost
immediately broke into loud laughter, and the servitor,
turning back in astonishment, enquired the reason. The
other replied, " As soon as you gave me this champion, all
the devils took to flight, and they are crowding out of
windows and doors in such hurry and confusion that I think
they are breaking each other's necks and backs." '1 But
the same author (who belonged to the Border custody of
Worcester, and had an obvious prejudice against Welshmen)
will also relate a good story for its own sake, and without
troubling himself about its provenance. 'There is a story
of a \Velshman who, when in danger of shipwreck, promised
the blessed Mary a candle as big as the mast, but having
escaped he said that she should have one just large enough
to go to bed by.' 2 He also passes on-as a malicious jest
the old chestnut about the vicar who was rebuked by his
bishop for having buried his donkey in the churchyard.
, " My lord," replied the vicar, " you do not know how much
my donkey left you in his will-it was forty shillings."
" Requiescat in pace," replied the bishop.' 3

The stock of homiletic anecdote is further enriched by the
records of impressions gleaned from foreign travel and
personal observation of strange scenes and customs. Under
such headings as Adulator, Angelus, Crux, Custodium,
Eleemosyna, Honor, Hospitalitas, the Summa Predicantium of
Dr. Bromyard is peppered with exempla of this category. 4

The state of Italy is so unsettled that it is dangerous to travel
there without an escort of armed soldiery, and even then
your escort may be in collusion with a band of brigands.

1 Little, Studies in English Franciscan History, pp. 145-6.
2 Ibid., p. 145. 3 Ibid., p. 152.
, Owst, L.P.M.E., pp. 174-7.
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In some parts of that country, the brigands send out their
sons to watch the highway with the following injunction:
, Those who have gold or silver or other things of use to us
upon their persons, you shall plunder. Those who carry
nothing, or those whom you cannot overcome, you shall
allow to pass on, for the benefit of your father's soul.' It
was the custom of the ancient Romans, ' as the evidence of
these things still shows,' to set up statues and triumphal
arches, such as may be seen to this day in the Eternal City,
to the memory of those whom they desired to honour. In
France, the vineyards are guarded by watchers who sit in
tiny huts called gardes in the tops of lofty trees, and when
ever they see anyone attempting to trespass from the proper
route through the vineyard, they call out 'Va la voye;
va la voye !' that is to say, ' Keep to the road; keep to the
road!' The story of the blind man who wished to play at
Kailes (the mediaeval form of skittles) requires an explanatory
note: this game ' is commoner in parts beyond the sea; in
which game a stick is hurled at some wooded pins which are
set up there.' In the virtue of hospitality, especially towards
the poor, England compares very unfavourably with other
nations. So also the way in which the Jews care for their
own poor puts Christians utterly to shame. With Dr.
Bromyard, we seem to stand upon the threshold of the
Renaissance, or rather of the rediscovery of Nationality, the
observation of national characteristics and of national
peculiarities, which is so essentially a mark of the new spirit
of enquiry by which the Renaissance was pervaded. It is
not, perhaps, after all, a very far cry from Dr. Bromyard to
Dr. Andrew Boorde.1

The characteristic feature of the Contes Moralises of Friar
Bozon is the writer's use of analogies or' metaphors' drawn
from natural history or from' the properties of things.' In
this he follows in the same tradition as Odo of Cheriton a
hundred years before. Each of his 145 chapters, with very
few exceptions, begins with a description of some natural

1 Cf. The First Boke of the Introduction of Knowledge, made by
Andrew Boorde, of Physicke Doctor (1542), ed. F. J. Furnivall
(E.E.T.S., 1870).
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phenomenon, or of the habits of some animal, or of the
properties of some stone or herb; then follows a moralisation
upon this, to which is generally appended an illustrative
fabulcl or narratio-a fable being a story in which the actors
are animals, a narration a story in which the actors are
human beings-normally rounded off with an appropriate
text of Scripture. Here is a specimen of either type.

L. That the company of the rich is to be slmnned by the poor.
The moon always keeps herself far from the sun. When

the sun shows himself in the east the moon keeps herself in
the west, and when the sun comes into the west, then the
moon withdraws herself towards the east. Let simple folk
do likewise: let them keep themselves from rich folk in
order to avoid evils that may turn to hurt, as the mouse
said to the cat.

Fable to the same.
The cat sat on the hearth, and the field-mouse, the water

mouse, and the barn-mouse, all three going on pilgrimage to
the bishop, came by the cat. 'Order, order! ' said the cat,
, you are of my obedience, I am your bishop; come, take my
blessing.' 'Nay, nay,' said the mouse, 'I would much
rather be here with thy curse, than come nearer to have thy
blessing.' So it is worth more to many to be distant from
great lords with little damage and ill-will, than to have too
much acquaintance with them and thus they would never
have pleasure. Therefore says Jesus [the son of] Sirach :
, For as much as you give him he will receive you, and when
you have no more to give him he will refuse you. He will
eat well at your expense and will impoverish you, and when
you are fallen into poverty he will laugh you to scorn.' Si
largitus ei fueris assumet te, et si non habueris derelinquet te,
et si necessari~ts ei fueris supplantabit te. Sequitur: dicet
tibi, ' Quid opus est tibi ? ' et confundet te in cibis suis, et in
novissimo deridebit te [Ecc1us. xiii. 4, 6---7].

LXXXVI. Of the remedy against sin.
If a man be stung by a serpent or bitten by a dog, let him

take rue and water and salt and the kernel of nuts, and make

,
,1
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a confection of these four things 1 and drink it with wine
and thus he will find cure. So I tell you especially, if a man
be poisoned by the Devil through mortal sin, let him take
~ue, which signifies contrition, and water which drives out
venom, that is true confession, and salt which is penance
according to discretion, and the kernel of nuts, which
signifies the sweetness of the Passion of Jesus Christ, by
which virtue man may be saved, if he take it with the wine
of good devotion, as you shall hear through a case which
happened in the city of Rome.

Narration 2 to the salne.

There was a man who had a barren wife, until through
prayers and alms she conceived a child resembling the
father in face, but not in goodness. For as soon as he was
grown up, his father entered religion, and afterward he begot
a child upon his mother. It happened that the Pope was
sick, and the Devil came in the likeness of a physician and
offered to cure him. The Pope answered that he relied
more on this woman and on her prayers than on all his skill.
, Forsooth! ' said the other, ' you are deceived, for she is a
bad woman and a lecher, and has conceived a child of her
son, and therefore has since killed this child with her own
hands.' The Pope marvelled; so he had her summoned,
and she heard the accusation, and took respite of three days.
And within this time she was repentant of these sins and was
confessed, and did penance. And then she betook herself
thither. Then said the Pope to the Devil who appeared as
a physician: 'Of what matter do you wish to accuse her? '
The other replied that he had no knowledge of her. And
in the sight of all the people the Devil \'v'ent away and carried
off a great part of the house. Now see what virtue has
confession which comes of true repentance of heart.
Ys[aiasJ. Die iniquitates tuas ut justifieeris [Isa. xliii. 26J.

1 Cf. Bartholomaeus Anglicus, VII, lxviii. But according to
Bartholomew, the mixture is for external application (' Constringatur
fortiter in principio membrorum quo sit morsus vel punctura, ne
possit fumus veneni libere erumpere ad interiora '). See Les Contes
1I1oralises de Nicole Bozon, ed. Toulmin Smith and Meyer, p. 264.

2 For the sources and other versions of this narratio, ibid., pp. 265-6.
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Here finally are specimens of ' metaphors' without illus
trative fables or narrations.

I. Of the remedy against the fall of Adam.

The noble clerk Isidore tells us in his book .xvj.1 that there
is a stone which is called magnet, and this stone draws iron
to it, but the adamant is of greater strength, and, through
its virtue, the iron returns and casts off the magnet and
joins itself to the adamant and follows it whithersoever it
goes. And this example can be applied to two things:
first in a good signification and then in a bad. This stone,
magnet, which draws the iron after it, signifies the ill which
Adam our first father drew to him and to those who should
come from him by sins which were'more heavy and black
than any iron; but the sweet adamant, of greater virtue,
comes and takes away from the magnet its great power and
so makes the iron return to it, even as Jesu by his sweet
Passion vanquished the Devil and took away his prey from
him. And therefore says our Lord: 'When a strong man
by greater strength is vanquished and taken, then he loses
his prey which he had previously conquered.' Cum fortis
armatus custodit atrium suum, in pace sunt omnia que possidet,
set si fortior illo superveniens vicerit illum, universa arma
distri buet in quibus conjidebat [Luke xi. 21, 22].

n. Against advocates, lawyers and jurors.

In another manner this example can be applied against
some advocates, lawyers and pleaders, and the folk who are
on juries. For this stone that I have named, which in Latin
is called magnes, in French is 'greyndur' [= grandeur,
greatnessJ, and signifies truth, which surpasses everything
on earth, as Zerubbabel said to King Darius [I Esdras
iii. 12J. And this stone draws to it heavy iron, for there
is no cause so weighty that it cannot be tried, if truth may
show her mastery; but secretly there comes up to it the

1 Isidore, Etymologies, XVI, iv, xiii: cf, Bartholomaeus Anglicus,
XVI, ix: also Gesta Romanorum, ed. Ocsterley, ccxlv. See Toulmin
Smith and Meyer, pp. 8 n., 229.
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adamant, a very precious stone; that is, a purse of money,
which makes the cause recede and truth at once to fail.
Therefore says Ysaias: 'The law runs out of course
inasmuch as truth falls in its course.' Conversum est judi
cium retrorsum, quia veritas corruit in plateis [Isa.] lix. [14].

XXXVIII. That the burdens of each are to be borne by others.
The stags seek their pastures in many lands by scent and

not by sight. And then when they cross an arm of the sea,
each of them puts his head on another's rump, the strongest
in front. And when the one in front, weakened by the toil,
withdraws, another puts himself in front, and thus each is
aided by other'! So ought it to be with us who are crossing
this perilous sea. But [to attain] the heavenly pasture
which we go seeking, not by sight but by scent and by good
hope of firm belief, each ought to aid and support other,
as the apostle Saint Paul teaches us: Supportate invicem in
caritate [Eph. iv. 2].

CVI. That confession ought to be made more often.
The elephant goes twice a year to wash at the river, and

brings his son with him: thus he teaches him so to do. 2

Well, then, man ought once and thrice to cleanse his soul by
confession, even as says the prophet: Lavamini et mundi
estote [Isa. i. r6].

CXV. A salutary remedy against pride.
Let a man who is proud of himself take example to humble

himself from the peacock, who after admiring his tail casts
his glance at his foot, and at once his pride is appeased.3

1 Cf. Bartholomaeus Anglicus, XVIII, xxix (from Pliny, Nat.
Hist., VIII. l.: 'Maria tranant gregatim nantes porrecto ordine,
et capito imponentes pr<ecedentium clunibus, vicibusque ad terga
redeuntes. Hoc maxime notatur a Cilicia Cyprum trajicientibus.
Nec vident terras, sed in odore earum natant '). See Toulmin
Smith and Meyer, p. 245.

2 Ct. Bartholomaeus Anglicus, XVIII. xli (from Pliny, VIII. i) :
ibid., pp. 273-4.

3 Cf. Bartholomaeus Anglicus, XII. xxxi: also Odo of Cheriton,
Sermones in epistolas dominicales (' Dicitur quod pavo pulcritudinem
pennarum suarum conspiciens, in superbiam extollitur, sed cum
convertit oculos suos ad pedes, quos turpes et indecentes conspicit,
statim humiliatur ') : ibid., p. 276.
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Apoc. lll.: Dicis quia dives es, et nescis quia miser es et
miserabilis [Rev. iii. 17]. Quid superbis terra et cinis?
[Ecclus. x. 9J.

( Il n'y a pas, dans toute la litterature anglo-normande,,
writes M. Paul Meyer in his Introduction,l (un second
ouvrage qui puisse nous donner une idee aussi complete de
ce qu'etait en Angleterre au commencement du XIV" siecle,
la predication populaire.' Not that Friar Bozon's work is,
properly speaking, a collection of sermons: but it is a
treasury of sermon illustrations, and, as such, it gives us a
very fair idea of the type of exemplum which the preaching
friar was wont to introduce at the conclusion of his sermon,
to drive home his moral and to delight his congregation.
The point particularly to be noted in the Contes 1\1oralises
of Nicholas Bozon is the prominence which he gives to
( metaphors' from natural history or from ' the properties
of things.'

Exmtpla of this latter category possess, however, a far
deeper historical significance to which Professor Owst was,
I think, the first to draw our attention when he wrote 2 :

, Whatever may have to be said about the Church's pro
hibition of popular theological study and the veil cast over
" goddes privitees," it is certainly a different story when
popular natural science is concerned.... For certain
types of popular sermon might almost be described as the
forerunner of the modern University Extension lecture.'
The zest with which the preachers to the best of their abilities
supplied, and thereby stimulated, the incipient demand for
intellectual enlightenment on the part of the people, and
pressed their little scientific knowledge into the service of
the pulpit, is readily apparent. But it was a dangerous
game to play: and Dr. Owst speaks truly of' the fatal error
into which churchmen fell when they imagined that a
smattering of apparently harmless natural history and crude
story-telling in the pulpits would satisfy all those-be they
highly educated laymen or mere rustic boors-for whom
initiation into theological mysteries was considered so
palpably dangerous.. Could minds thus awakened and

lOp. cit., p. xxviii. Z Owst, L.P.M.E., pp. 188-90.
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stirred be expected to stop further enquiry at the arbitrary
bidding of the priesthood,l when no natural barriers existed?'
Behind the innocent sermon exempla of Friar Bozon and his
like there lurked the Riddle of the Universe and the scientific
agnosticism of the nineteenth century, as well as the earnest
spirit of enquiry that marked the age of the Renaissance and
the Reformation.

Yet at the time it did not seem that there was any danger
to be apprehended from this mode of preaching, except where
it allied itself to the preaching of satire and complaint and
to that very human habit of speaking evil of dignities and of
indicating defects in the established order, of which the
mediaeval pUlpit was no more innocent than our own.
Thus, for example, a mediaeval preacher explains and
moralises the natural phenomenon of the eclipse: 'With
thre thynges the material sunne is maad derk fro men:
that is, with nyght, and with cloudes, and with the eclipce.
. . . Ye schulleth understonde that the derknesse of the
eclipse is of no defaute in the sunne, as it semeth in mennis
sight. But, as clerkys seyn, whan the moone is directli
bi-twixe the erthe in whiche we dwellen and the sunne,
than is causid the eclipse. Right soo, whan men of holi
churche, that is, prelates and prestes, which principalli
schulden take light of kunnynge of the sunne of cristis lawe,
as the moone of the sunne, beth directli bitwixe it and the
comen peple, with all hire power stoppynge and hidynge fro
hem the verrei knowyng ther-of, than is causid a greet
goostli eclipse of the sunne of cristes light and his lawe in
cristen mennes soules. Ffor manie of hem seyn that it is
noght lefful lewide men to knowe the blesside lawe of the
goospel of oure lord jhesu crist, but oneli prestes and
clerkes. But it sufficeth to hem to kunne her pater noster
and to bileeve wel. . . .' 2

More simply, and with no such axe to grind, John Myrc,
in his De Ascensione Domini Nostri Ihesu Cristi Sermo
Brevis ad Parochianos attempts, like Professor Eddington,

1 'Thou shalt not melle the no farthur, but to beleve as holy
chl1rche techeth the pleynly.'-Owst, L.P.M.E., p. 189.

2 Ibid., p. 190 and n.
F
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to convey to the lay mind some impression of the vastness of
the universe in which it functions. (He styet vp, for, as hyt
wer yn a moment, he was from erthe ynto Heven. And
thus sayde a gret phylosophur, raby Moyses,l that hit ys
as ferre from erthe to Heven as an hole man myght lyve a
thowsand yere, and yche day goo a thowsand myle. But
he that metythe this way, he can best telle the myles and
the lengthe of horn.' 2 Here, surely, is a direct foreshadowing
of The Mysterious Universe in contemporary homiletics.

In Bromyard's Summa Predicantium, the optical phe
nomenon, which may be tested by experiment, that anyone
standing at the bottom of a deep well can see the stars in
daylight, or at least would see the heavens more vividly than
another person who was not standing in so deep and dark a
spot, is duly explained, and used to illustrate the word
Humilitas. 3 And the broken mirror, of which every frag
ment reflects a perfect image, was a favourite exemplum of
preachers expounding the mystery of the Mass.

. . . 10 here:
Bi-hold thi-self in a schewere [= mirror] :
Thou ne sest but onliche thi faas,
The while al hol is the glaas;
And brek the glas in two or thre,
And so moni formes [= faces] thou miht se.
Beo the makyng of the oblee
Wel and skilfoliche me may se
Of wyuche we make Godus ffiesch,
Ther is the saumple whose wol esch. ~

But most popular of all created things in pulpit moralisa
tion were the beasts, birds and fishes of the animal kingdom,
some drawn from life and observation, and others from the
testimony of (philosophers' and (wise clerks.' 5 (Phili
sophers seyn that a bere [= bear] of kynde loveth hony so
gretly that, tho the bees stynge hym, he spareth not to ete
itt.' 6 Raveners of the poor are compared to lions, for

1 :Maimonides (II35-1204).
2 Mirk's Festial (E.E.T.S.), p. 152: Owst, L.P.M.E., p. 192.
3 Owst, L.P.M.E., p. 194.-The same figure is employed by the

Puritan preacher, John Owen (1616-1683): see James Moffatt, The
Golden Book of John Owen (1904), p. 230.

~ De festo corporis cristi, in The Minor Poems of the Vernon MS.,
pt. i, ed. Carl Horstmann (E.E.T.S. 1892), 11. 2II-20, pp. 177-8:
Owst, L.P.M.E., p. 195.

6 Owst, L.P.M.E., pp. 195, 197. 6 Ibid., p. 197.
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. Bartholomew telleth, that, when a leon commethe ther
beestes ben, to fede hym, he goys in a circuite all abowte
hem, and aftur that is non so bolde to pase that sercle.' 1

But there seems to be real observation behind the description
of an adder gliding upon a stone: • For an eddur meves at
OilS is hed upward and the tail downeward; and yit at the
same tyme som of the middell parties of hym bethe meved
unto the ryght side and som to the left side. This is a
wondur, that anny best shuld so naturally at ons mewe tho
parties to so many different posicions. Every clerke may
merveill.' 2

Familiar or fantastic, the whole animal kingdom lies ready
to the preacher's hand. There is the tortoise, ' of which it
is said that for half the year it will climb a certain tree, and
in the end fall at a slight puff of cold wind.' 2 There is the
'beeste of Ind that is clepyd a portepyn. This beeste,
whenne he is wroth, he casteth out of his scharpe pynnes
spytefully at hym that he is wroth wyth.' 2 More amiable
if more simple, is his cousin' the yrchon' [= hedgehog],
that' goth wyth hise scharpe pryckys to gaderyn hym a
gret hurde of applys, thynkynge in his kinde that his
lyiflode schulde faylen hym, but yif he gaderyd hym to
gedere a gret hepe of frute.' 2 For Friar Bozon, the hedge
hog's apple-gathering habits afford two illustrations: the
first, Contra luxuriosos et maliciosos: 'Le herinaz est un
beste espinouse, demorant en cave de roche, la nature de qi
est tiel qe ja ne serra si chargee des ponmez qe il ne portera
un en sa bouche ' 3 (' So is it of the lecher, so is it of the
trickster; with all the load of sin that they carry, still are
they not content if the mouth does not speak of vanity,
which is worse than all the rest. Therefore says Solomon
that a fool makes a mock of sin: Stultus illudit peccatum,
Prov. xiv. [9J. Quare? Quia letantztr cztm male fecerint et
exultant in rebus pessimis [Prov. ii. 14J.'): the second, to
show Quod per unum mortale peccatum, multa bona inficiuntur :

1 Owst, L.P.M.E., p. 197. 2 Ibid., p. 199.
3 ' The hedgehog is a prickly beast, dwelling in a hole of the rock,

whose nature is such that he will never be so loaded with apples that
he will not carry one in his mouth' (cap. lxvi).
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, De autre part, le herinaz ad nature, quant est bien chargee
de fruit, si une ponme lui chece del dos, il se escue e perd tot
son travaille ' 1 (' So is it of several who by great labour have
gathered many good things in the soul, and lose all by one
mortal sin. To this our Saviour testifies, Ezek. xxxiii.
[12, 13]: In quacumque die peccaverit justus omnes justicie
ejus non rec01'dabuntztr ').

The eagle, the king of birds, is naturally a type of the wise
and far-seeing prelate: 'he fiieth hier than othur birdes.
He may also se farthur, yea, into dyvers realms. Never
theles he fedeth hym oft on stynkynge careyn [= carrion],'
and therefore he is also a warning against the sin of pride. 2

The pelican in his piety is of course a type of Corpus Christi.3

The parrot is already being talked about: 'Clerkis, that
tretis of keend, (thei) say that the popinjey hath a properte
for to gret and salute the grettest lorde of the world, that is
the Emperour of Rome.' 4 And gluttons, for no very
obvious reason, are likened to ' a foul that is clepid a bitore
[= bittern], the whiche wol sitte bi the watir and putte his
bile [= bill] in a rude [= reed], and ther-with maket an
huge soun; so that men may here him afer cuntre. But
whanne he sitteth on drie grounde fer fro the water, thenne
he lifteth up his bile into heven and siteth stille, and no
noyse maket.' 5

The fishes incline to be still more fabulous, including the
Affor (' There is a fish in the sea that is called affor: it is
scarcely half a foot in length. And it is of such a nature
that, if it be joined to a ship full of folk, the ship will remain
at rest without going forward, not for the strength that is in
the fish, but for the nature which God has given to it.
Such is the nature of woman: though she be small in body
and feeble in strength, nevertheless she is great in spirit
[vertue] , for let the lord to whom she is joined be never so
great, he will be detained and distracted by her from his

1 ' On the other hand, the hedgehog's nature is that, when he is
well laden with fruit, if one apple falls from his back, he shakes
himself and loses all his labour' (cap. lxvii).

2 Owst, L.P.M.E., pp. 201-2.

3 Ibid., p. 202: cf. Odo of Cheriton, Parab. x: Bozon, cap. li.
4 Owst, L.P.AI.E., p. 203. 5 Ibid., p. 202.
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good purpose' 1); the Aspidochelone, or sea-pig (sailors,
mistaking it for an island, land upon its back and light a
fire, only to perish when it suddenly dives beneath the
waves 2); and the Fastex, or Fauste (' Lui philosophre dit
en son livere ge un pesson est en la mier qe est apelle fauste,
la nature de qi est tiel: il endoucist les ewes salez qe lui
entrent en bouche, dont il deceit les meyndres pessons qi
siwent cel douceur qe vient hors de sa bouche, kar si tost corn
aprochent a lui, meigtenant il les devoure ' 3), upon which
Dr. John Waldeby, of the Friars Hermits of the Order of
St. Augustine, moralises as follows: 'There is a fish in the
sea, in whose mouth the bitterest water turns to sweetness.
Therefore on account of the sweet water the little fishes are
attracted to his mouth. But when they have got inside it,
he swallows them up, rends them with his teeth, and slays
them. So, spiritually speaking, the preacher who always
talks of the piety and pity of God, and of the sweetness of
the Lord Jesus to sinners, pleases them hugely, and right
gladly do they listen to him. . . . But assuredly when the
preacher dwells too much on the divine mercy, and says
nought of punishment, he makes the people presume too
greatly on the mercy of God, and thus to lie and perish in
their sins.' 4 It is more surprising to fmd the hippopotamus
in this galley: 'En la mier de Nile, corn dit le bon c1erke
Ysidre, si est trovee un graund merveille de un pesson qe est
appelle ipothahm, qe ore est pesson ore est beste, acun foyz
en la mier noant, ascun foyz sus la tiere wacrant, ascune
foiz mangiewe les bledz corn chival, e ascun foyz transgloute
les pessons de la mier sicom baleyne.' 5

1 Bozon, cap. liv (De jortitlldine mulieris). For his sources, see
Toulmin Smith and Meyer, pp. 253-4. (Affor = Remora.)

2 Owst, L.P.l\1.E., p. 203.
3 'The philosopher says in his book that there is a fish in the sea

which is called' fauste,' the nature of which is such: he sweetens the
salt waters that enter his mouth, whereby he deceives the lesser
fish who follow this sweetness which comes out of his mouth, for as
soon as they come near him, forthwith he devours them.' Bozon,
cap. xlvii (Quod dulcedo verborum mllltos fallit). Cf. Bartholomaeus
Anglicus, XIII, xxvi: vide Toulmin Smith and Meyer, p. 250.

4 Owst, P.1\!l.E., p. 335. Fortheview here represented, cf. L.P.Al.E.,
p. 22: P.1Vl.E., p. 334 ff.: Bennett, Early Dominicans, pp. 123 ff.

5 ' In the sea of Kile, as says the good clerk Isidore [Etym. XII,
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But in the animal kingdom the elephant must have pride
of place. ' Bartholomeus, de Proprietatibus Rerum, seys that
ever betwix the eddure and the Elephaunte, be keende, is
grett strive. The neddur is fowle and maliciouse, and the
Elephaunte is stronge, fayre, and no-thinge grevous. The
neddyr, as this c1erke seyth, will corn and make hym for to
playe with the elephaunte, and anon he plays with the
neddure; ffor he thenketh non ewill. But at th€ last this
malicious worme, the neddyr, styngeth the elephaunte in
the eye, as thei play to-gether, with is tayll. And so
sodenly the eddur distrowith the elephaunte.' In the
moralisation which follows, the adder typifies the Devil, and
the elephant the human souP

Another preacher describes the method by which elephants
are trapped. 'An Olyvawnte ... hathe no joyntes in his
lymmys, and therfore he may never bowe; and when that
he wyll reste hym he lenythe him to a tree. And so, when
that men ben in purpose for to take hym, then when he is
absent, they go and cutt this tree almoste a-two. And
when this beste is dysposyd for to go and reste hym, then he
gothe to this tree and lenythe hym there to; and then
sodenly he fallythe down, and so he is taken. And by no
menyshe may not a-ryse, bycawse that he hathe no joyntes.' 2

This unfortunate physical peculiarity of the elephant was
to be used to point another moral in Bishop Andrewes'
Ninth Sermon of the Resurrection, preached before the
King's Majesty at White-hall on Easter Day, 1614. The

vi, 21J. is found a great marvel of a fish that is called ipothalmz,
which is now a fish and now a beast, at one time swimming in the
sea, at another time roaming on the land; at one time he eats corn
like a horse, at another time he swallows the fishes of the sea like a
whale.' Bozon, cap. lii (De varietate hominum et felicitate juratormn,
i.e., Of the variableness of men and the favour of jurors). Cf. Bar
tholomaeus Anglicus, XIII, xxvi: see Toulmin Smith and Meyer,
P·253·

1 Owst, L.P.M.E., p. 198.
2 Ibid., p. 198 and n.-Cf. also Odo of Cheriton, Parab. cxxxv,

and Bozon, cap. lxxiii (where the fallen elephant is raised and
rescued by the others of the herd: the application being, QlIod
boni 5I1CCllrl'el'e debent fraudlllenter oppresso et inmerito diffamato).
-' The description is really derived, by some curious confusion,
from Caesar's account of the German elks (Comment. lib. vi, 27) , :
Owst, loco cit.
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preacher takes up Phil. ii. 10 (' That at the Name of Jesus,
every knee should bow . . . '), and so expounds it: 'Our
body is to afford her part, to His glory: And the parts of
our body: And namely, these two, the Knee, and the
Tongue. Not only the upper parts, the Tongue in our head:
but even the nether also, the Knee in our legge. The words
be plaine, I see not how we can avoid them.... They in
the Scripture, They in the Primitive Church, did so, did
bow. And verily he will not have us worship him like
Elephants, as if we had no joynts in our Knees: He will have
more honour of men, than of the pillars in the Church. He
will have us bow the knees: and let us bow them in GODS

Name.' 1 But this is a point of view which somehow has
never commended itself to the laity of the Established
Church of Scotland:

, Pisky, Pisky, loud Amen,
, Doon on your knees and up again:
, Presby, Presby, dinna bend,
, But set ye doon on Man's Chief End.'

That, however, is another story. Here it may be sufficient
to point out that this passage from Andrewes' Sermons is
linked to the mediaeval pulpit tradition not only by the
exemplum of the elephant-shrunk, in this instance, to a
mere similitude-but also by the word-play (' Our body is
to afford her part . . .: And the parts of our body') and
by the echo of an internal rhyme or assonance (' the Tongue
in our head: . . . the Knee in our legge ').

Now, what are we to say of the Exempla, and how shall
we estimate their value, not for the student of literary or
of scientific or of social history, but for the ordinary
congregation to whom we preach?

Undoubtedly they have a value: they are alive, vigorous,
racy: they attract attention and stimulate imagination.
And it is, I think, more than arguable that we modern
preachers make far too little use of exempla in our sermons.
As the Dean of Peterborough has observed in his Preachers
and Teachers,2 ' the thought of the greater part of mankind

1 XCVI Sermons by the Right Honourable and Reverend Father in
God, Lancelot A ndrewes, Late Lord Bishop of Winchester (4th edtn.,
1641), pp. 475-6. 2 Op. cit., p. 55.
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is concrete and pictorial, and the most closely reasoned
conclusions are less impressive than some striking image
from the common circle of experience.' The one unforget
table, albeit slightly dangerous,l demonstration of the doc
trine of the Trinity is St. Patrick's exemplum of the sham
rock: and the Scholastic illustration of the broken mirror
may still assist us to convey to simple minds the meaning
of the Real Presence and the Breaking of the Bread. Nor
are our people so familiar with the Bible stories that they
will infallibly recognise an allusion to the sacrifice of Isaac,
for example, or to Jacob wrestling with the angel, or to the
sin of Achan, or to the tragedy of Naboth's vineyard, still
less to more recondite incidents in the history of the Chosen
People. Yet these are profitable for doctrine, for reproof,
for correction, for instruction in righteousness: and it is
almost superfluous to point out that allusions to Old
Testament history and prophecy occupied a significant place
in our Lord's own preaching. The need for Biblical exempla
in our sermons is by no means past: and a preacher who
never tells the Bible stories from his pulpit takes far too
much for granted. Again, similes and illustrations drawn
from characters and scenes of everyday life are infinitely
helpful: yet it is but rarely that we find this mode of
exposition in contemporary preaching.2 'Nobody but Luke
Paget would have compared the cycle of the Church festivals

1 Dangerous, because it seems to encourage a Tritheistic view.
Hastings Rashdall, in a very interesting discussion, prefers the
formula of St. Thomas Aquinas, ' Power, 'Wisdom, and Love' (' it
is a doctrine which might well be taught in every Sunday School ') :
see God and Man (1930), p. II7: also Ideas and Ideals, pp. 177-8.
A more concrete exemplum has been suggested to me, of which this is
the bare outline. 'Switch on the electric light. You don't see the
light itself, but the ray which comes from the light to your eye. If
you were blind, you could still know that the light was on if you
touched the globe, for you would feel the heat. And if you were a
very great scientist, you could even feel the heat of the ray.'

2 Cf. Professor Seeley's forecast of ' a new pulpit rhetoric' which
, will recognize that the most effective images and illustrations are
those which are drawn from the actual experience of the audience
addressed, and that the most effective language is the most vernacular
that is not vulgar-that is, the most familiar, and in its choice of
words the most colloquial. A reform in sermons will take place
similar to that which at the beginning of the century took place in
poetry... .' (J. R. Seeley, Lectures and Essays, 1870, pp. 257-8.)
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to a dog with its bone. Of course the dog knows all along
where the bone is, but he buries it for a bit because of the
sheer joy that rediscovery brings. This illustration sent his
friend, neighbour, and churchwarden riding round his farm
lands with a new understanding of Easter.' 1 And I myself
have heard, and never forgotten, a Confirmation address
by the present Bishop of Exeter, then Bishop of Stepney,
in which he illustrated the meaning of the words 'Dead
unto Sin, but Alive unto God' (Rom. vi. n) by an anecdote
of a sick dog in a stable which showed that it was alive by
feebly wagging its tail when its master called to it: but
one day he went and called to it, and it did not move:
and so he knew that it was dead. Again, upon a similar
occasion, he inculcated the virtue of truthfulness by saying:
, As you walk down the street'-it was in a poor district of
North London-' you may hear one small boy say to
another, "Where d'jer get it?" And the other boy will
say, "I knocked it orff.'" And the Bishop said how
important it was that he should say, not' I knocked it off,'
but 'I stole it.' 2 But no one can do this sort of thing
effectively unless he be a man of warm human sympathy
and of keen powers of observation: in a word, a pastor.

Or again, there is the use of exelnpla drawn from the realm
of natural science; a realm no wider in the twentieth than
in the fourteenth century, but better charted. Yet informa
ation regarding the lives of animals, the properties of plants,
the prodigies of nature, is utilised far less by the modern
preacher than by the manufacturer of cigarette cards: and
popular science is but rarely pressed into service by the
ministers of the Word. By this I do not mean to suggest
that we clergy of the Church of England are leagued together
in an unfortunate conspiracy of silence to conceal from our
congregations the fact (if it be a fact) that man is descended

1 Henry Luke Paget: Portrait and Frame, by Elma K. Paget
(1939), p. 155·

2 On a third occasion, this time in a University Sermon, Dr.
Curzon illustrated the text, ' And he that hath no sword, let him sell
his cloak, and buy one' (Luke )Lxii. 36) with the unforgettable
phrase: 'The cloak stands for all the things to which men cling;
the sword for all the things of which men are afraid' (Cambridge
Review, vol. lix, Oct. 22, 1937, p. 32).
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from the ape. What I do mean is that we do not look to
the phenomena of natural science for illustrations of our
message. In this respect, the author of Should Such a
Faith Offend? is himself one of the worst offenders. It
would be perverse and foolish to minimise the services that
Dr. Barnes has rendered in his day to many persons troubled
by scientific doubts: but these are not in question. The
point at issue is the proper use of scientific knowledge in
the proclamation of the Word of God. Now, you and I
may smile at the credulity of the mediaeval fri".fs: their
information was no doubt more colourful than accurate:
but at least they did their best to use it to drive home into
the heads and hearts of their hearers the saving truths and
lessons of the Everlasting Gospel. Can you say the same
of the following paragraph, taken, not from a Presidential
Address to the Science Masters' Association or some kindred
body, nor from a sermon preached to members of the
British Association at their annual Conference, but from a
sermon preached in St. Paul's Cathedral on Sunday, October
16, 1927, on the text, ' The Spirit of God hath made me,
and the breath of the Almighty giveth me life' (Job
xxxiii. 4) ? 1

, In the second place it is somewhat surprising that the
earth has had for so long atmospheric and temperature
conditions suited to the existence and therefore to the
evolution of living things. As is generally known, uranium
is a radio-active element which slowly disintegrates and
produces lead. By investigating how much lead has been
produced from uranium in the oldest rocks of the earth the
age of the earth can be determined. We find in this way
that the earth is roughly about a thousand million years
old. It would appear, moreover, that at least a hundred
million years have elapsed since the earliest rocks contain-

1 There is nothing to indicate that this sermon was not preached
to an ordinary Cathedral congregation upon an ordinary Sunday:
The title of the sermon is 111an's Creation: Blind l\Jechanism or
Divine Design ?-This mode of preaching (' the proof of theism from
natural science ') was not uncommon in the 18th century: see
N. Sykes,' The Sermons of a Country Parson,' in Theology, vol. xxxviii,
Feb. 1939, pp. 103-5.
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I

ing fossils were laid down 1; and inasmuch as an animal
with a skeleton is a relatively highly evolved organism, it
is therefore probable that two or three hundred million
years have passed since primitive life began on the earth.
During this enormous time the earth's temperature must
have been fairly constant; for if the temperature of the
whole earth were much above the boiling-point of water or
below its freezing-point life, to say the least, would not
flourish. But a relatively constant temperature for hun
dreds of millions of years is hardly what we should expect
of a satellite of a sun constantly radiating out vast stores
of energy.' 2

This paragraph is extracted from an exemplum which is
sustained over two pages, and which is designed to illus
trate the proposition, 'I suggest that the sequence of
natural processes which has led to man can be legitimately
interpreted in terms of Divine causation,' and, reinforced by
similar exempla relating to the survival of the human race
and to ' the development of human personality which has
occurred since man sprang from the ape,' to lead up to the
conclusion: ' Jesus affirmed that God is active in all earth's
processes. As I grow in knowledge and experience I find
this teaching increasingly reasonable. In particular I believe
that God's activity has been shown not least in the creation
and continuing development of man.' 3

Now, accepting all this information at its face value, I
take it that a geological physicist or a physical geologist
might well be gratified to discover a mathematician who
was so well informed in the field of geology and physics: but
I cannot help feeling that the ordinary man in the pew,
goaded beyond endurance by this interminable parade of

1 The phrase is ambiguous, but it would be misleading to infer
that Dr. Barnes is a supporter of the theory of 'prochronism'
associated in this country with the name of Gosse. (See Omphalos:
an attempt to untie the geological knot, by Philip Henry Gosse, F.R.S.
(1857): and cf. A. D. White, Li History of the Warfare of Science
with Theology in Christendom, vo1. i, pp. 241-2.)

2 Should Such a Faith Offend? Sermons and A ddresses, by Emest
William l3ames, Sc.D. (Camb.), Hon. D.D. (Aber. and Edin.), Hon.
LL.D. (Glas.), F.R.S., Bishop of Birmingham, (1927), pp. 326-7.

3 Ibid., pp. 326, 328,331.
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scientific information utterly remote from his own spiritual
problems, would cry out, ' Give me the mediaeval exempla
every time!' For, with certain reservations, the mediaeval
preachers did harness their material, such as it was, to the
chariot of Holy Scripture: whereas Dr. Barnes, rightly or
wrongly, gives the impression of having harnessed Holy
Scripture to the chariot of his own convictions regarding
the witness of science to religion. His sermon does not
really open with his text: it opens with the words which
follow on, rather than from, the text (' Few topics interest
men more at the present time than the relation between
science and religion... .' 1). Furthermore, the essential
thing is not so much the accuracy of the information as the
end to which it is applied. The scraps of natural science
which fell from the mediaeval pUlpit may have been intel
lectually contemptible, but at least they were designed to
minister to the normal workaday spiritual needs of ordinary
men and women. The trouble with the sermons in Should
Such a Faith Offend? is not so much that they are academic
as that they lack the pastoral note. They are too argu
mentative: 'I do not deny,' 'what I wish to maintain,'
, I would insist '2-these are the phrases not of the preacher,
but of the debater. And, as Canon Maynard Smith has
very pertinently observed regarding Bishop Pecock of St.
Asaph (r395-1460), a rationalistic prelate at loggerheads
with the bibliolaters of his generation: 'The Church, after
all, exists for other purposes than to be a debating society.' 3

It may be profitable to contrast the use of the scientific
exemplum in Should Such a Faith Offend? (r927) with the
use of the scientific exemplum in Archdeacon Hare's Sermons
preacht in Herstmonceux Church (r84r). Here, for example,
is an illustration from the Archdeacon's sermon on The
Tabernacle of the Sun (Ps. xix. 5, 6) :

, But there is also another way, you all know, in \vhich
the sun may be hid from us, and that too in the midst of
the clearest sky, when not a cloud is to be seen. You are
just come in from looking at the eclipse, as it is called.

lOp. cit., p. 324. 2 Ibid., pp. 325, 326.
3 H. Maynard Smith, Pre-Reformation England (1938), p. 288.
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You have seen the sun bereft of more than half his orb,
have seen his light grow dim, have felt his warmth chilled.
Do you know how this strange and wonderful appearance,
which in days of old used to strike a whole people with
dismay, is brought about? Some of you perhaps may not
know that it is brought about by the moon's getting between
the earth and the sun. The moon being a solid body,
through which no eye can pierce, when it gets between us
and the sun, we cannot see that part of the sun which is
behind it; just as that organ hides a part of the window
behind it, so that those who are sitting toward the east end
of the church, cannot see the whole window, but only a
piece or rim on one side or round about the organ. Just
such is the way in which the sun is ec1ipst, when the moon
gets between it and the earth. Now is there anything
answering to this, by which the light of the Sun of Right
eousness is ever ec1ipst from the souls of mankind? When
God set the lights in the firmament of heaven, we read, He
set two great lights there, the greater light to rule the day,
and the lesser light to rule the night. In like manner,
beside the light of the Sun of Righteousness, to rule the
day of Gospel truth, and to enlighten mankind, and make
them fruitful beneath that day, God has also given us a
lesser light, to rule the night, the light of reason. This too,
like the moon, is not light in itself, but only so far as it
receives the light of the Sun of Righteousness, and reflects
it. Moreover its light at best is without warmth, and has
no power of making anything fruitful. On the contrary,
as those who used to practise witchcraft and magic, were
wont to go forth beneath the light of the moon to search
for herbs and simples, and to mix up their unholy charms,
so, among those who go prowling about beneath the light
of reason, many are often seeking for some poisonous and
deadly drugs. Not however that the light of reason in
itself is evil. God set it in the heavens: therefore it must
be good-good in itself, although man may abuse it to
evil. Its light, I said, is not in itself: but when it looks
straight at Christ, it is full of light. When it turns away
from Christ in any degree, it is light only in that part which
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looks at Christ, and dark in that which turns away from
Him. When it turns wholly away from Him, it is all dark.
When it gets between us and Christ, it hides Christ from
us, so that we are unable to see him. Only this, which is
a rare sight in the natural sun, so that crowds will stand
and gaze at the wonder, is an everyday sight with regard
to the spiritual sun. There are numbers from whom Christ
is wholly eclipst by their dark reason: and very, very few
see Him fully as He is, in all His glory and brightness,
without any intrusion of human reason to bedim or curtail
it. The consequences too, even the outward consequences,
are the same. As the light, you saw just now, grew pale,
and the warmth chill, so does a dimness and a coldness
spread over the face of the world, when our reason starts
out of its place, and eclipses Christ from our view.' 1

Now admittedly, by comparison with the I4th century
treatment of this same exel11,plum, previously quoted, Hare's
exposition and his moralisation are alike open to obvious
criticisms. The long-windedness of his explanations, the
multiplication of images and of ideas, the all too obviously
laboured simplicity of his language: all these are serious
defects, and they go far to explain why his village preach
ing was so little appreciated by his village congregation.
Ordained upon the title of his fellowship, and without any
parochial experience, ]ulius Hare came straight from a
tutorship at Trinity College, Cambridge, to an agricultural
parish in the depths of Sussex. Unable to converse naturally
with his people (his pastoral visits were painfully inarticu
late and embarrassed), he succumbed to the delusion, in his
preaching-a delusion not uncommon with academic per
sons-that to use simple language is to be simple and to
make oneself simply understood by simple folk. But this
is not the case. For example, the word 'solid' is both
simple and familiar, and so also is the word' body'; and
yet it may be doubted what his Sussex peasants made of
his description of the moon as ' a solid body.' Nor is it

1 Sermons preacht in Herstmonceux Church, by Julius Charles Hare,
M.A., Rector of Herstmonceux, Archdeacon of Lewes, and late Fellow
of Trinity College, Cambridge (1841), vo!. i, pp. 240-2.
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particularly helpful to talk in monosyllables if the problems
which you are discussing are problems which are not familiar
to those who think in monosyllables, and which have not
been reduced to terms in which they may be apprehended
by them. Equally, concrete illustrations do not in them
selves suffice to clarify, and to make concrete in the minds
of your hearers, abstruse ideas: and particularly \vhen such
concrete illustrations are produced in rapid succession and
with an almost prodigal abundance, they are liable to
increase the very confusion that you are endeavouring to
remove. This is more obviously the case when the preacher
goes on too long: and Hare, in his thoroughness, always
did go on too long. His parishioners grumbled that sermons
often of fifty, sixty, seventy minutes were' mortal long and
hard.' Unable to be naturally simple, by his efforts to be
artificially simple he did not succeed in making himself
understandable to them, but he did make them feel that he
was 'preaching down' to them. The more homely were
his illustrations, the more completely his rustic congrega
tion mistook their application. 'He spoke of the danger
of men" playing at ninepins with truth," and they thought
he was warning young labourers against beer and skittles.
He likened fiery controversialists to men who" walked with
lucifer matches in their pockets," and the farmers thanked
him for the zeal with which he watched over their farm
yards and stacks.' 1 All this must be set down upon the
debit side: indeed, it is quite arguable that the ordinary
man in the pew might find it easier to see what Bishop
Barnes was driving at than to see what Archdeacon Hare
was driving at. And yet, when all this has been said, the
fact remains that Hare had got the right idea and the right
intention. He suffered from the defects of his training, but
at least-as this exemplum shows-he knew what preaching
is: and he made it the guiding purpose of his ministry that
the poor should have the Gospel preached unto them. And
we have warranty in Scripture for supposing that to be a

1 Memoir by E. H. P[lumptre], prefixed to Guesses at Truth by
Two Brothers (A. \V. and J. C. Hare), edtn. 1866, p. xxxiv: see also
art., 'Hare, Julius' [by Augustus ]. C. Hare], in D.N.B.
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fool for Christ's sake is not an altogether ignoble occupa
tion: for the wisdom of this world is foolishness with God.

Thus far we have been considering only the use of exempla
taken from the field of natural science. But, in addition
to this, the field of applied science also deserves considera
tion from the modern preacher. It is significant that such
verbs as l broadcast,' l bypass,' and l short-circuit' have
already crept almost without effort into our vocabulary:
but a metaphor, after all, is only a condensed similitude;
and if we take our metaphors from applied science, there is
no reason why we should not look to the same quarter for
more sustained exe111,pla with which to illustrate and to
drive home our message. In point of fact, we already do
this in instructing children in the Faith. l I wonder whether
in beginning to talk to Ian along this line '-i.e., approach
ing the idea of God by way of the idea of l God in Christ'
l it would be at all helpful to use one or two illustrations.
How would it be to show him one day a railway engine,
pointing out how beautifully it is made, its boiler, its wheels
and rods, and all the rest of it? Then, why do the wheels
go round so that it can drag the train? Because there is
something in the engine, which is not part of the engine,
that gives it power; without steam the engine can do
nothing. Or perhaps you might take as an illustration your
loud speaker; it only conveys the voice of the speaker in
the studio and it is not the voice itself; unless the electric
current is there, the loud speaker is nothing more than a few
pieces of wood and paper and metal. The real power which
makes the voice heard is unseen.' 1 It may not unreason
ably be retorted that these particular illustrations might
well be calculated to indoctrinate the mind of Ian with a
purely Ebionite Christology. None the less, they may serve
to illustrate the employment of exempla from the field of
applied science in the religious instruction of the young.
To my first vicar 2 I am myself indebted for an exemplum
which I have often used in Confirmation Instructions:

1 The Child's Approach to Religion, by the Rev. H. VV. Fox, D.S.O.,
M.A. With an Introduction by the Right Reverend the Lord Bishop
of Liverpool (192 9). p. 37.

2 The Rev. E. O. Iredell, Vicar of St. Clement's, Barnsbury, N.7.
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The knowledge of God (which is the purpose of Prayer)
is the most important thing in human life.

The soul is a delicate instrument inside us through
which God speaks to us-like a Receiving Set (picks up
messages, etc.).

The more care you give it, the better it will work.
Three dangers to avoid:

I. Accumulators run down = neglect of prayer.
2. Oscillation = failure to tune in accurately.
3. Interference = getting two stations at once.

These are very simple illustrations, but I can see no reason
why we should restrict the use of exempla from applied
science to Children's Services and Confirmation Classes.
Here, for example, is an exemplum-possibly not a very
good one-taken from a sermon on the epistle for the
Seventh Sunday after Trinity. 'Each act of sin committed
by the righteous, each act of righteousness committed by
the sinner, affects immediately the whole balance and direc
tion of his life. Anyone who drives a car knows that a
puncture in one of the tyres has a most curious effed upon
the steering, and unless you drive very cautiously for the
next few seconds you are liable to have an accident. There
is no obvious connection between the back tyre and the
steering wheel: there is no obvious connection between the
sin committed or the virtuous deed performed, and the
general attitude or direction of the soul towards good or
towards evil: and yet in either case the effect is felt
throughout the whole material or spiritual organism. Each
several sin committed in the life of the righteous man, in
the life that is dedicated to the highest purposes of good,
places that life, however imperceptibly at first, beneath the
imperative of evil: and therefore, in order to recover the
true balance and direction of that life, contrition, con
fession, and amendment of that sin are utterly essential.
So also in the life that is dedicated to purposes of evil, each
several act of goodness or of virtue places that life, however
imperceptibly at first, beneath the imperative of good: and
until that man once more turns his back on his new master,

G
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he is potentially free from the dominion of the old.' The
more mechanically-minded clergy could probably do a great
deal better than this. l But the point is clear enough. If
the mediaeval preachers did not disdain to look to the
technique of hunting, hawking, fishing, and the like, for
illustrations of their message, there is no reason why we, in
our preaching, should ignore the technique of those occupa
tions in which the majority of our people are interested if
not employed. As Father Bull has said in his Lectures on
Preaching: 'When you go round the factories, mines, mills,
or workshops where your people work, you will note many
points in the process of their work which will illustrate
Divine truth, and provided these are accurately described
they will please those who hear something which they
thoroughly understand. [But] accuracy is essential.' 2

Then again there is the use of anecdotes by the preachers
of the Middle Ages. Here also, I think, the sermons of most
modern preachers are deficient. 'Tennyson gave wise
counsel when he said that truth embodied in a tale can enter

1 Cf., e.g., ' a most apt illustration from a recent book on aero
nautics' quoted in an address on 'Worship' in Tune in to St.
Martin's: Broadcast Addresses, by Pat McCormick (1935), p. 103.

2 Op. cit., pp. 275-6.-For the importance of accuracy, cf. p. 274 :
. One generous and expansive preacher quite destroyed the effect of
an address to boys in East London by an imperfect illustration of
faith. He wished to illustrate the response of the human heart to
the unseen mysteries. He said that in Victoria Park, on a very
foggy day, he had met a boy holding a piece of taut string, and asked
him what he was doing. .. I'm flying my kite," the boy answered.
.. But how do you know it is there when you can't see it? "
.. Because I can feel it pulling," said the boy. This illustration or
reminiscence might have passed muster in a West End drawing
room, where they know nothing about life. But, unfortunately for
the argument, the East End boy at the age of twelve is an expert in
life, a convinced agnostic, and a profound sceptic. The immediate
comment was: .. The preacher can't know much about kite-flying,
or he would know that you can't fly a kite on a foggy day, because
there isn't any wind." And the rest of the day was probably spent
in discussing the preacher's truthfulness, and whether any faith could
be placed in his word.'-But this business with technical language
can be overdone, as it was in the latter part of the 17th century by
the preachers of sermons before the Artillery Company, the Inns of
Court, or at Assizes: cf. [John Phillips (Milton's nephew),] Speculum
Crape-Gownorum: or, a looking-glass for the young academicks, new
foyl'd with Reflections on some of the late High-Flown Sermons (part Il,
1682, pp. 29-32): Mitchell, p. 372 n.
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in by lowly doors. . . . The story gives substance and
objectivity to the abstract thought. . . . Logical reasoning
and abstract thought are for the few: the story is for the
multitude. The imagination and emotions are strong in
many whose reasoning faculty is undeveloped. And the
Gospel is not for the few but for mankind.' 1

It is true that the modern preacher would be ill-advised
to emulate his mediaeval predecessor in entertaining his
congregation with stories of Brer Rabbit and Brer Fox and
Cinderella,2 however aptly moralised. Yet the day, even
of the fable, regarded as a literary form, is not yet over:
and if lEsop is too hackneyed, the same cannot be said of
Robert Louis Stevenson, for example. I have known a
fable 3 by Saki introduced with some effect at the conclusion
of a sermon upon Riches, admittedly to a somewhat eclectic
congregation: 'As Reginald said to the Duchess, "One
must specialize in these days. ·Which reminds me of the
man I read of in some sacred book who was given a choice of
what he most desired. And because he didn't ask for titles
and honours and dignities, but only for immense wealth,
these other things came to him also." "I am sure," said
the Duchess, "you didn't read about him in any sacred
book." "Yes," said Reginald; "I fancy you will find him
in Debrett." , 4

Probably the use of fabulae and narrationes in mediaeval
preaching was overdone. It is hinted in Pierce the Plough
man's Crede that the friars neglected the daily offices in
order to spend their time hunting for anecdotes which would
adorn their sermons.5 There is also a direct and not very
desirable connection between the sermon exempla of the

1 G. L. Richardson, The Preaching of Jesus, pp. 41-2.
2 Cf. Owst, L.P.M.E., p. 209.-It is true that more than one curate

within recent years has moralised on the nursery rhyme, 'Pussy
cat, Pussy-cat, where have you been? .. .': but one would have
been quite sufficient.

3 This is technically, of course, a narratio rather than a fabula :
but the word' fable' in its modern currency has acquired a wider
meaning.

4 Reginald, by , Saki' (H. H. Mamo), pocket edtn. 1921, p. 23.
5 ' Now mot a frere studyen. & stumblen in tales

, And leuen his matynes. & no masse singen.'-Pierce the Plough
man's Crede, ed. W. W. Skeat (E.E.T.S , 1867), p. 22.
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Middle Ages and the facetiae of the Renaissance 1: for
Basevorn's counsel that the opportuna jocatio should be
employed only very soberly and very sparingly 2 was not
always taken as seriously as it deserved. St. Francis and
St. Dominic had made great use of exempla whereby the
souls of their hearers might be swayed to the love of Christ
or to contempt of the world: but in the hands of their
followers, especially with the decline of mediaeval preaching
in the 15th century, this method too often became' a vulgar
attempt to secure popularity. The Church set itself to
compete with actor and acrobat for the ear of the ground
lings. We hear of preachers, especially friars, who garnished
their sermons not only with legends of the saints but
with insipid stories, "tragedies, comedies, fables," coarse
buffooneries, umvholesome illustrations, tags of poetry,
interpretation of dreams, glossing the Gospel as they pleased
" for profit of their wombs." The mediaeval anecdote was
generally interesting but sometimes coarse, and the" moral"
was not allowed to dominate too much. No tale was deemed
too preposterous if it would hold the people's attention. The
multitude was amused, the collection was good, the sale of
indulgences satisfactory, and the" penny-preacher" could
go on his way rejoicing, for there were friars of whom it
was said that they" would preach more for a bushel of wheat
than to bring a soul from hell." , 3

In the light of Wycliffe's preoccupation with' the naked
text' and his insistence on the exposition of Scripture per
nudum textum, free from extrinsic matter, his criticisms of the
popular preachers are precisely what might be expected.
He never tired of rebuking those who 'techen opynly
fablys, cronyklis, and lesyngis, and leuen cristis gospel and
the maundementis of god, and yit don thei this principaly for
worldly wynnynge, frendschipe, or veyn name.' 4 In that
threefold indictment there is indeed a considerable element
of truth. The friars did play to the gallery. But Wycliffe
and his Poor Preachers paid the penalty for his rejection

1 Owst, L.P.M.E., p. 208. 2 See p. 35 above.
3 H. B. Workman, John Wyclif, vo!. ii, p. 214.
4 Quoted in B. L. Manning, The People's Faith in the time of V/yetif,

p.20.
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of all popular methods of appeal C by failing to win over the
masses of the people. . . . Wyclif, in fact, in this as in other
matters trusted too much to the pure intellect; he did not
sufficiently realise the value of the emotions and imagination,
especially in an age when the lives of the poor were deadly
monotonous. The tales of the friars often carried the
congregations out of themselves and introduced them to a
larger if not always more spiritual world. \Vyclif appealed
only to the higher light and life. \Vhen these were lacking
\Vyclif failed to touch his hearers, for he was not concerned
with the passion for "saving souls." His main concern
was right thinking' 1: and with an arid academic scorn he
dismissed the C lying and ludicrous' exempla of the popular
preachers as derogatory to the dignity and to the effective
ness of the Gospel message.

Among other things, he overlooked the mnemonic value
of the moralised exemplum. The detailed symbolism of
Jacob's Ladder, or the Castellum Diaboli or Castellum
Religionis with its moat, its walls, its drawbridge, its keep,
its garrison and its commander, or the moralised Game of
Chess,2 drove home their lessons to the popular imagination.

1 Workman, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 220.

2 The oldest known version is the so-called C Innocent Morality'
(Quaedam moralitas de scaccario [per Innocentium papamJ). c. 1250,

which Haskins says 'is obviously of English origin' (Studies in
AIediaeval Culture, 1929, p. 121). • The world resembles a chessboard
which is chequered white and black, the colours showing the two
conditions of life and death, or praise and blame. The chessmen are
men of this world who have a common birth, occupy different stations
and hold different titles in this life, who contend together, and
finally have a common fate which levels all ranks. The King often
lies under the other pieces in the bag. The King's move and powers
of capture are in all directions, because the King's will is law. The
Queen's move is aslant only, because women are so greedy that they
will take nothing except by rapine and injustice. The Rook stands
for the itinerant justices 'who travel over the whole realm, and their
move is always straight, because the judge must deal justly. The
Knight's move is compounded of a straight move and an oblique
one; the former betokens his legal power of collecting rents, etc.,
the latter his extortions and wrong-doings. The Aufins [= Bishops]
are prelates wearing horns (but not like those that Moses had when
he descended from Sinai). They move and take obliquely because
nearly every bishop misuses his office through cupidity. The Pawns
are poor men. This move is straight, except where they take any
thing; so also the poor man does well so long as he keeps from
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The points of the compass, the three corners of the shield,
the' dyvers drynkes ' of the Devil, the' sixe leves ' and' thre
greynes, ... faire endored' of the lily-flower, when the
sermon was over, would be remembered yet. l Behold the
preacher making his points upon his fingers,2 and then
, behold the pious mediaeval household seated around the
Sunday dinner-table recalling the speaker's points: "Lust
consumes the body. It destroys the tongue of confession,
... the eyes of the intelligence, the ears of obedience, the
nose of discretion, the hairs of good thoughts, the beard of
fortitude, the eyebrows of holy religion...." It may
seem trivial, but you cannot stop till the whole physiognomy
has been accounted for. When books were rare, am.usements
childish, and the summer evenings long, how many ancestors
of the race may have gained their religious instruction that
way? Brick by brick the simple mind builds up its
" Castellum Diaboli " or its" Castellum Religionis " again,
with all the child's delight in his plaything upon the hearth
rug.' 3 This type of preaching long persisted: there is a
full-blown specimen in a sermon entitled Eirenopolis: The
Citie ofPeace (r630) by the Puritan, Thomas Adams (tr6S3) :
, Let the wals of this Citie be Vnitie & Concord.

, The first Gate

, Is Innocence; and this may be called Bishopsgate: the

ambition. After the Pawn is promoted he becomes a Fers and
moves obliquely, \vhich shows how hard it is for a poor man to deal
rightly when he is raised above his proper station. In this game the
Devil says "Check! " when a man falls into sin; and unless he
quickly cover the check by turning to repentance, the Devil says
" Mate! " and carries him off to hell, whence there is no escape.
For the Devil has as many kinds of temptations to catch different
types of men, as the hunter has dogs to catch different types of
animals' (H. J. R. Murray, A History of Chess, 191 3, pp. 530, 560---1).
The most elaborate version is the Liber de moribus hominum et
officiis nobilillm of the Lombard Dominican, Jacopo da Cessole,
c. 1275-13°0 (ibid., pp. 537-50), which is also the original of three
chapters (clxvi, clxxviii, cclxxv) in the Gesta Romanorum (ibid.,
pp. 550 ff.).

1 Owst, P.M.E., p. 326.
2 This was called' digital mnemotechny': ibid., p. 351: cf.

Lecov de la ~larche, La Chaire Franyaise au Aloyen Age, p. 324.
3 Owst, P.M.E., p. 326.
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Ministers of the Gospell being both the Preachers and
Precedents of Innocency. If men would abstaine from doing
wrong, the Peace would not be broken. Saint Bernard
writes of the Doue, that Felle caret, she hath no Gall: Let
vs be such Doues to purge our hearts from all bitternesse....

, The second Gate

, Is Patience; which is not vnlike to Ludgate: for that is a
Schoole of patience; the poor soules there learne to suffer.
The first entrance 'of peace is to doe no iniury, the next is
to suffer iniury...

, The next Gate

, Is Beneficence; Doing good, is the fortification of peace.
This may be called AId-gate: not onely because there is the
picture of Charitie: (at the gate: I do not say, as neere
going out; but at the gate, to keepe goodnesse in). But
because that is called the Old-gate, and Charitie was a vertue
of old times, not so much now in fashion.

, The fourth Gate

, Is Recompence, or Satisfaction; and this we may liken
to Creeple-gate. It is the lamest way to peace, yet a way:
it is a halting gate, but a gate. It were farre better comming
into this City by any of the former gates, yet better at this
then none. All come not in by Innocence, nor all by
Patience, nor all by Beneficence: but if they have failed in
these, they must be admitted by recompence, or not at all.
The first best is to doe no iniury; the next is Satisfaction,
to make amends for that wee haue done. H ortensius said of
his mother, Ego nunquam cum ea inivi gratiam, I neuer was
reconciled to her, because we two neuer fell out. 0 that the
Inhabitants of this citie could say so of their neighbours;
Wee neuer were made friends, because we neuer were
foes....

'These bee the maine Gates, there is a little Posterne
besides, that is Humilitie: for of all vices, Pride is a stranger
to Peace. The proud man is too guiltie, to come in by
Innocence: too surly, to come in by Patience: hee hath no
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minde to come in by Benefaction: and he scornes to come in
by Satisfaction. All these Portcullises be shut against him:
there is no way left but the Posterne for him, he must stoope,
or neuer be admitted to peace.... Heauen is a high Citie,

Aug. yet hath but a low Gate. Celsa patria, via humilis. ...
( We haue seene the Citie of Peace, with her walles and

PsaI. 122. 7· gates, and we wish well to her; Peace bee within thy walles,
and prosperitie within thy palaces. But hath she no
aduersaries? Yes, there is an enemy that beleaguers this
City; Contention. Whose army is divided into two Bands
or Troupes; the one called the Ciuill, the other the Vnciuill :
The Ciuill are Law-quarrels, the unciuill are Sword-quarrels.
The one is the smooth-fac'd company, the other the rugged
or ragged regiment. The citie of peace hath gates for these
also, when shee hath subdued them. Either shee turnes
them out at M oore-gate, as fitter for the societie of l\loores
and Pagans; shee banisheth them. Or layes them up in
New-gate: a place very conuenient, being not so old as peace,
built since the birth of strife. These enemies pursue vs,

Aug. vel ferro, vel foro, as that Father saith....

( The Gouernour of this Citie .
/

( Is supreame A uthoritie: as God is a great King, so the
King is (as it were) a little God. I haue said, Yee are Gods.
God is an invisible King, the King is a visible god. Ye must

Rom. 13, s· bee subiect, not onely for wrath, but also for Conscience sake.
All must obey: the bad for feare, the good for loue. To
compell the one, there is a Writ out of the Kings Bench:
to perswade the other, there is an Order in the Chancery.

( The Law of this Citie

( Is the law of Christ: a law indeed, but a law of peace.
It made peace betwixt God and man, and it must make
peace betweene man and man. If it cannot reconcile vs one
to another, it shall reconcile none of vs to the Lord. It is a
law, not to be obserued for State, but for Conscience.
Indeed those Catuli Catalinarij, Statizing Iesuites, turne all
their religion into Statisme, yea into Atheisme. And there
be many church-Recusants, a monstrous, menstruous brood,
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the Moone-calues of that lunatick religion. Come they doe,
but more for feare of the law, then for loue of the Gospell. ...

, The Palace of Peace

, Is the Temple: the peace of man can never be preserued
without the worship of God... .' 1

There is more room for criticism when the narratio dis
tracts attention from, and in fact eclipses, the moral which is,
perhaps perfunctorily, tacked on to it: or when a bad analogy
is used to point a dubious moral.

The first point is obvious. People will often remember
a story without remembering why it was narrated, unless the
moral is itself integral to the story.2 Some years ago, a firm
of manufacturers placarded the hoardings with a series of
extremely witty and ingenious advertisements: the only
drawback was that the majority of people (so far as I could
test this) went away under the impression that the advertise
ments were for a rival product which happened to be better
known. Such is the strength of our subconscious pre
possesslOns.

The second point may be illustrated by two exempla from
the Fasciculus Morum of Friar Spiser. 'We ought to
imitate the man who has incurred the King's anger. What
does he do? He goes secretly to the Queen and promises a
present, then to the earls and barons and does the same;
then to the free men of the household, and lastly to the
footmen. So when we have offended Christ, we should first
go to the Queen of heaven and offer her, instead of a present,

1 The Workes of Tho. Adams. Being the summe of his sermons,
meditations, and other divine and morall discovrses. Collected and
Published in one intire Volume (1630), pp. 993-I015.-This sermon
is included in Selected English Sermons: Sixteenth to l'hneteenth
Centuries, with an Introduction by the Rt. Rev. Hensley Henson,
D.D., Lord Bishop of Durham (World's Classics, CDLXIV, 1939),
pp. 77-124.

2 Cf. J. Oman, Concerning the Jvlinistry, pp. 225-6, on ' the question
of the story as illustration. If it is an anecdote with a moral stuck
on to it or at best sticking out of it, it will probably not go far to
prove that" truth embodied in a tale mav enter in at lowly doors."
For this it must be embodied in the tale "itself, not following it like
a pale ghost.'
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prayers, fasting, vigils and alms; then she, like a mother,
will come between us and Christ, the father who wishes to
beat us, and she will throw the cloak of mercy between the
rod of punishment and us, and soften the King's anger
against us. Afterwards we should go to the earls and
barons, i.e., the apostles, and ask them to intercede
for us; then to the knights and esquires, i.e., martyrs
and confessors; then to the ladies of the Queen's Chamber,
i.e., the women saints; and lastly to the footmen, i.e., to
the poor, for the poor should be persuaded by gifts of alms
to intercede for us to Christ.' 1 Or, more outrageous
still: 'It is with God and the sinner as with a merchant at a
fair and other merchants. We see when a clever merchant
sees his advantage in some things or merchandise and
cannot easily get the seller to agree to his price, he takes
him cunningly to a tavern and makes him eat and drink
well, and when he sees him soaked with good liquor, he puts
forward his business; he will generally obtain what he wants
on making deposit. Now I imagine our whole life to be
like a fair, for as in a fair there is a great concourse of people,
and great paraphernalia and trinkets, merchandise of various
kinds and lots of booths, and yet in a short time it will all
be taken away and removed elsewhere, and all the expense
will have gone for nothing, unless one has been clever in
buying and selling, and in the place itself nothing remains
except more filth than elsewhere; so it is in this life. . . .
Therefore we ought not to delay, but lead Christ to the
tavern of contrition, and pledge him abundantly in the
food and drink of tears.' 2

Such exempla cannot but remind us of the narratio quoted
by Father Bull as an illustration of the kind of story no't to
tell in the pulpit. Father Bull urges that, in view of the
notorious and inveterate dislike of the average Englishman
for abstract ideas, it is the preacher's duty to make every
idea incarnate: therefore illustrations should be frequent
in our preaching. But' illustrations should never be used
which appeal only to low motives, or convey false conceptions

1 A. G. Little, Studies in English Franciscan History, p. 149.
2 Ibid., p. 148.
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of God and His methods, or are capable of being interpreted
in various ways. Perhaps the worst example I have ever
come across, which combines in an unique manner the
qualities most to be avoided, and is at once improbable,
silly, and immoral, is given in several Roman Catholic
books of instruction under the title of "The Virtuous
Page." I summarize it to illustrate what should be avoided.

, "The virtuous page of S. Elizabeth of Portugal was
accused by another page to the King of sinning with the
Queen. The King, mad with jealousy, arranged with the
master of a lime kiln that, if on a certain day he should send
to him a page to ask' whether he had executed the King's
command? ' he should seize him and cast him into the
furnace. The virtuous page sent with this message to the
lime kiln passed a church, heard the bell for the Elevation,
stayed for two more Masses. Meanwhile the King, becoming
impatient, sent the accusing page to the master of the
lime kiln to ask 'whether he had executed the King's
command?' He was promptly popped into the furnace!
The virtuous page then executed his commission-asked
, whether the King's order had been executed.' Answer:
Yes."

, Moral (as given in the text-book): Shows you how God
blesses and protects those who assist devoutly at the Holy
Sacrifice. (Note by P. B.: It shows also the complete
divorce between ethics and religion, and that Providence
blesses disobedience and the neglect of duty. It is well
calculated to corrupt every errand boy.)' 1

From the use of exempla in mediaeval preaching, then, we
may learn three things. We may learn to use illustrations
in our sermons; we may learn how to use them; and we
may learn how not to use them. The essence of the matter
is that they must be both congruous with our message, and
subordinate to it. So used, they may incalculably assist
to give it concrete form and to drive it home. Nobody who
attended the Mission to the University of Oxford conducted
by the Archbishop of York in February 1931 is likely to have
forgotten his narration of the fable of the Grand Inquisitor

lOp. cit., pp. 271, 272-3.
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from Dostoievsky's The Brothers Karamazov In the fifth
address.!

It is, however, to be remembered that the exemplum is
something other than the parable, and is, in a sense,
subordinate and inferior to it. Master Robert Rypon,
sub-prior of the Benedictine monastery of Durham in the
14th century, might speak of them in the same breath, as
though they were synonymous 2: but the New Testament
theologian cannot. For, whereas the exemplum has to be
sought out, the essence of the parable is its givenness. Out
of some common phenomenal experience in creation (e.g.,
the growth of a mustard-seed), or out of some concrete
visible situation (e.g., the man who journeyed into a far
country to get a kingdom, or the man who built his house
upon the sand), there comes a recognition or a perception
of a theological truth; that is, of a truth which is greater
than the truth of the situation or of the phenomenon
expressed in terms of itself, but which relates that situation
or that phenomenon to God because it is seen to declare a
truth about God: and this truth about God which it declares
is then in turn perceived to illuminate or to disclose the truth
of the phenomenon or of the situation that declares it. In
simpler language, Jesus discerned the power of the truth
of God in the actual context of the lives of his hearers: He
saw and proclaimed the Godward meaning of their activities
in all the fullness of the mysterious analogy between the
natural and the spiritual world. That is the true significance
of parable. With the exemplwn, the whole movement of
thought proceeds in the reverse direction. The exemplum
may not be far-fetched, but it is fetched. The preacher begins
with what he believes to be a theological truth, and looks for
a suitable exemplum with which to illustrate it. In this way,
the exempltt1n is essentially artificial,3 extrinsic, super-added.

1 Christian Faith and Life: being eight addresses delivered in the
University Church at Oxford, February 8th-ISth, I93I, by \Villiam
Temple, Archbishop of York (1931), pp. 82-4. The use of exempla
in these addresses should be studied carefully: e.g., pp. 13, IS (2),
19, 23, 29-3°, 31 ft., 41-2, 47, SI, 65, 73 ft., 79, 80, 82-4, 86, 89,
9 1,95,97, IIO, II2, II3, II4, II5 ft., 128-9, 130-1, 138.

2 Owst, L.P.M.E., p. 152 .

3 Cf. p. 66 above for an exemplI/m quite arbitrarily applied in two
contrasted senses.
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Now, parables, no more than miracles, are not confined to
the ~ew Testament: and, from time to time, events of
patent and almost inescapable parabolic significance, such,
for example, as a Coronation, force themselves upon the con
sideration of the preacher. But the preacher who, in a year
in which there is no Coronation taking place, uses the
external circumstances of a Coronation to illustrate some
point in his argument, is not interpreting the Coronation as a
parable, but is simply employing the Coronation as an
exemplum.1

But although in this sense and in this measure subordinate
and inferior to the parable, the illustration is by no means to
be despised. It can never be the foundation of a preaching
ministry, but it may be a very valuable auxiliary to it.
I am informed that I had an undergraduate contemporary
at Cambridge, a member of another College and, unlike
myself, a candidate for holy orders, who, with a quite
exceptional singleness of mind, made it his one aim at the
University to equip himself for his future work. In
particular, he used every opportunity afforded to him of
hearing sermons and attending religious meetings. He
heard as many sermons and addresses as he could, and of
as widely different types as possible. On Sundays, he
would go to some parish church in the town at II.O. He
would then attend the Bible Reading at 12.30 in the Henry
Martyn Hall. At 2.30 he would be found listening to the
University Sermon. At 6.30 he would hear a sermon in his
College Chapel, and at 8.30 he would be in the Guildhall or
Great St. Mary's or Holy Trinity. At everyone of these
he would take notes of what was said, and especially of any
illustrations. In addition, he from time to time attended
various religious meetings and addresses in the course of
the week, at which he followed the same practice. Later
these notes would be written up and carefully indexed.
When after five years he went down from Cambridge, he
took vyith him several manuscript volumes of sermon
outlines and illustrations, material which he had himself

1 A good example of the parabolic treatment of a text is Wesley's
sermon on The Great Assize: see pp. 201-2 below.
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worked over, and digested, and made his own. He was
not one of those who would lazily preach somebody else's
sermon, but he was right to profit by the ideas and by the
anecdotes of other preachers which he had woven into the
whole texture of his thought and of his piety. Few of us,
no doubt, are cast in such an heroic mould as this 1: but
it is not surprising that a man so utterly devoted to the
single aim of using every possible means of bringing souls to
God through the ministry of preaching should quickly become
known as one whose sermons made a deep impression. He
is now the vicar of an Evangelical parish, and his ministry
has been greatly blessed. I make bold to affirm that this
man, with whom I have no personal acquaintance, stands
directly in the following of Dominic and Francis and the
Preaching Friars of the golden age of mediaeval Christendom.

1 Yet cf. Birch's Life of Tillotson, App. I, pp. 398-9: Tillotson
at Cambridge ' was a very attentive hearer of sermons, of which at
that time there was both great and good store, he generally hearing
four every Lord's day, besides the weekly lecture at 'Frinity-Church
on Wednesdays, which was preached by a combinatioa of the
worthiest and best preachers in the university at that time, all of
them Fellows of Colleges.' But TilIotson kept no commonplace book.



IV

THE TRIUMPH OF TILLOTSON

WITH the triumph of Tillotsonian homiletics, we enter into
a different world. It is true that the revolution in pulpit
style which took place in the last three decades of the 17th
century, which persisted throughout the Hanoverian period,
and of which the influence is not yet spent, was by no means
due exclusively to Tillotson's example. It has indeed been
variously attributed to the influence of Bishop Lloyd (1627
1717) of S1. Asaph,l to the judicious taste of King Charles Il, 2

and to the decisive intervention of the Royal Society, then
newly founded. 3 Nor may it be disputed that Bishop
Wilkins (1614-1672) of Chester, the author of Ecclesiastes,
or the gift of Preaching (1646), had some hand in it. 4 'As
for his Preaching, it was sometimes famous near this place;
though he sought rather the profit, than the praise of his
hearers. He spoke solid truth, with as little shew of Art
as possible. He exprest all things in their true and Natural
Colours; with that aptness and plainness of Speech, that
grave Natural way of Elocution, that shewed he had no

1 Successively Bishop of St. Asaph, of Lichfield and Coventry,
and of Worcester: a friend of Bishop Burnet. Cf. Overton, p. 258.

2 Cf. Bishop Burnet's History of His Own Times, vol. i (1724),
p. 191: '. . . The King had little or no literature, but true and
good sense; and had got a right notion of style; for he was in
France at a time when they were much set on reforming their
language. It soon appear'd that he had a true taste. So this
help'd to raise the value of these men [the Latitudinarians], when the
King approved of the style their discourses generally ran in; which
was clear, plain, and short .. .'

3 See p. 135 below.
4 Cf. Sir Edmund Gosse, A History of Eighteenth Century Literature:

I66o-I780 (1889), p. 76: 'justice has never yet been done to him
as a pioneer in English prose. The praise given to Tillotson belongs
properly to Wilkins, for Tillotson lived a generation later, and
lear!1ed to write English from his study of the Bishop of Chester,
whom he enthusiastically admired.'

99
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design upon his hearers. His plainness was best for the
Instruction of the simple; and for the better sort, who
were in truth an Intelligent Auditory, it was enough that
they might see he had no mind to deceive them. He
applied himself rather to their understanding, than Affec
tions.... In his Writings he was Judicious and plain, like
one that valued not the Circumstances, so much as the
substance. And he shewed it in whatsoever Argument he
undertook; sometimes beating out new untravel'd ways,
sometimes repairing those that had been beaten already:
No subject he handled, but I dare say is the better for him;
and will be the easier for them that come after him.' 1

Mr. Fraser Mitchell has called attention to the later editions
of his Ecclesiastes as a clue to the reform in preaching. 2

But, even before Wilkins, Archbishop Ussher (r58r-r656)
of Armagh had shown himself as the protagonist of a plain
and direct manner in the pulpit. During his residence at
Oxford in r642, he preached' commonly at one Church, or
other, every Sunday, ... sometimes at St. Olives, and
sometimes at Alhallows, where he had constantly a great
Audience, both of Scholars and others' : and it was remarked
that 'notwithstanding the Learnedness of most of his
Hearers, he rather chose a plain substantial way of Preach
ing, for the promoting of Piety and Vertue, than studied
Eloquence, or a vain ostentation of Learning; so that he
quite put out of countenance that windy, affected sort of
Oratory, which was then much in use, called floride preach
ing, or strong lines.' 3 Ussher may well have influenced
Wilkins, as Wilkins undoubtedly influenced Tillotson and
Lloyd: while, for that matter, Robert South (r634-r7r6)
was preaching in the new plain style long before Tillotson's

1 A Sermon Preached at the Funeral of the Right Reverend Father
in God, John, Late Lord Bishop of Chester, A t the Guildhal Chappel,
London, on Thursday the I2 of December, I672, by William Lloyd,
D.D., Dean of Bangor, and one of His Majesties Chaplains in
Ordinary [afterwards Bishop of St. Asaph], (1672), pp. 26-7.

2 W. Fraser Mitchell, English Pulpit Oratory from A ndrewes to
Tillotson: A Study of its Literary Aspects (1932), p. 121.

3 The Life of the l\IIost Reverend Father in God, James Usher,
Late Lord Arch-Bishop cf A rmagh, Primate and Metropolitan ofal!
Ireland . .. by Richard Parr (1686), pp. 48-9.
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example can have permeated the Church of England, and
in his sermon on The Scribe Instructed to the Kingdom of
Heaven, preached at the visitation of the University of
Oxford in 1660, had publicly attacked the affectations of the
, metaphysical' preachers on the one hand and of the
Puritan preachers on the other, at a time when the future
Primate of All England was still a Presbyterian. Indeed,
the current was setting firmly in the direction of homiletic
plainness. When, in 1675, the septuagenarian Bishop of
Hereford, Herbert Croft, in an anonymous pamphlet entitled
The Naked Truth: or, the True State of the Primitive Church,
avowed his enmify , to vain Scholastical useless preaching'
and to the ' conceited impertinences' of those divines in
mode who' take here or there a sentence of Scripture, the
shorter and more abstruse the better, to shew their skill
and invention, this they divide and subdivide into generals
and particulars, the quid, the quale, the quantum, and such
like quaksalving forms; then they study how to hook in
this or that quaint sentence of Philosopher or Father, this
or that nice speculation, endeavouring to couch all this in
most elegant language; in short, their main end is to shew
their Wit, their Reading, and whatever else they think is
excellent in them.... And I verily believe this is the
reason why Preaching hath so little effect in these days,
because they labor to speak the wisdom of this world, which
is foolishness with God, nor do they Preach in demonstra
tion of the Spirit, but in demonstration of their Learning,' 1

it was a simple matter for Dr. Francis Turner to reply that
the good Bishop's strictures, however intrinsically admir
able, were in fact a generation out of date: 'I have no
quarrel to him for his blaming that way of Preaching, upon
this or that nice Speculation, or that way of keeping alwaies
in Universals, and never coming to Particulars, the duty
between l1!/.an and Wife, Parents and Children, Gc. or that
way of Dividing and Subdividing into Generals and Par-

1 The Naked Truth (ed. H. Hensley Henson, Lord Bishop of
Hereford, 1919), pp. 50-64 (' Concerning Preaching '). Cf. p. 52 :
'. . . the nice conceited word of Man' not to be substituted for
'the plain and saving Word of Christ:

H
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ticulars, the Quid, the Quale, the Quantum: though he will
find, if he looks abroad, that this is at a very low ebb, and
the Tide runs now another and a better way. We care as
little as he for a witty Rhetorical Harangue, or a cunning
Syllogistical discourse in the Pulpit: and 'tis almost as ill a
Character as can be given of a Sermon, or a Catechizing, to
be ridiculously Learned. . . .' 1

Nor was Tillotson in any sense an original genius. He
was the heir of the Puritans on the one hand and of
the Cambridge Platonists on the other. He had had his
upbringing among them both: t his first Education and
Impressions were among those, who were then called Puri
tans: but of the best sort. Yet even before his mind was
opened to clearer thoughts, he felt somewhat within him
that disposed him to larger Notions, and a better Temper' 2:
and after a useful preliminary contact with Chillingworth's
The Religion of Protestants a safe Way of Salvation (1638),
t which gave his mind the ply that it held ever after,' 3 he
formed acquaintance at the University with such men as
Cudworth, Whichcote, Henry More, and John Smith, the
author of the Select Discourses. He accepted from the
Cambridge Platonists the axiom that the human reason is
capable of understanding the principles of natural and
revealed religion, although he had less sympathy with their
mystical fervour and spiritual intuitions, and left these on
one side. 4 From the Puritans he retained a stern simplicity
of life,5 a natural and familiar method of expression, and
perhaps also his habit of preaching from manuscript, and
not extempore.6

But the point is that it was Tillotson whose pulpit manner
1 Animadversions upon a Late Pamphlet entituled The Naked

Truth ... (1676), p. 53.
2 A Sermon Preached at the Funeral of . . . John . . . Lord

A rchbishop of Canterbury ... By ... Gilbert [Burnet], Lord
Bishop of Sarum (1694), p. 10.

3 Ibid., p. Il.

4 The Golden Book of Tillotson: selections from the writings of the
Rev. John Tillotson, D.D., Archbishop of Canterbury: edited, with a
Sketch of his Life, by James Moffatt, D.D., D.Litt. (1926), pp. 2, 32.

5 < He still stuck to the strictness of life to which he was bred' :
Burnet's Funeral Sermon, p. Il,

o :M.itchell. p. 24.
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first attracted universal admiration, and finally secured the
universal triumph of the plain and edifying style in preach
ing; and who, by persuading men that a plain, equable,
and judiciously modulated prose was not only a possible
medium, but the most proper medium for the sermon, was
largely instrumental in diffusing a taste for plainness and
perspicuity in prose in general. 'He was not only the best
Preacher of the age,' wrote Bishop Burnet, ' but seemed to
have brought Preaching to perfection; His Sermons were
so well heard and liked, and so much read, that all the
Nation proposed him as a Pattern, and studied to copy
after him .. .' 1 Even those who disliked Tillotson and
all he stood for, joined involuntarily in the chorus of
universal praise. 'By the Study of the Ancients, and the
Classick Authors, whom he had made his Models, he had
form'd a Stile, and acquir'd a just way of thinking, with a
Simplicity and Easiness of Expression, before his Time
unknown in England. This justly gave him the Character
of an excellent Preacher. I wish from my Heart, that I
could speak as well of him in respect to his Religion and
Politicks.' 2 He was perhaps the only Primate of All
England to enjoy the reputation of being the greatest
preacher of his day: and at his death the copyright of his
sermons netted for his widow no less than £2,500,3 which
represents a considerably larger sum in modern money.
Nor was the publisher a fool, for there seemed every pros
pect that these ponderous folio volumes would (in the words
of Tillotson's biographer) afford 'the best model for all
succeeding ages.' 4

The leading circumstances of his life may be briefly noted.
He was born in 1630, the son of a Calvinist clothier at

1 Bishop Burnet's History of His Own Times, vol. ii (1734), p. 135.
2 Historical and Critical Remarks on Bp. Burnet's History of His

own Time, by B. Higgons, Gent. (1725), p. 182.
3 'The largest sum then ever yet paid for an English book ' :

Gosse, History of Eighteenth Century Literature, p. 89.
4 The Life of the Most Reverend Dr. John Tillotson, Lord Archbishop

of Canterbury. Compiled chiefly from his original papers and letters.
By Thomas Birch, M.A., Rector of the United Parishes of St.
i.Hargaret Pattens and St. Gabriel Fenchurch, and Secretary to the
Royal Society (1752), p. 18.
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Sowerby, near Halifax. All the earlier part of his life was
spent under Puritan auspices. His tutor at Clare Hall was
a strict Puritan: he was elected to a Fellowship there,
under the Puritan regime, in 1651, and lost it as a Noncon
formist at the Restoration. He was tutor to a son of
Prideaux, the Attorney-General. He married a niece of
Oliver Cromwell. Among his friends were Thomas Firmin,
a philanthropic Unitarian; Dr. Bates, the Presbyterian vicar
of St. Dunstan's in the West; 1\1r. Gouge, a liberal Dissenter,
whose funeral sermon he preached; the Nonconformist
preacher, John Howe, to whom he was wont to send a copy
of every sermon that he published; the Quaker, William
Penn; and the Calvinist, William of Orange.

He conformed under the Act of Uniformity of 1662,
being somewhat clandestinely admitted into holy orders by
an episcopus vagans of the Church of Scotland, old Bishop
Sydserf of Galloway, , who at that time had great recourse
made to him on that account.' 1 For a brief period he held
the country living of Kedington, in Suffolk: he then became
preacher at Lincoln's Inn and lecturer at St. Lawrence
Jewry, where his lectures' were much frequented by all the
Divines of the Town, and a great many Persons of Quality
and Distinction.' 2 He was made Dean of Canterbury in
1670, and, nineteen years later, on the accession of his
friend King William, Dean of St. Paul's. That was the
height of his ambition: he prayed to be defended from a
bishopric, not loving' either the ceremony or the trouble of
a great place' 3: but, against his inclination and better
judgment, he allowed the King to persuade him to accept
the Primacy when Sancroft was deprived. It was an
invidious position, and inevitably exposed him to a torrent
of invective and abuse sufficiently difficult for any man to
bear, and particularly for a popular preacher. 'A famous

1 Some memorials of the most reverend Dr. John Tillotson ... by
J[ohn] B[eardmore], M.A. : Birch, App. I, p. 404·

2 The Lives and Characters ... of all the Protestant Bishops of
England since the Reformation, as settled by Queen Elizabeth A nno
Dom. I559, by John le Neve, Gent. (1720), vol. i, pt. I, p. 224.

3 Draft of a letter by Tillotson [to the Earl of Portland]: Birch,
p. 152.
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Preacher,' 1 grumbled Mr. Bevill Higgons, '. told us
above thirty years ago from the Pulpit, That the Streams
could not run clear when the F 01mtains were polluted: when
those were become Fathers of the Ch1trch, who had never been
her Sons.' 2 Moreover, Archbishop Tillotson was a man of
singularly gentle, sensitive, and accommodating nature: he
had never treated any living creature with unkindness, and
he felt most keenly any unkind treatment of himself.
Canon Overton writes: 'There is something very touching
in the resolution, recorded in his commonplace book, and
not found till after his death, " not to be angry with any
body upon any occasion"; and something more than touch
ing in the story of a packet of papers being also found after
his death, with this endorsement: "These are libels; I
pray God forgive the authors, as I do." He did forgive,
but he could not forget; the mere fact of his having kept
them so carefully shows what an impression they made
upon him.' 3 As Sancroft's successor, he found himself in
a station in which his gentle spirit could not but be con
tinually wounded: and, though he never retaliated, it
cannot be doubted that the attacks to which he was sub
jected shortened his life. He held the Primacy of all
England only for three short and troubled years, dying in
1694.

The style of preaching which, for sufficient reasons, is
still identified with his name, marks a significant breach
with what I have called the Mediaeval Period of English
homiletics: and this is, more or less unconsciously, brought
out by Tillotson's 18th century biographer, the Rev. Thomas
Birch.

Birch begins by reminding his readers of the state of the
Anglican pUlpit when Tillotson first 'enter'd upon the
function of a preacher. The whole form of the discourses

1 Dr. Peter Birch, Prebendary of \Vestminster, in a sermon
preached before the House of Commons, Jan. 30, 1694: see Birch,
P·3·

2 Historical and Critical Remarks on Bp. Burnet's History of His
own Time, pp. 181-2.

3 J. H. Overton, Life in the English Church: I66o-I7I4 (1885),
p.60.
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there was oppress'd with an unnecessary mixture of various
languages, affected wit, and puerile rhetoric; and the general
sense of the text was totally neglected, while every single
word of it was separately considered under all its possible
meanings. The history of preaching in our own country
and language, which,' says Birch, ' cannot indeed be trac'd
much higher than the reformation, would shew, that from
the beginning of the seventeenth century as false a taste
had infected the pulpit, as had prevail'd after the corrup
tion of the Roman eloquence, from the time of SENECA till
the lower empire; and the gravity and simplicity of style,
which distinguish'd the writers of the preceding age, \vere
almost intirely lost till after the restoration, when our
author brought back both purity of language and force of
reasoning.' 1

Birch's summary of the history of English preaching
(pUblished in 1752) is particularly interesting for his judg
ments on the great giants of the past. The few extant
sermons of Bishop Fisher and Dean Colet are 'not con
temptible for their style or argument': but 'those of Dr.
LATIMER, Bishop of Worcester, are defective in dignity and
elegance, his frank remonstrances to persons of the highest
rank being deliver'd in expressions of peculiar levity, and
intermix'd with frequent stories unsuitable to the solemnity
of the place and occasion.' (To this we must return in a
moment.) 'The homilies drawn up under King EDWARD VI
are to be consider'd as a condescension to the capacities of
the common people': he might have added, ' and of the
parochial clergy.' Of Elizabethan preachers, he commends
Jewel, Whitgift, Hooker, and, above all, 'SANDYS, Arch
bishop of York, whose sermons are perhaps superior to any
of his contemporaries.'

, But the great corruption of the oratory of the pulpit
may be ascrib'd to Dr. ANDREWS, successively Bishop of
Chichester, Ely, and Winchester, whose high reputation on
other accounts gave a sanction to that vicious taste intro
duc'd by him several years before the death of Queen
ELIZABETH, one of his printed sermons being preach'd as

1 Birch, pp. 18-19.
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early as 1588. The pedantry of King JAMES 1's court
completed the degeneracy of all true eloquence, so that the
most applauded preachers of that time are now insupport
able; and all the wit and learning of Dr. DONNE cannot
secure his sermons from universal neglect; and those of
HALES of Eton are scarce read by the most zealous admirers
of his other writings.' The sermons of 'Bishop HALL of
Exeter,' 'like many other great men of that age,' are also
conspicuously inferior to his performances in all other kinds
of composition.

However, , Dr. SANDERSON, afterwards Bishop of Lincoln
in the beginning of the reign of CHARLES I, furnish'd examples
of a more easy and natural expression, and a greater con
nexion and propriety of argument, than the nation had for
many years been us'd to 1; and the few discourses remain
ing of CHILLINGWORTH are not unworthy of his character.
But the volume of Dr. JEREMY TAYLOR, who began to
distinguish himself about the time of that King's death,
deserves much higher commendation for the copiousness of
his invention, and the extent and beauty of his imagination,
on which accounts he may be consider'd as the BARROW of
an earlier date.' 2

At first sight, the discrimination between Donne and
Taylor, or between Hales and Chillingworth, may seem not
only invidious, but arbitrary. But Mr. Fraser Mitchell, in
his learned study of English Pulpit Oratory: Andrewes to
Tillotson, supplies the clue. 'Eloquence, it is obvious, was
valued, but it was to be eloquence expressive of reason and
which had shed pedantry and the ingenious quibbling of
the" metaphysical" preachers.' 3

For us, the significant fact is the emphatic condemnation
of Latimer and Andrewes: that is, of two particular and
characteristic aspects of the mediaeval tradition of pulpit
oratory, its popularity and its pedantry; the use of exempla,
and the verbal elaboration of the theme.

Latimer (1485 ?-1555) is, of course, a typically mediaeval
preacher. 'The Middle Ages had enjoyed anecdotes and

1 Cf. l\1itchell, pp. 231-2, 391.
2 Birch, pp. IC}-20. 3 l\1itchell, p. 336.
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facetiae, and Latimer still catered for this taste.' 1 So far
as I know, he was the last Anglican preacher to do so on
any extensive scale: and more than two centuries were to
pass before Rowland Hill assumed his somewhat tattered
mantle at the Surrey Chapel. Again, he represents another
aspect of mediaeval preaching-what Professor Owst has
called' the preaching of Satire and Complaint' 2: but this
I have necessarily neglected in these lectures.

In Latimer's sermons we can see the traditional use of
exempla, and espec;.:ially of personal exempla, in undiminished
vigour. His racy anecdotes, his use of popular proverbs,
his outspokenness, and his directness and homeliness of
speech, come straight out of the very heart of mediaeval
homiletics. Even his choice and Idevelopment of the play
ing cards as a figure for the famous Sermons on the Card 3

(c. 1529) recall the mediaeval moralisation of the Game of
Cards made by the Dominican friar, John of Reinfelden, in
1377. 4 For a characteristic example of his style, look at
the Sixth Sermon preached before King Edward VI (April
12, 1549).5 'We can not be saued wythout fayeth, and
fayth commeth by hearynge of the worde. Fides ex auditu.
And howe shal they heare wythout a preacher? I tel you
it is the fotesteppes of the ladder of heauen, of oure sal
uacion. There must be preachers if we loke to be saued.
I toulde you of thys gradacion before in the tenth to the
Romaynes. Consider it well. I had rather ye shoulde
come of a naughtye mynde, to heare the worde of God, for
noueltye, or for curiosite to heare some pastime, than to be
awaye. I had rather ye should come as the tale is by the
Gentelwoman of London, one of her neyghbours mette her
in the streate, and sayed Mestres whether goe ye, Marry
sayed she, I am goynge to S. Thomas of Acres to the
sermon, I coulde not slepe al thys laste nyght, and I am

1 Mitchell, p. 63. 2 Owst, L.P.M.E., ch. v-vii.
3 Sermons by Hugh Latimer, ed. G. E. Corrie (Parker Society,

1844), pp. 3-2 4.
4 Owst, L.P.M.E., p. 99.
5 Latimer's Sermons' preached before the Kynges Maiestie wythin

his graces palayce at Westmynster ... MDXLIX' (London: John
Day: 1549): punctuation and, where necessary, spelling slightly
altered. (Parker Soc. edtn., pp. 200-2.)
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goynge now thether, I never fayled of a good nap there.
And so I had rather ye should go a napping to the sermons,
than not to go at al. For with what mind so euer ye come,
thoughe ye come for an ill purpose, yet peraduenture ye
may chaunce to be caught or [= ere] ye go, the preacher
may chaunce to catche you on hys hoke. Rather then ye
should not come at aI, I would haue you come of curiositie,
as Saynct Augustyne came to heare Sainct Ambrose. When
Sayncte Augustyne came to Myllane, (he telles the storye
hym selfe in the end of his boke of confessions) he was very
desirous to here S. Ambrose, not for anye loue he had to
the doctrine yt he taughte, but to here his eloquence,
whether it was so greate as the speache was, and as the
brute [= bruit] went. Wel, before he departed Saynct
ambrose caught hym on hys hoke and conuerted hym so
that he became of a Maniche and of a platoniste a good
christian, a defender of christes religion and of the fayeth
afterwarde. So I woulde haue you come to sermones. It
is declared in many mo places of scripture, howe necessarye
preachynge is, as this: Euangeli~tm est potentia dei ad
salutem omni credenti. The preachynge of the gospel is the
power of god to euery man that doth beleve. He meanes
gods word opened, It is ye instrument, & the thing wherby
we are saued. Beware, beware ye diminishe not thys office,
for if ye do, ye decaie goddes power to al that do beleve.'

Now, that is a page of typical mediaeval preaching, with
its tags of Latin, its exemplum of the ladder, and its two
narrationes, the one facetious and taken from life in con
temporary London, the other serious, and cited from the
biography of a saint. The only unusual feature is the strain
of autobiographical allusion and reminiscence. But this
was an idiosyncrasy of Hugh Latimer. 'In my tyme, my
poore father was as diligent to teach me to shote, as to learne
anye other thynge, and so I thynke other menne dyd theyr
children. He taught me how to drawe, how to laye my
bodye in my bowe, and not to drawe wyth strength of
armes as other nacions do, but with strength of the
bodye. . . . Marcilius Sicinus in hys boke de triplici vita (it
is a great while sins I red hym nowe) but I remember he



commendeth this kinde of exercise, and sayth, that it
wrestleth against manye kyndes of diseases....' 1 Or, to
refute the occult significance attached by the Papists to
the fact that Christ entered into Simon Peter's boat, and
not into any other, to preach to the crowds by the lake side:
, Wel, he commes to Simons bote, and why rather to Simons
bote then an nother. I wyl aunswere, as I finde in experience
in my selfe. I came hither to day from Lambeth in a
whirry, and when I came to take my bote, the water men
came about me, as the maner is, and he wold haue me, &
he wold haue me. I toke one of them. Nowe ye wyll aske
me why I came in that bote, rather then in another, because
I woulde go in to that that I se stande nexte me, it stode
more commodiouslye for me. And so dyd Christe by Simons
bote. It stode nerer for him, he sawe a better seate in it.
A good natural reason. Nowe come the papistes, and they
wyll make a misterie of it, they \vyll pyke out the supremesy
of the Bishop of Rome in Peters bote. We maye make
allegories inoughe of euerye place in scripture, but suerli, it
must nedes be a symple matter that standes on so weke a
grounde.' 2

1 Sixth Sermon, p. 197 (P.S.).-But there is a more celebrated
fragment of autobiographical reminiscence in the First Sermon
(March 8, 1549), p. 101: • My father was a Yeoman, and had no
landes of his owne, onlyc he had a farme of .iii. or .iiii. pound by yere
at the uttermost, and here upon he tilled so much as kepte halfe a
dosen men. He had walke for a hundred shepe, & my mother
mylked .xxx. kyne. He was able & did find the king a hamesse,
wyth hym selfe, & hys horse, whyle he came to ye place that he
should receyue the kynges wages. I can remembre that I buckled
hys hames, when he went unto Black heeatb felde. He kept me to
schole, or elIes I had not bene able to haue preached before the
kinges maiestie nowe. He maryd my sisters with .v. pounds or
.xx. nobles a pece, so that he brought them up in godlines, and
feare of God. He kept hospitalitie for his pore neighbours. And
sum almess he gaue to the poor, and all thys did he of the sayd farme.
\¥her he that now hath it, paieth .xvi. pounde by yere or more,
and is not able to do any thing for his Prynce, for himselfe,' nor for
his children. Thus al the enhansing and rearing goth to your
private commoditie and wealth.... But let the preacher preach
til his tong be wome to the stompes, nothing is amended. "Ve haue
good statutes made for the commen welth as touching comeners,
enclosers, many metinges and Sessions, but in the end of the matter
their commeth nothing forth . . .'

2 Sixth Sermon, p. 205 and n. (P.S.).-Other narrations in the
same sermon, pp. 207, 208, q.v.
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This extract illustrates another characteristic feature of
Latimer's method as a preacher: the movement, not of his
thought, but of his argument, is always to the abstract from
the concrete. He does not begin by laying down dogmatic
propositions which he then proceeds to illustrate by examples:
he begins by indicating briefly what he has to say, and then
works up to it through a concrete illustration or series of
concrete illustrations. The fault in Latimer's preaching
is that it is rambling: his sermons are deficient in con
struction. But his style carries his hearers along with it by
its inherent vigour: he 'preaches, not with dogmatic
assurance, but with personal conviction. And of this
there is no better ,varrant than the absence of tech
nicality.' 1

Take, for example, the opening of the classic Sermon of
the Plough 2 (Jan. 17, 1548). First he announces his thesis:
, Gods worde is a seede to be sowen in God's field, that is
the faithful congregation, and the preacher is the sower.'
By a little forcing of the Scripture, he equates the sower with
the ploughman: 'And it is in the gospel: Exiuit qui [Luke 8. 5·]

seminat seminare semen SlHtm. He that soweth, the husband-
man, the ploughman went forth to sowe his seede, so that a
preacher is resembled to a ploughman, as it is in an other
place : Nemo admota aratro manu, & a tergo respiciens aptus Luke 9 [62].

est regno Dei: '0 man that putteth his hand to the plough
and looketh backe, is apt for the kingdom of God. That
is to say: let no preacher be negligent in doyng his office.

, This is the thesis of the sermon: now mark how he
leads up to it.

, . . . For preaching of the gospel is one of gods plough
workes, and the preacher is one of Gods plough men....
And wel may the preacher and the plowman be likened

1 ]. G. Simpson, Preachers and Teachers, p. 10.

2 • A Sermon preached by the Reuerend Father M. Hugh Latymer,
in the Shroudes at Poules Church in London, the xvij. day of Ianuary,
Anno 1548' in Frvtefvll Sermons p1'eached by the right reuerend father.
and constant lVIartyr of I esus Christ 11'1. Hugh Latymer (London:
John Day: 1571): pp. 12 b.-I5 b.: punctuation slightly altered.
Parker Soc. edtn., pp. 59-65. Also printed by Macleane. pp. 17-34,
and in Selected English Sermons (World's Classics), pp. 1-25.
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together. First, for their laboure in al seasons of the yere.
For there is no tyme of the yeare, in which ye ploughman
hath not some speciall worke to do: as in my countrey in
Leicestershire, the plowman hath a tyme to set forth, and to
assay his plough, & other times for other necessary workes to
be done. And then they also may bee likened together for
the diversitie of workes, & varietie of offices that they haue
to do. For as the ploughman first setteth forth his plough,
and then tilleth his land, and breaketh it in furrows, and
sometyme ridgeth it up agayne: and at an other tyme
harroweth it, and clotteth it, and somtyme dongeth and
hedgeth it, diggeth it and weedeth it, purgeth, and maketh
it cleane: so the prelate, ye preacher, hath many divers
offices to doe. He hath first a busie worke to bring his
parishners to a right fayth, as Paule calleth it. And not a
swaruing [= swerving] fayth, but to a fayth that embraceth
Christ, and trusteth to his merits, a liuelye fayth, a iustifieng
fayth, a faith that maketh a man righteous without respect
of workes. As ye haue it very well declared & set forth in
the Homilie. He hath then a busie worke I say, to bring
his flocke to a right fayth, and then to confirm them in the
same fayth. Now casting them down with the law, and
with threatninges of God for sinne. Now ridging them up
agayne with the Gospell and the promises of God's fauouL
Now weeding them, by telling them their faultes, and making
them forsake sinne. Now clotting them, by breaking their
stonye hartes, and by making them supple harted, and
making them to haue hartes of flesh, that is soft hartes, and
apt for doctrine to enter in. Now teaching to know god
rightly, and to know their duty to God & to their neighbours.
Now exhorting them when they know their duetie that they
do it, and be diligent in it: so that they haue a continuall
worke to do....

, By this it appeareth that a prelate, or any that hath cure
of sou1e, must diligently and substancially worke and labour.
. . . It is Gods work, Gods plough, & that plowgh God would
haue still going.... And ye that be Prelates, looke well
to your office, for right prelatyng is busie labouryng and not
Lordyng. Therfore preach and teach, and let your plow
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be doyng. 1 Ye lords, I say, that lyue like loyterers, looke
wel to your office, the plow is your office & charge. If you
liue idle & loyter, you do not your dutie, you folow not your
vocation. Let your plow therfore be goyng & not cease,
that the ground may bryng forth fruite... .'

But such rude vigour, such homely images, such passionate
conviction, could not tut savour of vulgarity to a fastidious
Tillotsonian taste. 'The sermons of Dr. LATIMER, Bishop
of Worcester,' observes the Rev. Thomas Birch, ' are defective
in dignity and elegance, his frank remonstances to persons
of the highest rank being delivered in expressions of peculiar
levity, and intermix'd with frequent stories unsuitable to
the solemnity of the place and occasion.' 2

Exempla of the more traditional type-figures from the
literature of Classical antiquity, odd scraps of natural history,
and observations regarding 'the properties of things'
continue to be found in English preaching of the late mediaeval
or pre-Tillotsonian period. Nathanael Hardy, Preacher to
the Parish of Dionis Back-Church, afterwards Chaplain to
King Charles Il, can still offer an exemplum with true
mediaeval simplicity: 'The Crocodiles about the Bankes of
Nilus, if rub'd or but prickt with a Quill of Ibis, are so
stupified that they cannot stir. .. .' 3 Thomas Adams,
, the prose Shakespeare of Puritan theologians' (Southey),
delights no less than any Anglo-Catholic divine in the fabulous
natural history of Pliny and the Physiologus: 'Poyson is
life to a Serpent, death to a man: and that which is life

1 Latimer's diatribes against' unpreaching prelates' require to
be regarded in the context of the venerable tradition that preaching
was peculiarly, if not exclusively, the office of a Bishop. Cf.
Bingham's Origines EccIesiasticce, Book n, chap. iii, sect. 4, and
cf. XIV, iv, 2.-Cf. also the Vita WuIfstani (Wulfstan, Bishop of
Worcester, c. 1008-1098) by William of Malmesbury, ed. R. R.
Darlington (Camden Soc., 1928),. p. 14: Winrich, a monk from
overseas, objected that Wulfstan had no right to preach to the
people in his church, because he was not a Bishop: 'Solius pontificis
esse populo praedicare; qui solus trac1ita sibi et indulta potestate
peccata potest absoluere.'

2 Birch, p. 19.
3 Justice Triumphing, or, The Spaylers Spayled: Laid forth in a

Gratulatory Sermon for the Miraculous Discovery of, and our
Glorious Delivery from the Barbarous Powder-Plot: Preached, at
Pauls, November the 5th, 1646 ... (1648), p. 30.
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to a man, his humidity and spettle; they say is death to a
Serpent.' 1 Nor does John Donne disdain to turn to Pliny
for a striking image: 'vVee reade in Naturall story of some
creatures, Qui solo oculorum aspectu fovent ova, which hatch
their egges onely by looking upon them; What cannot the
eye of God produce and hatch in us? ': or, 'They who
write of Naturall story, propose that Plant for the greatest
wonder in nature, which being no firmer then a bull-rush, or a
reed, produces and beares for the fruit thereof no other but
an intire, and very hard stone. That temporall affliction
should produce spirituall stoninesse, and obduration, is
unnaturall, yet ordinary.' 2 The comparison of Papal
Indulgences to salamanders (' Inter omnia venenata, sayes
Pliny, Of all the venemous creatures in the world, the
Salamander is Maximi sceleris, the most mischievous ') is,
however, more elaborate and less successfu1.3 Dr. John
Gauden, afterwards Bishop of Worcester, and the pretended
author of Eikon Basilike, alludes to a natural phenomenon
doubtless more familiar to his generation than to ours:
, Experience hath taught us that a dead hand is an excellent
means by rubbing it on wens and tumours of the body to
allay, disperse and as it were mortifie that irregular and
deformed excrescency.' 4 There is here a touch of conscious
literary artistry: while in the hands of such a master of
English prose as Jeremy Taylor (1613-1667), Bishop of
Down and Connor, the exemplum flowers into a thing of
magical and haunting beauty. Sometimes it comes in
simply as a simile: 'But falsly to accuse is as spiteful as
Hell, and deadly as the bloud of Dragons' 5: or, ' lElian tells

1 The Soules Sicknesse: A Discourse Divine, Morall, and Physicall,
in The Workes of Tho : Adams (1630), p. 448.

2 LXXX Sermons preached by that Learned and Reverend Divine,
Iohn Donne, Dr. in lJivinity, Late Deane of the Cathedrall Church of
S. Paul's, London (1640), pp. 617, 665.

3 Ibid., p. 788 .
4 J. Gauden, Funerals made Cordials (Funeral Sermon for Robert

Rich, 1658), p. 35: quoted, Richardson, p. 84·
5 XXV Sermons Preached at Golden-Grove (Sermon XXIV. Of

Slander and Flattery), in ENIA YT02:: A Course of Sermons for All
the Sundays of the Year . .. by Jer. Taylor ... (3rd edtn., 1668),
p. 234. Works, ed. R. Heber, revised C. P. Eden (1851), vol. iv
(Sermons), p. 302.
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of the Geese flying over the mountain Taurus, WU1T€P
€Jhf3aAOVT€~ ueP{Ut UTO!LWV Dta1T€TOVTat, that for fear of Eagles
Nature hath taught them to carry stones in their Mouths,
till they be past their Danger . . .' 1 But commonly the
figure is more elaborate.

, For as the Silk-worm eateth it self out of a seed to become
a little worm; and there feeding on the leaves of mulberries,
it grows till its coat be off, and then works it self into a house
of silk; then casting its pearly seeds for the young to breed,
it leaveth its silk for man, and dieth all white and winged in
the shape of a flying creature: So is the progress of Souls.
When they are regenerate by Baptism, and have cast off
their first stains and the skin of worldly vanities, by feeding
on the leaves of Scriptures, and the fruits of the Vine, and
the joys of the Sacrament, they incircle themselves in the
rich garments of holy and vertuous habits; then by leaving
their bloud, which is the Churches seed, to raise up a new
generation to God, they leave a blessed memory, and fair
example, and are themselves turned into Angels, whose
felicity is to do the will of God, as their employment was in
this wqrld to suffer it. . . .' 2

Or here is a celebrated figure from the sermon on The
M arriage Ring.

'... Celibate, like the Flie in the Heart of an apple,
dwells in a perpetual sweetness, but sits alone, and is con
fin'd and dies in Singularity; but Marriage, like the useful
Bee, builds a house and gathers sweetness from every
flower, and labours and unites into Societies and Republicks,
and sends out Colonies, and feeds the World with delicacies,
and obeys their King, and keeps order, and exercises many
Vertues, and promotes the Interest of mankind, and is that
state of good things to which God hath designed the present
constitution of the world.' 3

1 XXV Sermons (Sermon XXIII. The good and evil Tongue) :
ENIAITO~, p. 221. Ed. Heber-Eden, vo!' iv, p. 285.

2 XXVII Sermons preached at Golden Grove (Sermon XI. The
Faith and Patience of the Saints: Or, The Righteous Cause Oppressed) :
ENIAITO~, p. 103. Ed. Heber-Eden, vo!' iv, pp. 461-2.

3 XXV Sermons (Sermon XVII. The Marriage Ring: Or, The
Mysteriousness and Duties of Marriage. Part I): ENIAITO~.
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Finally-though when one is quoting Taylor it is difficult
to make an end-here is a passage from the sermon Of
Growth in Sin.

e ••• To which I add this fourth consideration, that every
delay of return is in the case of habitual sins an approach
to Desperation, because the nature of Habits is like that of
Crocodiles, they grow as long as they live; and if they come
to obstinacy or confirmation, they are in Hell already, and
can never return back. For so the Pannonian Bears, when
they have clasped a dart in the region of their Liver, wheel
themselves upon the wound, and with anger & malicious
revenge strike the deadly barb deeper, and cannot be quit
from that fatal steel, but in flying bear along that which
themselves make the instrument of a more hasty death 1 :

So is every vicious person struck with a deadly wound, and his
own hands force it into the entertainments of the heart;
and because it is painful to draw it forth by a sharp and
salutarie Repentance, he still rouls and turns upon his wound
and carries his death in his bowels, where it first entered by
choice, and then dwelt by love, and at last shall finish the
tragedie by divine judgements and an unalterable decree.' 2

Birch, indeed, praises Taylor ' for the copiousness of his
invention, and the extent and beauty of his imagination.' 3

p. 164. Ed. Heber-Eden, vol. iv, p. 2II. This sermon is also
printed by Macleane, pp. 83-96, and in Selected English Sermons
(World's Classics), pp. 125-163.

1 The figure is based upon a passage from Lucan's Pharsalia
(vi, 220), which it follows very closely:

, Pannonis haud aliter post)ctum s<Evior ursa
• Cum jaculum parva Libys amentavit habena
, Se rotat in vulnus: telumque irata receptum
, Impetit, et secum fugientem circuit hastam.'

-' There is no great writer, except Burton [Anatomy of Melancholy,
1621J, who introduces into his English prose such incessant citation
of or reference to the classics as Taylor does.... He is impregnated
with the odour of some of the ancients, and he uses them, as ... he
used the natural phenomena around him, as a well of images into
which he dips his imagination' (Edmund Gosse, Jeremy Taylor,
1904. pp. 222-3)·

2 XXVII Sermons (Sermon XVII. Of Growth in Sin: Or, .the
several States and Degrees of Sinners, with The manner how they are
to be treated. Part Il) : ENIA rTOL, pp. 167-8. Ed. Heber-Eden,
vol. iv, p. 544.

3 Birch, p. 20.
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But these very qualities are indeed to seek in the prosaic
soil of Tillotsonian homiletics. Archbishop Tillotson, says
Burnet,l tempered the Majesty of things and the Simplicity
of Words' so equally together, that neither did his Thoughts
sink, nor his Stile swell: keeping always the due Mean
between a low Flatness and the Dresses of false Rhetorick.
Together with the Pomp of Words he did also cut off all
Superfluities and needless Enlargements: He said what was
just necessary to give clear Idea's of things, and no more:
He laid aside all long and affected Periods: His Sentences
were short and clear; and the whole Thread was of a piece,
plain and distinct. No affectations of Learning, no squeezing
of Texts, no superficial Strains, no false Thoughts nor bold
Flights, all was solid and yet lively, and grave as well
as Fine....'

It was better so. For Taylor's imagery, as Keble pointed
out,2 is poetic rather than rhetorical: and had his mode of
preaching come in fashion, had he been widely imitated
by men unblessed with his poetic insight, the result must
have been both ludicrous and painful. Tillotson's own one
modest effort in that line, when, speaking of King William's
narrow escape from death at the Battle of the Boyne, he
exclaimed, ' I do not believe that from the first use of great
Guns to that Day, any mortal man ever had his shoulder so
kindly kiss'd by a Cannon-bullet,' 3 is awkward, clumsy,
infelicitous. And the extraordinary popularity of the
Meditations of the Rev. lames Hervey (1714-1758) of
Weston Favell are a sufficient indication of what the Taylorian
mode might have degenerated into had it not dropped out
of pulpit currency as a result of Tillotson's reforming
influence. Here is a characteristic passage from Hervey's
Reflections on a Flower-garden: in a Letter to a Lady (1746).4

1 Burnet's Funeral Sermon for A bp. Tillotson, pp. 13-14.
2 I(eble's Lectures on Poetry: I832-I84I, tr. E. K. Francis (1912),

vo1. i, pp. 49-50.
3 Tillotson, Fifty Four Sermons (8th edtn. 1720), Sermon XLI, p.

420.
4 This work was apparently inspired by a passage in the Spectator,

vo1. vii, No. 477: 'I look upon the pleasure, which we take in a
garden, as one of the most innocent delights in human life. A
garden was the habitation of our first parents before the fall. It is

I
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The author has reached t what proves to be a kitchen-garden.
. . . What a fund of choice accommodations is here!
What a source of wholesome dainties! and all, for the enjoy
ment of man. Why does the parsley, with her frizzled
locks, shag the border; or why the celery, with her whitening
arms, perforate the mould; but to render his soups savoury?
The asparagus shoots its tapering stems, to offer him the
first fruits of the season; and the artichoke spreads its
turgid top, to give him a treat of vegetable marrow. The
tendrils of the cucumber creep into the sun; and, though
basking in its hottest rays, they secrete for their master, and
barrel up for his use, the most cooling juices of the soil.
The beans stand firm, like files of embattled troops; the
peas rest upon their props, like so many companies of
invalids; while both replenish their pods with the fatness of
the earth, on purpose to pour it on their owner's table.
Not one species, among all this variety of herbs, is a cumberer
of the ground. Not a single plant, but is good for food, or
some way salutary. With so beneficent an ceconomy, are
the several periods of their ministration settled, that no
portion of the year is left destitute of nourishing esculents.

'1 In the following year, emboldened by the success of
his first literary venture, Hervey published a companion
volume, containing Contemplations on the Night, and on the
Starry Heavens. Again one extract may suffice. t Behold!
a new spectacle of wonder! The moon is making her entry
on the eastern sky. See her rising in clouded majesty!
opening, as it were, and asserting---her original commission
to rule over the niglzt. All grand and stately, but somewhat
sullied is her aspect. However, she brightens as she advances;

naturally apt to fill the mind with calmness and tranquillity, and to
lay all its turbulent passions at rest. It gives us a great insight into
the contrivance and wisdom of Providence, and suggests innumerable
subjects for meditation.'-The volume, which also contained lvIedi
tations among the Tombs, and A Descant on Creation, 'was so well
received by the public, that it had alreaGy passed through about
twenty editions in London, besides many surreptitious ones in
Scotland and Ireland' before the appearance of the second volume
in Dec. 1747. (1 he Life of the Rev. James Hervey, prefixed to
Hervey's Works, \"01. i, p. iv.)

1 The Works of the late Reverend James Hervey, A.M., Rector of
Weston-Favell, in Northamptonshire (1807), vol. i, p. 91.
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and grows clearer, as she climbs higher: till, at length, her
silver loses all its dross; she unveals her peerless light; and
becomes" the beauty of heaven, the glory of the stars"
(Ecclus. xliii. 9: Lucidttm cmli decus, HOR.); delighting
every eye, and cheering the whole world, with the brightness
of her appearance, and the softness of her splendors.-O !
thou queen of the shades! may it be my ambition to follow
this thy instructive example! While others are fond to
transcribe the fashions of little courts, and to mimic per
sonages of inferior state; be it mine to imitate thy improving
purity! May my conduct become more unblemished, and my
temper more refined, as I proceed farther and farther in my
probationary course! .. .' 1 If Hervey's sermons 2 were
innocent of such embellishments, it may not unfairly be
concluded that his parishioners at Weston Favell had
Tillotson to thank for that.

In the second place, it is a fair criticism of Taylor's poetic
imagery that it tends to defeat its object by its own brilliance
and luxuriance. His illustrations, however elaborate, are
meant to contribute essentially to his line of argument in

1 The Worhs of the late Reverend Janus Hervey, A.M., Rector of
TVeston-Favell, in Northamptonshire (1807), vo1. i, p. 227 (Con
templations on the Night).-Dr. Johnson 'thought slightingly of
this admired bocJk. He treated it with ridicule,' which was
painful to Boswell, 'for Hervey's Meditations were the delight
of my dear, pious mother, and engaged my affections in my early
years. He read a passage on the moon ludicrously. . .. He then
played himself in making a Meditation on a Pudding. . .. "Let
us seriously reflect of what a pudding is composed. It is com
posed of flour that once waved in the golden grain, and drank
the dews of the morning; of milk pressed from the swelling udder
by the gentle hand of a beauteous milkmaid . . . who, while she
stroked the udder, indulged no ambitious thoughts of wandering in
palaces, formed no plans for the destruction of her fellow-creatures.
. . . It is made with an egg, that miracle of nature, which the
theoretical Burnet has compared to creation. . . . Can there be
more wanting to complete the meditation on a Pudding? If more
is wanting, more may be found. It contains salt, which keeps the
sea from putrefaction: salt, which is made the image of intellectual
excellence, contributes to the formation of a pudding.'" Boswell's
Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides with Samuel Johnson, LL.D. [in
1773]: ed. F. A. Pottle and C. H. Bennett (text of Boswell's original
MS.), 1936, pp. 349-50: ed. R. W. Chapman (text of 3rd edtn.,
1786), 1924, pp. 397-8.

2 Hervey's Worhs, vo1. v, pp. 3-103, 241-59; vo1. vi, pp. 372
4°2.
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the passages with which they are connected: and although
some of them are in fact redundant or sheer interpolation,
by far the greater number are truly integral to the develop
ment of the theme.! Nevertheless, as Mr. Pearsall Smith
has pointed out, ' it may be said of Jeremy Taylor, as it was
said of Chateaubriand, that his imagination, and his image
making power, are too potent; his metaphors and similes are
too luminous for their moral purpose, they outshine and over
adorn and almost obliterate the moral thought they are
meant to illustrate. We can indeed hardly share with much
confidence the hope of Jeremy Taylor's pious editor that
those who read his writings for their beauties will appropriate
to themselves the moral lessons they convey. . . . A sin
which is damned with too much eloquence may arouse more
interest than holy execration; and where we read in J eremy
Taylor of "the falling stars and little glow-wormes of the
world," we, too, are tempted to steal from the altar and gaze
on these "little images of beauty and pleasure"; "the
harlots hands that build the fairy castle" are hardly re
garded by us with all the reprobation they deserve, and a
sinner who, with a heart seduced by wine and rage and folly
goes" singing to his grave," may seem to have made what is
after all a not inglorious end.' 2

In Taylor's sermons we see poetic imagery in full bloom:
but such imagery is soon overblown, and runs to seed.
There was therefore a certain timeliness, if there was little
gratitude and less civility, in South's full-dress attack
(Ascension-Day, 1668) 3 :

, I speak the Words ofSoberness, said St. Paul, Acts xxvi. 25.
And I preach the Gospel not with the enticing Words of
Man's Wisdom, I Cor. ii. 4. This was the way of the
Apostles discoursing of Things sacred. Nothing here of the

1 Mitchell, pp. 251-2.
2 The Golden Grove: Selected Passages from the Sermons and

Writings of Jeremy Taylor. Ed. Logan Pearsall Smith (1930).
Introd., pp. xlviii-xlix.

3 A Sermon preached at Christ-Church, Oxon, on the 30th of April,
1668, being Ascension-Day. Luke xxi. 15. For 1 wzll gwe you a
Alouth and Wisdom, which all your A dversaries shall not be able to
gainsay or resist.-South's Sermons, 6th edtn. (1727), vol. v, pp.
435-6: Oxford edtn., 1823, vol. iv, pp. 152-3.
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Fringes of the North-star; nothing of Nature's becoming un
natural: nothing of the Down of A ngels Wings, or the beauti
ful Locks of Cherubims: no starched Similitudes, introduced
with a thus have I seen a Cloud rolling in its airy Mansion,
and the like. No, these were Sublimities above the Rise
of the Apostolick Spirit. For the Apostles, poor Mortals,
were content to take lower steps, and to tell the World in
plain terms, that he who believed should be saved, and that he
who believed not should be damned. And this was the Dialect,
which pierced the Conscience, and made the Hearers cry
out, M en and Brethren what shall we do? It tickled not the
Ear, but sunk into the Heart: and when Men came from
such Sermons, they never commended the Preacher for his
taking Voice or Gesture; for the Fineness of such a Simile,
or the Quaintness of such a Sentence: but they spoke like
Men conquered with the overpowering Force and Evidence
of the most concerning Truths; much in the Words of the
two Disciples going to Emmaus; Did not our Hearts burn
within us, while he opened to us the Scriptures?

, In a word, the Apostles Preaching was therefore mighty
and successful, because plain, natural, and familiar, and by
no means above the Capacity of their Hearers: nothing
being more preposterous, than for those, who were pro
fessedly aiming at Men's Hearts, to miss the Mark, by
shooting over their Heads.' 1

1 Cf., hO'wever, p. 433: 'And yet as ridiculous as such Fustian
Bombast from the Pulpit is, none are so transported and pleased
with it, as those, who least understand it. For still the greatest
Admirers of it are the grossest, the most ignorant, and illiterate
Country People, who, of all Men, are the fondest of high-flown
Metaphors and Allegories, attended and set off with Scraps of Greek
and Latin, though not able even to read so much of the latter, as
might save their Necks upon Occasion.' (The reference is, of
course, to Benefit of Clergy, and to the' neck verse,' Ps. li. I: cf.
Leona C. Gabel, Benefit of Clergy in England in the later Middle
Ages, Smith College Studies in History, vol. xiv, 1929, p. 72 n.)
The learned Orientalist, Dr. Edward Pococke (1604-1691), who
became Rector of Childry, Berks, in 1643, was little thought of by
his parishioners because he did not choose to quote Greek, Latin, and
Hebrew in his sermons. 'His Care not to amuse his Hearers, with
Things which they could not understand, gave some of them Occasion
to entertain very contemptible Thoughts of his Learning, and to
speak of him accordingly. So that one of his Oxford Friends, as
he travel'd through Childry, enquiring, for his Diversion, of some



Birch's attack on Andrewes (1555-1626) is even more
significant, for he at the beginning of the 17th century, no
less than Tillotson at the end of it, had been regarded as the
model preacher, and his influence lingered still, especially
among men of the older generation. Evelyn in his Diary
records that on April 4, 1679, he heard the Bishop of
Gloucester preach 'in a manner very like bishop Andrews,
full of divisions, and scholastical '; and again, as late as
1683, ' A stranger, and old man, preach'd on 6 Jerem. v. 8
... much after Bp. Andrews's method, full of logical
divisions, in short and broken periods, and Latin sentences,
now quite out of fashion in the pulpit, which is grown into
a far more profitable way, of plain and practical discourses,
of which sort this nation, or any other, never had greater
plenty or more profitable (I am confident); so much has it
to answer for thriving no better on it.' 1

If the mediaeval friars played to the gallery, it is not
altogether unjust to say that the fashionable preachers of
the seventeenth century played to the Royal Box. 2 It was
the Court preachers who set the fashion: and, in the rarified
atmosphere of exalted places, the facetiae of the Middle Ages
distilled into a subtle, quibbling wit. The wit of the Eliza
bethans was chiefly verbal, that of the Jacobean preachers
more purely intellectual; while, after the Restoration, wit
ceased to be primarily intellectual, and came rather to
convey 'a sense of liveliness mingled with propriety.' 3

The first transition, from the facetiousness of the later Middle
Ages to the euphuistic wit of the Elizabethans, is marked by
Dr. Thomas Playfere 4. (1561 ?-16og), Lady Margaret Pro-
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People, who was their Minister? And how they liked him ?
Receiv'd from them this Answer: Our Parson is one Afr. Pocock,
a plain, honest Afan; but, klaster, said they, he is no Latiner.'-The
Life of Dr. Edward Pocock, prefixed to his Theological Works, ed.
Leonard Twells (1740), vol. i, p. 22.

1 Diary and Correspondence of John Evelyn, Esq., F.R.S . ...
ed. Wm. Bray ... new edtn. H. B. Wheatley (1906), vol. ii, pp. 348,
4 12.

2 As the fashionable preachers of the eighteenth century un
questionably played to the dress circle.

3 Mitchell, pp. 6, 7, 148.
4 See The Whole Sermons of That Eloquent Divine, of Famous

Aft'mory; Thomas PlaYfe1'e, Doctor in Diuinitie. Gathered into
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fessor of Divinity in the University of Cambridge; the
second transition, from verbal wit to intellectual, by Lancelot
Andrewes, the supreme example of the' witty' preachers
of the second epoch, the epoch of the' metaphysicals.'

In structure, Andrewes' sermons followed fairly closely in
the tradition of the mediaeval Artes Praedicandi: one may
particularly mark the exordium or Ante-theme which leads
up to the bidding prayer before the sermon proper. But it
is especially his pedantic ingenuity, his use of assonance
and of antithesis, his methods of extracting meanings
from words, particularly words in Greek and Latin, that
stamp him as a mediaeval rather than as a modern
preacher. It was his method to divide the Vulgate ver
sion of his text, to hold up the significant words before
his auditory, and, by minute examination and dissection,
by contrast of the figura dictionis with the figura sententiae,
to squeeze out of them every ounce of meaning. 'He cuts
and polishes a text, like a jeweller a diamond, and the rays
of truth from its heart of light flash from every facet.' 1

That is, perhaps, too favourable a description, and we may
prefer to speak, with Mr. Mitchell, of his ' habit of letting
off words like squibs, so that they break into a number of
dazzling images.' 2 A notable example is the ' I mmanuel '
section from the IXth Sermon of the Nativity, preached on
the text Isa. viii. 14 :

' ... And, now, to looke into the Name. It is compounded,
and to be taken in peeces. First, into Immanu, and El:
of which, El, (the latter) is the more principall by farre: for,

one vollume ... (1623): 14 sermons, comprising, I. The Meane in
Mourning, 2. The Path-way to Perfection, 3. Hearts Delight, 4. The
Power of Prayer, 5. The Sicke-man's Couch, 6. Gods Blessing is enough,
7. Glory waighes down the Crosse, 8. God be with you (on Rom. viii.
31), g. Christ's wounds our health, 10. Say well, doe well, 11. The
King's Crowne, 12. Good Ground, 13. Felicity of the Faithfull, 14.
Difference betweene the Law and Gospell: of these, II, 12, and 13
are also printed in J. H. Bloom's Pulpit Oratory in the time of Janus
the First (1831), pp. I 73-225.-Cf. also ThEtchell, pp. 170-2.

1 Seventeen Sermons on the Nativity, by Bishop Andrewes (The
Ancient and Modern Library of Theological Literature: n.d.),
Preface, p. vii.

2 Mitchell, p. 162. Mr. Mitchell brings out the debt of the' meta
physical' preachers, and particularly of Andrewes, to Patristic
models: cf. also pp. 171-2,351-2, and passim.
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El, is GOD. . And, not GOD, every way; but (as the force
of the word is) GOD, in His full strength and vertue: GOD,

cum plenitudine potestatis. ...
, For the other, Immanu: though Elbe the more principall,

yet 1 cannot tell, whether it, or Immanu do more concerne
us. For, as in El, is might: so in Immanu, is our right to
His might, and to all He hath, or is worth: By that word,
we hold; therefore we to lay hold of it. The very standing of
it, thus before; thus, in the first place, toucheth us some
what. The first thing ever, that we to look for, is Nos,
Nobis, and Noster, the Possessives: For, they do mittere in
possessionem, put us in possession. We looke for it first;
and 10; it stands here first: Nobiscum, first; and then,
Deus, after. ...

, This Immanu is a compound againe: we may take it in
sunder, into Nobis, and cum: And so then have we three
peeces. 1. El, the mighty GOD: 2. and A nu, we, poore we ;
(poore indeed, if we have all the world beside, if we have not
Him to be with us:) 3. And, Im, which is cum, and that
cum, in the midst betweene nobis and Deus, GOD and Us; to
couple GOD and us: thereby to conveigh the things of the
one, to the other. (Ours, to GOD: Alas, they be not worth
the speaking of :) Chiefly then, to conveigh to us, the things
of GOD....

'This Cum we shall never conceive to purpose, but
carendo: the value of With, no way so well, as by Without:
by stripping off Cum, from nobis. And so, let nobis, (us)
stand by our selves, without Him, to see, what our case is,
but for this Immanuel; what, if this Virgins Childe had not
this day been borne us: Nobiscum (after) will be the better
esteemed. For, if this Childe be Immanuel, GOD with us;
then without this Childe, this Immamtel, we be without GOD.

Eph. 2,'" Without Him, in this World (saith the Apostle;) and, if with
out Him, in this, without Him, in the next: And, if without
Him there, if it be not Immanu-el, it will be Immami-hel;
and that, and no other place, will fall (1 feare me) to our share.
Without Him, this we are: 'What, with Him? Why, if
we have Him; and GOD, by Him; we need no more:
Immanu-el, and Immanu-all. All that we can desire IS,
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for us to be with Him, with GOD; and He to be with us:
And we, from Him, or He, from us, never to be parted. We
were, with Him, once before, and we were well: and when
we left Him, and He no longer, with us, then began all our
misery: Whensoever we go from Him, so shall we be; in
evill case: and never be well, till we be back with Him
againe.

'Then, if this be our case, that we cannot be without
Him; no remedy then, but to get a Cum, by whose meanes,
Nobis and Deus may come together againe. And, CHRIST

is that Cum, to bring it to passe. The parties are, GOD, and
We: And now, this day, He is both.... So Esay offered
His signe, from the height above, or from the depth beneath :Verse 1I.

Here, it is. From above, El; From beneath, Anu,o one of us,
now: And so, His signe, from both. And, both these
Natures in the Unity of one Person, called by one Name,
even this name Immanuel . .. .' 1

This is word-play: but it is not mere word-play. It is a
penetration, not an evasion of the theme. It is the discipline
of the trained exegete, and not the indiscipline of the popular
preacher. As ~Ir. T. S. Eliot wrote in 1926: 'To persons
whose minds are habituated to feed on the vague jargon of
our time, when we have a vocabulary for everything and
exact ideas about nothing-when a word half understood,
torn from its place in some alien or half-formed science, as
of' psychology, conceals from both writer and reader the
meaninglessness of a statement ...-Andrewes may seem
pedantic and verbal. It is only when we have saturated
ourselves in his prose, followed the movement of his thought,
that we find his examination of words terminating in the
ecstasy of assent.' 2 At the same time, it may be credibly

1 XCVI Sermons (4th edtn., 1641), pp. 77-8.
2 T. S. Eliot, For Lancelot Andrewes (1928), p. 24. Cf. pp. 29-30 :

, "Vhen Andrewes begins his sermon, from beginning to end you are
sure that he is wholly in his subject, unaware of anything else, that
his emotion grows as he penetrates more deeply into his subject,
that he is finally" alone with the Alone," with the mystery which
he is seeking to grasp more and more firmly.... Andrewes's
emotion is purely contemplative; it is not personal, it is wholly
evoked by the object of contemplation, to which it is adequate; his
emotion is wholly contained in and explained by its object.'
(Reprinted in Selected Essays, 2nd edtn. 1934, pp. 337, 341.)
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supposed that Andrewes was not an ideal model for the
imitation of the parochial clergy 1: and it is therefore not
remarkable to find George Herbert, as a preacher, proposing
to himself another and a simpler mode. 'The Parson's
:Method in handling of a Text, consists of two parts: First, a
plain and evident declaration of the meaning of the Text;
and secondly, some choice Observations drawn out of the
whole Text, as it lies entire, and unbroken in the Scripture
itself. This he thinks natural, and sweet, and grave.
Whereas the other way of crumbling a Text into small parts,
as, the Person speaking, or spoken to, the subject, and
object, and the like, hath neither in it sweetness, nor
gravity, nor variety, since the words apart are not Scripture,
but a Dictionary, and may be considered alike in all the
Scripture.' 2

But Andrewes, least of all great preachers, can be judged
by excerpts. His sermons are too close-knit to be an easy
spoil to the anthologist. His style is jerky and abrupt:
yet every phrase is moving towards a predetermined end,
and is itself determined by that end. He is a master of the
short and even startling sentence (' Christ is no wild-cat.
\Vhat talk ye of twelve days? '): but these short sentences,
although they tend to break the movement of his prose,
are integral to the whole intellectual structure of the sermon.
Mr. Eliot has drawn attention to the fact that what Canon
Brightman wrote with regard to the Preces Privatae is no
less applicable to the XCVI Sermons. 'The internal struc
ture is as close as the external. Andrewes develops an idea
he has in his mind: every line tells and adds something.
He does not expatiate, but moves forward; if he repeats,
it is because the repetition has a real force of expression;

1 Cf. the sennons printed from the MSS. of an unknown Anglo
Catholic preacher by J. H. Bloom (Pulpit Oratory in the time of ] ames
the First, considered, and principally illustrated by Original Examples,
A.D. I620-2I-22: 1831). These sermons, for the most part, were
preached in village churches in Norfolk. The author appears to have
been influenced by Playfere rather than by Andrewes: but this does
not affect the argument.

2 A Priest to the Temple: or, The Country Parson, his Character,
and Rule of Holy Life (first printed, 1652), Chap. VII. The Parson
Preaching.
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if he accumulates, each new word or phrase represents a
new development, a substantive addition to what he is
saying. He assimilates his material and advances by means
of it. His quotation is not decoration or irrelevance, but
the matter in which he expresses what he wants to say.
His single thoughts are no doubt often suggested by the words
he borrows, but the thoughts are made his own, and the
constructive force, the fire that fuses them, is his own. And
this internal, progressive, often poetic structure is marked
outwardly.' 1 Sometimes, as in his handling of the' Hound
of Heaven' theme in the First Sermon of the Nativity (1605)
on Heb. ii. 16, the eager movement, gradually accelerating,
is palpable beneath the reticulated pattern of his prose.

'1. Of Apprehendit, first. Many words were more obvious,
and offered themselves to the Apostle (no doubt,) Suscepit,
or Assumpsit, or other such like: This word was sought
for (certainly,) and made choice of (saith the Greeke Scholiast:
And he can best tell us, It is no common word, and tell us
also what it weigheth :) !1YJA& SE (saith he) OTt ~f-LEi, EepEVY0f-LEV,
• <:" '<:' I , <:' I "..1..8 \ ..1..8 I " I a Th'° oE EO~WKE, Ka~ O~WKWV E'f' aUE, Ka~ 'f' aua, E'TTEllafJETO: IS

word supposeth a flight of the one party, and a pursuit of
the other: A pursuit eager, and so long, till he overtake;
and when he hath overtaken, E'TTLAaf-tf3av6f-tEVO' , appre
hendens, laying fast hold, and seazing surely on him. So
two things it supposeth; 1. a flight of the one, and z. a hot
pursuit of the other.

'It may well suppose a flight. For, of the Angels there Judev.6.

were that fled, that kept not their originall, but forsooke and
fell away from their first estate. And Man fell, and fled too;
and hid himself in the thicke trees, from the presence of GOD. Gen. 3. 8.

And this is the first issue. Upon the Angels flight, He
stirred not; sate still; never vouchsafed to follow them:
Let them go whither they would; as if they had not beene
worth the while. . . .

, But, when M an fell, He did all. Made after him pre-
sently [ = immediately], with Vbi es: sought to rec1aime Gen. 3. 9.

him, What have yozt done? Why have you done so? Pro-
1 The Preces Privatae of Lancelat Andrewes, ed. F. E. Brightman

(1903), Introd., p. I.



tested enmitie to him, that had drawne him thus away:
Made his assu..mpsit of the W omans seed.

t And (which is more,) when that would not serve, sent
after him still, by the hand of His Prophets, to sollicit his
return.

'And (which is yet more,) when that would not serve
neither; went after him (Himself) in person: left His ninety
and nine in the fold, and got Him after the lost sheep: Never

Luke '5, 5· left, till He found him, laid him on His shoulders, and brought
him home againe.

t It was much, even but to looke after 'us; to respect us, so
farre, who were not worth the cast of His eye: Much, to
call us backe, or vouchsafe us an Vbi es.

t But more, when we came not for all that, to send after
us.... But not only to send by others, but to come Him

Psal. 4°,7. selfe after us; to say, Corpus apta mihi, Ecce venio; Get lUe
a body, I will My selfe after him: this was exceeding much.
That we fled, and He followed us flying.

, But yet, this is not all; this is but to follow. He not
only followed, but did it so, with such eager-nesse, with such
earnestnesse, as, that is worthy a second consideration. To
follow, is [some]what; yet that may be done faintly, and
afarre off: but to follow thorow thick and thin; to follow
hard, and not to give over; never to give over, till he over
take: that is it.

t And, He gave not over His pursuit, though it were long
and laborious, and He full weary; though it cast Him into a
sweat, a sweat of blood. Angelis suis non pepercit (saith

,Pet.2.4· S. Peter,) The Angels offending, He spared not them: Man
offending, He spared him; and to spare him (saith S. Paul)

Rom.8.3 2 .JHe spared not His own Sonne: nor His owne Sonne spared
not Himselfe, but followed His pursuit, through danger,
distresse, yea, through death it selfe. Followed, and so fol
lowed, as nothing made Him leave following, till He
overtooke. '

And then, having attained this climax, Andrewes as it
were winds in his thread and quietly makes his way back
to the same point from which he started.

t And when he had overtaken (for those two are but pre-

128 THE ART OF PREACHI G.
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supposed, the more kindly to bring in the word €7TEAa{3ero :)
When (I say) he had overtaken them, commeth in fitly and
properly, €7TLt.ufL{3averut. Which is not every taking; not
suscipere, or assumere: But, manum injicere, arripere,
apprehendere; to seaze upon it with great vehemency, to
lay hold on it with both hands, as upon a thing we are glad
we have got, and will be loth to let go againe. We know,
assumpsit, and apprehendit, both, take; but apprehendit,
with farre more fervour and zeale, than the other. Assumpsit,
any common ordinary thing; apprehendit, a thing of price,
which we hold deere, and much esteeme of. .. .' I

It is not, as might superficially appear, the play on words,
but rather the play of thought upon the words, that gives
to Andrewes' sermons their essential and distinctive quality.
Another of his favourite devices was the use of the tradi
tional rhetorical distinction between the figura dictionis and
the figura sententiae,2 between the outward meaning and
the inward matter of a word, set out in juxtaposition and
antithesis. But we may not say that, because the dis
tinction is rhetorical, therefore it is artificial. To the New
Testament theologian it is natural and almost inescape
able. 3 'The whole modern cry for simplicity in religion is
false,4 except in so far as it marks our longing for God.
. . . Our Christian language is a disturbed language; the
words we use are, when fashioned to declare the glory of
God, bent out of the straight, deflected, and sometimes
actually reversed.... The New Testament itself is fully
aware of the scandal of its language.... The language of
the Church ... is the language of men stamped with the

1 XCVI Sermons, pp. 4-5.
~ Cf. Mitchell, p. 87.
3 Cf. Sir Edwyn Hoskyns, ' The Vocabulary of the New Testament

-the Language of the Church,' in Cambridge Sermons (1938), pp.
gO-ISO.

4 Cf. '... Take not a figure, and make of it a plaine speech;
Seek not to be saved by Synecdoche. Each of these is a quarter of
Christianity, you shall never while you live make it serve for the
whole': '... It is not safe . . . to serve God by Synecdoche:
but EV roan" to take all before us ': '... Did they not ... take
pars pro toto, a peece of I esus for the whole, as if they meant to be
saved by Synecdoche?' (Andrc\ycs, XcrI Sermons, pp. 106, 587.
738.)



Truth of God. . . .' 1 Paradox confronts us in all the
pages of the Sacred Volume, and lies embedded at the very
heart of the Gospel of Christ Crucified-and Risen. 'The
Church can sing the song of the redeemed only to those
who know that they are mortal, and that everything they
can touch and hear and see is mortal also. . . . The Church
and theology know that they can only sing the song of the
glory of God over their own graves and at the place where
they have died... .' 2 This is the authentic note of
the Christian Religion: and because Lancelot Andrewes
was a theologian, because he was a man for whom theology
was intellectually satisfying and intellectually compelling,
he found this method of antithesis imposed upon him by
his material.

lames I, 16. 'Omne datum optimum, & omne donum perfeetum desur
sum est . .. He begins with the lesse, Datum. vVeigh the
word, it is but a Participle: they, have tenses, and tenses,
time. So, that is only temporall. But Donum imports no
time: ... is fixed or permanent.... A Datum, that which
is still in giving; that, perishes with the use, as do things

lob I, 21. transitory; and be of that sort, that lob spake, GOD hath
given, and GOD hath taken away. Donum is not so, but of
that sort, that CHRIST speaks, in Maries choice, so given, as

Luke 10,42 • it should never be taken from her. ... 3

lob. 2, 19. ' Respondit JESUS, & dixit, Solvite Templum hoc, & in
tribus diebus excitabo illud . . . And thus, you have heard
what He saith. Will ye now see, what they did: what
became of this solvite of His? Solvite (saith He) and when
time came, they did it. But He said solvite, that is loose;
and they cryed Crucijige, at the time (that is) fasten; fasten
Him to the crosse: but that fastening was His loosing; for
it lost Him and cost Him His life, Which was the solutum
est of this solvite. . . .' 4

, For unto us a Childe is borne, and unto us a Sonne is
Esa. 7, n. given. ... Esay promised, the sign, we should have, should

1 Hoskyns, Cambridge Sermons, pp. 94, 121-2, 138, 95.
2 Ibid., pp. 95, 147.
3 XC VI Sermons (XIVth Sermon of the Sending of the Holy

Ghost), p. 748.
4 Ibid. (Xth Sermon of the Resurrection), p. 487.
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be from the deep here beneath, and should be from the
height above: both, a Child, from beneath: and a Son, from
above. To conclude: it is an exposition decreed by the
Fathers assembled in the Councell of Sevil: who, upon these
grounds, expound this very place so: The Child, to import
His Humane; The Son, His Divine Nature. Can. 2,13·

, All along His life, you shall see these two. At His
birth: A Cratch for the Child; a Star for the Son: A com
pany of Shepheards viewing the Child; A Quire of Angels
celebrating the Son. In his life: Hungry Himself, to show
the nature of the Child: yet feeding five thousand, to show
the power of the Son. At His death: dying on the Crosse,
as the Son of Adam; at the same time disposing of Paradise,
as the Son of God.

e If you ask, why both these? For that, in vain had
been the one, without the other. ... Our nature had
sinned, that therefore ought to suffer: The reason, why a
Child. But that which our nature should, our nature could
not beare; not the weight of Gods wrath due to our sin:
But, the Son could: the reason, why a Son. The one
ought, but could not: the other could, but ought not.
Therefore either alone would not serve; they must be
joyned, Child and Son. But that He was a Child, He could
not have suffered. But that He was a Son, He had sunk in
His suffering, and not gone through with it. ... There
fore, that He might be lyable, He was a Child; that He
might be able, He was the Son: that He might be both,
He was both.

e This, why God. But why this person, the Son? Behold,
Adam would have become one of us; the fault: Behold, one
of us will become Adam, is the satisfaction. Which of us
would He have become? Sicut Dii, scientes; the person Gen. 3, 22.

of knowledge. He therefore shall become Adam: A Son
shall be given. Desire of knowledge, our attainder; He, in Gen. 3, 5.

whom all the treasures of knowledge, our restoring. Flesh, Col. 2, 3.

would have beene the Word, as wise as the Word; the
cause of our ruine: meet then, the ~Vord become flesh, that

. so, our ruine repaired. . . .' 1

1 XCVI Sermons (IInd Sermon of the Nativity), p. 12.
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It is now possible, not only to understand the criticisms
that were levelled against Andrewes' style of preaching in
the later decades of the 17th century, but also to see wherein
those criticisms were wrong-headed. 'It was . . . not so
much the material as the use to which the material was put
that distinguished the "metaphysical" preacher; the
greater ingenuity with which he adapted his examples, the
more unexpected parallels which he produced, and the more
subtle, psychological and learned images which he employed
-these were the characteristic traits. Not mere quota
tion, but quotation leading up to an unexpected" point,"
and a " point" which, while it was verbal, conveyed some
thing of much greater import; not punning and quibbling
merely for their own sakes, but because amid the jingle of
human phrases there might be caught the accents of a
divine message-these were the things that counted.' 1

Yet it is manifest that the 'metaphysical' style of
preaching was hardly suited to the capacities of the parochial
clergy, nor could a rustic congregation be greatly edified by
a sermon that. in the last analysis, was calculated rather to
the meridian of a learned Court. So John Eachard, Fellow
(afterwards Master) of Catharine Hall, Cambridge, in his
The Grounds and Occasions of the Contempt of the Clergy and
Religion Enquired into, In a Letter written to R. L. (1670),
complains of ' Hard Words, High Notions, and Unprofitable
Quotations out of Learned Languages,' and of preachers
, Spreading themselves in an abundance of Greek and Latin,
to a Company of Farmers and Shepherds.' 2 Here is the
reductio ad absurdum of Andrewes' use of antithesis:

'At other times I have heard a long Chyming only
between two Words; as suppose Divinity and Philosophy,
or Revelation and Reason; setting forth with Revelation
first: Revelation is a Lady, Reason an Handmaid. Revela
tion's the Esquire, Reason the Page. Revelation's the Sun,
Reason's but the Moon. Revelation is Manna, Reason's but

1 Mitchell, p. 149.
2 op. cit., edtn. 1698, pp. 52, 48. (Also printed in Critical Essays

and Literary Fragments, ed. J. Churton Collins (A n English Garner,
190 3). pp. 24 1-3 12 .)
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an Acorn. Revelation a Wedge of Gold, Reason a small piece
of Silver. Then by and by Reason gets it and leads it
away, Reason indeed is very good, but Revelation is much
better. Reason is Counsellour, but Revelation is the Law
giver. Reason is a Candle, but Revelation is the Snuffer.
Certainly those People are possess'd with a very great
Degree of Dulness, who living under the means of such
enlightning Preaching, should not be mightily settled in the
right Notion, and true bounds of Faith and Reason.

, Not less ably, methought, was the Difference between
the Old Covenant and New, lately determined, The Old
Covenant was of Works, the New Covenant of Faith. The
Old Covenant was by Moses, the New by Christ. The Old
was heretofore, the New afterwards. The Old was first, the
New was second. Old things are passed away, behold all
things are become new. And so the Business was very
fundamentally done.' 1

More formidable still is the division of the text.
, ... For all Texts come not asunder alike: For some

times the Words naturally fall asunder; sometimes they
drop aS~tnder: sometimes they melt: sometimes they
untwist: and there be some Words so willing to be parted,
that they divide themselves, to the great ease and rejoicing
of the Minister. But if they will not easily come in pieces,
that he falls to hacking and hewing, as if he would make
all fly in shivers. The Truth of it is, I have known, now
and then, some knotty Texts, that have been divided seven
or eight times over, before they could make them split
handsomely,_ according to their mind.

, But then comes the Joy of Joys, when the parts jingle,
or begin with the same Letter: and especially if in Latin.
o how it tickled the Divider, when he had got his Text into
these two excellent Branches; Accusatio vera: Comminatio
severa. A Charge full of Verity: a Discharge full of Severity.
And I'll warrant you that did not please a little, duplex

lOp. cit., pp. 73-5. Cf. also pp. 69-70, uncomfortably reminiscent
of Andrewes' style. (' There be therefore two Feet to run to the Lord,
Faith and Prayer: 'Tis plain that Faith is a Foot, for by Faith we
stand, 2 Cor. I, 24,' etc.)

I<
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miraculum; miraculum in modo, and miraculum in nodo.
But the luckiest that I have met withal, both for Wit, and
keeping the Letter, is upon those words of St. Matthew,
Chap. 12, Ver. 43, 44, 45· When the unclean Spirit is gone
out of a Man, he walketh through dry places, seeking rest and
finding none: Then he saith I will return, Gc. In which
Words all these strange things were found out. First, there
was a Captain and a Castle. Do you see, Sir, the same
Letter? Then there was an Ingress and Egress; and a
Regress or Re-ingress. Then there was Unroosting and
Unresting. Then there was Number and Name, Manner
and Measure, Trouble and Trial, Resolution and Revolution,
Assaults and Assassination, Voidness and Vacuity. This
was done at the same time, by the same Man: But, to
confess the truth of it, 'hvas a good long Text, and so he
had the greater advantage.' 1

The passage is significant. The echo of the mediaeval
Artes Praedicandi could hardly be more distinct. And, as
Thomas Waleys in the 14th century had protested against
those excessively ingenious preachers who filled their ser
mons with -bilis and -trilis and -osus and -bosus, 2 so also
Robert South in his sermon on The Scribe InstYltcted to the
Kingdom of Heaven (1660) 3 inveighed against' Quibbles and
Trifles,' 'rhyming Cadencies of similary \Vords,' and all
the treasured artifices of mediaeval pulpit oratory, ' with a
Quid, a Quo, and a Quomodo, and the like.' ' ... True
Wit,' said Soutp, 'is a severe and manly thing. \Vit in
Divinity is nothing else, but Sacred Truths suitably ex
pressed. 'Tis not Shreds of Latin or Greek, nor a Detts
Dixit, and a Deus Benedixit, 4 nor those little Quirks, or
Divisions into the on, the 8~o7t, and the Ku8on, or the Egress,

lOp. cit., pp. 78-g.
2 Cf. p. 29 above.
3 ' Preached at S. l'vIary's Church in Oxon, before the University,

on the 29th of July 1660. Being the Time of the KING'S Com
missioners meeting there, soon after the Restoration, for the Visitation
of that University.' South's Sermons, 4th edtn. 1727. vol. iv,
pp. 46-8: Oxford edtn. 1823, vol. iii, pp. 33-4.

4 Yet cf. Mitchell, p. 352: 'For the Anglo-Catholic . . . the
" DellS dixit . . . Deus benedixit" . . . was no mere verbal homoio
telellton, for the one had issued in the creation of the world and the
other in the promise of the Redeemer.'
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Regress, and Progress, and other such Stuff (much like the
Style of a Lease) that can properly be called Wit. For
that is not Wit, which consists not with Wisdom . .. .'

In that formidable diatribe, South not only sounded the
death-knell of mediaeval preaching, but also gave a note to
the Royal Society, which received its Charter two years
later. It was the purpose of the Restoration scientists' to
separate the knowledge of Nahtre, from the colours of
Rhetorick, the devices of Fancy, or the delightful deceit of
Fables' 1: it was the purpose of the Restoration preachers
to liberate English homiletics from identically the same
entanglements: the breach with mediaeval. science, the
breach with mediaeval preaching, came pari passu, and
both alike demanded a new literary medium for their art.
The exigencies of scientific reporting required a new form
of English prose: and the Fellows of the Royal Society,
abandoning for ever the' extravagance' of the older scholar
ship, embraced' a constant Resolution, to reject all ampli
fications, digressions, and swellings of style: to return back
to the primitive purity, and shortness, when men deliver'd
so many things, almost in an equal number of words. They
have exacted from all their members, a close, naked, natural
way of speaking; positive expressions; clear senses; a
native easiness: bringing all things as near the Mathe
matical plainness, as they can: and professing the language
of Artizans, Countrymen, and Merchants, before that, of
Wits, or Scholars.' 2 So the new-fashioned type of sermon
and the new-fashioned type of scientific statement came to
react upon each other to their mutual good.

South was a young man of twenty-seven when he preached
his discourse on The Scribe Instructed, and it reveals not
only the impatience and the brutality, but also something
of the sturdy psychological obtuseness of the rising intel
lectual. For he was fundamentally mistaken when he
equated wit with trifling, in his onslaught upon' the Prac
tice of those, who detract from the Excellency of Things

1 The History of the Royal-Society of London, for the Improving of
Natural Knowledge, by Tho. Sprat (1667), p. 62.

2 Ibid., p. 113.
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Sacred by a comical Lightness of Expression . . . as if they
played with Truth and Immortality; and neither believed
these Things themselves, nor were willing that others should.
For is it possible, that a Man in his Senses should be merry
and jocose with eternal Life, and eternal Death, if he really
designed to strike the awful Impression of either into the
Consciences of Men?' 1 The wit of the metaphysical
preachers lay deeper than he knew: 'Tanquam ridentem
dicere verum quid vetat? ': and Laud was witty-but not
trifling-when he preached his farewell sermon from the
scaffold.

, Good People,
'This is a very uncomfortable place to Preach in,

and yet I shall begin with a Text of Scripture, in the
twelfth of the Hebrews,
Let us run with patience the race that is set before us, looking
unto Jesus the author and finisher of our faith, who for the
joy that was set before him, endured the Crosse, despising the
shame, and is set downe at the right hand of the Throne of God.

, ... I am going apace, as you see, towards the Red-sea,
and my feet are upon the very brinks of it, an Argument, I
hope, that God is bringing me to the Land of Promise, for
that was the way by which he led his people; But before
they came to the Sea, he instituted a Passeover for them, a
Lamb it was, but it was to bee eaten with very sowre
Herbs .. .' And so on, to his final prayer: 'Lord, I am
comming as fast as I can, I know I must passe through the
shadow of death before I can come to see thee, but it is but
umbra mortis, a meere shadow of death, a little darknesse
upon nature, but thou by thy merits and passion hast broke
through the iawes of death; so Lord receive my soul .. .' 2

Yet an idiom which is natural and native to the piety of
one generation may be artificial in another. For all that,
it may be added that there are passages in South's own
sermons, flights of invective and of sarcasm verging upon

1 South's Sermons, 4th edtn. 1727, vol. iv, pp. 46-7: Oxford
edtn. 1823, vol. iii, p. 33.

2 The A rchbishop of Canterbury's Speech: or His Funerall Sermon,
Preacht by himself on the Scaffold on Tower-Hill, on Friday the 10

of January. 1644 (= 1645), pp. 6-7. 19. Macleane, pp. 73-8.
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scurrility,l which afford even more conspicuous illustrations
of that jesting which is not convenient.

Yet South deserves to be remembered as a preacher not
for the coarseness and vulgarity of his invective, but for
his one page of imperishable prose. This is from the sermon,
Man was Created in God's Image, preached at St. Paul's
Cathedral, Nov. 9, r662. 2

, ... There are some general Maxims and Notions in the
mind of Man, which are the rules of Discourse, and the
basis of all Philosophy.... Now it was Adam's happiness
in the state of innocence to have these clear and unsullied.
He came into the world a Philosopher, which sufficiently
appeared by his writing the Nature of things upon their
Names: he could view Essences in themselves, and read
Forms without the comment of their respective Properties:
he could see Consequents yet dormant in their principles,
and effects yet unborn and in the Womb of their Causes:
his understanding could almost pierce into future contin
gents; his conjectures improving even to Prophecy, or the
certainties of Prediction; till his fall it was ignorant of
nothing but of Sin; or at least it rested in the notion
without the smart of the Experiment.... Study was not
then a Duty, night-watchings were needless; the light of
Reason wanted not the assistance of a Candle. This is the
doom of fallen man, to labour in the fire, to seek truth in
profunda, to exhaust his time and impair his health, and
perhaps to spin out his days, and himself into one pitifull,
controverted Conclusion.... I confess, 'tis difficult for us,
who date our ignorance from our first Being, and were still
bred up 'with the same infirmities about us, with which we
were born, to raise our thoughts, and imagination to those
intellectual perfections that attended our Nature in the
time of Innocence; as it is for a Peasant bred up in the
obscurities of a Cottage, to fansie in his mind the unseen
splendours of a Court. But by rating Positives by their

1 Cf. Mitchell, pp. 3r6-r8.
2 Twelve Sermons Preached upon Several Occasions. By Robert

South, D.D. Six of them never before Printed (r692), pp. 62, 64-7.
South's Sermons, 6th edtn. 1727, vo!. i, pp. 39-75: Oxford edtn.
1823, vo!. i, pp. 28-52. Macleane, pp. 120-34.
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Privatives, and other Arts of Reason, by which discourse
supplies the want of the Reports of sense, we collect the
Excellency of the Understanding then, by the glorious
remainders of it now, and guess at the stateliness of the
building, by the magnificence of its ruins. All those arts,
rarities, and inventions, which vulgar minds gaze at, the
ingenious pursue, and all admire, are but the reliques of an
Intellect defaced with Sin and Time. We admire it now,
only as Antiquaries do a piece of old Coin, for the Stamp it
once bore, and not for those vanishing lineaments, and dis
appearing draughts, that remain on it at present. And
certainly, that must needs have been very glorious, the
decayes of which are so admirable. He that is comely,
when old and decrepit, surely was very beautifull, when he
was young. An Aristotle was but the rubbish of an Adam,
and Athens but the rudiments of Paradise... .' This may
be questionable exegesis, but, as oratory, it is magnificent.

But, as has been previously indicated, South's blunderbuss
was double-barrelled: and the attack upon the pulpit
style of Andrewes and the 'metaphysical' preachers in
The Scribe Instructed is balanced by the attack upon the
pulpit style of Owen and the Puritan divines. '. . . As . . .
the on's, and the oLon's, the Deus dixit, and the Deus
benedixit, could not be accounted Wit; so neither can the
whimsical Cant of Issues, Prodttcts, Tendencies, Breathings,
In-dwellings, Rollings, Recumbencies,l and Scriptures mis
applied, be accounted Divinity.... I hope it will not
prove offensive to the Auditory, if, to release it (could I
be so happy) from suffering by such Stuff in the future, I
venture upon some short Description of it; and it is briefly
thus. First of all they seize upon some Text, from whence
they draw something, (which they call a Doctrine) and well
may it be said to be drawn from the Words; forasmuch as
it seldom naturally flows, or results from them. In the
next place, being thus provided, they branch it into several
Heads; perhaps twenty, or thirty, or upwards. Where
upon, for the Prosecution of these, they repair to some

1 ' Terms often and much used by on J[ohn] O[wen] a great Leader
and Oracle in those Times.'-Marg.
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trusty Concordance, which never fails them, and by the
Help of that, they range six or seven Scriptures under each
Head; which Scriptures they prosecute one by one, first
amplifying and enlarging upon one, for some considerable
time, till they have spoiled it; and then that being done,
they pass to another, which in its turn suffers accordingly.
And these impertinent, and unpremeditated Enlargements
they look upon as the Motions and Breathings of the Spirit,
and therefore much beyond those carnal Ordinances of Sense
and Reason, supported by Industry and Study; and this
they call a saving Way of Preaching, as it must be con
fessed to be a way to save much Labour, and nothing else
that I know of. . . . But to pass from these Indecencies
to others, as little to be allowed in this sort of Men, can
any tolerable Reason be given for those strange new Postures
used by some in the Delivery of the Word? Such as
shutting the Eyes, distorting the Face, and speaking through
the Nose, which I think cannot so properly be called Preach
ing, as Toning of a Sermon. Nor do I see, why the Word
may not be altogether as effectual for the Conversion of
Souls, delivered by one, who has the Manners to look his
Auditory in the Face, using his own Countenance, and his
own native Voice, without straining it to a lamentable and
doleful Whine, (never serving to any Purpose, but where
some religious Cheat is to be carried on.) ... For none
surely will imagine, that these Men's speaking, as never Man
spoke before, can pass for any Imitation of Him. .. .' 1

This was in questionable taste. But seventeen months
later South returned to the charge in a sermon entitled
False Foundations rem,oved, and true ones laid for such wise
Builders as design to build for Eternity, preached 'at St.
Mary's, Oxon., before the University' (Dec. ro, r66r). In
this he concerned himself not so much with the Puritan
ministers as with the Puritan laity. One' flatters himself
that he has lived in full Assurance of his Salvation for ten,
or t\\"enty, or perhaps thirty Years; that is, in other Words,
the l\Ian has been ignorant, and confident very long. Ay,

1 South, Sermons, 4th edtn. 1727, vol. iv, pp. 49-53: Oxford
edtn. 1823. vol. iii, pp. 34-7.
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but says another, I am a great Hearer and Lover of Sermons
(especially of Lectures 1). And it is this which is the very
Delight of my Righteous Soul, and the main Business of
my Life; and tho' indeed according to the good old Puritan
Custom, I use to walk, and talk out the Prayers before
the Church-Door, or without the Choir, yet I am sure to be
always in at Sermon. Nay, I have so entirely devoted my
whole Time to the hearing of Sermons, that I must confess,
I have hardly any left to practise them. And will not all
this set me Right for Heaven? Yes, no doubt, if a Man
were to be pulled up to Heaven by the Ears; or the Gospel
would but Reverse its Rule, and declare, That not the Doers
of the Word, but the Hearers only should be justified. Another
tells us that he is a Saint of yet an higher Class, as having
got far above all their mean, beggarly, Steeple-House Dis
pensations, by an happy Exchange of them for the purer
and more refined Ordinances of the Conventic1e; where he
is sure to meet with powerful Teaching indeed, and to hear
Will-Worship and Superstition run down, and the Priests
of Baal paid off, and the Follies and Fopperies of their
great Idol the Common-Prayer laid open with a Witness,
(not without some edifying Flings at the King and Court
too, sometimes) by all which his Faith is now grown so
strong, that he can no more doubt of his going to Heaven,
than that there is such a Place as Heaven to go to.' 'It
is a sad and mortifying Consideration to think upon what
false and sinking Grounds, or rather upon what Whirlpools
and Quicksands many venture to build.' 2

But the most important paragraph is this:
'... Some you shall have amusing their Consciences

with a Set of fantastical new-coin'd Phrases, such as Laying
hold on Christ, getting into Christ, and rolling themselves upon
Christ, and the like; by which if they mean any Thing else
but obeying the Precepts of Christ, and a rational Hope of
Salvation thereupon, (which, it is certain, that generally

1.These Lectureships \\'ere simply preacherships endowed by the
Puntans in order to secure the propagation of their own religious
tenets. CL H. Hensley Hcnson, Sibbes and Simeon (1932), pp.
25-35·

2 South's Sermons, 6th edtn. 1727, vol. iii, pp. 165-6: Oxford
edtn. 1823, vol. ii, pp. 346-7.
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they do not mean) it is all but a Jargon of empty, senseless
Metaphors; and though many venture their Souls upon
them, despising good Works and strict Living as meer M orality,
and perhaps as Popery, yet being throughly look'd into
and examined, after all their Noise, they are really nothing
but Words and Wind.' 1

For this is important, not merely as an attack on Puritan
jargon, but as an attack on jargon.

Of all the pitfalls which beset the preacher, the use of
jargon in one form or another is perhaps the most insidious.
All those who speak in public tend to become far more
dependent than they know upon their favourite cliches:
and the' last analysis' and' ultimate significance' of the
academic, or the' There comes a time in our lives when .. .'
or the 'building-the-Kingdom-of-God' of the popular
preacher are often as essential to the mental comfort (and
as dangerous to the mental freshness) of their respective
proprietors as the blessed 'crelrulea I templa patH' of a
schoolboy's Latin verses. No doubt, such cliches are innocent
enough, until they become a parish joke, and possibly even
later. The habitual phrases of the individual preacher are,
like the technical vocabulary of the scientist, a sort of
mental shorthand which enables him to convey his meaning
to his congregation with the least possible waste of time.
It is only when these habitual phrases cease to convey any
meaning, when no intellectual content is packed into them
at one end or unpacked from them at the other, when
they are uttered without thought and absorbed without
thought, that they become literally' vain repetitions " like
the twiddling of a Tibetan prayer-wheel, and, as such,
periious to the souls of men. One of the strongest argu
ments in favour of writing out our sermons verbatim before
we preach them is that this practice should enable us to
weed our pulpit language. For the purpose of the preacher
is to arouse, to stimulate, to strengthen and inform the
will, and not to lull it into a false security. Cliches are
the external symbols and modes of expression of what the
psychologists call 'thought habits': and it is essential

1 South's Sermons, 6th edtn. 1727, vol. iii, p. 165: Oxford edtn.
1823, vol. ii, p. 346.
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that these thought habits, useful and even unavoidable in
themselves, should never be permitted to become merely
mechanical. 'Clearly,' writes Dr. Thouless, 'it is neither
desirable nor possible to get rid of all thought habits. . . .
But we must be ready continually to revise them. Thought
habits once serviceable may prevent us from attaining to
new truths.' 1 It was for this reason that the late Professor
Goudge once suggested to a Modernist friend 'a "close
time" ... for certain texts.... No :\Iodernist for five
years to quote without accurate exegesis In. iii. 8 (first clause),
2 Cor. iii. 6 (last clauses), or iii. 17 (last clauses) 2; no
Anglo-Catholic to quote without similar exegesis Jude 3 3 ;

no Evangelical ever to use the word "spiritual" without
explaining the meaning which he attaches to it.' 4 This
criticism, indeed, cuts closer to the knuckle. For what is
by no means innocent, what is in fact unpardonable, is to
take great New Testament words like' Grace' and' Right
eousness' and ' Peace' out of their Biblical context, and
to give them some trivial and slovenly meaning of our own.
For 'words are not trivial things. To wrestle with the
meanings of words is the road to the understanding of any
subject: to be careless about them means a disastrous
carelessness in the soul. And this is peculiarly the case
with the Church's language.... The vocabulary of the
Church must not be treated by us as a series of counters
which we can play with as we like, assigning to the words
any meaning we like; this would simply be to play a game
with the Church, and to write upon its face our ideas.
That is fudge. And fudging with the Church is a far more
serious matter than modern people are wont to suppose, for
to fudge religion and make it represent your ego or mine

1 Robert H. Thouless, Straight and Crooked Thinking (edtn. 1938),
pp. 13 2-3.

2 • The wind bloweth where it listeth . . .'; .... not of the
letter, but of the spirit: for the letter killeth, but the spirit giveth
life'; ' ... and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty.'

3 • Beloved, when I gave all diligence to write unto you of the
common salvation, it was needful for me to write unto you, and
exhort you that ye should earnestly contend for the faith which was
once delivered unto the saints.'

4 H. L. Goudge, The Church ofEngland and Reunion (1938), p. 60 1L
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probably means that we are going to fudge everywhere.
The Church is the place where we have to learn to be honest,
however disturbing this uprightness may be to our pride,
because in the end and at the beginning and in the middle
the theme of the Church is the relation between God and
man, and to write our own names across the Name of God
is idolatry. The Church speaks and must speak to us in
words, and our honesty is tested by our attitude to these
words.' 1

This, then, is the criterion by which the preaching of the
Puritans must be tested. South was, of course, a bitter
partisan, and his distaste for the religion of the Seetaries is
indissociable from his detestation of their politics. But
there is plenty of evidence to support his criticisms. The
overturning of Throne and Altar in the Great Rebellion
had been followed by many strange extravagances in matters
of religion: when' if any Fellow did but light upon some
new and pretty Fancy in Religion, or perhaps some swelling
words of Vanity; presently [= instantly] he is set up for
a Preacher, and cryed up himself for a man that had made
some new discovery. And such was the confidence of these
men, both in inventing strange language, & proclaiming
their great Discoveries every where, that the poor people
were persuaded, the Nation never knew what Communion
with God meant till this time. Now they thought the happy
days were come when the Spirit was poured out, the Mysteries
of the Gospel unfolded, Free grace held forth, the Anointings
and Sealings of the Spirit vouchsafed, Christ advanced to
his throne; and where they should have such Incomes,
indwellings, and I know not how many other fine things,
as never was the like heard of before. For one man comes
to tell them of the streamings of Christ's Blood freely to
sinners: another bids them put the1nselves upon the stream
of Free grace, without having any foot on their own bottom.
A third tells them how they must apply Promises, absolute
Promises. A fourth tells them there is a special Mystery

1 Sir Edwyn Hoskyns, 'The Vocabulary of the New Testament
the Language of the Church,' in Cambridge Sermons, pp. 97-8, and
cf. pp. 146 ft.
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in looking at the Testamentalness of Christ's Sufferings . .. .' 1

But all this signified nothing more than that 'the people
were ... much in love with new-minted Words, in which
they thought there were great Mysteries concealed.' 2 'As
indeed it was alway the humor of your party, if a noted
man invented an unusual Phrase, presently to form their
mouths to that new mode of speaking: Just like a pack of
Hounds, that when one begins to open, immediately all
follow, and almost deafen one with the noise. When a
Preacher, for instance, from that text, David served his
Generation by the will of God, raised this impertinent
[= irrelevant] Observation; That it is our duty to mind
Generation-work; instantly all Pulpits sounded with this
Doctrine of Generation-work. That was the phrase in those
days: In so much that you should hear both Minister and
people bewailing it in their prayers, that they had not
minded Generation-work more. Which made some good
innocent souls, that were not acquainted with the secret,
blush when they first heard it, and wonder what they
meant. And to say the truth, that was a hard matter to
tell. . . .' 3

There was great talk of 'preaching Christ': but, as
Eachard pointed out in his defence (r67r) of his Grounds
and Occasions of the Contempt of the Clergy, 'He that
preaches . . . what Christ did and suffered, and what he
spoke, preaches Christ, or his Gospel, or him crucified, or him
and the Resurrection, or the Kingdom of God, or remission of
Sins, or the new Covenant, or Grace and Mercy through
Christ; all which, and many more, signifie the same; and
not he that thunders out Christ a Thousand times in a
Sermon; saying, Ah! none but Christ, none but Christ.
Ah! none to Christ, none to Christ; no works to Christs, no
Duties, no services to Christs ; no Prayers, no tears to Chris~s ;
no righteousness, no Holiness to Christs, layout for Christ,

1 A Friendly Debate between a Conformist and a Non-Conformist
[by Simon Patrick, Rector of St. Paul's, Covent Garden: aftenvards
Bishop of Ely], first publd. 1668 (4th edtn. 1669), pp. 25-6.

2 Ibid., p. 27.
3 A Continuation of the Friendly Debate, by the same Author

[Simon Patrick], (1669), p. 81.
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make sure of Christ, close with Christ, cleave to Christ, unite
with Christ, rest, lean, roll, toss, tumble and wallow upon
Christ. .. .' 1 Men may preach Christ, said Whichcote,
'though they do not name Christ in every sentence and
period of words.' 2 But the taste of the Sectaries required
the preacher to 'tell the people that they must roll upon
Christ, close with Christ, get into Christ, get a saving interest
in the Lord Christ. Oh, this is savoury, this precious, this
is spiritual teaching indeed.' 3 And' those men who would
excel all the rest of these new Teachers set forth themselves
in more pompous Language, and made a shew of a more
glorious Appearance of God in them. For they told the
people of being Gadded with God, and Christed with Christ, &c.
which strangely amused silly Souls, and made them gaze and
stare, as if the Holy Ghost were come down again from
Heaven upon men.' 4

That is the justification for South's violent attack upon
the' new Lights' who cried up , this and the like Jargon'
, as the only Spiritual and Evangelical way of Preaching,
while they charge all their crude Incoherences, sawcy
Familiarities with God, and nauseous Tautologies, upon the
Spirit prompting such things to them, and that as the most
elevated, and seraphick Heights of Religion.' 5 It explains
the gentle counsel of Jeremy Taylor in his Rules and Advices
to the Clergy of the Diocesse of Down 0- Connor, for their
Deportment in their Personal and Publick Capacities (r66r) :
'Do not spend your Sermons in general and indefinite
things, as in Exhortations to the people to get Christ, to be
united to Christ, and things of the like unlimited significa
tion; but tell them in every duty, what are the measures, I
wha~ circumstances, what instruments, and what is the
particular minute meaning of every general Advice. For

1 Some Observations upon the A nswer to an Enquiry into the Grounds
and Occasions of the Contempt of the Clergy, ... by the same Author
[John Eachard], (6th edtn. 1696), pp. 129-30.

2 Quoted, Mitchell, p. 375.
3 Joseph Glanvill, A n Essay concerning Preaching (2nd edtn. 1703) :

quoted, Mitchell, p. 373.
4 [Simon Patrick], A Friendly Debate, p. 27.
S South's Sermons, 4th edtn. 1727, vol. iv (The Scribe Instructed),

pp. 49, 48.
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Generals not explicated do but fill the peoples heads with
empty notions, and their mouths with perpetual unintelligible
talk: but their hearts remain empty, and themselves are
not edified.' 1 It explains the real horror of fanaticism that
lay at the heart of the Anglican piety for more than a
hundred years: and it assists also to explain the dull
sobriety, the unadventurous reasonableness, of Tillotsonian
homiletics.

It will be thus apparent that the triumph of Tillotson
meant the emancipation of the Anglican pulpit not only
from the metaphysical but also from the Puritan tradition.
It involved a breach, not only with the homiletic conventions
of the Middle Ages, but also with the homiletic conventions
of the immediate past. On the one hand, Tillotson
abandoned the use of exempla: on the other, he rejected
the almost mechanical reiteration of cant terms and phrases:
for both alike he substituted the appeal to reason and to
common sense, the careful, comprehensive argument, solid,
unhurried, unadorned. From the one, he rejected the stiff,
formal pedantry which for centuries had governed the
development of the preacher's theme: from the other, he
rejected the illimitable divisions and subdivisions, the
, applications' and the 'resolutions', which marked the
Scriptural sermons of the Presbyterian divines. 2

This did not mean, however, that he rejected schematisa
tion altogether, or that his own sermons were not carefully
constructed upon a recognisable homiletic framework.
, John Tillotson', writes Miss Caroline Richardson in her
English Preachers and Preaching: I640-I670, 'built his
sermons in so precise and obvious a manner that he was

1 ap. cit., 3rd edtn., in ~EKA~ 'EMBOi\.IMAIO~,A Supplement
to the 'ENIATTO~ (1667), p. 214 (xlii). Ed. Heber-Eden, vol. i,
P· 107·

2 Cf. Robert Robinson, A n Essay on the Composition of a Sermon:
translated from the original French of the Revd. ] olm Claude ...
(1779), vol. ii, p. 458 n., on Dr. Owen on Hab. iii. I, &c.: '... These
four heads multiply into almost one hundred and fifty observations,
uses, reasons, &c. Ought not so abstruse an affair to have been
introduced by an Exordium on patience and perseverance?':
cf. vol. i, p. 27 n.-Cf. also p. 177 below.-But the Puritan sermon
was greatly simplified by the Independent and Anabaptist preachers:
:Mitchell, p. 371.
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the admiration of his own day and of the generation that
followed. His arrangement is without a flaw. Divisions f v
are named, points under each are numbered, objections
presented and answered, first, secondly, thirdly.' 1

Let us take for example that sermon on The Precepts of
Christianity not grievous 2 to which Parson Woodforde was
so much addicted.3 The text is I John v. 3 (' -And his
commandments are not grievolts '), and Tillotson introduces it
as follows:

e One of the great prejudices which men have entertain'd
against the Christian Religion is this, that it lays upon men
heavy burthens and grievous to be borne, that the Laws of it I

are very strict and severe, difficult to be kept, and yet
dangerous to be broken. . . .

, For the removal of this prejudice I have chosen these
words of the Apostle, which expressly tell us the contrary,
that the commandments of God are not grievous.

, And though this be a great truth if it be impartially
consider'd, yet it is also a great paradox to ... those who
look upon Religion at a distance and never try'd the experi
ment of a holy life, who measure the Laws of God not by the
intrinsical goodness and equity of them, but by the re
luctancy and opposition which they find in their own
hearts against them.

e Upon this account it will be requisite to take some pains
to satisfy the reason of men concerning this truth, and if
it be possible to make it so evident that those who are un
willing to own it may yet be asham'd to deny it. And
methinks I have this peculiar advantage in the argument I
have now undertaken, that every reasonable man cannot
chuse but \vish me success in this attempt, because I under
take' the proof of that which it is every man's -interest that
it should be true: And if I can make it out, this pretence

1 ap. cit., p. 73.
2 The Works of the Most Re,,'erend Dr. John Tillotson, late Lord

A rchbishop of Canterbury: containing Fifty Four Sermons and
Discourses ... together with The Rule of Faith. Being All that
were Published by his Grace Himself, And now Collected into One
Volume. (8th edtn. 1720.) Sennon VI, pp. 6Z-71.

3 See pp. 158, 153 below.
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against Religion will not only be baffled but we shall gain
a new and forcible argument to persuade men over to it.

, Now the easiness or difficulty of the observation of any
Laws or Commands depends chiefly upon these three things:

, First, Upon the Nature of the Laws themselves and their
suitableness or unsuitableness to those to whom they are
given.

, Secondly, Upon the ability or weakness of those on whom
these Laws are impos'd for the keeping of them....

, Thirdly, Upon the encouragement that is given to the
observation of them....

, Now if I can make these three things evident; I . That the
Laws of God are reasonable, that is, suitable to our nature
and advantageous to our interest: 2. That we are not
destitute of sufficient power and ability for the performance
of them: And 3. That we have the greatest encouragement
to this purpose: Then have we all imaginable reason to
assent to the truth of this Proposition that the commandments
of God are not grievous.'

Having thus announced his divisions and set out his
theses, Tillotson proceeds to prove them.

, 1. The Laws of God are reasonable, that is, suitable to
our nature and advantageous to our interest. 'Tis true God
hath a sovereign right over us as we are his creatures, and by
vertue of this right he might without injustice have impos'd
difficult tasks upon us and have requir'd hard things at our
hands. But in making Laws for us he hath not made use
of this right. He hath commanded us nothing in the Gospel
that is either unsuitable to our reason, or prejudicial to our
interest; nay, nothing that is severe and against the grain
of nature, but when either the apparent necessity of our
interest doth require it, or an extraordinary reward is
promis'd to our obedience.' For' if we go over the Laws
of Christianity, we shall find that, excepting a. very few
particulars, they enjoyn the very same things' as the natural
Law; 'only they have made our duty more clear and
certain ...' 1

, As to the several parts of God's worship and service,
1 Cf. Sermon V (The Excellency of the Christian Religion).



prayer and thanksgiving, hearing and reading the Word of
God, and receiving of the Sacrament; these are no less for
our own comfort and advantage than for the honour of
God and Religion. . . .

, As for those Laws of Religion which concern our duty to
our selves, as temperance and chastity; or to others, as the
several branches of justice and charity, corhprehended in
those general rules, of loving our neighbours as our selves,
and of doing to others as we would have them to do to us: There
is nothing in all these Laws but what is most reasonable and
fit to be done by us, nothing but what if we were to consult
our own interest and happiness, and did rightly understand
our selves, we would chuse for our selves; nothing but what
is easy to be understood, and as easy to be practis'd by an
honest and a willing mind.

, Now the practice of all these is suitable to our nature,
and agreeable to the frame of our understandings; proper
to our condition and circumstances in this world, and
preparatory to our happiness in the next.... Our very
natural reason, if we will but listen to the dictates of it, is an
enemy to all these sins, and a law against all these vices.

, And as the practice of all piety and virtue is agreeable
to our reason, so is it likewise for the interest of mankind;
both of private persons, and of publick Societies.! ...

, And as for those precepts of Christianity which seem to
be most harsh and difficult at first appearance, (as repentance
and restitution, mortification of our lusts and passions, humility,
patience and contentedness with our condition, and resignation
of our selves to the will of God; forgiving and loving our
enemies, and self-denial for the cause of God and Religion)
if we look well into them and consider throughly the nature
and tendency of them, even these will appear to be both
reasonable in themselves, and upon one account or other
really for our advantage.

, What more reasonable than repentance, than that a man
when he hath done amiss and contrary to his duty should be
heartily sorry for it, and resolve to do so no more? And how

1 Cf, Sermon III (The Advantages of Religion to Societies) and
Sermon IV (The Advantages of Religion to particular Persons).
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grievous soever it be, it is necessary, being the only way to
pardon and peace. And iJl case our offence against God
hath been complicated with injury to men, it is but reason':'
able we should make restitution as far as we are able, accord
ing to the nature of the injury. For without this our
repentance is not real. . . .

'Mortification of our lusts and passions, though, like
repentance, it have something in it that is troublesome, yet
nothing that is unreasonable, or really to our prejudice.
If we give way to our passions, we do but gratify our selves
for the present in order to our future disquiet; but if we
resist and conquer them, we lay the foundation of perpetual
peace and tranquility in our minds.... For the more we
gratify our lusts the more craving they will be, and the more
impatient of denial. Crescit indulgens sibi dirus hydrops,
every lust is a kind of hydroptick distemper, and the more
we drink the more we shall thirst. So that by retrenching
our inordinate desires we do not rob our selves of any true
pleasure, but only prevent the pain and trouble of farther
dissatisfaction.

, Humility, though it may seem to expose a man to some
contempt, yet it is truly the readiest way to honour: as on
the contrary, pride is a most improper and absurd means for
the accomplishing of the end it aims at. All other vices do
in some measure attain their end; covetousness does usually
raise an estate, and ambitious endeavours do often raise men
to high places; but pride and insolence and contempt of
others do infallibly defeat their own design. . . .

, What more reasonable than patience and contentedness,
and that we should in all things resign up our selves to the
will of God, who loves us as well as we do our selves, and
knows what is good for us better than we do our selves?
this certainly is the best way to prevent anxiety and per
plexity of mind, and to make the worst condition as tolerable
as it can be, and much more easie than it would be otherwise.

, As for that peculiar Law of Christianity which forbids
revenge, and commands us to forgive injuries and to love our
enemies, no man can think it grievous who considers the
pleasure and sweetness of love and the glorious victory of

;',,
'i·
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-.)vercoming evil with good, and then compares these with
the restless torments and the perpetual tumult of a malicious
and revengeful spirit.

, And lastly, Self-denial for the cause of God and Religion;
this is neither unreasonable nor to our disadvantage. If
we consider our infinite obligations to God, we have no
reason to think much to sacrifice to him our dearest interests
in this world; especially if we consider withal, how dis
proportionally great the reward of our sufferings shall be
in another world. . . .'

The second, and more theological, argument is more
briefly handled.

, n. We are not destitute of sufficient power and strength
for the performing of God's commands ... because he
offers us an assistance proportionable to the difficulty of
his commands, and the necessity of our condition. . . .'
(I John v. 4a; iV.4')

Then 'Ill. We have the greatest encouragement to the
observance of God's commands. Two things make any
course of life easy: present pleasure, and the assurance of
a future reward. Religion gives part of its reward in hand,
the present comfort and satisfaction of having done our
duty; and for the rest, it offers us the best security that
Heaven can give. Now these two must needs make our
duty very easy; a considerable reward in hand, and not
only the hopes but the assurance of a far greater recompence
hereafter.

'1. Present peace and satisfaction of mind, and un
expressible joy and pleasure flowing from the testimony of
a good conscience. This is present payment, besides that
it is the earnest of a future and greater happiness. . . .

'2. But the great encouragement of all is the assurance
of a future reward, the firm persuasion whereof is enough
to raise us above any thing in this world, and to animate
us with courage and resolution against the greatest diffi
culties....

'Let us now put both these together, the pleasures of
Religion and the rewards of it, and they cannot but appear
to be a mighty encouragement... .'
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Then Tillotson puts up an objection for the purpose of
answering it in the second half of his sermon.

, But are there no difficulties then in Religion? Is every
thing so plain and easy? Are all the ways of virtue so
smooth and even as we have here represented them? Hath

Mat. 7. 14· not our Saviour told us, that strait is the gate and narrow is
the way that leads to life, and few there be that find it? Does

Acts 14. 22. not the Apostle say, that through much tribulation we must
2Tim.3.12.enter into the Kingdom of God? And, that all that will live

godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution? And does not
the Script~tre every where speak of striving, and wrestling,
and running, and fighting; of labouring, and watching, and
giving all diligence? And is there nothing grievous in all
this?

, This is a very material objection; and therefore I shall
be the more careful to give a satisfactory answer to it.
And that I may do it the more distinctly be pleas'd to
consider these six things. I. That the suffering of persecu
tion for Religion is an extraordinary case, which did chiefly
concern the first Ages of Christianity. 2. That this dis
course concerning the easiness of God's commands does all
along suppose and acknowledge the difficulties of the
entrance upon a Religious course. 3. Nor is there any
reason why it should exclude our after-care and diligence.
4. All the difficulties of Religion are very much mitigated
and allayed by hope and by love. 5. There is incomparably
more difficulty and trouble in the ways of sin and vice than
in the ways of Religion and Virtue. 6. If we do but put
virtue and vice, a religious and a wicked course of life in
equal circumstances; if we will but suppose a man as
much accustom'd and inur'd to the one as he has been to the
other, then I shall not doubt to pronounce that the adyan
tages of ease and pleasure will be found to be on the side
of Religion.'

Tillotson then develops these six pmnts in order and at
length (especially the third), and so arrives at his conclusion:

, So that upon consideration of the whole matter, there
is no reason why any man should be deterr'd from a holy
and virtuous life for fear of the labour and pains of it.
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Because everyone that is wicked takes more pains in
another way, and is more industrious only to a worse pur
pose. Now he that can travel in deep and foul ways ought
not to say that he cannot walk in fair. He that ventures
to run upon a precipice when every step he takes is with
danger of his life and his soul, ought not to pretend any
thing against the plain and safe paths of Religion, which
will entertain us with pleasure all along in the way, and
crown us with happiness at the end.'

Alike in matter and in form, that is a very representative
example of a Tillotsonian sermon. Parson Woodforde, it may
be noted, as a concession to his rustic auditories, omitted
the exordium, reproduced section I (omitting the excursus
on repentance and restitution, etc.), omitted section Il,
rejoined Tillotson in section III and, with some consider
able abbreviations and excisions, followed him to the end.!
The fact that Tillotson's sermons lend themselves without
resistance to such mutilation and invisible mending is in
itself a criticism of their intellectual structure.

Yet there is something to be said upon the other side.
This sermon on I John v. 3 is all very sensible, straight
forward, thorough, and methodical. It is distinguished
from a typical modern sermon in that it is constructed on
a definite plan: it is differentiated from a mediaeval sermon
of the academic type in that the development arises natur
ally out of the argument, and is not arbitrarily imposed
upon it: the plan is adapted to the argument, and not the
argument to the plan. And this is an incalculable gain.
There is the very minimum of decoration: no far-fetched
metaphors, no abstruse similitudes, and no facetious anec
dotes. The basic framework of the sermon is deliberately
kept extremely simple: the statement of the thesis, its
division and development under three heads, the statement
of an objection to the thesis, the reply to the objection
(under six heads), and the conclusion. We may compare
with this an earlier sermon, preached at the very outset of
Tillotson's Anglican career and (as he said) 'upon but little

1 N. Sykes, ' The Sermons of a Country Parson,' in Theology (Feb.
1939), pp. 98- 100.
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warning' 1; A Sermon Preach'd at the Morning-Exercise at
Cripplegate in September 1661.2 The text is Matt. vii. 12 :

Therefore all things whatsoever you would that men should do
unto you, do ye even so to them,. for this is the law and the
prophets. '... The Observation, which ariseth from the
words, is this: The great rule of equity in all our dealings
with men is this, to do as we woztld be done unto. ... In
speaking to this Rule, I shall give you: I. The explication
of it. Il. The grounds of it. Ill. The instances, wherein
we ought principally to practise it. .. .' These three
divisions are then developed seriatim, with innumerable sub
divisions, objections, and answers to objections. Then follow
two applications with a supporting consideration: 'The uses,
I shall make of all this, are these two: Use 1. Let us not
revenge ourselves. ... Use 2.... Ask your selves upon
every occasion, "would I, that another should deal thus
with me, and carry himself thus towards me?" ... And
to move you to the practice of this rule, I shall only offer
to you one consideration ... : As you deal with others, so
shall ye be dealt with . . . in this life . . . and in the world
to come. . ..' The sermon concludes upon a note of moral
exhortation (mark the ascending scale): 'Let us be per
suaded, as we love GOD, whom we have not seen; as we love
the Gospel, which we read and hear every day, and would
preserve the reputation of it; as we would better the world,
and the condition of mankind; as we love our selves, and
our own peace and happiness; to deal justly and equally
with all men. Till we come to live by this rule of equity,
we can never hope to see the world a quiet habitation.

Psal. Ixxxv.But if this were practis'd among us, then glory would dwell
~3.IO, 11, I2'in our land,. mercy and truth would meet together; righteous

ness and peace would kiss each other: truth would spring out
of the earth, and righteousness would look down from heaven:

1 Birch, App. I, p. 405.
2 Printed in Birch, pp. 45I-8g.-This sermon, preached to a

congregation of London business men, did not deserve to escape the
notice of the author (R. H. Tawney) of Religion and the Rise of
Capitalism (Ig26). It might seem that TiIlotson overestimated
the simplicity of his hearers, even if he did not overestimate their
patience.
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yea, the Lord would give that, which is good, and our land
would yield his increase,. righteousness would go before him,
and set us in the way of his steps.'

It will have been observed that Tillotson was a prac
titioner of what Professor Clement Rogers calls I The Rule
of Three': witness also the celebrated sermon on The /
Wisdom of being Religious, preached I before the Lord
Mayor and Court of Aldermen at St. Paul's' in March r664,1
from Job xxviii. 28 :

I Having thus explain'd the Words [of my text], I come
now to consider the Proposition contain'd in them, which
is this:

I That Religion is the best Knowledge and Wisdom.
I This I shall endeavour to make good these three ways:
I 1. By a direct proof of it.
' 2 . By shewing on the contrary the folly and ignorance of

irreligion and wickedness.
I 3. By vindicating Religion from those common imputations

which seem to charge it with ignorance or imprudence.' 2

Or consider the sermon which follows next to it in the
collected edition of his Works, on The Folly of Scoffing at
Religion, from II Pet. ii. 3 :

I In speaking to these words, I shall do these three things:
I 1. Consider the nature of the sin here mentioned, which

is scoffing at Religion.
I 2. The character of the persons that are charg'd with

the guilt of this sin, they are said to walk after their own
lusts.

I 3. I shall represent to you the heinousness and aggrava
tions of this vice.

I I have done with the three things I propounded to speak
to upon this Argument. And now I beg your patience to
apply what I have said to these three purposes.

I 1. To take men off from this impious and dangerous
folly of prophaneness which by some is miscalled wit.

' 2 . To caution men not to think the worse of Religion,
because some are so bold as to despise and deride it.

1 Birch, p. 28. Z Fifty Four Sermons, p. 3.
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, 3. To persuade men to employ that reason and wit
which God hath given them, to better and nobler purposes,
in the service and to the glory of that God who hath bestowed
these gifts on men.' 1

Within this simple framework, the development, though
closely argued, is entirely flexible and free. The one
possible criticism in point of style is that the different
divisions of the sermon are sometimes disproportionate in
length, and that the sub-headings, particularly in the earlier
sermons, are too many and too complex in their variations
and their combinations. But there are no digressions or
irrelevancies: the sermon is a piece of close and careful
argument, and the plan of the argument is always borne
in mind. Tillotson is punctilious never to go one step
further than reason will allow him; and, in consequence, he
generally fails to go quite so far as reason would quite
readily have permitted. Therefore his argument, though
ostensibly addressed to the reason, is in fact addressed
rather to common sense and common prudence. Here, for
example, is a highly characteristic argument from the sermon
on The Wisdom of being Religious: 'Speculative Atheism as
it is unreasonable, so it is a most imprudent and uncomfort
able opinion: And that upon these two accounts. First,
because it is against the present interest and happiness of
mankind. Secondly, because it is infinitely hazardous and
unsafe in the issue.' 2

There is indeed running through all Tillotson's sermons a
vein of calculated and deliberate meiosis or understatement.
It would probably be difficult to parallel in any other age of
Christian preaching his remarkably sober and restrained
encomium upon the character and example of our blessed
Saviour: 'The Virtues of his Life are pure, without any
Mixture of Infirmity and Imperfection. He had Humility
without Meanness of Spirit; Innocency without Weakness;
Wisdom \'lithout Cunning; and Constancy and Resolution
in that which was good, without Stiffness of Conceit, and
Peremptoriness of Humour: In a word, his Virtues were
shining without Vanity, Heroical without any thing of Trans-

1 Fifty Four Sermons, pp. 31, 36. 2 Ibid., p. 19.
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port, and very extraordinary without being in the least
extravagant.' 1 'C'etoit ainsi,' observes the Abbe Maury in
his Essai sur l'Eloquence de la Chaire, ' que Tillotson exen;oit
le ministere de la parole, dans la patrie des Dryden, des
Addison, des Waller, et auparavant des Bacon et des Milton,
en presence de ce meme Charles II, qui avoit souvent admire
dans sa premiere jeunesse nos plus illustres predicateurs
franc;ois.' 2

Such was the model proposed, by a convention too
powerful to be defied, to the Anglican clergy in the 18th
century. Stubborn Tories might affect a preference for
South or for Atterbury, but they all came to Tillotson in
the end, despite their political convictions. Even Dr.
Johnson was strangely guarded on the subject. 'Sir John
Pringle had expressed a wish that I would ask Dr. Johnson's
opinion what were the best English sermons for style. I
took an opportunity to-day of mentioning several to him.
" Atterbury"? JOHNSON." Yes, Sir, one of the best."
BOSWELL. "Tillotson"? JOHNSON." Why, not now. I
should not advise a preacher at this day to imitate Tillot
son's style; though I don't know; I should be cautious of
objecting to what has been applauded by so many suf
frages." '3 But the following of Tillotson by the parochial
clergy went a long way beyond mere imitation. A notable
example is afforded by the first of Professor Norman Sykes'
two articles on ' The Sermons of a Country Parson: James
Woodforde in his Pulpit,' in Theology (Feb., May 1939).
Parson Woodforde (1740-1803), the diarist, like most of his
clerical brethren who could afford to own Tillotson's Ser
mons, felt no scruple about laying them under contribution

1 Two Hundred Sermons (Sermon CXXXVII, The Life of Jesus
Cltrist consider'd;, as our Example), vo!. ii, p. 241. •

2 Essai sur l'Eloquence de la Chaire, Panegyriques, Eloge et Discours,
par le Cardinal Jean Sifrein Maury (new edtn. 1827). vo!. ii, p. 112.
This criticism, which is really directed against Tillotson's ' elocution
grossiere et barbare' (but Maury appears to have read him only in
Barbeyrac's translation: ibid., p. 109), is far more applicable to the
whole matter and method of his preaching.-Maury's work was
translated by John l\eal Lake (The Principles of Eloquence; adapted
to the Pulpit and the Bar, 1793).

3 Boswell's Life of Johnson, ed. G. B. Hill, revised by L. F. Powell,
vol. ill, p. 247 (Tuesday, 7 April, I778).
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for text, for treatment, and even for ipsissima verba. Pro
fessor Sykes takes as an example the sermon on The Precepts
of Christianity not grievous (I John v. 3).1 With certain
modifications, James Woodforde preached it at Ansford and
Castle Cary (where he fulfilled the office of curate) in 1769,
1771, 1773; and at Weston in 1777, 1780, 1785, 1789, and
1794. (The Anglican clergy and laity of the 18th century
did not share the modern prejudice against the repetition
of a sermon.) Woodforde's modifications consist almost
exclusively in omissions and curtailments. Apart from
these, his version is almost verbally identical with its
original. 'Indeed, Woodforde is Tillotson, shortened for
the benefit of rustic congregations, but otherwise faithfully
and literally reproduced.' 2

The popularity of Tillotson's Sermons as a model and
repository of pulpit eloquence does more than any other
single factor to explain and to illuminate the Anglican piety
of the 18th century; a piety which was indeed substantial
and sincere-so far the apologists both of the Evangelical
and of the Catholic Revival have done it some injustice
but which, at the same time, had serious limitations. It
was, perhaps above all, a piety that had digested Revela
tion into Reason, and consequently took little interest in
Christian Doctrine except as a support for Christian Ethics.
'I remember,' wrote John Beardmore, who had been a
pupil of Tillotson at Clare, , a notion he told me now above
30 years ago, viz., that Christianity, as to the practical part
of it, was nothing else but the religion of nature, or pure
morality, save only praying and making all our addresses
to GOD in the name, and through the mediation of our
Saviour, and the use of the two sacraments of Baptism and
the Lord's Supper; "and," said he, "want of understanding
and practising according to this principle hath broken the
peace of Christendom, and it can never be restored, till this
principle and notion obtain again." '3 'The excellency of
the Christian Religion, the Reasonableness of its precepts,

1 See pp. 147-53 above.
2 N. Sykes, ' The Sermons of a Country Parson,' in Theology, vol.

xxxviii (Feb. 1939), pp. 98, 100. 3 Birch, App. 1, pp. 426-7.
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the nobleness and generosity of its designe, and its admirable
fitness for the accomplishment of it' 1: these were the
leading themes of Latitudinarian homiletics. Hence the
profound distrust of Enthusiasm-that is, of fanaticism
that marked the temper of the age. The piety of the
Hanoverian Church was essentially sober and rational, and
its primary concern was with the foundations, the broad
general principles, of right conduct. Upon this basis it
built truly and built well. No one has recognised this
better than one of its most hostile critics, Baring-Gould.
, The whole moral tone of the English character had to be
raised; and the effort of the Latitudinarians was to screw
up the chords of the lute to one key, and that the key of
Probity.' 2 Their gospel was the Gospel of Moral Recti
tude, and it was preached from every English pulpit and
inculcated by every English essayist. The influence of
Tillotson pervaded the whole Hanoverian period, and that
for good. It is explained by the fact that he met a real
want in his own generation, and that he appealed directly
to the plain common sense of Englishmen. His teaching
was in exact accord with the natural instincts of the human
soul. (And if, as is the case, the Englishman, wherever he
is placed, carries with him the sense of Duty, that is due to
Tillotsonianism.' 3

But there is another side to it. 'During a discussion of
problems confronting the Student Christian Movement in
various lands, a shrewd Italian observer once remarked:
" As far as I can see, the problem in Great Britain is the
exact antithesis of our problem. In Italy the great diffi
culty is to get men who are sincerely religious in the devo
tional sense to adopt a sound ethical standard. Your
problem seems to be concerned with the question how to
persuade men of high moral standard and aspirations that

1 The Principles and Practices of certain l'v!oderate Divines of the
Church of England (greatly mi5-understood) Truly Represented and
Defended . .. in A Free Discourse between two Intimate Friends.
[By Edward Fowler, afterwards Bishop of Gloucester], (1670)' p.
41.

2 S. Baring-Gould, The Evangelical Revival (1920), p. II.
3 Ibid., p. 12.
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they need religious faith or devotion." '1 That is the other
aspect of our inheritance from the Tillotsonian pulpit.

For, as recast by Tillotson, the sermon lost its heroic
note, and became a moral essay, the vehicle of a sober,
utilitarian, prudential ethic, rather than a proclamation of
the Gospel of the Kingdom of God. In the hands of his
contemporaries it had seemed indeed to belong to literature
altogether, rather than to homiletics. (Take,' says Miss
Richardson, ( a dozen or more of Robert South's sermons,
behead them of their texts, cut off their extremities of
perfunctory reminder that souls should be saved, and what
remains is a group of essays well worth reading.... When
Isaac Barrow wrote a sermon about The Pleasantness of
Religion, he dwelt, quite untrammeled by any professional
responsibility, on the joys of knowledge until he reached
Division XV, and Lastly, at which point he awkwardly
introduced a few conventional exhortations. The subjects
of some of his sermons read like the table of contents in a
volume of personal essays:

Of Industry in our Particular Calling as Gentlemen
Of Industry in our Particular Calling as Scholars
Of Self Confidence, Self Complacence, Self Will, and

Self Interest
Of a Peaceable Temper and Carriage
Of Quietness, and doing our own Business
Of Contentment.

The majority of Barrow's sermons, however, were written
to be read, not to be preached; that fact will account for
the especially strong essay quality in many of them. But
the curious thing is that Barrow deliberately chose the
sermon as the most popular, most alluring literary form he
could employ to present his ideas to a reading public.' 2

The Biblical discipline, without which a sermon is not a
sermon, is certainly not much in evidence. Yet this de-

.1 The Teaching Office of the Church: being the Report of the A rch
bzshops' First Committee of Inquiry: published for the National
Mission of Repentance and Hope (1918), pp. 145-6.

2 English Preachers and Preaching: I64o-I670. pp. 86-8.
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ficiency is not by any means peculiar to the age of Barrow
and of South. It may be instructive to compare the titles
of a course of sermons announced to be preached at a
Cathedral Church of the southern Province in the summer
of 1939.

HOLIDAY SERMONS

Sunday Evenings at 6.45

FAMILY LIFE

July r6 As Father sees it
23 The Daughter's point of view

August 6 The Son's point of view
13 'What Mother thinks

PREACHER ..•••

Surely this is very shoddy stuff, even for' Holiday Sermons.'
Tillotson's sermons were, no doubt, better adapted to the

requirements of the Christian pulpit. His titles are admit
tedly less enticing than those, for instance, of Thomas
Adams in the preceding generation (e.g., The Gallants Burden:
The White Deuill, or The Hypocrite uncased, preached at
Paul's Cross, March 7, 1612: The Fatall Banket: The
Sinners Passing-Bell: Spirituall Eye-Salve, Ephes. i. 18:
Politicke Hunting: The Cosmopolite, or World's Favourite:
Mysticall Bedlam, or, The World of Mad-men: Maiestie in
Miserie, or the power of Christ even dying: The Spirituall
Navigator bound for the Holy Land), but they have the merit
of being self-explanatory. Here are a few typical examples:

The distinguishing Character of a Good and a Bad Man.
Doing good, a Security against Injuries from Men.
The Reputation of Good Men after Death.
The best Men liable to the worst Treatment, from

mistaken Zealots.
The Wisdom of Religion justified, in the different

ends of good and bad Men.
The Duty and Reason of Praying for Governors.
The Reasonableness of fearing God more than Man.
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Honesty the best Preservative against dangerous Mis
takes in Religion.

The Prejudices against Jesus and his Religion con
sider'd.

Instituted Religion not intended to undermine Natural.
The Efficacy, Usefulness, and Reasonableness of Divine

Faith.
The Unprofitableness of Sin in this Life, an Argument

for Repentance.
Of Diligence in our general and particular Calling.
The true Remedy against the Troubles of Life.
The Resurrection of our Saviour consider'd, as an

Argument for seeking Things above.
The Uncertainty of the Day of Judgment, consider'd

and improv'd.
The Usefulness of considering our latter End.
The folly of hazarding eternal Life, for temporal

Enjoyments.
A Discourse against Transubstantiation.

Why is it that nobody would dream of reading Tillotson
to-day, at least with any hope of profit? Why is it that the
confident predictions of his contemporaries as to the im
mortality of his sermons have been so completely falsified?
It is not simply that we are no longer interested by his
arguments against Popery and Atheism: nor is it simply
that his prose is somewhat stodgy for our modern taste.
'The defect seems to me,' writes Canon Overton, 'to lie
at least as much in the matter as in the style. Let anyone
purchase the two 1 huge folios (they can be bought uncom
monly cheap) and carefully read the sermons, and he will
probably wonder, not that the virtue has gone out of them,
but that it was ever supposed to be in them. Sermons, of
all compositions, can never be immortal when the preacher
seems to have no particular message to deliver. And beyond
a general impression that it is more prudent on the whole to
believe the Gospel, in a modified sort of way, than not, what

1 Three, with the Fifty Four Sermons, which were published
separately.
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impression does Tillotson convey? . . . In fact the simple
villagers of Kedington who " did not relish" the sermons
and complained that they did not hear the Gospel,l showed
that they had greater insight than those learned London
clergy who flocked to " form their minds" 2 on the model
of the popular preacher.' 3 The one thing that may be said
on behalf of the prudential morality which did duty for the
Catholic Faith in the pulpits of the Hanoverian Establish
ment is that it was at least more beneficial and less intel
lectually contemptible than the loose emotional idealism,
the moral uplift, the shop-soiled beatitudes from the bargain
basement, which far too often do duty for the Catholic Faith
in much of the popular preaching and of the religious and
pseudo-religious journalism of our own day and age. 4

It has also to be remembered that the note of warning
was sounded repeatedly in official quarters throughout the
18th century. Already in 1724 Edmund Gibson (1669-1748),
Bishop of London, deemed it necessary to remind his clergy
of their being' Christian Preachers, not barely Preachers of
Morality.' 5 Archbishop Seeker (1693-1768) in his first
Charge to the Clergy of the Diocese of Canterbury (1758)

1 Birch, p. 27. But what they meant was that he did not use
the Puritan jargon to which they were accustomed.

2 Birch, p. 28: 'And there [at his Tuesday lecture at St. Lawrence
Jewry] he was commonly attended by a numerous audience, brought
together from the remotest parts of the metropolis, and by a great
concourse of the clergy, who came thither to form their minds' :
cf. Burnet's Funeral Sermon, p. 19.

3 J. H. Overton, Life in the English Church, I66o-I7I4, pp. 247-8.
& Nor need those Anglo-Catholic clergy hope to escape censure

who pretend to preach Christ crucified and Him only, but do in fact
preach practically nothing but the Church and the Sacraments
(particularly the Sacrament of Penance).

5 Directions given to the Clergy of the Diocese of London, In the
Year 1724.... By the Right Reverend Father in God, Edmund
Lord Bishop of London, (2nd edtn. 1727), p. 19. 'And this
Partiality (if I may so call it) to [Morality above Divinity], seems
to have had its Rise from the III Times, when, the Pulpits being
much taken up with some select Points of Divinity, Discourses
upon Moral Heads were less common; and after those Times were
over, their Successors, upon the Restoration, desirous to correct
that Error, and to be upon the whole as little like their Predecessors
as might be, seem to have fallen into the contrary Extreme; so that
probably in many Places the Heads of Divinity began to be as rarely
treated of, as the Heads of Morality had been before': ibid., p. 21.
(Advice regarding sermon composition, ibid., pp. 21-31.)
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admonished them to ' be assiduous in teaching the Principles
not only of Virtue and natural Religion, but of the GospeL
... You must preach ... Faith in the ever-blessed
Trinity.... You must set forth the original Corruption of
our Nature; our Redemption, according to God's eternal
Purpose in Christ (Eph. iii. II), by the Sacrifice of the Cross;
our Sanctification by the Influences of the Divine Spirit;
the Insufficiency of our own good Works, and the Efficacy of
Faith to Salvation: yet handling these Points in a doctrinal,
not controversial Manner, unless particularly called to it....
The Truth, I fear, is, that many, if not most of us, have
dwelt too little on these Doctrines in our Sermons: by no
means, in general, from disbelieving or slighting them; but
partly from knowing, that formerly they had been inculcated
beyond their Proportion, and even to the Disparagement of
Christian Obedience; partly from fancying them so generally
received and remembered, that little needs to be said, but
on social Obligations; partly again from not having studied
Theology deeply enough, to treat of them ablyand beneficially:
God grant it may never have been for Want of inwardly
experiencing their Importance. But whatever be the Cause,
the Effect hath been lamentable. Our People have grown
less and less mindful, first of the distinguishing Articles of
their Creed, then, as will always be the Case, of that one,
which they hold in common with the Heathens; have
forgot in Effect their Creator, as well as their Redeemer and
Sanctifier; seldom or never seriously worshipping him, or
thinking of the State of their Souls in Relation to him; but
flattering themselves, that what they are pleased to call a
moral and harmless Life, though far from being either, is the
one Thing needful. Reflections have been made upon us,
of different Natures, and with different Views, on Account
of these Things, by Deists, by Papists, by Brethren of our
own, which it is easy to shew have been much too severe.
But the only complete Vindication of ourselves will be to
preach fully and frequently the Doctrines, which we are
unjustly accused of casting off or undervaluing: yet so, as
to reserve always a due Share of our Discourses, which it is
generally reported some of our Censurers do not, for the
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common Duties of common Life, as did our Saviour and his
Apostles. But then we must enforce them chiefly by Motives
peculiarly Christian: I will not say, only by such; for the
Scripture adds others. And while we urge on our Hearers the
Necessity of universal Holiness, we must urge equally that of
their being found in Christ " not having their own Righteous
ness, which is of the Law, but the Righteousness, which is of
God by Faith (Phil. iii. 9).' 1 Archdeacon Paley (1743
1805), in his Charge delivered to the Clergy of the Diocess of
Carlisle, in the Year 1790, declared: 'We are ... setting
up a kind of philosophical morality, detached from religion
and independent of its influence, which may be cultivated, J
it is said, as well without Christianity as with it; and which,
if cultivated, renders religion and religious institutions
superfluous.' 2 But the locus classicus is Bishop Horsley's 3

Charge to the Clergy of the Diocese of St. David's at his
Primary Visitation (1790), in which he not only denounced
the'maxim ... that the laity, the more illiterate especially,
have little concern with the mysteries of revealed religion,
provided they be attentive to its duties,' 4 but visited with
an even sterner censure 'another maxim, which I never
hear without extreme concern from the lips of a divine,
either from the pulpit or in familiar conversation,-namely,
that practical religion and morality are one and the same
thing,-that moral duties constitute the whole or by far
the better part of practical Christianity. Both these maxims
are erroneous; both, as far as they are received, have a
pernicious influence on the ministry of the word. The first
most absurdly separates practice from the motives of practice;
the second, adopting that separation, reduces practical
Christianity to heathen virtue; and the two, taken together,

1 Eight Charges delivered to the Clergy of the Dioceses of Oxford and
Canterbury: to which are added Instructions to Candidates for Orders
... by Thomas Seeker, LL.D., late Lord Archbishop of Canterbury
(1769), pp. 235-8.

2 The Use and Propriety of local and occasional Preaching, in Paley's
Works (edtn. 1825), vo!. v, pp. 352-3.

3 (1733-1806.)
( The Charges of Samuel Horsley, LL.D., F.R.S., F.A .5., late Lord

Bishop of St. Asaph, delivered at his several Visitations of the Diocese
of St. David's, Rochester, and St. Asaph, 0-c. (1830), p. 4.

M
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have much contributed to divest our sermons of the genuine
spirit and savour of Christianity, and to reduce them to
mere moral essays, in which moral duties are enforced, not,
as indeed they might be to good purpose, by scriptural
motives, but by such arguments as nowhere appear to so
much advantage as in the writings of the heathen moralists,
and are quite out of their place in the pulpit. The rules
delivered may be observed to vary according to the tempera
ment of the teacher; but the system chiefly in request
with those who seem the most in earnest in this strain of
preaching, is the strict, but impracticable, unsocial, sullen
moral of the Stoics. Thus, under the influence of these two
pernicious maxims, it too often happens that we lose sight
of that which is our proper office to publish-the word of
reconciliation; to propound the terms of peace and pardon
to the penitent; and we make no other use of the high com
mission that we bear, than to come abroad one day in the
seven, dressed in solemn looks, and in the external garb of
holiness, to be the apes of Epictetus.' 1

Yet, although ' still the dry strain of moral preaching is too
much in use' (because ' it has been very much the fashion
to suppose a great want of capacity in the common people
to be carried any great length in religious knowledge' 2),
and although t the erroneous maxims on which the practice
stands are not sufficiently exploded,' nevertheless Horsley
could go on to add: 'I flatter myself that we are in a state
of recovery from this delusion. The compositions which
are at this day delivered from our pulpits are, I think, in
general of a more Christian cast than were often heard some
thirty years since, when I first entered on the ministry.' 3

1 The Charges of Samuel Horsley, LL.D., F.R.S., F.A .5., late Lord
Bishop of St. Asaph, delivered at his several Visitations of the Diocese
of St. David's, Rochester, and St. Asaph, &c. (1830), pp. 4-6.

2 Ibid., p. 8.
a Ibid., p. 6.
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HAD the ancestral shades of Bishop Andrewes and Bishop
Taylor continued to dominate the English pulpit, it must
infallibly have sunk into a morass of pedantry and affectation
not far removed from that from which the Spanish pulpit
was extricated at long last by Father Isla's pungent satire. 1

With this possibility in view, it may be no bad thing that
the rhetorical colours and the verbal detail of Anglican pulpit
eloquence should have been washed over the' good brown
Ochre' 2 of Tillotsonian homiletics. 'The impertinent Way
of dividing Texts is laid aside,' wrote Burnet in his Discourse
of the Pastoral Care (1692), ' the needless setting out of the
Originals, and the vulgar Version, is worn out. The
trifling Shews of Learning in many Quotations of Passages,
that very few could understand, do no more flat the Auditory.
Pert Wit and luscious Eloquence have lost their relish. So that
Sermons are reduced to the plain opening the Meaning of the
Text, in a few short illustrations of its Coherence with what
goes before and after, and of the Parts of which it is com
posed; to that is joined the clear stating of such Propositions
as arise out of it, in their Nature, Truth, and Reasonableness:

1 Historia del famoso predicador Fray Gerundio de Campazas, alias
Zotes. Escrita por F. Lobon de Salazar [i.e., Jose Francisco de Isla,
S.J.], Madrid, 1758: vol. ii, 177o.-Engl. tr., The History of the
famous preacher Friar Gerund de Campazas: otherwise Gerund Zotes
(2 vols., 1772).-Cf. Bernard Gaudeau, Les Precheurs burlesques en
Espagne au XVIII' siecle, Etude sur le P. Isla (1891): also' A Don
Quixote of the Pulpit' in Eighteenth-Century Studies, by Robert
Bracey, O.P. (1925), pp. 5o-8.-On the degeneracy of pulpit oratory
in the Latin countries generally during the 18th century, cf. E. C.
Dargan, A History of Preaching, vol. ii (1912), passim.

2 The phrase is Warburton's (derived from Sancho Panza):
'. . . I think of human life in general, good brown Ochre is the
complection of it.' (Quoted by A. W. Evans, TVarburton and the
Warburtonians, 1932, p. 272.)
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by which, the Hearers may form clear Notions of the several
Parts of Religion; such as are best suited to their Capacities
and Apprehensions: to all which Applications are added,
tending to the Reproving, Directing, Encouraging, or Com
forting the Hearers, according to the several Occasions that
are offered. This is indeed all that can be truly be [sic]
intended in Preaching, to make some Portions of Scripture
to be rightly understood; to make those Truths contain'd
in them, to be more fully apprehended; and then to lay the
Matter home to the consciences of the Hearers, so directing
all to some good and practical end... .' 1 Simple in its
form, the Tillotsonian sermon was simple also in its matter.
For, according to the Latitudinarians, ' ... the grand
designe of the Gospel is to make men good: not to intoxicate
their brains with notions, or furnish their heads with a
systeme of opinions; but to reform men's lives, and purifie
their natures .. .' 2 Unfortunately the New Testament is
not simple, and it obstinately resists all attempts to simplify
it. Thus from two different quarters the Tillotsonian piety
found itself challenged: and the Evangelical Revival,
followed and supplemented by the Oxford Movement,
finally emancipated the English pulpit from its paralysing
influence.

When Hugh James Rose, the Christian Advocate in the
University of Cambridge, delivered that memorable course
on The Commission and Consequent Duties of the Clergy
(r826) which heralded the Catholic Revival in the Church of
England, it is significant that he opened his argument with a
quotation from a sermon preached by Tillotson before the
House of Commons on Nov. 5, r678: 'For God's sake, what
is Religion good for, but to reform the Manners and Dis
positions of Men, to restrain human Nature from Violence
and Cruelty, from Falshood and Treachery, from Sedition
and Rebellion? '3 'Its utility in this view', observed Rose,
'is [to-day] perhaps condescendingly recognized, and even

1 A Discourse of the Pastoral Care. Written by the Right Reverend
Father in God, Gilbert, Lord Bishop of Sarurn (1692), pp. 216-17.

2 [Edward Fowler], The Principles and Practice of certain Moderate
Divines . .. (1670), p. 18.

3 Tillotson, Fifty Four Sermons, p. 180.
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that of a ministry sometimes acknowledged, as being a
body of men whose business it is to enforce the obligations
to good order and moral duty, and to terrify those who might
hope to evade human laws, by holding up to their imagina
tion and their fears an invisible power, and a future retribu
tion. But any belief that God has himself instituted certain
means, through the medium of which he confers internal and
spiritual grace, any belief that through these means he seeks
to open that communion with his creatures without which the
high gifts of reason, of genius, of the soul itself, if not as
worthless and as dead as this fair bodily frame when the
spark of life is gone, yet subsist in a low and degraded state,
any such belief, 1 fear, exists not, in the present day, with
any large portion of mankind. The efficacy of the Christian
Sacraments, as means of grace, is not only practically
despised, but speculatively (1 can hardly say, disbelieved,
but) passed by with contempt. And even if the thoughts of
those sacraments could be deemed worthy of a moment's
attention, still more contemptuous would be the rejection
of all belief in the notion that they who are really ministers
of the living God, possess in that character any powers beyond
other men, and that the means of grace, offered through
them in the Gospel, must, to obtain their full effect, be
received through them by the Christian world.' 1

But if the Tractarian Movement, with its characteristic
restoration of the doctrine of the Church, marks the second
wave of the reaction against the purely ethical preaching of
the 18th century, the Evangelical Revival, which restored
the preaching of the Cross, had constituted an earlier and a
more violent reaction. For it was violent, as reactions are
wont to be: the pendulum, swinging back from Tillotsonian
ethics to the Gospel of Salvation, swung over perilously far
in the direction of that antinomianism which caused so
much concern to the responsible leaders of the movement,
and which so far justified the traditional 18th century

1 The Commission and Consequent Duties of the Clergy: in a Series
of Discourses preached before the University of Cambridge in April,
MDCCCXXVI, by Hugh James Rose, Christian Advocate and
Dean of Backing (2nd edtn. 1831, pp. 6-7)·
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prejudice against Enthusiasm. There is in The Spiritual
Quixote a satirical description of Whitefield's preaching
which, although somewhat less than fair, explains a good deal
of the hostility with which the Methodists were regarded by
conservative and conscientious clergymen. 'Mr. Whitfield
... usually made choice of a different text at each meeting;
but whatever the subject was, it always ended, like Cato's
in the senate-house, with" Delenda est Carthago ", " Down
with your good works! " with a denunciation against self
righteousness, and a recommendation of faith alone in its
stead, as if virtue were inconsistent with the belief of the
Gospel; though, as a great divine [Chillingworth] observes,
"this doctrine of renouncing their own righteousness has
been generally found most agreeable to those who have no
righteousness of their own to renounce.'" . In consequence
when Wildgoose ' went the old-fashioned way to work, and
was for persuading people to repent of their sins and reform
their lives; to practise the precepts, as well as believe the
doctrines of the Gospel', he found that this' kind of preach
ing, though enforced in the most pathetic manner', suffered
in competition, and' was not so generally palatable as might
be expected.-Mr. Whitfield, on the contrary, said little about
repentance, but laid all the stress on faith alone; so that if a
man was, or fancied, or even said, that he was possessed of
true faith, he was immediately pronounced a convert;
and, whether he reformed his life or not, became a saint upon
easy terms. By this means chiefly such crowds of colliers
and chimney-sweepers were transformed into angels of light,
and became entitled to many a comfortable breakfast of
buttered-toast and tea with the more wealthy devotees, and
helped to increase the fame and popularity of these itinerant
reformers. . . .' 1 Archbishop Seeker made the same point
more mildly when he questioned whether the Methodist
preachers always reserved' a due share of their Discourses,
for the common Duties of common Life.' 2

1 The Spiritual Quixote: or, The Summer's Ramble of Mr. Geoffry
Wildgoose. A Comic Romance [by the Rev. Richard Graves]
(1773)· Ed. Charles Whibley, 1926, vol. ii, pp. 8-g.

2 Charge of 1758: see pp. 164-5 above.
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Another point to be observed is that whereas the ethical
preaching of the Hanoverian Church had been objective,
general, and impersonal, the' Gospel-preaching' of the early
Methodists was characteristically and emphatically personal.
It was directed not to Man in the abstract, but to men of
flesh and blood, to ordinary sinful individuals. Now we
all know, and we have all been taught, that in our sermons we
should never say, ' You' but always' We': and that is a
very sensible and salutary rule. But there are times when
it is necessary to break into the second person plural, and
even into the second person singular. It is necessary, for
example, for the Mission Preacher: and John Wesley (1703
1791) and George Whitefield (1714-1770) were emphatically
Mission Preachers. Therefore, as Isaac Taylor said, their
pulpit style, ' if it might be characterised in a single phrase,
must be called the individualizing.' 1 It is a style not suited
to all times or to all circumstances: but it was a style
demanded by the circumstances of their time. '" My
message is to thee, sinner! I stand here to-day to bring thee
to bethink thyself of thy past ways. Thou who dost now
appear in the presence of thy God-loathsome in thy sins-I
challenge and command thee to bow thy stubborn neck, and
to bend thy knee. Dost not thou-even thou, ungrateful as
thou hast been these many years-yea a hardened rebel
from thy mother's breast until now-dost thou not hear the
Saviour calling to thee to repent and turn? Was it not for
thee that he shed his blood? Did he not carry thy sorrows
to Calvary, even thine? Was he not wounded for thy
transgressions? Did he not think of thee, of thy soul, and
of all its abominations, that dark night when he lay in
agony on the ground? Yes. I t was none other than thy
sins that made him sweat blood in that garden. But now,
with a purpose of mercy in his heart toward thy wretched
soul, he calls thee to himself; and says, yes he says it to thee,
< Come now, let us reason together' " '2 Or compare this
passage from Whitefield's sermon on The Kingdom of God:
'My dear friends, I would preach with all my heart till

1 Isaac Taylor, Wesley, and Methodism (1851), p. 159.
2 Quoted, ibid., pp. 159-60.
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midnight, to do you good; till I could preach no more.
Had I a thousand lives, had I a thousand tongues, they
should be employed in inviting sinners to come to Jesus
Christ! ... Come, poor, lost, undone sinner, come just as
you are to Christ, and say, If I be damned, I will perish at the
feet of Jesus Christ, where never one perished yet. He will
receive you with open arms; the dear Redeemer is willing to
receive you all. . . . I know that many of you come here
out of curiosity: though you come only to see the congrega
tion, yet if you come to Jesus Christ, Christ will accept of
you. Are there any cursing, swearing soldiers here? Will
you come to Jesus Christ, and 'list yourselves under the banner
of the dear Redeemer? You are all welcome to Christ.
Are there any little boys or little girls here? Come to Christ,
and he will erect his kingdom in you. All of you, old and
young, you that are old and grey-headed, come to Jesus
Christ, and you shall be kings and priests to your God. The
Lord will abundantly pardon you at the eleventh hour. . . .
If there be any of you ambitious of honour, do you want a
crown, a sceptre? Come to Christ, and the Lord Jesus
Christ will give you a kingdom that no man shall take from
you.' 1

Shock tactics such as these are not the only tactics for the
preacher of the Gospel: but there are times when nothing
else can break through the Enemy's defences. I do not
suggest that it is requisite for us to emulate the preaching of
the Methodist Revival: for one thing, we seldom have an
opportunity of preaching to the unconverted, whereas
Wesley and Whitefield at one period seldom had an oppor
tunity of preaching to anybody else. But I think that their
sermons are still deserving of our study, not because their
manner should be our manner, but because their message and
our message are the same. For we also preach Christ
crucified, unto the Jews a stumbling-block, and unto the
Greeks foolishness: but unto them which are called, both
Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God, and the wisdom
of God. At least, I hope we do.

1 Quoted in Dargan, History of Preaching, vol. ii, pp. 314-15.
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But the Tillotsonian tradition was too firmly entrenched in
the Anglican pulpit to surrender the position immediately
or without a struggle. 'Were you to inculcate the morality
of Socrates,' exclaimed the Archbishop of York to Dr.
Conyers, ' you would do more good than canting about the
New Birth! ' 1: and, on the other hand, in a review of Dr.
Rennell's sermons in the Edinburgh Review of 1802, Sydney
Smith could still observe that 'The great object of modern
sermons is to hazard nothing: their characteristic is,
decent debility; which alike guards their authors from
ludicrous errors, and precludes them from striking beauties.
Every man of sense, in taking up an English sermon, expects
to find it a tedious essay, full of common-place morality; and if
the fulfilment of such expectations be meritorious, the clergy
have certainly the merit of not disappointing their readers.' 2

I t was the Evangelicals who restored to us the preaching
of the Cross. That they also devoted a good deal of thought
to the technique of preaching is evident from the Rev. Josiah
Pratt's Eclectic Notes. 3 These are notes of the discussions
on religious topics at the fortnightly meetings of the Eclectic
Society (founded in 1783 by a few of the London Clergy, for
mutual religious intercourse and improvement, and for the
investigation of religious truth 4) in the Vestry-room of St.
John's Chapel, Bedford Row, during the years 1798-1814.
Among the topics discussed we may note the following:

What was the Apostolical method of Preaching, and
how is there any deviation from it in the present race of
Evangelical Preachers? (p. 150).

1 The Life and Times of Selina, Countess of Huntingdon [by A. C.
Hobart Seymour], edtn. 1840, vol. i, p. 280.

2 The Works of the Rev. Sydney Smith, edtn. 1850, p. 5.-Cf. the
Quarterly Reviewer's succinct characterisation of Blair's Sermons
(Art., 'Pulpit Eloquence,' Q.R., vol. xxix, July 1823, p. 87):
'... the absence of every beauty, as well as of most faults, in
Blair.'-But it is noteworthy that there was still a public, and not
merely a clerical public, for printed sermons: cf. p. 160 above.

3 Eclectic Notes .. or, Notes of Discussions on Religious Topics at the
Meetings of the Eclectic Society, London, during the years I798-I8I4.
Edited by John H. Pratt, M.A., Archdeacon of Calcutta (2nd edtn.,
1865).

~ The Society included two or three Laymen and Dissenting
Ministers. (Op. cit., p. I.)
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What constitutes what is termed Effect in Preaching?
(p. 17)·

What circumstances have determined the Popularity
and Unpopularity of different Preachers, and what
instruction may be derived from the consideration of the
subject? (p. 91).

What is the best Preparation for the Pulpit? (p. H7).
Rules for making Sermons (p. 121).
What is the best mode of applying a sermon? (p.499).
What is the best method of Addressing a Congregation

from the Pulpit? (p.354).
How far is it prudent and safe for a Minister to accom

modate himself to the taste of his hearers? (p. 463).
How far ought the experience of a minister to be the

rule of his preaching? (p. 5°2: cf. p. 54).
What are the signs of a Minister's preaching himself,

in contradistinction to preaching Christ Jesus the Lord?
(p·32 5)·

What kind of preaching is best calculated to guard a
people against Declension in Religion? (p. 214).

How may we best improve the approaching Fast (1806,
18°7, 1808, 18°9, 1810, 18H, 1812)? How shall we
improve the approaching Fiftieth Anniversary of the
King's Accession (1810)? (pp. 381, 397, 427, 455, 476,
491, 5°7: p. 471).

How shall we best overcome the Fears which harass us
as Preachers? (p. 486).

Where a Minister seems to himself to have exhausted
all the subjects of a Christian Ministry, what conclusion
ought to be drawn from such a state of mind, and how
ought he to proceed under it? (p. 395).

What advantage may a Minister obtain, for the conduct
of his own Ministry, by hearing his brethren? (p. 439).

These are all very sensible questions for discussion, and they
were as sensibly discussed.

But even more conspicuous was the influence of one of the
country members of the Eclectic, the Rev. Charles Simeon
(1759-1836), Vicar of Holy Trinity, Cambridge, and
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Fellow of King's College. Simeon was very much concerned
with the technique of preaching, and indeed devoted his
incessant attention to it for forty years. He used to give
classes in sermon composition in his rooms in King's which
were gratefully attended by generations of undergraduates
of the Evangelical persuasion. And when he died in 1836,
he left behind him as his magnum opus and literary monu
ment 21 volumes of sermon outlines for the use and inspira
tion of future generations of English preachers, the famous
Horae Homileticae.l It does not appear that these had
anything like the influence that he had hoped and anticipated.
That vast accumulation of dry bony skeletons, which it was
left to the preacher to clothe, as Simeon himself had clothed
them, with flesh and skin and features, could not but seem
artificial and repugnant to those who had never heard their
author in the pulpit. On the other hand, it would be difficult
to exaggerate his personal influence on the development of
Anglican homiletics through the individual Evangelical
clergymen who, as undergraduates at Cambridge, had come
under his tuition. Simeon was almost the first man in the
history of the English pulpit since the Middle Ages to
appreciate that it is perfectly possible to teach men how to
preach, and to discover how to do so. If his Horae H omi
leticae are to-day as dead as a door-nail, the maxims which
he inculcated at his Sermon Parties on alternate Friday
evenings during Term 2 are still exceedingly alive.

1 HORlE IIo:-nLETICJE: or Discourses (principally in the form of
Skeletons) now first digested into one continued series, and forming a
Commentary upon every book of the Old and New Testament: to which
is annexed, an improved edition of a translation of Claude's Essay on
the Composition of a Sermon. In 21 volumes, by the Rev. Charles
Simeon, M.A., Senior Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. (1832-3.)
-Contains 2,536 sermon outlines. 'The Author has only to add,
that by compressing thus e\'cry subject into the smallest space, he
has given in this work, what, if a little dilated and printcd in the
usual way, would have occupied ONE HUNDRED VOLUMES. And if
the Reader peruse one discourse every day of his life, the whole will
occupy him exactly SEVEN YEARS' (vo1. i, Preface, p. xxviii).-' For

. the TITLE, Horce Homileticce, see Acts xx. 11, in the Greek' (ibid.,
p. xxiin.).

2 See Recollections of the Conrersation Parties of the Rev. Charles
Simeon, Senior Fellow of King's College, and Perpetual Curate of
Trinity Church, Cambridge. With Introductory Notices, by Abner
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t Be most solicitous to ascertain from the original and from
the context the true, faithful, and primary meaning of every
text.' 1 'Take it in the writer's meaning, and not as a
motto.' 2

, My aim in the style of preaching is to do it so plainly
and simply, that all may understand, and be ready to say,
" I could have made as good a sermon myself." Most of my
sermons before the University have given satisfaction from
their plainness, clearness, and simplicity; for it is a mistake
to suppose that men of science will not be pleased unless the
sermon be abstruse or profound.' 3

t Do not preach what you can tell, but what your people
can receive. Suppose I have six narrow-mouthed glass
bottles to fill. I have both a large pail brimful of water,
and a small tea-kettle, with a taper spout, also full of water.
Which of the two shall I use in filling the narrow-mouthed
bottles? ' 4

, Most men preach their text; see that you avoid this.
Preach not your text, but the subject of the text. Take
the subject of the text; illustrate it by the words of the text,
but preach always the subject of it. Let your sermon come
naturally out of your text, 'totus, teres, atque rotundus,' like the
kernel out of a hazel-nut; and not piecemeal, and after much
trouble to your hearers, like the kernel out of a walnut.
Take hold of some point in a text which will give you a
handle for the whole. Do not thrust in a handle, but find
that which is already in the text. A sermon should be like
a telescope: each successive division of it should be as an
additional lens to bring the subject of your text nearer, and
make it more distinct.' 4

, Take up your subject fully and neatly. Let it turn out

William Brown ... (1863), p. 51, and ch. viii.-For Simeon's
matured views on sermon composition, see W. Carus, l\/Iemoirs of the
Life of the Rev. Charles Simeon (2nd edtn. 1847), pp. 646-7.

1 ' A Brief Sketch of the Character and Last Days of the Rev. C.
Simeon, A.M.,' in Occasional Sermons, preached in the Parish Church
of Cheltenham, by the Rev. F. Close, M.A., Incumbent (1844), p. 185.

2 BWWll, p. I8I.-Cf. S. T. Coleridge, Notes on English Divines,
ed. Derwent Coleridge (1853), vol. i, p. IIg.

3 Brown, p. 177. See also p. 185 below.
4 Ibid., p. 183.
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simply and neatly; beware of putting a limb here and a
limb there, but let it be a complete body.' 1

, Observe the distinction between division and distribu
tion. The old writers were not well aware of this difference.
For instance, Baxter, in one of his works, goes on, " Sixty
fifthly," as if any person could remember the sixty-four
preceding heads.' 2

, Never weary your hearers by too long preaching:
endeavour to rivet their attention on your message for a
reasonable time; but remember that the mind, and especially
among the generality of persons, or the uneducated, will only
bear a certain amount of tension. Where weariness or
exhaustion comes upon people, there is very little chance of
your doing them more good on that occasion. Whole
ordinary congregations must not in this respect be judged
of even by the capabilities of spiritually-minded individuals
among them.' 3

, Let your preaching come from the heart.-Love should be
the spring of all actions, and especially of a Minister's. If
a man's heart be full of love, he will rarely offend. He may
have severe things to say, but he will say them in love.
People soon see whether a Minister is speaking in his own
spirit, or merely declaring God's message.' 4

'Beware of laying emphasis upon every word, or with
great frequency. Rather mark importance by management
of time than of stress, except in special cases. Just as it is
in music. Group a sentence together by rapid enunciation,
and mark the emphasis by pauses between the more emphatic
parts.' 4

, In reading or speaking aloud, speak to some inanimate
object-a chair, or inkstand, a door, a pillar, etc., and do not
cease your efforts until you feel conscious that you are
perfectly understood by it. Speak to it; do not merely
read. I preach usually to the small door in the west gallery
of Trinity Church: it is a good central spot for me to direct

. my countenance to; it is a fair average of the more distant
parts of the congregation. When I perceive that the door

I,
il

1

1 Brown, p. 182.
3 Ibid., p. 189.

2 Ibid., p. 183. Cf. p. 146 n. above.
( Ibid., p. 188.
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distinctly hears me, then I know that all the congregation
may.' 1

, Never rise above your natural voice.... Be as strong
as you can afford, but generally as low in tone as you can....
I always say, " Keep down your voice." ... Speak from
your tongue, lips, and teeth, not from your chest nor throat.' 2

, I do not advise any young Minister to preach extempore
until he has preached three or four hundred written sermons;
until he has been at least three or four years preaching. Let
him speak, meanwhile, extempore, in his workhouse or school
room addresses, the same sermon which he has delivered in
church from writing. He will thus acquire the habit of
speaking easily and efficiently. After a few years, let him
drop the fully written sermon for copious notes, and then
gradually pass to extempore speaking. Carefully let him
avoid anything like slovenly preparation. Let his extempore
preaching be neither the result nor the cause of indolence.
To begin extempore preaching too soon is likely to lead to
crudeness of style. Never forget that you have to win
souls. I t takes more time to prepare properly for an
extempore sermon than to write one. There are but few
good extempore Preachers in England, because men do not
devote sufficient time and effort to preparation. Evangelical
Preachers too often take routine texts, which they may
easily prate about, but comparatively seldom choose texts
which require study and thinking over.' 3

As might be anticipated, Simeon was a shrewd critic of a
sermon. '" How did I speak this evening? " said a clerical
friend to him, shortly after leaving his pulpit. "Why, my
dear brother," said he, " I am sure you will pardon me-you
know it is all love, my brother-but indeed it was just as if
you were knocking on a warming-pan-tin, tin, tin, tin,
without any intermission! " , 4

But Simeon's most noteworthy achievement was the
revival of one of the two major characteristics of mediaeval
preaching, namely, the formal sermon-Scheme.

1 Brown, p. 186. 2 Ibid., pp. 186-7.
3 Ibid., pp. 178-9.
4 H. C. G. Moule, Charles Simeon (1892), p. 247.

,
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, I have been preaching for forty-five years,' he said in
1827, ' but for the first seven of those years, I did not know
the head from the tail of a sermon.' 1 Yet the idea of a formal
Scheme or structural framework had already arisen in his
mind, and he had worked it out for himself to a considerable
degree, when he came across a copy of Robert Robinson's
translation 2 of the Traiti de la Composition d'un Sermon 3

by Jean Claude (1618-1687), Minister of the French Reformed
Church at Charenton. 'From seeing my own views thus
reduced to system, I was led to adopt the resolution of
endeavouring to impart to others the little knowledge I
possessed in that species of composition; and to adopt
Claude as the ground-work of my private lectures....
For the space of about twenty years [-this was written in
1813-] I have persevered in having a few young men to
assist in thus preparing for that which is generally esteemed
so difficult-the writing of their sermons; and from the many
acknowledgements which have been made from time to
time, I have reason to hope that my labours have not been
in vain in the Lord.' 4

But Robinson's translation (first published, in two
volumes, in 1779) was from several points of view unsatis
factory. Robert Robinson (1735-1790) is one of the more
tragic figures in the history of the Evangelical Revival in the
18th century. Converted under the preaching of George
Whitefield, he commenced preacher among the Methodists
in 1758: but he quarrelled with the Methodists, and set
up as a Congregational minister at Norwich: in the following
year he became a Baptist, and received a call to the pastorate
of the Particular Baptist congregation at Cambridge, then
in a sorry and declining state. Here he made his mark,

1 Brown, p. 178.
2 A n Essay on the Composition of a Sermon. Translated from the

original French of the Revd. John Claude, Minister of the French
Reformed Church at Charenton, with Notes, by Robert Robinson.
(1779.) Cf. the Advertisement, vol. i, p. iii: 'The following essay is
published in its present form for the use of those studious ministers
in our protestant dissenting churches, who have not enjoyed the
advantage of a regular academical education.'

3 Printed in Les Oeuvres Posthumes de Mr. Claude (Amsterdam,
1688), vol. i, pp. 163-492.

4 Carus, pp. 61-2.
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becoming one of the most popular preachers in the town.
Unfortunately he became involved in the controversy regard
ing subscription to the Thirty-Nine Articles. Robinson's
zeal for the conversion of sinners was second only to his
passionate adherence to the principle of 'RELIGIOUS

LIBERTY,' 1 but it was second to this: and, in addition, he
writhed under a sense of social inferiority to men whose
intellectual talents he regarded as vastly inferior to his own.
Thus he developed a bitter sense of personal and public
grievance which gradually poisoned his whole ministry.
Intolerance of dogmatic orthodoxy and of its professors led
him relentlessly into Socinianism: his last sermon was
preached for Dr. Priestley at the Unitarian meeting-house
at Birmingham. His implacable and unrelenting rancour
against the Anglican Establishment was vented in his intro
duction and footnotes to his translation of Claude's Essay
on the Composition of a Sermon, which, as Simeon observed,
, are, at least, four times as large as the original work, and
not altogether so unexceptionable as might be wished.' 2

The general spirit of his work is sufficiently indicated by the
index, as for example under the word 'Episcopacy':
< Episcopacy, a state tool ... How it affects church history
. . . Generates absurd reasoning . . . Covers ignorance with
a vain boast of knowledge ... Should not be flattered by
non-conformists .. .' 3; or, under 'Liturgy': 'Liturgy,
the English, established by violence ... Supported by
weak reasoning . . . Martyrdom of the compilers no proof
of its propriety . . .' 4: nor was the study of the technique
of sermon-composition likely to be much assisted by such
observations as ' From the dawn of the Reformation to the
abdication of James II the non-conformists risqued all on

1 Memoirs of the Life and Writings of Robert Robinson, by B[enja
min] F[lower] , in Miscellaneous Works of Robert Robinson (1807),
vol. i, p. cxxx: cf. George Dyer, Memoirs . .. of Robert Robinson
(1796), p. 42 5.

2 Claude's Essay on the Composition of a Sermon: with Alterations
and Improvements, by the Reverend Charles Simeon, M.A., Fellow of
King's College, Cambridge (2nd edtn. 1801), Preface, p. iv.

3 Claude-Robinson, vol. i, p. 451; vol. ii, p. 520. Cf. also vol. i,
p. 447: 'Clergy, English episcopal ... How they expose them
selves to contempt .. .'

, Ibid., vol. ii, p. 533.

I~
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revolution principles, and, when their accounts were settled,
they obtained a toleration, with a corporation, and a test
act ! '1 Nor was Claude himself entirely satisfactory, from
Simeon's own theological standpoint: 'in his rules there is
little either wrong or deficient: but in his illustration of them,
there is much, which I have endeavoured to amend... .' 2

Simeon therefore republished Robinson's translation in a
new edition (1796), omitting the opprobrious foot-notes,
and in some places revising or omitting passages in "the
original text. He also added an Appendix of One Hundred
Skeletons of Sermons (several being the substance of sermons
which he had preached before the University), designed to
, simplify the theory, and set it in a practical light ' and' to
shew how texts may be treated in a natural manner.' 2

Thus, by the enterprise of Charles Simeon, and with a
view to the training of the Evangelical clergy in the art of
sermon composition, the tradition of the mediaeval Artes
Praedicandi came back to the Church of England by way of
the French Huguenot preachers of the 17th century, among
whom it had been preserved with considerable modifications
and developments.

So far as I have been able to discover, this was the first
direct and significant impact of the French upon the English
pulpit. It is true that Fenelon's Dialogues concerning
Eloquence had been translated by William Stephenson in
1722, but their influence appears to have been negligible;
while the superb oratory of Bossuet, of Massillon, or of
Bourdaloue,3 was virtually unknown to the Anglican clergy
of the post-Revolutionary era. Some oratory of that stamp
had indeed been heard in England during the reign of
James 11: but it did not take. When Gilbert Burnet was
in Rome in 1685, ' Cardinal Howard (he writes) treated me
with great freedom ... [and] shewed me all his letters
from England. ... He also told me, that they had not
instruments enough to work with [for the conversion of

1 Claude-Robinson, vol. ii, p. 73.
2 Helps to Composition, or One Hundred Skeletons of Sermons ...

by the Rev. Charles Simeon, M.A., Fellow of King's College, Cam
bridge (2nd edtn. 1801), Preface, pp. ii-iii.

3 Although cf. p. 249 below.
N

--------
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England]: For, tho' they were sending over all that were
capable of the Mission, yet he expected no great matters
from them. Few of them spoke true English. They came
over young [to the Continent, to be trained for the priest
hood], and retained all the English that they brought over
with them, which was only the language of boys: But, their
education being among strangers, they had formed them
selves so upon that model, that really they preached as
Frenchmen or Italians in English words; of which he was
every day warning them, for he knew this could have no
good effect in England. .. .' 1 The Cardinal's prognosti
cations were perfectly correct. Yet the emissaries of the
Second Counter-Reformation left behind them A Select
Collection of Catholick Sermons Preach'd before their Majesties
King lames 11, Mary Queen-Consort, Catherine Queen
Dowager . .. , which was published in two volumes in I74I.
This is an interesting work, not only in so far as it contains
what are virtually the only specimens of English sermons
preached in the great French manner, or at least in conscious
imitation of that manner 2; but also because, to the best
of my knowledge and enquiry, it is the only collection of
sermons preached from the Roman Catholic pulpit in this
country since the I6th century that is in any way distin
guished or significant; unless an exception should be made
in favour of Father Bernard Vaughan's celebrated course at

1 Bishop Burnet's History of His Own Times, vol. i (1724), pp.
661-2.-Cf. The Memoirs of the Life of Edward Gibbon ... by
himself (ed. G. Birkbeck Hill, 1900), App. p. 300: Extract from
Gibbon's Journal: 'August 22, 1762.-1 went with Ballard to the
French church [at Southampton), when 1 heard a most indifferent
sermon preached by M.... A very bad style, a worse pronunciation
and action, and a very great vacuity of ideas, composed this excellent
performance. Upon the whole, which is preferable, the philosophic
method of the English, or the rhetoric of the French preachers?
The first (though less glorious) is certainly safer for the preacher.
It is difficult for a man to make himself ridiculous, WllO proposes
only to deliver plain sense on a subject he has thoroughly studied.
But the instant he discovers the least pretentions towards the sublime,
or the pathetic, there is no medium ; we must either admire or laugh:
and there are so many various talents requisite to form the character
of an orator, that it is more than probable we shall laugh... .'-Cf.
further p. 249 below.

2 Note particularly the sermons of Fathers Gyffard, Betham,
Codrington, and Bix: cf. Mitchell, p. 309 n.
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Farm Street on The Sins of Society 1 (1906), which enjoyed
a considerable vogue among a public nurtured on the novels
of Hall Caine and Marie Corelli. But it is one of the ironies
of history that it was not through Bossuet, but through
Bossuet's opponent,2 that the influence of the French tradi
tion was brought to bear on English homiletics.

According to Claude, 'There are in general five parts of
a sermon, the exordium, the connection, the division, the
discussion, and the application: but, as connection and
division are parts which ought to be extremely short, we
can properly reckon only three parts; exordium, discussion,
and application.' 3

The text should be carefully chosen. 4 'I. Never choose
such texts as have not a complete sense; for only impertinent
and foolish people will attempt to preach from one or two
words, which signify nothing. 2. Not only words which
have a complete sense of themselves must be taken: but
they must also include the complete sense of the writer, whose
words they are; for it is his language, and they are his
sentiments, which you explain. For example, should you
take these words of 2 Cor. i. 3. Blessed be God, the father of
our Lord Jesus Christ, the father of mercies and the God of all
comfort, and stop here, you would include a complete sense:
but it would not be the apostle's sense. Should you go
farther, and add, who comforteth us in all o~tr tribulation,
it would not then be the complete sense of St. Paul, nor
would his meaning be wholly taken in, unless you went on
to the end of the fourth verse. When the complete sense

1 The Sins of Society: Words Spoken by Father Bernard Vaughan,
of the Society of Jesus, in the Church of the Immaculate Conception,
M ayfair, during the Season Igo6. (Mark 'Private and Public
Criticisms: drawn from the Spectator, Ladies' Pictorial, Horse and
Hound, John Bull, Isle of Wight County Press, Dundee Evening
Telegraph, Perthshire Courier, Catholic Times, Free Methodist, The
Jewish World, The Lady's Weekly, etc., etc.: pp. 233-69.)

2 For Bossuet's Conference with Claude (1678), see W. J. Sparrow
Simpson, A Study of Bossuet, ch. iv.

3 Claude-Simeon, p. I.
4 This section is ch. iii in Claude's Traite (p. 187 ff.), but Robinson

had silently removed it to the beginning of the work, and Simeon
follows Robinson. (It is not clear that Simeon had ever read, or
that he was even capable of reading, Claude in the original French.
It is also noticeable that he follows Robinson in writing , Bishop
Wilkin ' (sic) and in quoting from' Within's Ecclesiastes.')
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of the sacred writer is taken, you may stop; for there are
few texts in scripture, which do not afford matter sufficient
for a sermon; and it is equally inconvenient to take too
much text, or too little; both extremes must be avoided.
When too little text is taken, you must digress from the
subject to find something to say; flourishes of wit and
imagination must be displayed, which are not of the genius
of the pulpit; and, in one word, it will make the hearers
think, that self is more preached than Jesus Christ; and
that the Preacher aims rather at appearing a Wit, than at
instructing and edifying his people. When too much text
is taken, either many important considerations, which belong
to the passage, must be left out, or a tedious prolixity must
follow. A proper measure, therefore, must be chosen, and
neither too little, nor too much matter taken. Some say,
preaching is designed only to make scripture understood,
and therefore they take a great deal of text, and are content
with giving the sense, and with making some principal
reflections: but this is a mistake; for preaching is not only
intended to give the sense of scripture, but also of theology.
in general; and, in short, to explain the whole of religion,
which cannot be done, if too much matter be taken. . . .
Every body can read scripture with notes and comments to
obtain simply the sense: but we cannot instruct, solve
difficulties, unfold mysteries, penetrate into the ways of
divine wisdom, establish truth, refute error, comfort, correct,
and censure,! fill the hearers with an admiration of the
wonderful works and ways of God, inflame their souls with
zeal, powerfully incline them to piety and holiness, which
are the ends of preaching, unless we go farther than barely
enabling them to understand scripture.'

This passage gives the key-note of the whole work.
First, it submits the preacher to the discipline of the Biblical
material. Secondly, it insists that the sermon should not
be simply an exercise in textual exegesis, but an exposition
of Biblical theology.

Then follow some General Rules of Sermons. 2

1 ' . . . reproof is essential to preaching: but it must be given
soberly, and in general terms, when we are not with our own flocks.'
Claude-Simeon, p. 3.

2 Ibid., pp. 4-<).
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, I. A sermon should clearly and purely explain a text. ...
This rule condemns embarrassment and obscurity, the most
disagreeable thing in the world in a gospel-pulpit. It ought
to be remembered, that the greatest part of the hearers are
simple people, whose profit, however, must be aimed at in
preaching: but it is impossible' to edify them, unless you
be very clear. As to learned hearers, it is certain, they
will always prefer a clear before an obscure sermon; for,
first, they will consider the simple, nor will their benevolence
be content if the illiterate be not edified; and next, they
will be loth to be driven to the necessity of giving too
great an attention, which they cannot avoid, if the preacher
be obscure. The minds of men, whether learned or ignorant,
generally avoid pain; and the learned have fatigue enough
in the study, without increasing it at church.

, 2. A sermon must give the entire sense of the whole
text ... This rule condemns dry and barren explications,
wherein the preacher discovers neither study nor invention,
and leaves unsaid a great number of beautiful things, with
which his text would have furnished him. Preachments of
this kind are extremely disgustful; the mind is neither
elevated, nor informed, nor is the heart at all moved. In
matters of religion and piety, not to edify much, is to
destroy much; and a sermon cold and poor will do more
mischief in an hour, than a hundred rich sermons can do
good. . . . The preacher must not always labour to carry
the people beyond themselves, nor to ravish them
into extacies: but he must always satisfy them, and
maintain in them an esteem and an eagerness for practical
piety.

, 3. The preacher must be wise, sober, chaste. I say wise,
in opposition to those impertinent people, who utter jests,
comical comparisons, quirks and extravagances; and such
are a great part of the preachers of the church of Rome.
I say sober, in opposition to those rash spirits, who would
penetrate all, and curiously dive into mysteries beyond the
bounds of modesty. Such are those, who make no di:fflculty
of delivering in the pulpit all the speculations of the schools,
on the mystery of the trinity, the incarnation, the eternal
reprobation of mankind; such as treat of questions beyond
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our knowledge; viz. What would have been if Adam had
abode in innocence; what the state of souls after death;
or what the resurrection; and our state of eternal glory in
paradise. Such are they, who fill their sermons with the
different interpretations of a term, or the different opinions
of interpreters on any passage of scripture; who load their
hearers with tedious recitals of ancient history; or an
account of the divers heresies which have troubled the
church upon any matter; all these are contrary to the
sobriety of which we speak, and which is one of the most
excellent pulpit virtues. I say farther chaste, in opposition
to those bold and impudent geniusses who are not ashamed
of saying many things, which produce unclean ideas in the
mind.... The likeliest way of succeeding [in keeping the
hearers' minds at the greatest distance from all sorts of
carnal and terrestrial ideas] is to beware of pressing meta
phorical terms too far. . . .

, 4. A preacher must be simple and grave. Simple,
speaking things full of good natural sense without meta
physical speculations; for none are more impertinent than
they, who deliver in the pulpit abstract speculations,
definitions in form, and scholastic questions, which they
pretend to derive from their texts ;-as, on the manner of
the existence of angels; the means whereby they com
municate their ideas to each other; the manner in which
ideas eternally subsist in the divine understanding; with
many more of the same class, all certainly opposite to
simplicity. To simple I add grave, because all sorts of
mean thoughts and expressions, all sorts of vulgar and
proverbial sayings, ought to be avoided. The pulpit is the
seat of good natural sense; and the good sense of good men.
On the one hand then, you are not to philosophize too
much, and refine your subject out of sight; nor, on the
other, to abase yourself to the language and thoughts of
the dregs of the people.

, 5. The understanding must be informed, but in a
manner, however, which affects the heart; either to comfort
the hearers, or to excite them to acts of piety, repentance
or holiness....

'6. One of the most important precepts for the discussion
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of a text, and the composition of a sermon, is, above all
things, to avoid excess: Ne quid nimis. i. There must not
be too much genius, I mean, not too many brilliant, spark
ling, and striking things.... ii. A sermon must not be
overcharged with doctrine, because the hearers' memories
cannot retain it all.... iii. Care must also be taken never to
strain any particular part, either in attempting to exhaust
it, or to penetrate too far into it.... iv. Figures must not
be overstrained. This is done by stretching metaphor into
allegory, or by carrying a parallel too far. ... Allegories
may be sometimes used very agreeably: but they must not
be strained, that is, all, that can be said on them, must
not be said. A parallel is run too far, when a great number
of conformities between the figure, and the thing repre
sented by the figure, are heaped together. This is almost
the perpetual vice of mean and low preachers; for when
they catch a figurative word, or a metaphor, as when
God's word is called a fire, or a sword; or the church a
house, or a dove; or Jesus Christ a light, a sun, a vine, or
a door; they never fail making a long detail of conformities
between the figures and the subjects themselves; and
frequently say ridiculous things. This vice must be avoided,
and you must be content to explain the metaphor in a
few words, and to mark the principal arguments, in order
afterwards to cleave to the thing itself. v. Reasoning must
not be carried too far . ... The mind of man loves to be
conducted in a more smooth and easy way; all must not
be proved at once.... Yet I do not mean, that in reason
ing, arguments should be so short and dry, and proposed
in so brief a manner as to divest the truth of half its force,
as many authors leave them. I only mean, that a due
medium should be preserved.... Reasoning also may be
overstrained by heaping great numbers of proofs on the
same subject. Numerous proofs are intolerable, except in
a principal matter, which is like to be much questioned or
controverted by the hearers.... In such a case, many
proofs associated together to produce one effect, are like
many rays of light, which naturally strengthen each other,
and which all together form a body of brightness, which is
irresistible. vi. You must as far as possible abstain from
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all sorts of observations foreign from Theology. In this class
I place, a. Grammatical observations of every kind, which
not being within the people's knowledge. can only weary
and disgust them.... b. Critical observations about dif
ferent readings, different punctuations, etc. must be avoided.
Make all the use you can of critical knowledge yourself;
but spare the people the account, for it must needs be very
disagreeable to them. . . . c. A void philosophical and
historical observations, and all such as belong to Rhetoric;
or, if you do use them, do not insist on them, and choose
only those, which either give some light to the text, or
heighten its pathos and beauty; all others must be rejected.
d. Lastly. I say the same of passages from Profane Authors,
or Rabbies, or Fathers, with which many think they enrich
their sermons. This farrago is only a vain ostentation of
learning, and very often they who fill their sermons with
such quotations, know them only by relation of others. l

However, I would not blame a man who should use them
discreetly. A quotation not common, and properly made,
has a very good effect.'

The main body of the work is even more strongly reminis
cent of the mediaeval Artes Praedicandi.

1 Cf. J. Oman, Concerning the Ministry, pp. 140-1: 'There used
to be an American publisher who informed preachers that he was of
so benevolent a mind that, for next to nothing, a mere bagatelle of
a couple of pounds, he would equip them with an exhaustless Golconda
of homiletic riches, and for mining in it, an index as easy in its
working and as limitless in its bounty as Aladdin's lamp.... I
once saw the volume, and it really was a sermonic Bank of England,
though whether it was ever on the gold standard is another question.
It was of imposing bulk and literally bursting its covers with
treasures. Also I have had the privilege of hearing a product of its
inspiration. It began mildly, "As Charles Kingsley has so pro
foundly remarked." Then we had Shakespeare, Dante and Omar
Khayyam, after which it was quite homely to come back to Long
fellow and " Life is real, Life is earnest" . "This was followed by a few
more quotations.... The result was a style which ranged from
the stateliness of Milton's prose to the homeliness of ~:Ir. Dooley.
Yet one of his regular hearers affirmed that it was not a circum
stance compared with what the preacher could do when in really
good form. Even this apparently minor effort was no mean display,
but it was like seeing Eskimo dogs that had been tied all round the
sledge, for the subject was not advanced, but merely pulled about.
One good idea of the preacher's own, and one good illustration which
really came from life and which really touched his own life, would
have done far more in the way of real conviction:
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'The Exordium is that part [of the sermon], in which
the minds of the hearers are prepared, and a natural and
easy way opened to the discussion.' 1 It must be reason
ably brief; clear, easy to comprehend, and expressed in a
very natural manner; cool and grave, but at the same time
engaging and agreeable 2 " the whole of the exordium must be
naturally connected with all the matter of the text " it must be
simple, and it must not be common; and it must be con
nected with the text by the matter itself. Exordiums
should not be taken from the persons of the hearers, or the
circumstances of times, places, general affairs, or news of
the world: nor' from profane history, or what they call
the apothegms of illustrious men.' 3 In general, the best
exordiums are taken from theology. 'In order to compose
an exordium, after you have well considered the senses of
the text, and observed what are the principal matters,
which ought to enter into the discussion, and after you
have made the division, endeavour to reduce the whole to
one common idea, and then choose some other idea naturally
connected with that common idea, either immediately, or
by means of another. If it be immediately connected with
the subject, endeavour to reduce it to one proposition,
which may be cleared and proved as you go on; or if it
have parts, which require separate explications and proofs,
it must be managed so as to include them; and finally,

1 Chap. IX (Of the Exordium), Claude-Simeon, pp. 122-132.
2 • There are three principal ends, which a preacher should propose,

namely, to instruct, to please, and to affect; but, of these three,
that which should reign in an exordium is, to please' (ibid., p. 127).
Cf. Robert de Basevorn, Forma Praedicandi (1322), on the use of
allectio in the Ante-theme: quoted above, p. 22.

3 • This method savours too much of the college, and is by no
means in the taste of pious, well bred men. Alexander, Ca;sar,
Pompey, all the great names of antiquity have no business to
ascend the pulpit; and if they are not suffered now-a-days, eithcr in
orations in the senate, or in pleas of the bar, much less ought they
to be allowed in christian sermons. It may not be amiss, if they
appear now and then in the discussion, or in the application; but
even there we ought to see them but seldom, not oftener than once a
year at most: but to introduce them at the beginning of a sermon
is intolerable. I say much the same of citations from profane
authors; they must be forborne, unless it be something so particular,
so agreeable, and so apt to the text, as to carry its own recom
mendation along with it.' Claude-Simeon, p. 130.
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by the natural connexion of that proposition with the
discussion, enter into the text. If the proposition be con
nected with the text only remotely, then establish the
first, pass on to the second, and so proceed from the second
to the text. . . . The best method is to compose several
exordiums for the same text, by turning your imagination
divers ways, by taking it in all its different relations; for
by such means you may choose the most proper. ... A
young preacher ought not to complain of trouble, nor to be
any way negligent in the matter; for he may be sure of suc
ceeding by attention and application.'

This brings you to your text, and to the Connection,l
which is 'the relation of your text to the foregoing or
following verses.... The connection is a part, which must
be very little insisted on, because the 4earers almost always
pass it over, and receive but little instruction from it... .'

Then follows the Division,2 which, 'in general, ought to
be restrained to a small number of parts: they should never
exceed four or five at the most: the most admired sermons
have only two or three parts. There are two sorts of divisions
which we may very properly make; the first, which is the
most common, is the division of the text into its parts; the
other is of the discourse, or sermon itself, which is made on
the text.' The latter, or Division of the Discourse, 'is
proper, when, to give light to a text, it is necessary to men
tion many things, which the text supposes but does not
formally express; and which must be collected elsewhere,
in order to enable you to give in the end a just explication
of the text.' It is proper, for example, when your text is
taken from an Old Testament prophecy (e.g., Gen. iii. IS),
or from a dispute (e.g., Rom. iii. 28), or when it is a
conclusion drawn from a long preceding discourse (e.g.,
Rom. v. r), or when it is quoted in the New Testament
from the Old (e.g., Heb. iii. 7). 'In such a ~ase you
may divide your discourse into two parts, the first containing
some general considerations necessary for understanding the
text; a.nd the second the particular explication of the text

1 Chap. III (Of Connection), Claude-Simeon, p. 9.
2 Chap. IV (Of Division), ibid., pp. 10-19.
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itself.' The former, or Division of the Text, may follow either
the order of the words (when the text, in effect, divides itself),
or the natural order, which is two-fold: a. the natural order
of things in themselves, and b. the natural order in regard
to us. Thus, if your text be Heb. x. 10 (' By the which will
we are sanctified, through the offering of the body of Jesus
Christ, once for all '), the natural order of things will give you
this division:

By the will of God the offering of the body of Christ
sanctifies us; for,

1. The will of God is the decree of his good pleasure to
send his Son into the world.

2. The oblation of Jesus Christ is the effect of this will.
And,

3. Our sanctification is the last effect of his oblation
by the will of God.

Whereas the natural order in regard to us (which is
generally to be preferred, ' because it is easiest, and clearest
for the common people ') will give you this division:

1. The offering.
2. The sanctification, which it produces. And, lastly,
3. The will of God, which gives it this efficacy.

Some texts are more complicated or otherwise impatient of
such treatment,l and these require a more particular con
sideration. 'In short, it is always necessary to consult good
sense, and never to be so conducted by general rules as not
to attend to particular circumstances.'

, Above all things, in divisions, take care of putting any
thing in the first part, which supposes the understanding of
the second, or which obliges you to treat of the second to
make the first understood; for by these means you will
throw yourself into a great confusion, and be obliged to
make many tedious repetitions.... For one of the greatest
excellencies of a sermon is, the harmony of its component
parts, that the first leads to the second, the second serves to

1 E.g., ' There are sometimes texts which imply many important
truths without expressing them', Claudc-Simeon, p. 18.
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introduce the third; that, they which go before, excite a
desire for those, which are to follow: and, in a word, that
the last has a special relation to all the others, in order to
form in the hearers' minds a complete idea of the whole.'
In order to render a division agreeable and easy to be
remembered, endeavour to reduce the heads of the division
as often as possible to single words or terms; and, as often
as possible, connect them together by way of opposition, or
of cause and effect, or of action and end, or action and motive,
or in some way or other, because t the human mind
naturally loving order, it will much more easily retain a
division, in which there appears a connection.'

Lastly, ' as to subdivisions, it is always necessary to make
them; for they very much assist composition, and diffuse
perspicuity through a discourse: but it is not always needful
to mention them; on the contrary, they must be very seldom
mentioned; because it would load the hearer's mind with a
multitude of particulars'.

It may be noted that the whole object of these somewhat
complicated rules is not the exhibition of the preacher's
ingenuity, but the simplification, and therefore the greater
effectiveness, of the sermon.

After Division comes Discussion. 1 It may be assumed
that the preacher, before ever putting pen to paper, has been
at pains to understand the sense of his text: let him now
observe its nature (doctrinal, historical, prophetical, or
typical) and distinguish all its characters or elements
(injunction, prohibition, promise, threatening, exhortation,
censure, prayer, thanksgiving, consolation, benediction, etc.).
Discussion may proceed either by way of Explication or by
way of Observation: the former is obviously needed for
difficult or important subjects which require explaining,
doctrinal texts, etc.; the latter is as obviously appropriate
for plain subjects, historical texts, etc. Under this heading
(Discussion by Observation 2), Claude enumerates and gives
examples of 27 different methods of elucidating your text,
viz.: Rise from species to genus; Descend from genus to

1 Chaps. V-VIII, Claude-Simeon, pp. 20-122.

2 Chap. VI, ibid., pp. 59-93.

't,'
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species; Remark the divers characters of a vice, which is
forbidden, or of a virtue, which is commanded; Observe the
relation of one subject to another; Observe whether some
things be not supposed, which are not expressed; Reflect on
the person speaking or acting; Reflect on the state of the
persons speaking or acting; Remark the time of a word or
action; Observe place; Consider the persons addressed;
Examine the particular state of persons addressed; Consider
the principles of a word or action; Consider consequences;
Reflect on the end proposed in an expression or action;
Consider whether there be any thing remarkable in the
manner of the speech or action; Compare words and actions
with similar words and actions; Remark the differences of
words and actions on different occasions; Contrast words or
actions; Examine the grounds, or causes, of an action or
expression, and shew the truth and equity of it; Remark the
good and bad in expressions and actions; Suppose things;
Guard against objections; Consider characters of-majesty
and magnanimity-meanness and infirmity-necessity
utility-evidence-etc.; Remark degrees; Observe different
interests; Distinguish (i.e., consider a thing in different
views)-Define-Divide (' This either regards different species
of the genus, or different parts of a whole; and it may some
times be used profitably'); Compare the different parts of
the text together.

, These two ways of preaching [Discussion by Explication,
and Discussion by Observation] we call textuary, because, in
effect, they keep to the text without digression, they regard
it as the subject matter of the whole discussion, or, if you
please. as the field, which they have to cultivate, or to reap.'

A third way is the way of Discussion by Continual (or
Perpetual) Application,l which is appropriate to texts
exhorting to holiness and repentance, and which may be
defined as, ' without explaining or making observations, the
making of a continual application of [your text], and the
reducing of it immediately to practice.... This manner,
well and wisely disposed, by choosing proper occasions, will
produce ... an excellent effect: but always remember

1 Chap. VII, Claude-Simeon, pp. 94-IIO.
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on this rule, that in using this method, something searching
and powerful must be said, or it would be better let alone.'

To these three, a fourth may be added, which is the way
of Discussion by Propositions,l and consists' in reducing the
text to a number of propositions, two at least, and three or
four at most, having mutual dependence and connection....
When this method is taken, there is much more liberty than
in the former, and a more extensive field opens. In the
former methods you are restrained to your text, and you can
only explain and apply that; you can make no other
observations, than such as precisely belong to it; but here
your subject is the matter contained in your propositions, and
you may treat of them thoroughly, and extend them as far
as you please, provided you do not violate the general
rules of a sermon. Here you must propose not to treat of
the text, but of those subjects, which you have chosen from
several contained in the text. The way of explication is
most proper to give the meaning of Scripture; ... the way
of application rather regards practice than theory: but this,
which we call the way of propositions, or points, is more
proper to produce an acquaintance with systematical divinity,
and it will equally serve theory and practice.'

Lastly, the Conclusion 2 of the sermon should be' composed
at least of four, or five 3 reflections (naturally arising from
the text, either general, from the whole text, or particular,
from some of the parts, into which it is divided),' arranged in
order of ascending strength. It ought to be lively and
animating, and diversified, addressing itself to every type
of 'christian passion '-the violent, the tender, and the
elevated 4-but preferably closing with either an elevating
or, perhaps more normally, a tender motive. And here at

1 Chap. VIII, Claude-Simeon, pp. 111-22.
2 Chap. X (Of the Conclusion), ibid., pp. 132-4.
3 Simeon notes' Perhaps two or three would be preferable,' ibid.,

p. 133 n.
4 'The violent are, for example, indignation, fear, zeal, courage,

firmness against temptations, repentance, self-loathing, etc. The
tender emotions are joy, consolation, gratitude; tender subjects
are pardon, pity, prayer, etc. The elevated are admiration of the
majesty of God, the ways of providence, the glory of Paradise, the
expectation of benefits, etc.': ibid., p. 132.
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last is the preacher's opportunity to give his genius free rein.
For' Conclusion sometimes delights in examples, similitudes,
short and weighty sentences, the inventions of a fine imagina
tion, and, in one word, it need not be either so chaste, or so
regular as the body of the sermon, where more accuracy must
be observed. There is no danger when a preacher in a
conclusion gives himself up to the fire of his genius, provided
he say nothing extravagant, or capricious, and nothing that
savours of enthusiasm, or declamation.'

The most characteristic section of Claude's treatise is
that in which he analyses and exemplifies the four ways of
handling a text: and Simeon in his edition of the Essay
appends the Skeletons 1 of four sermons upon a single text,
illustrative of the respective methods. 2 The text selected
for this exercise is Mark xvi. IS, 16: 'He said unto them,
Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to every
creature: he that believeth and is baptized shall be saved,
but he that believeth not shall be damned.'

1. DISCUSSION BY EXPLICATION (' which unfolds the text' 3):
Many are prejudiced against the fundamental doctrines

of Christianity-
Hence, while its authority is maintained, its mysteries are

suppressed-
But the declaration before us is of infinite importance-

1. Explain its import
The meaning of the terms being fixed, the whole will be

clear-
Salvation comprehends the everlasting happiness of the

soul ...
This is to be obtained by' believing' in Christ ...
Damnation on the contrary imports everlasting

misery ...
1 Cf. Simeon, Horae Homileticae, vol. i (1832), p. v. n.: • For this

use of the word" Skeleton," see ]ohnson's Dictionary.'
2 The Gospel Message: a Sermon preached before the University,

Nov. 13, 1796; to which are annexed Four Skeletons of Sermons upon
the same Text, treated in Four Different TVays, with a 'ciew to illustrate
all Mr. Claude's Rules of Composition and Topics of Discourse
(6th edtn. 1798).

I 3 Brown, p. 184.

I,

j
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This will be our portion if we ' believe not' in Christ .
To faith, baptism, when practicable, must be added .

The objections ignorantly urged against this gospel leads
us to

2. Vindicate its reasonableness
To ascribe salvation to good works, and damnation to

evil works, would be thought reasonable enough
But to connect the former with faith and the latter with

unbelief is deemed absurd and delusive
Nevertheless the reasonableness of the gospel in both

these points may be clearly evinced-
It is not unreasonable that a man should be saved

by faith....
Nor is it unreasonable that a man should be damned

for unbe1ief . . . '

This point satisfactorily established, we shall

3. Display its excellency
Angels admire the gospel, as we also should, if we

understood its excellencies-
1. It clearly defines the way of salvation ...

11. It is equally suited to all persons in all conditions ...
111. It refers all the glory of our salvation to Christ

alone ...
IV. It most secures the practice of good works

ApPLICATION 1. To ministers ...
2. To Christians in general

11. DISCUSSION BY WAY OF OBSERVATION (' which draws
out its substance in remarks, ranging all the illustrations
under a few leading remarks' 1) :

I. Jesus Christ has plainly revealed to us the terms of
salvation ...

z. Those he has prescribed are honourable to God and
suitable to man ...

3. All attempts to substitute any other will be vain ...
4. To embrace them will be to secure everlasting happi

ness ...
1 Brown, p. 184.
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5. To reject them will be to involve ourselves in ever
lasting misery ...

6. To spread the knowledge of them should be the labour
and ambition of all christians ..

Ill. DISCUSSION BY PROPOSITIONS (' which proves the
truths in it from other Scriptures' 1) :

1. There will be an awful difference between the states of
different men in the days of judgment

It can not be that the same portion should be reserved for
all ...

Some will be exalted to a state of unspeakable felicity ...
Others will be cast down to a state of inconceivable

misery ...
There will be no intermediate state between these . . .

2. These states will be fixed according to men's acceptance
or rejection of the gospel

It is certainly true that our works will be the criterion
whereby we shall be judged in the last day ...

But a due reception of the gospel is a very important
work ...

Indeed this work must be performed before we can do any
other with acceptance ...

There is an inseparable connection between our faith and
our works ...

Nor shall this connection be forgotten in the day of
judgment ...

INFER 1. The folly of neglecting the gospel . . .
2. The wisdom of embracing it with our whole

hearts ...

IV. DISCUSSION BY PERPETUAL ApPLICATION (' through
reasoning ... which makes the statements or example in
the text press constantly upon actions and habits' 1) :

Incessant was our Lord's attention to the welfare of his
church-

Regardless both of his own sufferings and glory, he was
ever occupied in that one concern-

1 Brown, p. 184.
o
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On the very eve of his crucifixion he instituted the
memorials of his dying love-

And, at the moment of his ascension, provided for the
instruction of the world to the remotest period of time

He had an eye to us, no less than to those of his own age
and nation-

Shall we not then pay attention to his parting words?
Shall we not consider them in reference to ourselves?
The most important truths contained in them are obvious

and acknowledged-
Let us then consider them in a way of practical enquiry

1. What knowledge have we of the gospel?
The gospel is a most stupendous display of the divine

mercy ...
But its true nature and design are not generally under

stood ...
Let us however enquire what are our views respecting

it ...

2. What effect have its sanctions produced upon us?
We are astonished to see how little the sanctions of the

gospel are regarded . . .
We ask then what effect they have produced on us? . . .

3. What evidence have we that our faith is scriptural
and saving?

We are apt to mistake the nature of saving faith ...
But the scripture account of faith is clear and pre

cise ...
Let us then enquire whether we be really possessed

of it •..

ADDRESS 1. To those that are in unbelief ...
2. To those who are weak in faith ..
3. To those who are strong in faith ...

I have reduced these four skeletons to the bare bones, for
in the original there was a good deal of sinew clinging to
them: thus, for example, in III (Discussion by Proposi
tions), the proposition, 'Indeed this work must be per-
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formed before we can do any other with acceptance,' is
illustrated in the following manner:

, [Without faith in Christ we can not do any thing that
is good (John xv. 5)-

Nor can we derive any thing from him unless we be
united to him (John xv. 4)-

But faith is the only bond by which that union can be
effected (John vi.: compare verse 35, and 56)-

'Till we believe therefore, we can be only as withered
branches (John xv. 6)-

Hence that striking and positive declaration of the
Apostle (Heb. xi. 6)-] , : 1

while in n. (Discussion by Observation) Simeon, by a tour de
force, has ingeniously contrived to introduce every single
one of Claude's 27 methods of elucidation 2: e.g.-

'6. To spread the knowledge of [the terms of salvation]
should be the labour and ambition of all christians

[The benevolence and dignity of our Saviour while giving
this last commission are equally worthy our notice and

20 admiration-
In obedience to his command the apostles went forth

9 into all the world-
And delivered their message at the peril of their lives
To them are we indebted for all the light we enjoy
And is not their message still as interesting as ever?-

{

Is it not still the christian minister's warrant and
25 directory?-

Is it not the believer's chief solace and support ?-
15 Yes, the Saviour's voice is still sounding in our ears

Should we then regard it with indifference?-
Should we imitate those who took away the key of know

ledge (Luke xi. 52) ?-
Or those who forbad the apostles to speak to the gentiles

18 (I Thess. ii. 16) ?-
Let us rather labour to spread the joyful sound-
And to diffuse the blessings of salvation through heathen

lands-
i op. cit., p. 18.
2 ' He begs the Reader however to take Notice, that the intro-
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Nor ever rest till that glorious promise be accomplished
(Isa. xi. 9)-] '.1

Reference to the key 2 explains the numerals in the margin,
viz., 20. Remark the good and bad in expressions and
actions; 9. Observe place; 25. Observe different interests;
IS. Consider whether there be any thing remarkable in the
manner of the speech or action; 18. Contrast words and
actions. Furthermore, the first of the four Skeletons
(r. Discussion by Explication) may be seen clothed with
homiletic flesh in a Sermon 3 preached before the University
of Cambridge, Nov. I3, 1796, which, in the earlier editions of
the Essay, is also included in the Appendix. 'These differ
ent modes,' as Simeon used to tell his undergraduates, ' must
be adopted according to the different characters of your
congregation, as well as according to the text itself. Thus,
before a literary or well-informed congregation, it is often
best to take the bull by the horns, and preach in the way of
Proposition, which is stating some truth contained in your
text, supposing that it has been controverted, and then
proving it. In general congregations it is more useful to
treat a text by way of Observation, which assumes that it
requires illustration, and then illustrate it by observa
tions... .' 4

There are, I think, two main points to notice in regard to
Simeon's four Skeletons of sermons upon a single text.
The first is that each one of these four sermons exhibits a
unity in design, a perspicuity in arrangement, and a simplicity
in diction,5 which is often lacking in our own. In point of

ducing of all the Topics into one discourse is a thing by no means to
be imitated': ibid., Preface, p. I.

lOp. cit., p. 16. 2 Ibid., p. 2I.
3 ' The Gospel Message' : ibid., pp. 2-12.
4 Brown, pp. 184-5.
5 Cf. Helps to Composition, Preface, p. iii: 'The Author has

invariably proposed to himself three things as indispensably necessary
in every discourse; UNITY in the design, PERSPICUITY in the arrange
ment, and SIMPLICITY in the diction.' Note:' It is not intended by
" Simplicity of diction" that the language should never be figurative,
or sublime: the language ought certainly to rise with the subject,
and should be on many occasions nervous and energetic: but still,
it is a vicious taste to be aiming at, what is called, fine language: the
language should not elevate the subject, but the subject, it.'
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homogeneity, of continuity, of straightforwardness, and of
coherence, they are irreproachable. The second point is that
Simeon's system, although ingenious and indeed suggestive,
is one which it would be difficult to master and to operate
without a Simeon at your elbow to expound and illustrate it.

In consequence, Victorian dust collected upon the one and
twenty volumes of the Horae Homileticae: and Anglican
preachers of a later generation forsook the formal intricacies
of the Claudian system in favour of a simpler method which
had developed naturally under the influence of Tillotson,
and which had never been abandoned. This method con
sisted in the division, not of the text, but of the sermon, into
two or three, or at most into four or five, main heads. It
had been used by John Wesley (1703-1791), although he
did not always use it formally. A good example of his use
of the formal division is his sermon on The Great Assize 1

(on Rom. xiv. 10, We shall all stand before the judgment seat
of Christ), preached at the Assizes held before the Honour
able Sir Edward Clive, Knight, one of the Judges of his
Majesty's Court of Common-Pleas; in St. Paul's Church,
Bedford, on Friday, March 10, 1758. The sermon begins
with the traditional Exordium: 'I. How many circum
stances concur, to raise the awfulness of the present
solemnity? ... z. But as awful as this solemnity is, one
far more awful is at hand.... 3. Had all men a deep sense
of this, how effectually would it secure the interests of
society? . ..' Then follows the Division: '4. It may not
therefore be improper, or unsuitable to the design of the
present assembly, to consider,

, 1. The chief circumstances which will precede our
standing before the judgment seat of Christ.

, ll. The judgment itself, and
, Ill. A few of the circumstances which will follow it.'

Then, after the Development under these three heads, there
comes the Application:

'IV. It remains only to apply the preceding considerations
to all who are here before God.... 1. And first, how

1 The Works of the Rev. John TVesley, MA., Late Fellow of Lincoln
College, Oxford (1771), vol. i, pp. 298-321.
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beautiful are the feet of those who are sent by the wise and
gracious providence of God, to execute justice on earth,
to defend the injured, and punish the wrong-doer! ...
And does not everyone of them represent not only an
earthly prince, but the Judge of the earth? ... 2. Ye
truly honourable men, whom God and the king have com
missioned, in a lower degree to administer justice: may
ye not be compared to those ministering spirits who will
attend the Judge coming in the clouds? ... 3. You,
whose office it is to execute what is given you in charge by
him before whom you stand; how nearly are you con
cerned to resemble those, that stand before the face of the
Son of man? Those servants of his that do his pleasure,
and hearken to the voice of his words. . . . 4. Suffer me to
add a few words to all of you who are at this day present
before the Lord.... A few will stand at the judgment seat
this day, to be judged touching what shall be laid to their
charge.... But we shall all, I that speak and you that
hear, stand at the judgment seat of Christ. ... 0 who can
stand before the face of the great God, even our Saviour, Jesus
Christ! '

Then follows immediately the Conclusion. 'See, see!
He cometh! ... See, he sitteth upon his throne ... !
Behold his eyes are as a flame of fire, his voice as the sound
of many waters! How will ye escape? ... 5. What
manner of persons then ought we to be, in all holy conversation
and godliness? We know it cannot be long, before the Lord
will descend with the voice of the archangel, and the trumpet of
God; when every one of us shall appear before him, and
give account of his own works. ... 0 make proof of his
mercy rather than his justice! . . . He standeth in the
midst! Sinner, doth he not now, even now, knock on the
door of thy heart? 0 that thou mayst know, at least in this
thy day, the things that belong unto thy peace! 0 that ye
may now give yourselves to him who gave himself for you,
in humble faith, in holy, active, patient love! So shall ye
rejoice with exceeding joy in his day, when he comethin the
clouds of heaven.'

George Whitefield (1714-1770), except for an occasional
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topical 1 or expository 2 sermon, was even more consistently
faithful to the same method. We may take for example his
sermon on The Almost Christian 3 (Acts xxvi. 28), in order to
compare it with a sermon by John Wesleywith the same title
and on the same text. Whitefield's exordium is principally
an explanation of the context: 'These words contain the
ingenuous confession of king Agrippa; which having some
reference to, it may not be improper to relate the substance
of the preceding verses, with which the words are so closely
connected. The chapter, out of which the text is taken,
contains an admirable account which the great St. Paul
gave of his wonderful conversion from J udaism to Christianity
when he was called to make his defence before Festus a
Gentile governor, and king Agrippa.' Whitefield then gives
a summary narration of the episode, concluding with his
text. 'Which words, taken with the context, afford us a
lively representation of the different reception, which the
doctrine of CHRIST'S ministers, who come in the power and
spirit of St. Paul, meets with now-a-days in the minds of
men. . . . And though, blessed be GOD! all do not thus
[like Festus] disbelieve our report; yet amongst those who
gladly receive the word, and confess that we speak the words
of truth and soberness, there are so few, who arrive at any
higher degree of piety than that of Agrippa, or are any
farther persuaded than to be almost Christians, that I cannot
but think it highly necessary to warn my dear hearers of the
danger of such a state. And therefore, from the words of
the text, shall endeavour to shew these three things:

. First, What is meant by an almost christian.
, Secondly, What are the chief reasons, why so many are

no more than almost christians.

1 E.g., • Britain's Mercies, and Britain's Duty. Preached at
Philadelphia, on Sunday, August 24, 1746, and occasioned by the
Suppression of the late unnatural Rebellion. Psalm cv. 45. That
they might observe his Statutes and keep his Laws.' (The Works of
the ReverBnd George Whiteji.eld, M.A., Late of Pembroke College,
Oxford, and Chaplain to the Rt. Hon. the Countess of Huntingdon ...
(1772), vol. v, pp. 79-93.)

2 E.g., ' Abraham's offering up his Son Isaac ' (vol. v, pp. 38-51) :
• The Resurrection of Lazarus ' (vol. vi, pp. 103-26).

3 Works, vol. vi, pp. 174-86.
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'Thirdly, I shall consider the ineffectualness, danger,
absurdity, and uneasiness which attends those who are but
almost christians; and then conclude with a general exhorta
tion, to set all upon striving not only to be almost, but
altogether christians. . . .'

Wesley's sermon was preached before a learned auditory,!
and therefore he had no need to explain the context. His
exordium is in fact extremely brief. 'Acts xxvi. 28.
Almost thou persuadest me to be a Christian. And many
there are who go thus far: ever since the Christian religion
was in the world, there have been many in every age and
nation, who were almost persuaded to be Christians. But
seeing it avails nothing before God, to go only thus far, it
highly imports us to consider,

, First, What is implied in being almost,
, Secondly, What, in being altogether a Christian.

'1. 1. Now, in the being almost a Christian is implied, first
Heathen honesty.... 2. A second thing ... is the having
a form of Godliness, of that Godliness which is prescribed
in the Gospel of Christ: the having the outside of a real
Christian. ... 3. There needs but one thing more ...,
and that is, sincerity. By sincerity I mean, a real, inward
principle of religion, from whence these outward actions
flow.... n. If it be enquired, what more than this is
implied in the being altogether a Christian? I answer,
1. First, the love of God . . . 2. The second thing . . . is
the love of our neighbour . . . . 3. There is yet one thing
more ... And that is the ground of all, even faith... .'
Then follows the Application: 'Are not many of you
conscious, that you never came thus far; that you have not
been even almost a Christian? ... But supposing you
had. . . . The great question of all then still remains. Is
the love of God shed abroad in your heart? Can you cry
out, "My God and my all"? Do you desire nothing but
him? ... Do you ... love your neighbour as yourself?
Do you love every man, even your enemies, even the enemies

1 • The Almost Christian. Preached at St. Mary's, Oxford, before
the University, July 25, 1741.' (Wesley's Works, vo!. i, pp. 32-45.)
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of God, as your own soul? As Christ loved you? Yea,
dost thou believe that Christ loved thee, and gave himself for
thee? Hast thou faith in his blood? . . . The God and
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who now standeth in the
midst of us, knoweth that if any man die without this faith
and this love, good it were for him that he had never been
born. Awake then, thou that sleepest, and call upon thy
God: call in the day when he may be found.... Re
member, always to pray and not to faint, till thou also canst
lift thy hand to heaven, and declare to him that liveth for
ever and ever, " Lord, thou knowest all things, thou knowest
that I love thee.'" And this leads on immediately to the
Conclusion: 'May we all thus experience what it is, to be
not almost only, but altogether Christian! Being justified
freely by his grace, through the redemption that is in Jesus:
knowing we have peace with God through Jesus Christ:
rejoicing in hope of the glory of God, and having the love of
God shed abroad in our hearts, by the Holy Ghost given
unto us ! '

It would be easy to multiply examples of the use of this
method of construction by the early Methodists and
Evangelicals. Thus, Hervey of Weston Favell preached a
course of four sermons on The Divinity of Christ,l taking as
his text Tit. i. 3 (' God our Saviour ').

, The Divinity of our LORD JESUS CHRIST, is the most
important Article of Christianity.... Take this away, and
the whole institution of Christianity falls at once....
Since then this point is of such exceeding great moment,
it concerns us to be thoroughly, immoveably founded in the
belief of it !-Let us then consider some of the arguments
which render the blessed truth sure, and undeniable; which
may abundantly convince, and assure us that our SAVIOUR
is GOD, or (as my text has it) that GOD is our SAVIOUR. I
shall prove this,

, 1. From the works HE wrought.
, n. From the honours that were paid HIM.

'In. From the nature of HIS mediatorial office.

1 Hervey's Works, vol. vi, pp. 372-402.
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• 1. We have an evident proof of our LORD'S Divinity from
the works HE wrought.

'1. From the miracles he performed.
'2. From his foretelling things to come.
, 3. From his forgiving sins.
, 4. From his knowing and searching the heart.

• To proceed. The divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ is
evident,

· n. From the honours paid him,

, 1. By men on earth.
'2. By all nature at his death.
'3. By all the angels in heaven.

, I now come to the last thing proposed, namely,

, Ill. That our Lord Jesus Christ's divinity is evident
from the nature of his mediatorial office. This mediatorial
office required that he should

, 1. Bear the wrath of God.
'2. Make full atonement for the sins of men; and,
, 3. Sanctify their depraved fallen nature !-None of

which could be performed by any created being....

'We have executed our first design, and shewed the
divinity of Christ: 1. From the miracles he wrought. lI.
From the honours which were paid him. Ill. From the
nature of the mediatorial office. Let me only add a practical
observation or two, and I have done.

, 1. The divinity of Christ may convince us of the extreme
guilt and depravity of fallen man. . . . Remember this
abasing truth, and be humbled. . . .

'2. The divinity of Jesus Christ, shows us the infinite
immense love of the glorious God. . . . It is quite astonishing!
Stand in amaze, ye heavens! Be wrapt in wonder, 0 earth!
And be transported with joy, 0 ye sons of men! .. .'

(Conclusion.) 'Lastly, Let this great truth, the divinity
of Jesus Christ, be the general, godly consolation and joy of
all !-Let not the rich men glory in their riches, but rather
in the unutterable loving-kindness of God almighty towards
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them! ... Remember this, 0 ye poor men, and rejoice .
. . . Let sinners, penitent returning sinners, remember this,
and be comforted.... But let persisting sinners remember
this, and be startled. . . . Let the true believer remember
this, and be replenished with abundant joy.... Come then,
let us boldly make the glorious venture.-Let us stake our
all, our eternal all upon it. With a joyful confidence, let
us embark our souls, and their immortal interests on this
bottom.-Be they all lost-let them all perish, if our
Redeemer be not God.-We desire no better security for
our salvation, than the Godhead of our Saviour.'

Or consider finally an anonymous Wesleyan sermon on
The Duty and Advantage of Early Rising! (Eph. v. 16, ' Re
deeming the Time '). The preacher begins by explaining
briefly what' seems to be the general meaning of the words'
of his text. 'But I purpose at present to consider only one
particular way of redeeming the time, namely, from sleep.
This appears to have been exceeding little considered, even
by pious men. Many that have been eminently conscientious
in other respects, have not been so in this. They seemed
to think it an indifferent thing, whether they slept more or
less, and never saw it in a true point of view, as an important
branch of Christian Temperance.

, That we may have a more just conception thereof, I
will endeavour to shew,

, I. What it is to redeem the time from sleep.
, Il. The evil of not redeeming it. 2 And
, Ill. The most effectual manner of doing it. .
1 'The Duty and A dvantage of Early Rising. Love not Sleep, lest

thou come to Poverty.-Solomon. 'Tis brave to wake, lethargic
souls among, To rise, surrounded by a sinking throng.' (London:
Printed and sold at the New-Chapel, City-Road; and at the Rev.
Mr. WESLEY'S Preaching-Houses in Town and Country, 1789.)

2 ' Many enquiries have been made, why nervous disorders are
much more common among us than among our ancestors. Other
causes may frequently concur, but the chief is, we lie longer in bed.
Instead of rising at four, most of us who are not obliged to work for
our bread, lie till seven, eight, or nine.... By soaking, (as it is
emphatically called) so long between warm sheets, the flesh is, as it
were parboiled, and becomes soft and flabby. The nerves, in the
meantime, are quite unstrung, and all the train of melancholy
symptoms, faintness, tremors, lowness of spirits, so called, come on,
till life itself is a burden... .'-Ibid., pp. 5-6.
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It was then, to this simpler pattern that the English
sermon, momentarily, and perhaps only in one camp,
deflected by Simeon's enthusiasm for the rules of M. Claude,
instinctively returned. But the insistence upon the primary
importance of method in sermon composition was not
wasted even when the English sermon rolled off the Pro
crustean bed on which Charles Simeon had sought to stretch
it, and reverted to its normal shape. True, with the gradual
shrinkage of the sermon,l its outlines tended to be blurred
and foggy. The formal division, designed to focus the
attention of the hearers, dropped slowly out of use. But
the basic principle that the sermon ought to have an outline,
and the notion that it ought normally to be divided into
three parts sandwiched between an introduction and an
application, persisted throughout the 19th century, and are
still persistent. It is not without significance that in Boyd
Carpenter's Lectures on Preaching (1895), one lecture (out
of six) was devoted simply to ' The Structure of the Sermon.'
The Bishop contended very strongly for order and unity.
'All arguments, information, and appeals should cohere
and should gather round one central leading thought....
A sermon, with whatever material it be made, [should] yet
be fashioned into that which proclaims itself as a clear and
intelligible message. I have sometimes thought, indeed,

1 George Herbert (A Priest to the Temple, 1632, ch. vii) lays down
that' The Parson exceeds not an hour in preaching, because all ages
have thought that a competency, and he that profits not in that
time, will less afterwards . ..' Bishop Burnet (A Discourse of the
Pastoral Care, 1692, p. 222) recommends half an hour as sufficient:
, The shorter Sermons are, they are generally both better heard, and
better remembered. The custom of an Hour's length, forces many
Preachers to trifle away much of the Time, and to spin out their
Matter, so as to hold out. So great a length does also flat the
Hearers, and tempt them to sleep; especially when, as is usual, the
first part of the Sermon is languid and heavy: In half an Hour a
Man may lay open his Matter in its full extent, and cut off those
Superfluities which come in only to lengthen the Discourse: and
he may hope to keep up the Attention of his People all the while.:
A writer in the Quarterly Review (vol. xli, July 1829, p. 3), after
commenting unfavourably on the church-building of his age,
observes: 'Sermons have contracted with the buildings in which
they are delivered, consisting, like them, of less massive materials
than formerly, and having for their title (if it is meant they should
be taking) " short discourses." ,

•
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that a sermon ought to be a kind of syllogism; and I still
believe that, taken in a large sense, there is truth in the
thought. In the syllogism there is the major premiss, the
minor premiss, and the conclusion. The sermon should
correspond. There is some truth, a truth which you have
seen as a truth of God, and which you desire to make clear
to your people. This is, as it were, your major premiss.
But . . . in order that the truth may reach men, you must
bring it to them through that which they know and under
stand. Besides divine truth, you need to remember human
experience. In this latter you have your minor premiss.
A sermon should link together divine truth and human
experience, and from these should enforce its application as
an irresistible conclusion.' 1 On a somewhat wider footing, I
have already quoted Professor Clement Rogers' spirited
vindication of t The Rule of Three' as ' the secret of clear
exposition which lies behind all effective preaching.' 2

There are, no doubt, many varieties of framework from which
to choose, and it is a mistake to confirm yourself to only one,
for t all subjects do not lend themselves to the same mode of
treatment.' 3 But the point is that until we begin once more
consciously to construct our sermons upon some specific
framework, whatever this may be, we shall continue to
t offer just a few thoughts' 4 instead of preaching, and our

1 Lectures on Preaching, delivered in the Divinity School, Cam
bridge, in April and May, 1894, by W. Boyd Carpenter, D.D., D.C.L.,
Bishop of Ripon (1895), pp. 141-2.

2 The Guardian, Sept. 18, 1936: quoted above, pp. 48-9.
3 Boyd Carpenter, op. cit., pp. 133-5.
, Cf. G. K. Chesterton, Autobiography (1936), p. 158: 'But a

large section of the Intelligentsia seemed wholly devoid of Intelligence.
As was perhaps natural, those who pontificated most pompously were
often the most windy and hollow.... There was an aged, aged man
who seemed to live at one of these literary clubs; and who would hold
up a large hand at intervals and preface some fairly ordinary
observation by saying, " A Thought." One day Jepson, I think,
goaded beyond endurance, is said to have exploded with the words,
" But, good God, man, you don't call that a thought, do you? " '
I have myself once (but once only) in my own experience heard a
preacher begin a fresh paragraph of his discourse with the words,
, One thought more.' A wise and experienced priest, to whom I
narrated this remarkable incident, promptly enquired, 'Had there
been any thoughts before that?' As a matter of fact, there
had not.
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,
pulpit discourses will continue to be without form and
void.

The most conspicuous and, in some ways, the most un
expected limitation of Evangelical and Methodist preaching
is its austerity. Very rarely did Whitefield indulge in an
exemplum 1: Wesley hardly at al1. Claude in his Essay had
ignored the art of illustration; and Simeon, the interpreter of
Claude, exhorted his Evangelical ordinands not to ' give way
to metaphor and figure. . . . Brilliancy and imagery please
us, but they draw our attention away from the truth con
tained in the text.... Now, perhaps, it may be my
peculiarity of taste, but I always reject imagery when it
occurs to my mind in preaching. I want to keep my people's
attention off the Preacher, off the manner, and to rivet it to
the truth which I have to tel1.' 2

An exception to this general rule was the Rev. Richard
Cecil (1748-1810), minister of St. John's Chapel, Bedford
Row, and one of the most interesting as he is also one of the
most forgotten of the Evangelical Fathers of the second
generation. Cecil' was remarkable for his power of illus
tration. His topics were chiefly taken from Scripture, and
from life; and his manner of illustrating his subjects by
Scripture examples is said to have been of the most finished
kind. His talent in discriminating the striking features, and
connecting them with his matter, was so peculiar, that the
histories of Abraham, of Jacob, or David, and of St. Paul,
seemed in his hands to be ever new, and to be exhaustless
treasures of illustration.' 3 Of his exempla from life, there is
a notable example. '" I was once preaching", he says,
" a Charity Sermon where the congregation was large, and
chiefly of the lower order. I found it impossible, by my
usual method of preaching, to gain their attention. It was
in the afternoon, and my hearers seemed to meet nothing
in my preaching which was capable of rousing them out or

1 E.g., \Vhitefield's lVorks, vol. v, p. 274: 'Perhaps Satan hath
not yet attacked us on our weakest side; when he does, if left to
ourselves, how weak shall we be? It is said of Achilles, that he was
invulnerable, except in the heel, and by a wound in that, at last he
died.'

2 Brown, pp. 180-1. 3 Pratt, Eclectic Notes, p. 23.
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the stupefaction of a full dinner. Some lounged, and some
turned their backs on me. 'I MUST HAVE ATTENTION',

I said to myself. 'I WILL be heard.' The case was des
perate; and, in despair, I sought a desperate remedy. I
exclaimed aloud, ' Last Monday morning a man was hanged
at Tyburn !' Instantly the face of things was changed!
All was silence and expectation! I caught their ear, and
retained it through the sermon." , 1

But even more significant is his description of his own
method of preparation for the pulpit. '" I generally look
into portions of Scripture appointed by the Church to be
read in the services of the day. I watch, too, for any new
light which may be thrown on passages in the course of
reading, conversation, or prayer. I seize the occasions
furnished by my own experience-my state of mind-my
family occurrences. Subjects taken up in this manner are
always likely to meet the cases and wants of some persons in
the congregation.... To be effective," he adds, " we must
draw more from nature, and less from the writings of men.
We must study the Book of Providence, the Book of Nature,
the heart of man, and the Book of God; we must read the
history of the world-we must deal with matters of fact
before our eyes." '2 A curious scrap of evidence respecting
the study of the Book of Nature by the Evangelical preachers
may be found in the discussion at the meeting of the Eclectic
Society on Nov. II, 18rr, of the interesting question:
'What Instruction may we Derive from the Present
Appearance of a Magnificent Comet in the Heavens?
Proposed by the Rev. J[osiah] Pratt.' 3

1 Pratt, Electic Notes, p. 23. 2 Ibid., p. 24.
3 Ibid., p. SOL-Cf. Master Robert Rypon on the stella comata

, now appearing, viz. A.D. 1401 in Lent. As for this star,-according
to the Venerable Bede, in his book, de ymagine mundi (lib. i, cap. ult.),
"Comets," he says, " appearing towards the North in the Milky Way
with flaming tails, and portending revolution or pestilence, or wars,
or tempests in summer-time, are seen for a week; if for longer, they
portend, according to others, a mortality among the nobles, or
barrenness in the land." These things, says he, are certain earnests
and signs of the destruction of kingdoms; oh that they may come
not to pass in this kingdom! And if they should do,-which God
forbid i-assuredly, if the experience of the past according to the
blessed Gregory is that of the future, the aforesaid crimes and vices
of the inhabitants will be the cause thereof' (Owst, P.M.E., p. 208).
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Yet the credit for the restoration of exempla in English
preaching belongs less to the Evangelical than to the Broad
Church party. 'Sometimes,' wrote George Herbert, ' [the
Parson tells the people] stories, and sayings of others,
accordinp- as his text invites him; for them also men heed,
and remember better than exhortations; which though
earnest, yet often die with the Sermon, especially with
Country people; which are thick, and heavy, and hard to
raise to a point of Zeal, and fervency, and need a mountain
of fire to kindle them; but stories and sayings they will well
remember.' 1 Three centuries later, the wisdom of this
counsel was verified by the Rev. Augustus William Hare
(1792-1834), Rector of Alton Barnes, Wilts., and sometime
Fellow of New College, Oxford.

The posthumous publication, in 1836, of Augustus Hare's
Sermons to a Country Congregation, marked the beginning
of a new chapter in the history of the English pulpit. The
language of the sermons is plain English: and their very
titles are redolent of a new inspiration.

Who are God's Children?
Why was the Spirit sent? or, We must needs be holy.
The Christian's Heaven: or, Rest in Action.
The Epiphany: or, Far and Nigh.
Holy Branches; or, Why was the Trinity revealed?
The Evil Eye.
Shake it off; or, St. Paul and the Viper.
Use the Bible.
Lock and Key; or, Prophecy and Interpretation of

Prophecy.
Principles above Rules; or, Wheat is better than Bread.
The Lord's Prayer.

I. The Address.
Il. God's Name: Justice and Mercy.

Ill. God's Threefold Kingdom.
IV. God's Will, not ours.
V. Daily Bread.

VI. Forgiveness.
VII. Temptations, and Evils.

1 A Priest to the Temple, Chap. VII (' The Parson Preaching ').

: ~,
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Moreover, the sermons themselves are full of exempla of the
most admirable, homely kind. 'The pictures in the Bible
are almost all taken from country matters.... Look out
then for the images and pictures which the Bible takes
from country objects: store them up in your minds: and
when at any time you meet with one of those objects, say
within yourselves, "This should remind me of such a
spiritual truth." For instance, sheepshearing should remind
you of the innocent and patient Jesus, the Lamb of God.
. . . In the same way the hardness of the ground in a dry
season, and the parched and withered state of all the
herbage, should remind you of our great need of divine
grace: which is such, that, unless God sends the rain of
his Spirit on our hearts, they too will be dry and hard, and
as barren as the barest common.' 'Have any of you
happened to see the effects of a breeze on a piece of deep
water in a sheltered valley? The wind may be sharp
enough to ruffle the surface for a while; but the depths of
the water are at peace. So is it with the Christian in the
world... .' 'In an ancient story-book we read of a great
warrior, who was persuaded through the malice of his enemy
to put on a poisoned robe; and the robe stuck to his body,
so that it was impossible to pull it off, without tearing off
some of the flesh. It stuck to him as if it had been glued
on; and the poison ate into his flesh, and killed him. Thus
is it with sin. . . .' 'If a man is not advancing and
improving in goodness, he cannot be led by the Spirit of
God. Leading implies moving. A man cannot be led, and
stand still.... Our progress on the road to heaven may
indeed be slow and unseen, as that of the hour-hand of a
clock: but it should be as sure. You can no more see a
Christian grow, than you can see corn grow. But you can
all see whether it has grown, by comparing it with what it
was two months back. So may you discover whether you
have advanced in grace, by comparing the present state of
your soul with its state, say a year since. Are you more
unwilling to sin, more anxious to please God, more diligent
in the discharge of your worldly duties, as masters or
servants, parents or children, husbands or wives,-are you,

p
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in a word, more careful to do your duty in that state of
life to which it has pleased God to call you,-than you
were a year ago? If your life can show none of these
marks of progress, if the hour-hand is still pointing where
it did at sun-rise, the clock must have stopt: you must be
halting on your journey: you are not led by the Spirit of
God.' 1

The style is always terse and pointed. 'There is a glare
about worldly success, which is very apt to dazzle men's
eyes. When we see a man rising in the world, thriving in
business, successful in his speculations, ... we are apt to
say within ourselves, "What a wonderful man this must
be, to rise so rapidly! " forgetting that dust and straw and
feathers, things with neither weight nor value in them, rise
the soonest and the easiest.' 'Religious exercises, as they
are often called,-and the word is a very fit and proper
one,-are to be valued and regarded by us as means, not
ends. . . . The road which leads to London is not London.'
, As for prayer, the nominal Christian probably does not
know what praying is. He has heard that he ought to say
his prayers; and so he says them now and then: and he
mostly finds it a wearisome unprofitable ceremony. But
saying prayers is no more praying, than a corpse is a living
man.' 'It is not by hearing or reading about shoes, that a
man becomes a shoemaker, but by trying to make them.'
, Laws only tell us what is right: they ann us with no
power of doing it. They are like so many looking-glasses,
which show us our ugliness and deformity, but cannot give
us new faces and shapes.' 'It is easier to draw the tooth of
a child than of a grown-up person, because their teeth have
no fangs, as ours have.' 'We see that the sins of a nation
are made up of the sins of all the people in it. The drunken
ness of one man, the uncleanness of another, the dishonesty
of a third, the oppression and covetousness of a fourth, the
unbelief and profaneness of a fifth,-these things, small as
each of them may appear to be, make up the gross amount
of a nation's guilt; just as a mountain may be made up of

1 Sermons to a Country Congregation, by Augustus ~Villiam

Hare (1836, vol. i, pp. 460, 475; 25; 227; 86-7).
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grains of sand, or as the great and deep sea, the very waves
of which will rise mountain-high, is made up of a number
of drops of water. There is an old and wise eastern proverb,
that it is the last straw which breaks the camel's back:
and we have a saying not unlike it, that it is the last drop
which makes the cup run over. My brethren, who of us
can tell how full the cup of God's wrath may even now be
against this land? . . .' 1

It is one of the most admirable traits in Hare's preaching
that he does not fail to recognise that texts, and even the
most familiar texts, of Scripture are not necessarily self
explanatory. 'The first text is this: « 0 wretched man
that I am! who shall deliver me from the body of this
death? " (Rom. vii. 24) . . . Could any words be stronger?
Could a man more feelingly express the loathsomeness of
the sin which held him in its bondage, than by calling it a
body of death, and likening it to a dead body which he
could not help carrying about with him?' ' ... And he
was a Samaritan, or, as we should say, a dissenter. For
the Samaritans were much the same thing among the Jews,
that the dissenters are in England . . .' 2 'All extortion
... comes under the eighth commandment. So does the
taking advantage of a neighbour's ignorance, or of his
necessities, to drive a hard bargain with him. So do all
those things which too many reckon fair,-such as cheating
the king's revenue, smuggling and buying of smugglers,
poaching and buying of poachers :-all these are breaches
of the eighth commandment. So too the neglecting to
pay our debts, and even the running into debt beyond
what we are quite sure of being able to pay, is a plain
breach of the eighth commandment: because, if I get goods
from a tradesman, and do not pay him for them, I cheat
and defraud him of his goods, just as much as if I carried
them off by stealth.' 3

1 Sermons to a Country Congregation, vo!. i, p. 451; vo!. ii, p.
131; vo!. i, pp. 112; 96; 257; vo!. ii, pp. 387; 45.

2 Cf. Latimer's description of Jairus as a church\',rarden: Sermons
by Hugh Latinxer (PS), p. 533.

3 Sermons to a Country Congregation, vo!. i, pp. 272-3; vo!. ii, pp.
45 1 ; 402 .
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The simplicity of language is matched by an economy of
topics and of texts. Hare covers the same ground over and
over again: and yet his treatment is always fresh and
vivid. His sermons are ' teaching sermons,' suited to the
capacities of a village congregation: and they are based
upon the Bible and the Prayer-Book. It would be difficult
to improve upon the exordium of his sermon on The Best
Christian, the Best Patriot (on I Sam. ii. 30): 'I am going
to speak to you about the historical books of the Old
Testament. By the historical books I mean the book of
Joshua, the book of Judges, the hvo books of Samuel, the
books of Kings and of Chronicles, in a word, all those parts
of the Old Testament which contain the history of the
children of Israel, and relate their dealings and goings on,
from the time of Joshua, when they first crossed the river
Jordan, to conquer and take possession of the land of
Canaan, down to the reign of Zedekiah, king of Judah,
"'hen Jerusalem was destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar, and
the Jewish people were carried away captive far from their
native land. These are the chief historical books of the
Old Testament: out of them the lessons are taken for
thirteen Sundays altogether, that is, for a quarter of the
year. Now what do we learn from the book of God during
this quarter of the year? Why has our Church appointed
the fourth part of every year for the reading of chapters
from these historical books? What are the chief truths
which the great body of Christians are to gather from
them? For it must be clear to everyone, that these
chapters would not be read to you over and over again,
year after year, unless the Church had hoped that the
hearing them would in some way make you better. .. .' 1

It was a cause of unusual satisfaction to the Quarterly
Reviewer to observe that Hare, unlike so many of his
contemporaries, endeavoured' to make [his sermons] preach
the gospel as often as possible through the ordinances of the
Church.' 2 The significance of the appointed seasons of the

1 Sermons to a Country Congregation, vel. ii, pp. 35-6.
2 Art., ' Village Preaching,' in the Quarterly Review, vel. lix, July

1837, p. 42 •
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Church's Year was carefully explained: while, of the fifty
five parochial sermons contained in these two volumes,
three are devoted to an exposition of the Order for Morning
Prayer (Liturgy.' 1. Confession; Il. Psalms and Lessons;
Ill. Collects and L1:tany), and two to Confirmation and
Communion. l

The sermons preached by Augustus Hare in that obscure
country parish with a population of less than 150 souls won
for their author a posthumous celebrity comparable only
with that of Robertson of Brighton,2 but less enduring.
They were characteristically ( teaching sermons' of the best
type: didactic without being donnish. ]ulius Hare, who
endeavoured to emulate his brother's preaching,3 was less
successful, as has already been observed. 4 But Charles
Kingsley (1819-1875) in his Twenty-five Village Sermons
(1849)-a book which will still repay the study of the
modern preacher-caught the authentic note. Here are
three of his exempla, taken almost at random:

( . . . A tree grows in two ways. Its roots take up food
from the ground, its leaves take up food from the air. Its
roots are its mouth, we may say, and its leaves are its
lungs. Thus the tree dravvs nourishment from the earth
beneath, and from the heaven above; and so must our
souls, my friends: if they are to live and grow, they must
have food both from earth and from heaven. And this is
what I mean- . . .'

( . . . An animal has no sense of right and wrong; a dog
who has done wrong is often terrified, not because he feels
it wrong and wicked, but because he knows from experience
that he will be punished for doing it: just so with a man's
fleshly nature ;-a carnal, fleshly man, a man whose spirit
is dead within him, whose spiritual sense of right and

. wrong, and honour and purity, is gone, when he has done a
wrong thing is often enough afraid; but why? Kot for
any spiritual reason, not because he feels it a wicked and

1 Sermons to a Country Congregation, vo1. ii, Sermons VIII-X amI
XXIII-XXIV.

2 Memoir prefixed to Guesses at Truth by Two Brothers (edtn. 1866),
p. xviii.

3 1bid., p. xxxiv. I See pp. 82-3.
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abominable thing, a sin, but because he is afraid of being
punished for it ... ; there is nothing spiritual in all that,
that is all fleshly, carnal. .. .'

, There was a heathen king once, named Philip of Mace
don, and a very wise king he was, though he was a heathen,
and one of the wisest of his plans was this :-he had a
slave, whom he ordered to come in to him every morning
of his life, whatever he was doing, and say to him in a loud
voice, " Philip, remember that thou must die!" He was a
heathen, but a great many who call themselves Christians
are not half so wise as he, for they take all possible care,
not to remember that they must die, but to forget that they
must die; and yet every living man has a servant who, like
King Philip's, puts him in mind, whether he likes it or not,
that his day will run out at last, and his twelve hours of life
be over, and then die he must. And who is that servant?
A man's own body... .' 1

I dare say that the exempla in our sermons are no less
apposite, but I suspect that they are less frequent. I
suspect also that the majority of our exempla are anecdotes,
and that of these the vast majority are anecdotes about
ourselves, or anecdotes which somehow or other have to be
introduced in the first person singular: 'I read an article
the other day .. .'; 'I was walking home after that
service with a friend of mine . . .'; 'The first part of the
marvellous holiday which I had this summer was spent in
Palestine . . .' 2 Of course, it is true that the members of
our congregations do take a personal interest in us, but I
think that we presume upon that interest far more than is
good for us or for our preaching. The exempla of the
modern pulpit have become desperately egocentric, and in
consequence they are limited in range and lacking in variety.
The sturdy individualism of the nineteenth century has

1 Twenty-five VillaRe Sermons, by Charles Kingsley, M.A.,
Rector of Eversley, Chaplain in Ordinary to Her :Majesty, and
Professor of Modern History in the University of Cambridge (6th
edtn. r860), pp. r72; 57; r80.

2 St. M artin-in-the-Fields Calling.. Broadcast A ddresses (by
various speakers: 1932), pp. 85, 83: Tune in to St. Jlcrrtin's;
Broadcast Addresses, by Pat .McCormick (r935), p. 87.
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petered out into the self-conscious and introspective egotism
of the twentieth. That is a general condition: but it is
disturbing to find it particularly represented in the pulpit.
Here is simply an extreme example of the modern mode of
homiletic illustration.

, BROADCAST TO THE EMPIRE IN ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL

ON MAY 10TH, 1936.

, " A Threefold Cord is not Quickly Broken."

(Ecclesiastes iv. 12.)

, It is probably only some one who has been round the
greater part of the Empire who realizes to the full the thrill
of speaking words which will be heard in all parts of the
world.

, As I stand here in the pulpit of St. Paul's Cathedral, I
think of all the pulpits in which I have preached in so many
other Cathedrals in the Empire, in Australia, in the Cathedrals
of Townsville, Rockhampton, Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne,
Adelaide and Perth, in New Zealand in those of Wellington,
Auckland, Christchurch (having had no time to reach
Dunedin), in Canada again and again in Quebec, Montreal,
Toronto, London, Calgary, and above all in the new Cathedral
at Vancouver Island, of which I laid the foundation stone
myself, and for which I dedicated the new bells, given by
the wife of a member of this Cathedral only a few days ago.
In the Far East, I think of the happy memories in the
Cathedrals of Shanghai, Hong Kong and Singapore, and
when I had to choose what message I would give in the
twelve minutes allowed in this Broadcast Service for the
sermon, I could not think of a better one than the words
I have taken for my text :-

tt A Threefold Cord is not Easily Broken." , 1

This may, however, be defended on the ground that the
preacher, in this instance, was merely seeking to make
contact with an invisible and scattered congregation.

But there is, I think, a deeper and more fundamental

1 London Diocesan Leaflet, June 1936 (vo!. ix, no. 6).
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principle at stake. For this continual harping upon personal
experience, which in any generation would, though innocent,
be tiresome, is particularly dangerous in an age in which the
primary necessity for the preacher, as I see it, is to stress,
not the subjective element in Christian experience, but the
objective reality of that experience and the objective
validity of the Christian faith. Our immediate task is to
defeat the open conspiracy, which is a conspiracy to conceal
the simple and elementary truth that the Christian religion
is no more a matter of subjective emotion and opinion than
is the study of geometry. The Christian religion is objec
tive to the core. Grace is ministered through appointed
channels, sinners are reconciled to God by appointed means:
mysticism has its laws, no less than mathematics, and in the
science of prayer as in the science of geometry, particular
methods of procedure will produce specific and predictable
results. We need here, of course, to introduce a caveat
against Pelagianism; you cannot win the prize of ever
lasting life merely by playing the game according to the
rules: but neither can you win it by ignoring all the rules
or by not even knowing that they exist. In short, it is
to-day imperative that we should study to impress upon our
people that there is a technique of Christian living and of
Christian dying, and that this technique is not purely or even
primarily ethical: duty to our neighbour, although a more
popular idea, does not take precedence of our duty to God,
which in fact conditions and controls it. Now, the argument
from experience is not valid except for those who have
shared the same experience: and those who have not
shared it will quite naturally equate subjective experience
with psychological delusion. And remember that there is
only a very narrow step between the personal and the
subjective. l

Let me illustrate my point from two definitions of the
Christian religion. 'When I mention Religion,' said Dr.

1 I think the rule must be that the personal or autobiographical
anecctote is legitimate, and may be useful, when it is a personal
record of an experience which is, actually, or potentially, general or
even universal: but not 'when it is a personal record of a purely
personal experience.
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Thwackum, , I mean the Christian Religion: and not only
the Christian Religion, but the Protestant Religion: and
not only the Protestant Religion, but the Church of Eng
land.' 1 Compare with this the definition offered by a
popular preacher of the Post-War period. 'Science is not
the primary interest of my life. My main interest is the
Christian religion, by which I mean Jesus Christ, His views
about God, and His sermon on the mount.' 2

Now I submit that, of these two definitions, Dr.
Thwackum's has certain obvious limitations, but at least
it is manly and straightfonvard and intelligible and objective:
whereas, despite its superficial plausibility, the very notion
of our Lord having' views about God' is radically and
completely foreign to the language and to the theology of
the New Testament.

You see, it is not the business of the Christian religion,
neither is it the business of the Christian preacher, to
, interest' the public in ' views about God.' We are, God
help us, the stewards of Divine Revelation, the ministers of
the doctrine and sacraments, and the discipline of Christ,
as the Lord hath commanded, and as this Church and
Realm hath received the same, according to the command
ments of God. 'We were ordained to be messengers, watch
men, and stewards of the Lord; to teach and to premonish,
to feed and provide for the Lord's family; to seek for
Christ's sheep that are dispersed abroad, and for his children
who are in the midst of this naughty world, that they might
be saved through Christ for ever. We were not ordained to
have views about God, or to wallow in the slough of a
subjective pietism. That is the fundamental issue.

But the ordinary egotism of Anglican homiletics at the
present time, whether arising from a diffident self-conscious
ness or from a blatant self-absorption, and the subjectivism
which is loosely bound up with it, are, I suppose, the price
we have to pay for the influence of the most deeply religious
genius in the history of the Romantic Movement in this

1 Henry Fielding, Tom lones; or, The History of a Foundling
(1749), Book Ill, ch. iii.

2 • Science and Religion,' in Echoes from St. M artin-in-the-Fields,
by H. R. L. Sheppard (1934), p. 47.
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country: I mean, John Henry Newman (1801-1890).
When Newman re-edited his Apologia in 1865, he changed
its title to ' History of my Rehgious Opinions.' The altera
tion was rather ominous than significant.

I hope I am not being unfair: but for the ecclesiastical
historian it is extraordinarily difficult to regard Newman in
any other light than as an Evangelical gone to the bad.
The history of religion in England in the 19th century might
have been very different if the man who at the outset of his
religious course had come to rest' in the thought of two and
two only absolute and luminously self-evident beings, myself
and my Creator,' 1 had ever become in any real sense a parish
priest. lVIozley, writing in the Christian Remembrancer (Jan.
1846) just after his secession, placed his finger accurately on
the weak spot in Newman's Anglican career. '... He did
not energize as a parish priest, but as an author. His ser
mons were addressed to a University audience, to the world
in general. ... Mr. Newman had weekly communions, and
daily prayers; and he had the Church at Littlemore with its
daily duties. . . . But all this was a thing attached to his
great position, as a religious mover, and not that position
to it. Mr. Newman had one line-that of a spreader of
opinions, and former of public thought. And this line, how
ever appropriate a one, was still one which kept the Church
distant as it were to his mind, and did not bring her near
him.' 2 Now, if I am right in my contention that preaching
is essentially a pastoral activity, this marks a very serious
limitation on Newman's genius as a preacher.

By nature sceptical, he had experienced an Evangelical
conversion in the autumn of 1816, when he was fifteen. In
consequence, he held that men know God by intuition, if
at all: and although he was bound, after his conversion, to
assent to the doctrine of the Church of Rome that the
existence of God can be completely proved by rational
arguments, it may be doubted whether he ever accepted it

1 Kewman's A pologia pro Vita sua, ed. Wilfrid Ward (Oxford
edtn., 1913). p. 108.

2 Art., ' The recent Schism,' in the Christian Remembrancer~ vo!.
XI, Jan. 1846, p. 179.
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fully and ex animo. l His influence was never so considerable
within the Church of his adoption as it has been within the
Church in which he was baptised 2: the truth is that he was
too much of an individualist-or, if you will, a spiritual
egotist-fully to belong either to the one or to the other.
At the same time, it may be truly said of him that' he lived
all his life consciously in the presence of God.' 3

Without these prolegomena, it would be difficult to assess
the value of his sermons. To those who were contemporary
with him at Oxford, they came commended by the preacher's
'sweet, persuasive, sympathetic' 3 voice. 'There was,' said
Mr. Gladstone, ' a solemn sweetness and music in the tone'
in which he read them to his congregation at St. Mary's 4 :

for at no time in his life was he capable of preaching without
manuscript, and this is strictly true, although after he
joined the Roman Communion he adopted the custom of
the Roman clergy, and discoursed extempore or from notes;
, in fact,' writes his editor, ' he was not preaching but con
versing, very thoughtfully and earnestly, but still con
versing.' 5 A. W. Hutton, in his' Personal Reminiscences
of Cardinal Newman,' says that he was 'rambling and
dreary.... I often used to lament that he did not write
out and read something \vhich might have been half the
length, and yet a thousand times more effective; and while
I think his attempts at spoken sermons were partly due to
an idea that preaching ought not to be reading, I am bound
to add that I believe indolence and a sort of contempt for
the congregation he had to address were partly responsible
for them. I can recollect his rushing up to the library a
few minutes before he had to be in the pulpit, in fact, while
the Gloria in Excelsis was being sung, to find something to
talk about.' 6 Newman, indeed, even in his Anglican days,

1 ' Cardinal Xewman, his \Veakness and his Strength,' in Ecclesia
Discens: Occasional Sermons and Addresses, by A. W. Hutton (1904),
p. 153·

2 Ibid., pp. 160-1.

3 Ibid., p. 160.

4 R. H. Hutton, Cardina! Xewman (1891), p. 98.
5 Sermon Notes of John Henry Cardinal lYewman, I849-I878:

edited by Fathers of the Birmingham Oratory (1913), p. vii.
6 The L\positor, 4th Series, vo1. ii (1890), p. 238.



was essentially a writer for the pulpit rather than a great
preacher. Furthermore, judging from the volumes of his
printed sermons, it is difficult, at least for one of my
generation, to see why they should ever have been so
extravagantly praised.

You may retort that all this is simply a matter of taste,
and that our taste is degenerate. That I am perfectly
prepared to believe. But there are counts against Newman
as a stylist, which are not merely matters of taste. For
example, it is conventional to speak of Newman's ' incom
parable style.' Yet the epithet is completely false: for
Newman's style is obviously comparable with that of
Jeremy Taylor, and no less obviously inferior to it. There
is in truth an almost feminine delicacy in Newman's choice
of words, a tentative and tenuous quality in his interminable
sentences, which-on the whole, unjustly-convey to his
published sermons an air of preciosity and artificiality, and
which undoubtedly stamp him, not as a great prose stylist,
but rather as an epicure of prose. Secondly, if you read
Newman aloud, you ,\Till discover that he continually
wrecks the balance of a sentence, often by quite trivial
blunders, such as employing a dactyl in place of a spondee,
or vice versa: so that one is obliged to suspect that he used
his soft musical voice and his peculiar delivery-speaking
very fast and making long pauses between his sentences 1_

to cover the defects of his ear. I take one instance at
random, from the classic sermon on The Parting of Friends
(Sept. 25, r843; : 'Scripture is a refuge in any trouble; only
let us be on our guard against seeming to use it further
than is fitting, or doing more than sheltering ourselves under
its shadow.' 2 Now that is in any case a very indifferent
piece of writing: but it would at least have sounded better
if Newman's ear had warned him to write, not' under,' but
'beneath.' Moreover there is hardly a page of Newman's
sermons without some blemish of this type.

It is upon such superficial points as these, to look no deeper,
that Newman's inferiority to Taylor is so patent. I am also

1 Cf. Memoirs of Archbishop Temple, by Seven Friends, ed, E. G.
Sandford (1906), vol. ii, p. 457: cf. vol. i, p. 65 n.

Z J. H. Xewman, Sermons bearing on Subjects of the Day (new edtn.,
ed. \V'. J. Copeland, 1869), p. 408.
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prepared to argue that Liddon's sermons are superior in the
same line. But the one indubitable merit of Newman's
sermons is their internal unity, ' the presence of a dominant
note which gives unity and power to each discourse' 1 :

and here-but here only-I think that there is something
to be learnt from his technique.

But the one 19th-century preacher to whom we cannot
pay too much attention-the one Anglican preacher whose
sermons every clergyman of the Church of England ought to
have upon his shelves, however small his private library
the one religious author whom we may confidently put into
the hands of the intelligent agnostic-in a word, the one
great preacher in the history of the English Church-is
Frederick William Robertson (1816-1853).

Like Frederick Denison Maurice, Robertson was not a
Party man: he subscribed to no Party shibboleth, and
accepted no Party whip: 'standing outside the great
organized factions, whose internecine conflicts then dis
tracted men's minds and confused their consciences, he was
for the most part ignored as well as disliked during his life
time. He started with no special advantages of birth or
wealth: he gained none of those academic distinctions which
sometimes take their place: he won the patronage of no
great man: and secured the public interest by no great
book: he received no preferment: he formed no party:
he never preached to the University either in Oxford, or in
Cambridge: he was never invited to occupy the pulpit of
Westminster or S. Paul's: he never preached at Court:
no bishop complimented him with a chaplaincy: the only
honorific position he ever held was that of High Sheriff's
chaplain: he was the recipient of no honorary degree.
Even the innuendoes and criticisms which he felt so deeply,
and which his friends resented so bitterly, do not seem to
have attracted much attention outside the little canting world
of Brighton gossip. You may search the clerical bio
graphies of the period in vain for any reference to his name.' 2

In 1847 he became the incumbent of the proprietary chapel

1 J. G. Simpson, Preachers and Teachers, p. 29.
2 Robertson of Brighton: r8r6-r8S3, by Hensley Henson, Dean

of Durham (1916), pp. 13-14.
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of Holy Trinity, Brighton, where he ministered for six years.
He died in r853, at the early age of thirty-seven. And it
is one of the paradoxes of his ministry that his real fame
as a preacher began only after his death. The posthumous
publication of half a dozen small volumes of sermons and
addresses, and of a dignified and reticent biography by
Stopford Brooke, carried him at once into the first rank of
English preachers, and his place there has never since been
challenged.

It is unfortunate that we do not possess any of his sermons
in the identical form in which they were delivered. What
we have, are printed either from Robertson's private recapitu
lations, / sometimes dictated by the Preacher himself to the
younger members of a family in which he was interested,
at their urgent entreaty; sometimes written out by himself
for them when they were at a distance and unable to attend
his ministry' 1; or from the short-hand notes of a member
of his congregation. We therefore read him not so much
in order to study the technique as, rather, in order to under
stand the mind, the outlook, and the inspiration of a great
preacher. Yet, despite the fact that these are only recapitu
lations, there is a good deal to be learnt from them regarding
the construction of a sermon. Here, for example, is a short
analysis of the sermon on The Scepticism of Pilate, 2 preached
on Nov. 7, r852.

, Pilate saith unto him, What is truth ? '-John xviii. 38.
(Exordium.) This sentence was not spoken in jest.

Pilate's character will help us to judge the tone in which he
asked his question. 'And his character, the character of
his mind and life, are clear enough from the few things
recorded of him.... This is the exact mental state which
we call scepticism.'

, Out of that mood, when he heard the enthusiast before
him speak of a Kingdom of the Truth,3 there broke a sad,
bitter, sarcastic sigh, "What is truth?" ... But it was
that mournful, bitter sarcasm which hides inward unrest
in sneering words: that sad irony whose very laugh rings of

1 Preface to the original edition of Robertson's Sermons (1855), p. v.
2 1St Series, Sermon XX.
3 See 1st Series, Sermon XIX.
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inward wretchedness. We shall pursue, from this question
of Pilate, two lines of thought.

, 1. The causes of Pilate's scepticism.
, n. The way appointed for discovering what is Truth.'
Robertson then develops the heads of his Division. 1.

The causes of Pilate's scepticism: 1. Indecision of character;
2. Falseness to his own convictions; 3. The taint of the
worldly temper of his day; 4. That priestly bigotry which
forbids inquiry and makes doubt a crime.

n. The mode appointed for discovering the reply to the
question, 'What is Truth?' 'Observe-I do not make
our second division that which might seem the natural one
what Truth is. I am not about to be guilty of the presump
tion of answering the question which Jesus did not
answer....'

, The Truth, then, which Pilate wanted-which you want,
and I want-is not the boundless verities, but truth of inward
life. Truth for me: truth enough to guide me in this darkling
world: enough to teach me how to live and how to die.'

The appointed ways to teach this truth are three:

I. Independence.
2. Humbleness.
3. Action.

(Application.) 'Infer the blessedness of belief. Young
men are prone to consider scepticism a proof of strong
mindedness-a something to be proud of. Let Pilate be a
specimen... .' His scepticism was hardly a manly thing.
, To believe is to be happy: to doubt is to be wretched. But
I will not urge that.... We will not say much of the
wretchedness of doubt. To believe is to be strong. Doubt
cramps energy. Belief is power: only so far as a man
believes strongly, mightily, can he act cheerfully, or do
anything that is worth the doing.'

(Conclusion.) 'I speak to those who have learned to hold
cheap the threats wherewith priests and people would
terrify into acquiescence-to those who are beyond the
appeal of fear, and can only yield, if at all, to higher motives.
Young men! the only manly thing, the only strong thing,
is Faith. It is not so far as a man doubts, but so far as he
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believes, that he can achieve or perfect anything. "All
things are possible to him that believeth." ,

This is not unlike the Tillotsonian, or what might be called
the modified Tillotsonian scheme, except in so far as Robert
son generally divides his matter under two heads (as here),
whereas Tillotson normally divides it under three: the sub
divisions are infinitely fewer: and-it must be admitted
there is no fundamental unity of treatment, no leading idea
to which (and here Newman is superior) every detail, every
subdivision of the sermon is subordinated. It is not so
much the division of the sermon under two heads as rather
the junction of two sermons under one text. In others of his
sermons this structural defect is even more conspicuous: in
deed, it is the one ground on which Robertson's preaching may
be criticised. 'There is no main idea. The divisions of the
sermon '-it is against the sermon on Isaac Blessing his Sons 1

that this criticism is primarily directed-' have no immediate
bearing upon one another; they are really separate sermons.
. . . And the conclusion of the whole . . . leaves the hearers
with an impression which entirely obliterates the memory of
the earlier stages.' 2 Not that Robertson rambles: but his
thought does not move directly and evenly and with gather
ing momentum along a single track.

On the other hand, the quality of his thought is infinitely
more profound, more pregnant, more arresting, than that
of Newman or indeed of any other English preacher. Take,
for example, this passage from the third sub-section of the
first division: t Causes of Pilate's scepticism: 3. The taint
of the worldly temper of his day.'

'Pilate had been a public man. He knew life: had
mixed much with the world's business, and the world's
politics: had come across a multiplicity of opinions, and
gained a smattering of them all. He knew how many
philosophies and religions pretended to an exclusive pos
session of Truth; and how the pretensions of each were
overthrown by another. And his incredulity was but a
specimen of the scepticism fashionable in his day. The

1 4th Series, Sermon XIII.
2 J. G. Simpson, Preachers and Teac1zel's, p. 31.
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polished scepticism of a polished, educated Roman, a
sagacious man of the world, too much behind the scenes of
public life to trust professions of goodness or disinterested
ness, or to believe in enthusiasm and a sublime life. And
his merciful language, and his desire to save Jesus, was
precisely the liberalism current in our day as in his-an utter
disbelief in the truths of a world unseen, but at the same
time an easy, careless toleration, a half-benevolent, half
indolent unwillingness to molest the poor dreamers who
chose to believe in such superstitions.

, This is the superficial liberalism which is contracted in
public life. Public men contract a rapid way of discussing
and dismissing the deepest questions: never going deep:
satisfied with the brilliant flippancy which treats religious
beliefs as phases of human delusion, seeing the hollowness of
the characters around them, and believing that all is hollow:
and yet not without their moments of superstition, as when
Pilate was afraid hearing of a Son of God, and connecting
it doubtless with the heathen tales of gods who had walked
this earth in visible flesh and blood, which he had laughed
at, and which he now for one moment suspected might be
true: not without their moments of horrible insecurity,
when the question, "'What is truth? " is not a brilliant
sarcasm, but a sarcasm on themselves, on human life, on
human nature, wrung out of the loneliest and darkest
bewilderment that can agonize a human soul.

, To such a character Jesus would not explain His Truth.
He gave no reply: He held His peace. God's Truth is too
sacred to be expounded to superficial worldliness in its
transient fit of earnestness.'

Now, that is terrific. And yet it is but a very ordinary
and average specimen of Robertson's genius as a preacher.
Robertson was indeed the first and the greatest of the
psychological preachers of the Church of England. It is a
mere accident that he belongs to the middle of the 19th
century: his message is as much alive to-day as it was for
his contemporaries: he is still supreme ' in the analysis of
character and motive, in the appeal to what is in man, in
the awakening of conscience in regard to matters of common

Q
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moral experience, in all that concerns what may be summed
up in natural religion' 1 observed from the standpoint of
the Christian. His character studies from the Old Testament
drew out his natural gifts to their full advantage, and are
among his most successful achievements: I may mention,
for example, since its flashes of spiritual insight and psycho
logical appeal are infinitely more important than its struc
tural deficiencies, the sermon on I saac Bless ing his Sons
(Nov. 24, r850).2 Another sermon which may be particu
larly recommended to the study of the preacher is Triumph
over Hindrances-Zaccheus (Oct. 21, 1849).3 Robertson is
indeed, in an unique degree, the preacher of the Word of
God discerning the thoughts and intents of the heart.

His power as a preacher derived particularly from three
sources: first, his exact and extensive knowledge of the
Bible; second, the deliberate reference of his preaching to
modern conditions of thought and life, and the intensely
personal note which runs all through it; lastly, and princi
pally, the passionate devotion to the Person of the Lord
Jesus Christ which inspires all his words. 4

Most of the other preachers of the 19th century, however
great the services which they rendered to their own generation,
are dead to us to-day. The sermons of Keble (1792-1866),
Pusey (1800-r882), Church (1815-1890), Magee (1821-1891),
and Stanton (1839-1913), may have found honourable
sepulture upon our shelves, but we do not often turn to
them for inspiration. There are, indeed, exceptions, for
me and for you: and if I offer you my own short list, it is
on the understanding that you will wish to supplement it.

Kingsley I have already mentioned. Richard Cecil's
sermons are dead meat, but there is a good deal of nourish
ment in his Remains,5 if you are sufficiently fortunate to
pick up a copy. James Bowling Mozley (1813-1878),
Regius Professor of Divinity at Oxford from 1871 until his
death, is more than a minor prophet, and four of his Univer-

1 ]. G. Simpson, Preachers and Teachers, p. 34.
2 4th Series, Sermon XIII.
31St Series, Sermon V.
4 Cf. Henson, Robertson of Brighton, pp. 91, 92.
o Ed. ]osiah Pratt (\'arious edtns.).
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sity Sermons (1876) in particular-The Reversal of Human
Judgment, War, Nature, and Our Duty to Equals I-are
of abiding value. Archbishop Frederick Temple's sermon on
Catholicity and Individualism, 2 preached at the consecration
of Truro Cathedral choir (Nov. 3, 1887), was rightly described
by Scott Holland as 'the greatest Sermon on the Church
which has been preached in our generation.' 3 Another
sermon of historic moment is Liddon's A Father in Christ,4
preached in St. Paul's Cathedral at the Consecration of the
Bishop of Lincoln [King] and the Bishop of Exeter [Bicker
steth]. Something has been said already of the quality of
Liddon's pulpit oratory. 'I have been hearing Liddon at
St. Paul's,' wrote Dr. E. W. Benson, the future Primate, in
the summer of 1876. 'Very beautiful and very eloquent,

1 Sermons preached before the University of Oxford, and on various
occasions, by J. B. Mozley, D.D., Regius Professor of Divinity,
Oxford, and Canon of Christ Church (1876): Sermons IV, V, VI,
and IX.-The opening paragraph (pp. I 38--g) of the sennon on
Nature (on Ps. civ. I, 2) is justly admired. 'Kature has two great
revelations,-that of use and that of beauty; and the first thing wc
observe about these two characteristics of her is, that they are bound
together, and tied to each other. It would not be true, indeed, to
say that use 'was universally accompanied by beauty; still, upon
that immense scale upon which nature is beautiful, it is beautiful by
the self-same material and laws by which she is useful. The beauty
of nature is not, as it were, a fortunate accident, which can be
separated from her use; there is no difference in the tenure upon
which these two characteristics stand; the beauty is just as much
a part of nature as the use; they are only different aspects of the
self-same facts. Take a gorgeous sunset; what is the substance of
it? only a combination of atmospheric laws and laws of light and
heat; the same laws by which we are enabled to live, see, and
breathe. But the solid means of life constitute also a rare sight;
the usefulness on the one side is on the other beauty. It is not that
the mechanism is painted over, in order to disguise the deformity of
machinery, but the machinery is itself the painting; the useful
laws compose the spectacle. All the colours of the landscape, the
tints of spring and autumn, the hues of twilight and the dawn-all
that might seem the superfluities of Nature, are only her most
necessary operations under another view; her ornament is but
another aspect of her work; and in the very act of labouring as a
machine, she also sleeps as a picture.... '-There is a charac
teristically brilliant description of James Mozley preaching in
Scott Holland's A Bundle of Memories (1915). pp. 34-5.

2 In Twelve sermons preached at the Consecration of the Cathedral
Church of Truro (1887): reprinted in Tha Church Times, Oct. 29,
1937, p. 486.

3 Scott Holland, A Bundle of J1femories, p. 165.
4 H. P. Liddon, Clerical Life and Work (1894). Sennon XI.
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yet the art part of it does not seem so unattainable. But
he unites many charms. His beautiful look and penetrating
voice are powerful over one, and then his reasoning is very
persuasive. He does not make leaps, and dismiss one with
allusions, or assume that one knows anything. He tells it
all from beginning to end, and seems to assume nothing.
But all his physical and intellectual structure is quite swal
lowed up in spiritual earnestness, and he is different to other
preachers, in that one feels this preaching in itself is a self
sacrifice to him-not a vanity or a gain. I do not mean
that one feels others' preaching to be these, but with him
one is conscious that it is the opposite.' 1

I would also recommend the sermons of Thomas Hancock 2

(t 190 3). Lecturer of St. Nicholas, Cole Abbey, E.C., particu
larly those contained in Christ and the People: Sermons chiefly
on the obligations of the Church to the State and to Humanity
(1875); and of these particularly The Son of M an revealing
Himself to His Church as a Thief (on Luke xii. 39-41);
Property and Respectability: or, The Idols which Englishmen
are tempted to worship instead of the Trinity in Unity (on
I John v. I); and The Unity of the Chttrch is to be Kept,
not to be Made (on Eph. iv. 3). Hancock was a master of the
sermon-title: The Pulpit and the Press, published under the
auspices of the Guild of St. Matthew in 1904, contains
sermons on such titles as The Hymn of the Universal Social
Revolution (i.e., the M agnificat: an identification more
original in 1886 than it would be to-day); The Poor are God's
Elect and the World's Creditors; The Religion of the State
requires the Theology of the Church; The Church and the
Public-House: or, Temperance not to be used as a Cloak of
Maliciousness (a ' Temperance Sunday' sermon, 1888); The
Disendowment of the Saviour by Judas (1895); and Arch
bishop Laud, the Martyr for Religious Equality. The sermons
in this latter volume have, however, for the most part, the
character rather of lectures than of sermons: but that on
Laud is well worth reading, as a lecture, for Hancock was a

1 Quoted in J. O. Johnston's Life and Letters of Henry Parry
Liddon, D.D. (1904), pp. 303-4.

2 See Bishop CaBins' introduction to the 2nd edtn. (Church His.
torical Society: 1907) of Hancoc}{'s The peculium, pp. 16--29.
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trained historian: although, whether as a lecture or as a
sermon, it is inferior to Bishop Creighton's sermon on The
Failure of Laud (18g8) in The Mind of St. Peter, and other
Sermons (lg04).

Of the post-Victorians, I may mention here Figgis, Scott
Holland, Waggett, and Mackay. Dr. John Neville Figgis
(1866-1g19) of the Community of the Resurrection, Mirfield,
Honorary Fellow of St. Catherine's College, Cambridge, was a
master of the 'teaching sermon', and the course on Our
Catholic Inheritance in Hopes for English Religion (lgI9) is
admirable of its kind. But these also-as the terms of
reference of such a course undoubtedly demanded-are
lectures rather than sermons: and the volume entitled
Antichrist, and other Sermons (lgI3) serves better to display
the genius of Figgis as a preacher. Father P. N. Waggett
(1862-1939) of the Society of St. John the Evangelist,
Cowley, is seen at his best in Our Profession: A Penitent's
Desire of Christian Loyalty (lgI2), and particularly in the
Easter Sermon on The Concurrent Triumph of Christ's
Friends and Foes (Sermon XI). Prebendary H. F. B.
Mackay (1864-1936), Vicar of All Saints', Margaret Street,
W.1, never did better than in a series (in his own peculiar
genre) entitled Charlie Goodman (I. Concerning the Holy
Eucharist; 11. Concerning Catholicity; Ill. Concerning the
Prayer Book; IV. Concerning Charlie Goodman), published
in his Last Addresses (1937). The series begins with Charlie
Goodman, a young man who 'used to go to Westminster
Abbey', but has lately taken to coming to All Saints',
Margaret Street, because he 'finds an atmosphere there
which he does not find at the Abbey', asking the Vicar the
obvious questions about Non-Communicating Attendance,
the Real Presence, and so forth: and it ends with Charlie
Goodman making his First Confession on Christmas Eve.
Mackay was what may be called an imaginative preacher:
and his imaginative method, when applied to characters in
Holy Scripture, did not always produce equally satisfactory
results.

A characteristic sermon of Henry Scott Holland (1847
1918), Canon of St. Paul's, 1884-1gII, and Regius Professor
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of Divinity at Oxford from 19II until his death, is the
sermon entitled Christ, the Justification of a Suffering World
in Logic and Life (1882). For sheer torrential eloquence, for
an almost overpowering yet deeply intellectual vitality,
Scott Holland has no equal in the history of the English
pulpit. 'The last thing that was possible in Holland's
presence', writes Dr. Lyttelton, '. . . was inertia of mind.' 1

He had, among other gifts, a genius for' putting the case
against himself, stating it better than it had ever been stated,
making it look more true and more attractive than it had
ever looked-as Philip Waggett said, "Holland's men of
straw are more formidable than otherfolk's men-at-arms "
then would come But or Only, or Yes, but, or Just because,
or And yet: and all the cloud-capped towers and gorgeous
palaces would begin to dissolve.' 2 The fault of his style
is its exuberance; an exuberance which, even in the reading,
tends to disguise the intellectual structure of his sermons,
, the severely thought-out reasoning, the admirable lucidity
of arrangement in balance, proportion, and artistic finish.
The flood of words,' writes Dr. Lyttelton in his penetrating
analysis of 'His Style of Writing and Preaching' in The
Mind and Character of Henry Scott Holland, ' tends to conceal
the thread of the argument; but it is amply worth while on
reaching the end to go back to the beginning and retrace the
sequence of the thought.... Probably every weighty
discourse ought to be treated in similar fashion; but with
such writers as Newman and Church it is difficult not to be
persuaded that one has extracted the full meaning after one
reading. The fault of Holland's style ... deters the reader
from this particular delusion.' 3

Two comparisons are interesting. Dr. Lyttelton compares
Scott Holland with J. B. Mozley. 'Both are distinguished
for brilliancy of imagination and originality of thought and
powerful logic; but Mozley was quite free from Holland's
fault of exuberance. If the opening of his immortal sermon

1 The Mind and Character of Henry Scott Holland, by the Rev. the
Hon. E. Lyttelton. D.D. (1926), p. 52.

2 Henry Scott Holland: 1l1emoir and Letters, ed. Stcphen Paget
(1921)' p. 158.

3 Lyttelton, op. cit., pp. 58-g.
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on Nature is studied, the reader soon detects the same play
of fancy, each sentence adding something to that which it
follows': whereas with Holland 'it is easy to get lost in
the concatenation of short sentences which, though often
almost tautological, require sustained attention if close
connection with the preceding paragraphs is to be main
tained. . . . On the other hand his sermons are better
constructed than Mozley's as a whole. Mozley's are medita
tions; rich almost beyond words in depth of thought,
imagination, and logical force; but each discourse lacks
structure, and as in a symphony of Schubert's, when we get
to the end, we cannot quite see why it has not been further
prolonged.' 1 The other comparison is with Liddon. . An
old Londoner, who had the honour of knO\ving Liddon and
Holland personally, sticks to it, that Holland was the better
preacher. He remembers the sound of Liddon's voice over
two words: the one of them was " sacerdotalism ", and the
other was" Schopenhauer". And he remembers the sound
of Holland's voice in 1873, when he was only a deacon,
preaching his very first sermon in St. Paul's: he was talking
about the Holy Innocents, and he called them " these poor
babies." There is more than chance, in the survival of the
isolated words: they stand for differences of tempera
ment.' 2

Of the older generation, I think that there is great technical
merit in C. J. Vaughan 3 (1816-1897)-note, for example, the
sermon on Three Partings in Last Words in the Parish Church
of Doncaster-and in Bishop Lightfoot (1828-1889).

Lightfoot's exordia, in particular, are often masterly and
arresting, and worth observing from that point of view.
His sermon on the text, 'Who is this that cometh from
Edom, ,vith dyed garments from Bozrah?' (Isa. lxiii. I),
preached in Trinity College Chapel, Cambridge, in 1868,

1 Lyttelton, op. cit., p. 58.
2 Pagct, Henry Scott Holland, pp. 155-6.
3 Justice not yet been done to Vaughan as one of the really

important figures in the history of the Church of England in the
19th century. CL however a funeral sermon, Charles John Vaughan,
in Dni,,'ersity and Other Sermons, Historical and Biographical, by
Henry Montagu Butler, D.D., Master of Trinity College, Cambridge
(1899), pp. 312- 29.
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begins as follows: 'The feud between Edom and Israel had
been long and bitter. . . . The conflict began at a very
early date .. .': and so, by way of an illuminating his
torical approach, leads up magnificently to the application
'the lesson of dependence on God's help.' 1 Even more
remarkable is the opening of the sermon on Balaam and
Balak (' And Balaam arose, and went and returned to his
own place: and Balak also went his way'). 'Each went
his own way. Each returned to his own place. This strange
intercourse between men so different in position and character
has come to an end. Despite the eager desire on both sides
to arrive at some mutual understanding, to agree on some
common policy, they could find no meeting-point. Again
and again, at the very moment when they seemed to be
realising their common hope, an invisible power rose up, like
a spectre, between them, and beckoned them asunder. .. .' 2

There is a consummate artistry in the abruptness of that
opening paragraph. Admittedly, it is also uncomfortably
reminiscent of the opening of a ' daring' late Victorian novel
by Grant AlIen, entitled The Woman Who Did (1895) :

, PREFACE

, " But surely no woman would ever dare to do so," said
my friend.

, " I knew a woman who did," said I; "and this is her
story." ,

But I refuse to admit that it is any the worse for that com
parison. For historic interest, we may compare the opening
of a modern sermon on Balaam by the Bishop of Oxford in
The F01!rth River, and other Sermons from the Bible (1935),
a book which I would particularly recommend on other
grounds. Dr. Kirk takes as his text, ' The angel of the Lord
went further, and stood in a narrow place' (Num. xxiii. 26),
and these are the opening words of his exordium: 'Most of

1 'The Conqueror from Edom ' in Cambridge Sermons by the late
]oseph Barber Lightfoot, D.D...., Lord Bishop of Durham (1890),
pp. 19-33·

2 Lightfoot, Sermons preached in St. Paul's Cathedral (1891),
Sermon I, p. I.
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us know the experience to which, in its extreme forms,
psychologists give the, name of claustrophobia. . . .' 1

Dr. Kirk's sermons have, as might be expected, something
of Robertson's quality of psychological insight. They are
also ingenious 2 and suggestive: but they are at the same
time, I think, a little dangerous, precisely because, as the
preacher stipulates in his introduction, they are sermons
, from' the Bible, and not sermons' on' the Bible. Robert
son's Bible sermons were Biblical, in the sense that they were
expositions of Biblical truths. The sermons in The Fourth
River are also in a sense expository, but the truths which they
expound are by no means purely Biblical. The preacher is
primarily occupied not with the questions which the Bible
answers, but with the questions which the Bible asks.
, A problem is set by the Bible itself-an unexpected turn
of phrase, a surprising development in a narrative, a judg
ment or obiter dictum unfamiliar to ordinary modes of thought,
a question to which no direct answer is given. These
problems, as a rule, are problems of personal psychology or
ethics. . . . They must be answered from the biblical con
text itself, illuminated (if at all) by the enquirer's own
knowledge of human nature and its complexities. It is for
this reason that they can be called sermons" from" the
Bible.' 3 In other words, the preacher's primary interest
lies not so much in his text, as rather in the problem, and in
the answer to the problem, which is put to him by his text:
and he exhibits an inevitable preference for the kind of text

lOp. cit., 'The NarrO\dng Road,' p. 23.-F. W. Robertson
also has a sermon on Balaam (Kum. xxii. 34, 35), of which the
exordium opens thus: 'The judgment which we form on the
character of Balaam is one of unmitigated condemnation. We
know and say that he was a false prophet and a bad man. This is
however, doubtless, because we come to the consideration of his
history having already prejudged his case. St. Peter, St. Jude, and
St. John have passed sentence upon him.... And so we read the
history of Balaam familiar with these passages, and colouring all
with them. But assuredly this is not the sentence we should have
pronounced if we had been left to ourselves, but one much less
severe... .' (4th series, Sermon IV: Perversion as shown in the
Character of Balaam.)

2 To preach a sermon on the text, ' The fourth river is Euphrates'
(Gen. ii. 14), is obviously a tour de force.

3 Kirk, The Fourth River, pp. 8--9.
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which puts this kind of problem. Undoubtedly there is room
in our preaching for this type of sermon, but there is not too
much room for it. Moreover it is noteworthy that, as handled
by Dr. Kirk, each sermon sets out from the Bible and, like a
boomerang, returns to it again. Others might be less careful.

This question of Biblical preaching is important: for it
seems manifest enough that if we are to preach the Word of
God with power, we must seek to derive that power from the
same sources from which Robertson derived it: and, of
these, the first is an exact and extensive knowledge of the Bible.

This is essential, not only in itself, but also as affording
what is ultimately the only safeguard against the most
insidious temptation which besets the modern preacher,
namely, the temptation to be Neo-Tillotsonian, and to
preach 'morality tinged with emotion' (:\Iatthew Arnold)
instead of preaching the Gospel, the dayyEAwv, of God;
or rather, perhaps, to accommodate that Gospel to the
intellectual limitations of our people, or to attempt to express
the basic truths of our religion in categories of popular
thinking which are patently inadequate to receive them.
I do not mean by this that we ought to use in our sermons the
conventional and semi-technical modes of speech and thought
which come so naturally to a clergyman and which mean so
little to the laity: for the secret of Robertson's influence,
especially in regard to many who lay outside the recognised
membership of the Churches, but hardly less in regard to his
own congregation, lay very largely in his avoidance of
clerical jargon.l It is indeed our duty to translate the truths
of Christianity into language with which our people are
familiar, into the vocabulary which they know and use
themselves: and this is a duty which should never be
forgotten. But it is not our duty to translate the truths of
Christianity into the ideas with which they are familiar.
That is a very different proposition. It is possible to express
the mind of the Kew Testament in the vocabulary of the
Sunday newspaper: it is not possible to express the mind
of the New Testament in terms of the mentality of the Sunday

1 Cf. Henson, Robertson of Brighton, p. 9I.-See also Camm T. W.
Pym, A Parson's Dilemmas (1930), pp. 103-5.

f
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newspaper, and particularly of the religious articles in the
Sunday newspaper. People who come to church to hear
the Word of God should expect to hear unfamiliar truths
expressed in familiar language, and they must come pre
pared to have their minds stretched.

This brings me, with some hesitation, to the popular
Thursday evening broadcasts from St. Michael's, Chester
Square. Let me begin at once by pointing out that a wireless
audience is not the same thing as a Christian congregation:
the Rev. W. H. Elliott has the excuse that he is addressing
a mixed multitude of decent kindly people, some with
definite beliefs, but the majority, perhaps, merely with
rather vague religious instincts: whereas those clergymen
who imitate him in their churches are without any such
excuse, for they are there, and they are paid, to preach the
Gospel, and not to preach ' religion.'

It seems to me that Mr. Elliott's broadcast addresses are
in fact much more technically orthodox than they are often
imagined to be by those who do not listen in to them. But
the way of orthodoxy is precarious: and there is one
page in particular, in A Plain Man Looks at Life (The
W. H. Elliott Series, No. 3: published by Mowbray, I930),
which should give the reader pause. The address in
which it is contained starts from the question, 'What is
God like? ' and it has for its theme' the character of God
as it is revealed to us in the life of Jesus Christ.' The
preacher asks: 'What in the eyes of Christ were the really
big things?' And his answer is: 1. Home Life; 2. Friend
ship; and 3. Human Service (' work for others ')-' To be
useful; to do something for somebody needing help; to be
eyes to the blind and feet to the lame; to go to the rescue of
anybody, friend or stranger, who had fallen by the way; to
heal the sick; to bind up the broken-hearted; to cheer the
lonely; to make life easier for those who found it hard
all that was tremendously important to Christ. He was
always doing good, eagerly, deliberately, yet always quietly
and un-selfconsciously, with a charm, a sympathy, and an
understanding that made every deed twice blessed. And
in spite of the rush of modern life, Christ would do the same
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and be the same if in the flesh He were living in the world
to-day.' 1

Now, the only thing that needs to be said about all this
is that it is a travesty of the Gospel. What were in fact
, the really big things' in the eyes of Christ, as indicated
by the New Testament Scriptures, and not as assumed by
modern liberal humanitarian sentiment? Should we not
answer-Humility, Faith in God, the Forgiveness of Sins,
the Kingdom of Heaven, and the Judgment to come?
Mark you, 11r. Elliott is by no means the first Anglican
divine to mistake a Messianic proclamation for a humani
tarian programme. But this merely goes to prove the
urgency and the necessity of the study of New Testament
Theology for the modern preacher, because without it we
shall almost infallibly make nonsense of the Word of God,
and therein fall beneath its judgment.

I speak only of such a knowledge of New Testament
Theology as is at once attainable by, and indispensable to,
the ordinary parish priest in his parochial ministry: that
is, of the bare fundamentals. But if you wish to see what
preaching can become in the hands of a real New Testament
scholar, buy and read the Cambridge Sermons of Sir Edwyn
Hoskyns (1884-1937).

, Bible preaching'-which is the supreme exercise of the
preacher's function-may, for convenience, be divided into
three categories: the exegetical, the expository, and the
vitalising. The exegetical type of sermon is that which
wrestles with the thought, and very particularly with the
language, of the Bible, in order to force them to disclose
their secret, 'a secret which concerns us and from which
we cannot escape.' 2 One is reminded of the image of
Jacob wrestling with the Angel which John of Salisbury
(t !I80), priest and scholar, held continually before his eyes:
, Therefore in the path of our peregrinations let us grapple
with the angels of the Scriptures, and, wrestling in tireless
struggle with them, not yield until the dawn of truth shines
bright. Nor does it alone suffice to know truth unless, the

1 w. H. Elliott, A Plain Man Looks at Life, pp. 45-7..
~ Hoskyns, Cambridge Sermons, p. 91.
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thigh of the love of temporal things withering, we may the
more readily attain from the angelic blessing access to true
virtue, the more our love for things temporal is aroused and
the more we halt in our desire for things temporal. For
such a struggle leads to the result that God in person, who
is the highest truth, on the testimony of man triumphant,
is seen face to face.' 1

In this exegetical style of preaching, Hoskyns is without
rival in the history of the English pulpit. 'He had an
extraordinary genius . . . for recognising and concentrating
upon the real issues. Vitality and realism were the out
standing qualities of his thought: he had no patience for
those who attempted to evade or soften what he called
" the roughness of the Biblical material" or to refine it
into "a delicate spiritual piety" .. .' 2 I have already
quoted 3 from the eourse of eight sermons on 'The Vocabu
lary of the New Testament-the Language of the Church.'
Another course of eight sermons-that on 'Sin '-affords
perhaps an even more conspicuous illustration of Hoskyns'
passionate determination to tear aside the complicated
superstructure of 'ideas about God, about Christ, about
the Bible and the Church' 4 which has grown up about our
piety, and to lay bare the bed-rock foundations of the
Christian Faith. 'We all need a thorough and radical
purgation; the purging from the egocentrism, anthropocen
trism, which is invading our whole conception of life, and
which, if it proceeds far, renders the Christian religion
powerless and insignificant: since it is not what we think
about God, and Christ, and the Church, and the Scriptures,
which in the end matters very much; but rather what God
thinks about us, how we are judged by the Christ and by
the living Word of God, made manifest in the Scriptures
and in the Church.' 5 So, then, the stubborn realism of his
insight forces him on relentlessly to conclusions which are

1 Policraticus, lib. VII, cap. xiii: tr. J. B. Pike (John of Salisbury's
Frivolities of Courtiers and Footprints of Philosophers), pp. 267-8.

2 Memoir prefixed to Hoskyns' Cambridge Sermons, p. xxiii.
3 See pp. 129-30, 142-3.
4 Hoskyns, Cambridge Sermons, p. 42.
5 Ibid., p. 45.
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never conventional and seldom wholly comfortable. 'It is
a hard truth for us to learn, we in the pride of our achieve
ments, we with our doctrines of evolution, we with our
petty impertinence convinced that God can only speak to
men through men, through human personalities. If we are
to become Christians we must learn to see through all this
modern make-believe, and return to the old Christian
language of the Advent of God. The Church, the Bible,
the bread and wine of the Eucharist, in fact the Christ,
there, if we have eyes to see it, is the active creative Word
of God, there is the point at which the other world, the
power of the omnipotent God touches this world. The king
dom of God upon earth, the eschatology, the end of history,
remission of sin.' 1 It is this stubborn preoccupation with
the Word of God that conditions and explains the pre
dominantly exegetical temper of the Cambridge Sermons.

The second style of Bible preaching is the expository.
The Bishop of Southampton in An Ambassador in Chains
(1937) entered a strong plea for courses of expository ser
mons on books of the Bible, and, with an evident reluctance,
offered as a sample of what may be done even by' unlearned
and ignorant' clergy, his own courses in \Vinchester Cathe
dral on the Epistles written by St. Paul in his captivity
Ephesians (4 sermons), Philippians (5), Colossians (3), and
Philemon (1).2 This does not mean, of course, that we
should endeavour to revive the learned, laborious, and
exhaustive Expositions of the Puritan divines, of which we
have examples in the Learned Commentary or Exposition,
upon the fourth Chapter of the second Epistle of Saint Paul to
the Corinthians . . . By that Reverend and Godly Divine,
RICH: SIBBS,3 D.D. Sometimes Master of Catherine Hall
in Cambridge, and Preacher to that Honourable Society
of Grayes-lnne (1656); or the same author's Bowels Opened,
or, A Discovery of the N eere and deere Love, V nion
and Communion betwixt Christ and the Church, and con
sequently betwixt Him and every beleeving soule. Delivered

1 Hoskyns, Cambridge Sermons, p. 62.
2 But the most valuable thing in the book is the course of Retreat

Addresses on ' Paul's Prison Prayers,' pp. 137-75.
3 (1577-1635.)
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in divers Sermons on the Fourth Fifth and Sixt Chapters of
the Canticles (1639); or An Exposition with Practical Observa
tions: continued upon the Eleventh, Twelfth, Thirteenth and
Fourteenth Chapters of the Book of Job. Being the sum of
xxxv Lectures, delivered at Magnus near the Bridg, London,
by Joseph Caryl, Preacher of the Word, and Pastor of the
Congregation there (1652). Rather, it means the applica
tion of a suggestion urged by the present Archbishop of
Canterbury in his Cambridge Lectures of 1904, that we
should undertake from time to time ' carefully thought-out
systematic and consecutive courses of instruction' on Books
of the Bible,! such as are within our own capacities to give
and those of our people to receive. I know that this method
used to be employed to great advantage by my uncle,
Archdeacon Paterson Smyth (1852-1932), Rector of St.
George's, Montreal, and sometime Professor of Pastoral
Theology at Trinity College, Dublin. I During several years
past,' he writes in the preface to The Story of St. Paul's
Life and Letters (1917), I for some months each year, I have
treated my Sunday morning congregation as a great Bible
class, taking them straight through the whole Bible in broad
outline.' It is a method that is certainly deserving of our
serious consideration in an age in which I we can no longer
presume that even Church people read the Bible regularly .
. . . On the other hand,' Bishop Karney continues, 'when I
have preached a course on the Bible, people have always
been interested and grateful.' 2

The third style of Bible preaching is that which, for want
of a better word, I have called I vitalising.' 'One of the
signal excellences of Liddon's preaching,' wrote Professor
Bright, I was his power of vitalising Scripture events, and
bringing them into close relation with the present. Thus,
in the volume of Sermons on the Old Testament, we find
vivid sketches of the trials of a clergyman in an unpro
mising parish, where he cannot expect to live long enough
to produce an effect; of invalids trying to make out that

1 The Opportunity of the Church of England, by Cosmo Gordon
Lang, D.D., Bishop of Stepney (1905), pp. Io8-I!.

2 Arthur B. L. Karney, A n A mbassador in Chains, pp. vii-viii.
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they are not so ill as their friends suppose; of women
encouraged to rival men in the sphere of professional or
public life; of those who talk about spiritual religion while
mainly intent on buttoning up their pockets. (Here comes
in the ironical alteration of David's words about the Temple;
the modern spirit would say, "Of course we must have a
temple, but it must be exceeding cheap.") The" old Prophet
of Bethel " reminds him of a worldly old incumbent cynically
discouraging the enthusiasm of a young curate; Ahab
objecting to consult :Micaiah is like a man who suspects he
has a mortal disease, but will not follow the doctor's advice.
Naaman's It Behold, I thought" is illustrated by the craving
for a more imposing Church authority, or a brilliant philo
sophical theory, or by the preference of a "scientific lec
ture " to a sermon; or Solomon's cosmopolitanism in religion
by the unbalanced eagerness to be in "sympathy" with
other creeds, etc.; or" How shall we sing the Lord's song? "
suggests the anomalousness of making sacred music "the
amusement of an infidel audience." There surely was never
a preacher who, in dealing with the past, had his eyes more
thoroughly and practically open to the present, who felt
more intensely the It solidarity" between human nature in
modern England and human nature in the days before the
Incarnation.' 1

Dr. H. L. Goudge (r866-r939), Regius Professor of
Divinity at Oxford, had something of the same gift. His
Sermons on the Old Testament are very unequal: but what
gives the book its unity is the fact that the preacher grasps
firmly the truth that the Old Testament' is not the story
of an alien people; it is the early history of our forefathers
in the faith, and of the Church to v,rhich we ourselves belong.
Its heroes and saints are our own heroes and saints, of whom
we must be worthy.' 2 He is therefore able to use it for
lessons in churchmanship, and to hold up the history of the
Old Israel as a mirror to the New. The sermon on Naaman
in modern dress 3 is a particularly striking example of his

1 J. O. Johnston, Life and Letters of H. P. Liddon, pp. 304-5.
2 H. L. Goudge. Sermons on the Old Testament (1935), p. 76.
3 Ibid., pp. 99-106.
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sense for the continuity of the Church's life and the recur
rence of spiritual problems in all ages. Robertson would
never have handled the narrative precisely in that way:
but for him also the Old Testament history was in a very
real and a very vivid sense contemporary history.

All these three preachers were enabled to vitalise the
Biblical material because they first submitted to its dis
cipline. With Mackay it was otherwise. The sermon on
'The Owners of the Ass's Colt' in Assistants at the Passion
(1929) is very pretty, but it is almost entirely fanciful.
Mackay professed to take the minor figures in the history
of the Holy Week' as figures symbolical of the attitudes
of ... groups of persons [contemporary with ourselves]
towards our Lord in His Passion. These minor figures can
only be taken symbolically, because we do not know enough
about them to treat them as living characters.' 1 The
answer is that if he did not know enough about them to
treat them as living characters, he would have done very
much better to have left them alone altogether, and to
have preached about something else. We may well remind
ourselves of the words of the ever Memorable Mr. John
Hales (1584-1656), of Eton College, in his sermon on Abuses
of hard places of Scripture (on II Pet. iii. 16): 'L,Tpe/3>"oVUL,
They wrest. They deal with Scripture as Chimicks deal
with natural bodies, torturing them to extract that out of
them, which God and Nature never put in them. Scripture
is a rule which will not fit it self to the obliquity of our
conceits, but our perverse and crooked discourse, must fit
it self to the straightness of that rule. A learned Writer
[Faber, marg.] in the age of our fathers, commenting upon
Scripture, spake most truly, when he said, That his Com
ments gave no light unto the Text, the Text gave light unto his
Comments. Other Expositions may give rules and direc
tions for understanding their Authors, but Scripture gives
rules to Exposition it self, and interprets the Interpreter.' 2

That is the point. The object of all Bible preaching,

1 H. F. B. Mackay, Assistants at the Passion (1929), p. 5.
2 Golden Remains, oJ the ever Memorable, Mr. John Hales, oj

Eaton-Colledge, &c. (2nd impn. 1673), p. 3.
R



THE ART OF PREACHING

whether exegetical, expository, or vitalising, must be, not
to display the scholarship, the piety, or the imaginative
brilliance of the preacher, but to confront the hearers with
the actual and authentic speech of the Bible itself, to
recover the authority and the immediacy of the Bible
message, and thereby

'TO HUMBLE THE SINNER

'TO EXALT THE SAVIOUR

'TO PROMOTE HOLINESS.' 1

The second requirement is the deliberate reference of our
preaching to modern conditions of thought and life. 1 do not
mean by this that it is our business to preach politics, or
popular psychology, or popular science, or Biblical criticism,
or any secular idealisms or philosophies. 1 am thinking
rather of an intimate pastoral knowledge of our people:
and for this there is an obvious and immediate value in
meaningful and conscientious visiting. Furthermore, if we
are to know others, we must first know ourselves: and it
is of great advantage to a preacher to use the sacrament of
penance, although this is not of course the primary reason
for the use of it. We should also read as widely as we can
find time to do, or inclination. 'My heart sinks,' says
Dr. Oman, , when 1 see only homiletical literature and little
improving books on a minister's shelves.' 2 Some of it
must of course be solid reading of a professional kind, much
of which will be stiff as well as solid.3 (I shall never forget
my first Ruridecanal Chapter Meeting-admittedly, it was
in the Rural Deanery of Islington-at which it was moved
that we should decide upon a book for study in connection
with the Way of Renewal; and the first rider to the motion
was that it should be a book not costing more than 1/6,
or at most half-a-crown. Eventually we agreed on Dr.

1 Simeon, Horae Homileticae, vol. i, p. xxi.
2 J. Oman, Concerning the Ministry, p. 148.
3 I always think that the Pastoral Lectures of BishoP Edward

King (ed. Eric Graham, 1932), although extremely valuable, are a
little severe in the matter of reading: e.g. (on the Introduction to
the Sermon), 'Read Quintilian's twelve books on rhetoric. '
(p·33).

----
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Alington's The Fool Hath Said, of which there was a cheap
edition.) But we ought also to read novels and biographies,
and occasionally to patronise the theatre and the cinema,
especially the former. Lastly, all that I have tried to say
about the use of exempla fits in here.

Finally, it must be remembered that' in the ministerial
life it is not so much the doing of the duties that is important
as the kind of man who is doing the duties; it is not so
much the sort of sermon that is being preached as the sort
of man that is behind the sermon. I think that was the
thought in St. Paul's mind when advising the young minister
Timothy, "Take heed to thyself and to thy teaching"
thyself first.' 1 And this brings me to the third require
ment-a passionate devotion to the Person of the Lord Jesus
Christ 2: about which it would be impertinent for me to
say very much. It does mean, of course, that, however
busy we may be with all our many duties, we must at all
costs set aside at least half an hour each day for prayer,
over and above our ordinary night and morning prayers
by our bedside. I think it also means that we ought to
read over, at least once a year, The Form and Manner oJ
Ordering of Priests. But I would especially direct your
attention to that word t passionate.' We have most of us,
I suppose, listened to Hitler on the wireless. I am not
suggesting that we should preach like that. But I wish
that we all could preach-and I have known men who have
done it-with as much earnestness, as much zeal, as much
prophetic fervour, as though the Word of God, which we
are feebly trying to utter in our sermons, were verily and
indeed the most urgent and the most important thing in
all the world: because, of course, it is.

1 J. Paterson Smyth, The Preacher and his Sermon (1907), pp. 8-9.
2 Dr. Bright concludes his note on Liddon's preaching with the

words: 'What made Liddon so vitalising a preacher? What but
his supreme devotion to a Christ alive for evermore?' (Johnston,
H. P. Liddon, p. 305.)



APPENDIX

IN his Directions for the Study of Theology, written (but not
published) in 1769, Bishop Warburton (1698-1779) includes
an interesting section on ' Christian Eloquence.' 1 'And now,'
he writes, 'we are arrived at the concluding labours of our
young Divine, the imparting of that knowledge to others
which with so much care and study he hath procured for
himself.' For this is the specific office of the Preacher, as
Warburton conceives of it-namely, to disseminate the
Truth: 'whether his Discourse be employed in illustrating
the sacred text-or in explaining and enforcing the capital
duties of Morality-or, lastly, in pressing, upon the con
science, the practical obligations both of natural and revealed
Religion, by a pathetic address to the Passions and Affec
tions of his hearers: For under one or other of these three
heads, I suppose, may be comprised all the rational service
of the Pulpit.

, 1. If his disposition incline him to the illustration of the
sacred Text, which, in strict truth, is performing what by
his office he has engaged himself to undertake, that is to say,
to preach the word of God, the best model I can think of are
the Sermons of Dr. Samuel Clarke,2 of St. lames's [West
minster], who is always clear, accurate, and full.

, z. If he rather chooses to expatiate on the great Duties
of Morality, Dr. Barrow 3 should be his principal Guide:
whose comprehensive mind penetrates into the very darkest

1 The Works afthe Right Reverend William Warburton, Lord Bishop
of Gloucester (1788), vol. v, pp. 613-15.

2 Samuel Clarke (1675-1729). D.D.: author of The Scripture
Doctrine of the Trinity (1712) : accused of Arianism. Leslie Stephen,
in his History of English Thought in the Eighteenth Century (2nd edtn.,
vol. ii, p. 338), takes Clarke as ' the typical rationalist divine,' and
observes that his sermons ' are, for the most part, not sermons at
all, but lectures upon metaphysics . . . illustrated by quotations of
texts, profuse enough to prove Clarke's powerful memory, and to
explain Warburton's eulogy.'

3 Isaac Barrow (1630-1677), Master of Trinity College, Cambridge,
, may be described as the English Bossuet' (Mitchell, p. 324). His
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recesses of our nature, at the same time that the radiations
of his genius gild the most solemn and gloomy pros
pects....

, 3. A pathetic address to the passions and affections of
penitent hearers, perhaps the most operative of all these
various species of instruction, is that in which the English
Pulpit, notwithstanding all its other superior advantages,
is most defective. 4 Here, the persuasive is apt to be barren
of reasoning; and the pathetic to degenerate into cant. A
perfect model of this kind we must seek abroad. Nor need
we be long to seek, though we be forced to take up with a
Papist, and, what is worse, a Jesuit-the celebrated Bour
daloue, who, to the most perfect sublime and pathetic, has
occasionally added all the force of reason in the simplest
and most beautiful method, in which will be found many
excellent strokes of scriptural criticism and moral divinity,
which so much ennoble the works of the two English
Preachers above recommended for the execution of their
several methods. Nor will there be any danger that our
Student, now so well armed at all points, by the truths
collected in his Course, should be betrayed or entangled in
the errors and corruptions, which have so miserably deformed
the mother-church of this famous Preacher.'

sermons were originally edited by Tillotson, who, however, allowed
himself unusual liberties with the text: the standard edition is that
of Alexander Napier, The Theological Works of I saac Barrow, D.D.
(1859), vols. i-iv. Napier denotes as the principal characteristics of
Barrow's style a remarkable fertility of thought and copiousness of
phraseology; the multiplication and variation of expressions and
images; and a formidable learning, manifest in the ever present
recollection of Greek and Latin originals (vol. ix, pp. xlviii-li). Cf.
Mitchell, pp. 321-30. Charles II is said to have rallied Barrow upon
his exhaustiveness, protesting that he was the most unfair preacher
that he knew, for he never left anything for anyone else to say upon
the subjects which he handled.

4 Cf. p. 182 n. above. Cf. also Boswell's Life of ] olmson, ed. G. B.
Hill, revised by L. F. Powell, vol. iii, p. 248 (Tuesday, 7 April, 1778) :
'BOSWELL. "What I wish to know is, what sermons afford the
best specimen of English pulpit eloquence." JOHNSON. "\Ve have
no sermons addressed to the passions that are good for any thing;
if you mean that kind of eloquence." A CLERGYMAN: ("whose name
I do not recollect). "\Vere not Dodd's sermons addressed to the
passions?" J om,SON: "They were nothing, Sir, be they addressed
to what they may." ,
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